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The System
that beats the system.
Arguments over which system is
best (or worst) for which type of
distortion have been raging
for years.
But now, Sansui have
IN
perfected asystem that
ends disputes once and for all.
Because their revolutionary
new Super Feedforward System
is designed to eliminate all kinds of distortion.
At all frequencies.
What Super FF does
Distortions such as harmonic,
intermodulation, cross over, switching, TIM
and envelope have been virtually eliminated.
And even the, as yet, unknown and
unquantifiable types of distortion are guarded
against. (TIM was once considered one of these.)
How Super FF works
The diagram shows how adistortion,
generated in A2, is returned to the input in
reverse phase, where it is added to Al. The
reverse phase signal is then amplified by Al

ScutsuL

and sent to A2. Thus distortion
is reduced at the output of A2.
This is the working principle
of NFB.
—
In the Super Feedforward
OUT
system, areverse-phase
signal at the output of Al is
also sent to error correction
amp A3, where it is amplified
and then sent on to the output
(rather than the input) of A2.
In this way the feedforward circuit removes
what little distortion NFB fails to eliminate.
The Super FF Unit
For some time Sansui have been considered
the pacesetters in advanced audio technology.
The development of the Super Feedforward
system confirms this.
But the new AU-D9 Super FF amp is not only
aremarkable improvement that makes your
music sound better— it is also remarkable value
for money.
Write for details and we'll tell you about our
matching tuners as well.

The end ofdistortion disputes
Sansui Information Centre P.O. Box 26C Esher Surrey KTIO 9QZ.
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The English tenor talks to Edward Seckerson

Equipment reviews
Two turntables with 'bionic'
tonearms

Two miniature
loudspeakers

by Noel Keywood

by Alvin Gold

89

100

JVC QL-YF5 and Sony PS- X75

RCL ' Small Loudspeaker'

Two expensive but diverse
turntables
by Noel Keywood
95

Lux PD300 and
Pioneer PL1 000

Record reviews
81

Cover

When we first saw and
heard the Lux ' vacuum
disc stabilizer' turntable on demonstration
about ayear ago, its method of sucking
the disc down onto the platter seemed
mightily impressive as a means of killing
resonances and drastically reducing the
risk of acoustic feedback. But the PD55
was rather expensive and it did seem a bit
much that one needed aseparate pumping
station to do the sucking. However, the
device has now been simplified, and on
the rather less costly PD300 one simply
applies some modest finger- force to a
front- mounted lever, which operates an
in-built bellows contraption. Noel
Keywood has a look at this ( and other
'sophisticated' Japanese models) in this
issue.
Photo: Roger Phillips
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70
70
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ROCK by Fred Dellar
FOLK by Paul Oliver
LIGHT by Peter Gammond
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This year's two Audio Awardees were honoured on May
28th in a suite at the Royal Festival Hall in London.
Musical educationist and entertainer Joseph Cooper
presented the Awards to conductor Sir Charles Groves
and veteran recording engineer Kenneth Wilkinson,
before an invited audience comprising musicians, critics,
the press, representatives of the record companies, and
other vvell-wishers. Groves' and Wilkinson's careers and
achievements are detailed on page 35, and we are sure
that readers will wish to join us in congratulating them.
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Classical Record Reviews
John Atkinson, Trevor Attewell,
Roger Bowen, Peter Branscombe,
Christopher Breunig, John Crabbe,
Stephen Dew, Kenneth Dommett,
Colin Evans, John Freestone, Peter
Gammond, Doug Hammond, Thomas
Heinitz, Ivor Humphreys, Peter le
Huray, Arthur Jacobs, Geoff Jeanes,
Andrew Keener, Victor McAloon,
Ate q Orga, David Pickett, Benedict
Sarnaker, Humphrey Searle, Edward
Seckerson, Peter Turner

72
72
72
72
72
72
72

73

70
70
70
70
70
71
71
71
71
71
71
71
72

C P E BACH
Sonatas/Sonatinas ( Hogwood)
J S BACH
Well- tempered clavier ( Gould)
Piano Music ( Gould)
Piano Music ( Gould)
BARTOK
Quartets 5 & 6 ( Lindsay)
44 Duos ( Perlman/Zukerman)
BEETHOVEN
Piano Sonatas ( Lill)
BERG
Chamber Concerto (Atherton)
BOCCHERINI
6 Quintets ( soloists)
BRUCKNER
Symphony 3 ( Jochum)
CHOPIN
Piano Concerto 1 ( Perahia/
Mehta)
Piano Music ( Pogorelich)
Piano Music ( Milne)

73
73
73
73
73
73
73
74
74

73
72
74

COPLAND
Piano Music ( Smit)
DELIUS
Appalachia/Sea Drift ( Hickox)
DOWLAND
Music ( Extempore)
DVORAK
Czech Suite etc ( Dorati)
American Quartet ( Orlando)
ELGAR
Cello Concerto ( Harrell/Maazel)
Cello Concerto ( Kirshbaum/
Gibson)
GERSHWIN
Porgy & Bess arr. etc ( Ortiz/
Previn)
GRIEG
Symphony in C (Andersen)
GURNEY
Ludlow & Teme ( Hill etc)
HANDEL
Cantatas etc (Kirkby/Nelson etc)
HAYDN
Cello Concerto ( Ma/Garcia)
HINDEMITH
Metamorphoses ( Shaw)
HOLST
The Planets ( Rattle)
HUMMEL
Septet ( Nash)
JANACEK
Sinfonietta/Taras ( Mackerras)
Piano & Chamber Works
(Atherton)
KREUTZER
Grand Septet ( Nash)
MENDELSSOHN
Quartet in El, ( Orlando)
Symphonies 3/4 ( Marriner)

Hear the new T.S.L.
speaker at our studio!

Saturday afternoon
in Moscow Road.
Moscow Road ( named after the old Muscovy Trading Co., once alandowner in this area)
is aquiet backwater just off Queensway. the main shopping centre of Bayswater. Here on a
Saturday afternoon, from 2to 4, amusical haven awaits you: in our studio you can relax in
comfort and listen to the latest classical records, splendidly reproduced. This weekly
recital, known as Lire Record Review, has been afeature of our service for the past 25 years
and provides newcomers with an ideal opportunity of 'getting to know us'.
Once the ice has been broken, you will soon learnwhy we have been referred to variously
as " Britain's leading hi-fi specialist" (The Observer), "The doyen of hi-fi music" ( Penguin
London Shopping Guide) or " Epitomising all that is most civilised and music-oriented in
the British hi-fi scene" ( High Fidelity, U.S.A.): you will also come to understand that, given
the kind of advice and service for which we have long been renowned, it is not necessary to
spend afortune in order to obtain really beautiful sound. In time, too, you will discover how
thoroughly we look after our customers, for we make sure that the equipment you have
chosen with our help is installed to the best advantage and we look after it subsequently,
while also offering the best in discs and tapes ( purchasers of equipment receive asubstantial
discount).
Beyond this, we handle in-car stereo, as well as the best in T.V. and video recorders, while
we collaborate with architects and interior designers to ensure that our installations shall
harmonise with their surroundings. Above all, we care deeply about musical values and, if
you feel intimidated by the sheer quantity of sound equipment available today, you will find
us intrepid guides through the ' hi-fi jungle, for not only do we possess the knowledge and
experience to cut through the undergrowth, but it is our avowed aim that all who seek our
help shall, in the years to come, feel glad that they followed our advice.

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd
35 Moscow Road

MUSIC IN THE HOME

Queensway London W2

Tues. Wed.

Sat. 9.30-5.30;

Thurs. 9.30-1;

relephone 01-229 2077
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Fri.

76

J STRAUSS II
Ballet Music ( Bonynge)

71

STRAVINSKY
Agon ( Atherton)

76
72

SZYMANOWSKI
Symphonies 2/3 ( Dorati)
TCHAIKOVSKY
Rococo Vars etc ( Harrell/
Maazel)

76
76

77
73
77
77
72

77
77

Symphony 6 ( Ashkenazy)
Piano Trio (Ashkenazy/Perlman/
Harrell)
TELEMANN
Sonatas etc ( Petris)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
VVenlock Edge ( Hill etc)
VIVALDI
Four Seasons ( Menuhin/Lysy)
Concertos ( Auriacombe)
WALTON
Cello Concerto ( Kirshbaum/
Gibson)
WARD
Madrigals 1613 ( Rooley)
WASSENAER7
Concerti Armonici ( Furl)

COLLECTIONS
Vu C,/

77
17
77
78

DUETTI DA CAMERA
FEAST OF ST IVAN
OBERAMMERGAU
0 PRAISE GOD

78
78
78
78
78
78

Nul VoLdi
BAROQUE MUSIC
DEVIL'S TRILL
FANTASIA
FOR ELISE
4 TRUMPET CONCERTOS
TRUMPET CONCERTOS

HEAR THE
"SMALL"

LOUDSPEAKER
AT

ERIC WILEY
64 and 85 Beancroft Road
CASTLEFORD
West Yorkshire

Basic opening hours:
Mon.

MOZART
Symphonies 21/31 ( Kuhn)
Symphonies 31/32/39 ( Macal)
Church Sonatas etc ( Gerecz)
MUSSORGSKY
74
Godunov Scenes ( Siminov)
74
Songs ( Talvela/Gothoni)
ORFF
73
Carmina Burana ( Shaw)
PROKOFIEV
75
Classical Symphony etc ( Marriner)
- PUCCINI
75
Le Villi ( Maazel)
PURCELL
75
Choral Works ( Pinnock)
RACHMANINOV
74
Songs ( Ta lye la/Gothoni)
75
The Bells ( Svetlanov)
RAVEL
75
Daphnis & Chloé ( Dutoit)
75
Shéhérazade etc ( Von Stade/Ozawa)
RODRIGO
75
Ara njuez/ Gentilhombre ( BoneII/
Dutoit)
SCHUBERT
75
Symphony 9 ( C. Davis)
76
Rosamunde ( Kuhn)
76
Quintet in C ( Chilingirian/
Clarke)

74
74
74

9.30-7

CHECK OUR
LATEST
PRICES
BEFORE
BUYING
ELSEWHERE

ESTABLISHED OVER 22 YEMIS

Expert,Friendly Advice!
Comprehensive Stock!
12 moots Free Service!

Griffin Phoenix ( s/o) £79-95
I.M.F. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Jim Rogers 1981 range
available at our very competitive prices.
Keesonic Sup Kubs ( s/ 0)
£84-95

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(C&I f4.25)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices
Amstrad Ex.333 (s/o)
£77.95
Bang 8. Olufsen 1981
range available at our
very competitive prices.
Harman Kardon HK 340 ( s/o)
£99.95
HK 450 (s/o). . £149-95
HK 560 (s/o). . £159-95
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J.V.C. RS11L (
s/o) £84-95
RS5L (s/o).
£84.95
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Lux R 1040 ( s/o) . £134-95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Pioneer SX690 ( s/o) £95•95
SX980 ( s/o). . . £219•95
Rotel RX603 ( s/o)
£109.95
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui R50 (s/o)
£94.95
R70 (s/o) . . . £114-50
TA500 ( s/ci). . . £164.95
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive

prices.

Sony STR232L (s/o)£59.95
Tandberg TR2025FM
(s/o)
£119-95

Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Cambridge P80 ( s/o)
£144-95
Hardon Kardon Citation 18
(s/o) . . ..... £349.95
Citation 19 ( s/o) £309.95
J.V.C. 1981 range ava 1able at our very competitive prices.
J V.C. AS3 ( s/o)
£44.95
AS5 (s/o)
£49-95
JAS55 (s/o) . £149-95
Lux L2 (s/o)
f99-95
Lux M12 ( s/o) . . £429-95
Pioneer 1981 range aval able at our very competitive prices.
Pioneer SA508 (s/o) £69•95
SA708 (s/o) . . . £94-95
SA7800 (s/o). . £129-95
SA8500 11 (s/o) £129-95
SA8800 (s/o). . £149-95
SA9500 (s/o). . £169.95
SA608 (s/o) . . £104-95
SA706 (s/o) . . £99-95
%vox 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Revox 8750 mk1 ( s/o)
£249-95
Ratel RA214(s/0). . £34-95
RA350 (s/o) . . £59-95
RA2030 (s/o). . £184.95
RA414 (s/o) . . . £84-95
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui A40B/S (
s/o)£59-95
A50 ( s/o) . . . £114.95
A6013/5 (s/o). . . £79-95
AU217 11 ( s/o) . £89.95
AU317 11 ( s/o) £149-95
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
.prices.

BANG 84
OLUFSENe5

P

We are the countrys leading B & 0 specialists. At our • six
8c 0 specialist centres you can see, hear and compare the
superb, sophisticated, high technology B & 0 Hi- Fi range.
-Call, phone or write for our competitive 8 & 0 prices and
discover how little extra you will have to pay to purchase the
B
0 system you thought you could not afford.
B & 0 CENTRES
Edgware Road, Ilford, Kings Cross, Lewisham.
(see bottom of page for address and opening hours)
RICHMOND, 46 THE QUADRANT. Tel: 01-940 3859
Upen Mon-Fri 9-6 pm. Sun. 10-2 pm. Closed Sat.
CITY: 228 Bishopegate EC2
Tel: 01-247 2607
Teac AG5700 (s/o) £99.95.
Technics
1981
range
available at our very corn.
Petitive prices.
Technics SA200L (s/o)
£89-95
SA400 (s/o) .
£169-95
5A500 (s/o) . . £159-95
SA600 (s/o) . . £199-95
Ti o KR4070 (s/0) £99-95
KR4070L (s/o) £109-95
Yamaha CR220 ( s/o)£79.95
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
(C&I f3-75)
Alm 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Aiwa AA8700 (s/o) E 244.95

ccess/Barclaycard
accepted. For no
fuss, immediate
despatch, Credit
Card Mail Orderphone our Kings
Cross branch.

neat

Sony TA212 (s/o)
TA212A (s/o). . . f44.96
7A515 (s/o). . . . £89-16
TAF5A (s/o) . £148.98
Technics
1981
range
available et our very competitive prices.
Technics SE9021 (s/o)
£125.95
5E9060 (5/0). . £239-95
SU8011 ( s/o). . . £59-95
SU8055 (s/o). . £119.95
SU8077K (s/o). £149.95
SU9011 (s/o). . . £99-95
SECO1 (s/o) £194-95
SUZ2 (s/o) . . . . £66-95
SU8022/8022K ( s/o)
£79-95

Ferrograph 1981 range
available at our very competitive prices.
Harman Kardon 1500 ( s/o)
£109.95
2500 (s/o) . . . £159-95
3500 ( s/o) . . . £269-95
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J.V.C. KDA22 (s/o). £81-95
KDA33 (s/o) .
£97.95
KDA55 (s/o) . £127-95
KD720 (s/o) . £56-95
KDA7 (s/o) . . . £199.95
KDA8 (s/o) £329-95
Lux 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Marantz 3000 ( s/o)
£74-95
Nakamichi DT600 ( s/o)
£329 •95
MOO 11 (s/o). £ 539•95
Neal 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Neal 103 (s/o) . . £270.95
312 (s/o) . . . . £340-95
7602H Logic 7 ( s/o)
£569-95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Revox 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui D90 ( s/o). . £72-95
D100 (s/o) . . . . £79.95
SC1300 (s/0). . £114.95
SC3300 ( s/o). . £169.95
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Sony TCK60 ( s/o) £189•95
TCU60 (s/o)
£159-95
Tandberg
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Tandberg TCD320 (s/o)
£249.95
Teac 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Teat A2300SD (s/o)
£399.95
CX270 (s/o) . . £89.95
CX210 (s/o) . . . £69.95
A108 Sync (s/o) £119.95
A300 (s/o) . . £149.95

Custom Hi -Fi Centre

Our Custom Hi -Fi Studio caters for the discriminating, selective Hi -Fi customer who does
not want to be 'sold » on any particular make or model because it is 'profitable', but wants the
benefit of unbiased, expert, friendly advice and ademonstration in aStudio where he can
under ' ideal acoustic conditions' listen in both privacy and comfort to the best Hi -Fi
equipment currently available. Such aplace is Custom Hi -Fi Studio!!
To be sure of the best attention, please ring for ern appointment that will ensure you exclusive
use of the studio.
LINN SONDER - QUAD - ELECTRO COMPANIET - EXPOSURE - SYRINX SYSTEMDEK - CELEF - A & R ( CAMBRIDGE) - ARISTON - MISSION NAKAMICHI - SONUS - ASAR - KU! - LUX - HAFLER - ISOBAR1K . REFERENCE - ¿ENTER - MICHELL - SME - CELESTION - SUGDEN - GALE
IHADCOCK - THORENS - STANTON - ITTOK - ELITE - FERROGRAPH TANCFBERG - SPENDOR - STD - CHARTWELL - DUAL - GRADO - REF TECHNICS - RE VOX - ROGERS - ORTOFON - AR - ENTRE - B & W- MICRO
ACOUSTICS - NYTECH - GRIFFIN - TIME WINDOW - TEAC - CAMBRIDGE HARMAN KARDON.
82 HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.C.1. Tel:01-242 8354

TUNERS
(C&I f350)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Cuwa ATS700 ( s/o) £209-95
Altai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Cambridge T55 ( s/o)
£114.95
J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J.V.C. TV3L (s/o). . £4495
TV5L (s/o) . . . . £74-95
JTV22 (s/o). . . . £74.95
Marantz ST300L (s/o)
£79.95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Pioneer TX7800 ( s/o)
£129.95
TX606 (s/o). . . . £89.95
TX9800 (s/o). . £219-95
Rote! RT226 (s/o)
£39-95
Sansui 1961 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui T80 (s/o) . £84.95
TU217 (s/o)
£79-95
TU317 (s/o) . £84-96
T6OB (V0) . . £ 59.95
TU719 (s/o) . £159.95
Teac ATX50 (s/o) £129.95
Technics
1981
range
availablaat our very competitive prices.
Technics SH9038 (s/o)
£186-96
STC01 (s/o) . . . £7918
ST9030 (s/o). . Z189-96
STZ1L Ys/o). . . . £54.911
ST9038 Dig. Prog. (s/o)
£215-95
ST8044 (s/o) . . .94-95
£
ST9031 (s/o) .
t129-95

TURNTABLES
(C&I f4 25)
Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
A wa AP2300 ( .
3,0) £99 -95
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Bang & Olufsen 1981
range a/ridable at our
very competitive prices.
Dual 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

J.V.C. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
J.V.C. LA55 (s/o). . £52.95
LF66 (s/o) . . . . £64.95
LA11 (s/o) . . . . £51 .95
CILA5R (s/o) . . . £85-95
Micro-Seiki DD24 ( s/o)
£59.95
DOX1000 ( s/o.). £319.95
Pioneer 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Pioreer PL630 ( s/o)
£129.95
Rayos 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Sansui P50 ( sic)
£59-95
Sony 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics SL1600-11 ( s/o)
£169-95
SL1700 11 (s/o) £146.95
SL5200 (s/0). . . £99.95
SL1500 mk1-Arm
(s/o)
£119-95
SL1300 11 . . £239-95
SU 500 mk11.
£179-95
SL1800 11 (s/o) £147-95
Trio KD500 (s/o). £139•95

SPEAKERS
(C&I Bookshelf £ 6•00)
(C&I Console £7•50)
A R. AR18 ( s/o) . £79•95
AR25 ( s/o) . . £109.95
AR90 ( s/o) . .
£499.95
AR92 ( s/o)
£269-95
Bang & Olufsen 1981
range available at our
very competitive prices.
B & W 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Celestion
1961
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Celestion Dittos .12 ( s 0)
£139.95
Chanwell
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Gale 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

K.E.F. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
K.L.H. 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Leeson LB1 Lynette ( so)
£99•95
Marantz HD440 ( s/o)
£69.95
Oued 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Rogers 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Tannoy 1981 range available at our very competitive prices.
Technic a
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics SBR3 ( s/o)
£109.95
Wharfedale 1981 range at
our
very
competitive
prices.
Yamaha NS615 ( s/o)£99.95
NS655 (s/o) . . £189-95

I
1
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All of our branches carry avery comprehensive selection of
the latest home video recorders, portable video cameras,
video tapes and accessories in the VHS.. Betamax and

V.C.R. formats and all are available at our very competitive
prices.
Every video sale is fully covered by our Free Servicing
Guarantee covering all parts and labour.
Call into or telephone any of our branches for our most
competitive video prices.

CA SS ETT E
REEL- TO REEL
DECKS/RECORDERS
(CM f4 25)

Technics
1981
range
available at our very competitive prices.
Technics RSMO3 ( s/o)
£129-95
RSM56 (s/o) . £149-95
RSM8 WO. . £67-95
RSM33 (s/o) . . £159.95
RS686 (s/o) . . £373-95
Trio KX920 (s/o) . £119-95

Aiwa 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
'Aiwa AD6350 (s/o) £99•95
ADM200 (s/o). . £89.95
A06600 (s/0). . £169.95
AD6700 ( s/o). . £229.95
ADL300 ( s/o). . £109-95
Akai 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.
Dual 1981 range available
at our very competitive
prices.

Prices are correct as at
14/5/81 but may be
subject
to
change
without prior notice
(s/o) = special oilers.
(s/h) = second hand.
Limited supplies only
available
at
these
prices.

EDGWARE RD.
HOLBORN

376/8 Edgware Road, W2.
82 High Holborn, WC1.

KINGS CROSS -,
LEWISHAM
ILFORD
WALTHAMSTOW

242/244 Pentonville Road, NI.
01-827 5200
36 Lewisham High Street, SE1 3.
01-852 2399
Pioneer Market, Ilford Lane, Ilford, 01-178 2291
252 Hoe Street, Walthamstow EI7. 01- 520 19 06

OPEMMIM MOURS'• NIMIUMS
it fORO. I ( WISHAM .KINGS CROSS

MAO Ma»
Man Salf i lAws

T.) . 01.7240454
01-242 7401

Sar! 6

twairwisrOw me» Sail t W.t

pa,

KINGS CROSS
BRANCH FOR
ALI MAIL
ORDERS

I.:•:•:•:•:.

At your local Laskys right now
there are hundreds of top- name Hi Fi
bargains. It's the sunniest Hi Fi news
this year! Just take alook at these
savings then cruise down to your
local Laskys store for the full story.
And remember, all sale items carry
the usual Laskys 2year parts and labour
guarantee (1year on video and portables).
So come on in to Laskys and enjoy the
sunshine!

feifil 0'
41 *
Receivers
Aiwa AX7800 60 watts MW/LW/FM
Akai AAR20 28 watts AM/FM
Pioneer SXD5000 80 watts AM/FM

Previous
Discounted
Price

LASKYS
SALE PRICE

£269.90
£99.90

£149.90
£79.90

£399.90

£298.90

£98.90
£129.90

£79.90
£99.90

£19.00

£72.90

£59.90

£13.00

£109.90

£99.90

£10.00

YOU
SAVE
£120.00
£20.00
£101.00

Amplifiers
Lux L2 33 watts
Nikko NA990 60 watts
Tuner
Technics STZ1L MW/LW/FM
Turntable
Garrard DDQ550 Quartz, direct
drive inc. Shure cart.

£30.00

Pile HUNDREDS MORE
SALE BARGAINS f

2 Trio KA405 Amplifier
Just one of the many 110
units at sale prices, the 405
delivers abig 55 watts RMS
per channel at only 0.05%
TH D. Features include twin
power meters, tone defeat
switch, tape dub and rnic.
CTF850 Cassette Deck
mixing facility.
Look out for other great Pioneer bargains
like the CTF850 Cassette Deck. A metal Laskys Sale Price £89.90
compatible 2- motor, 3head deck with
touch-sensitive controls, bias fine

1 Pioneer CTF750 Cassette Deck
Sophisticated Auto- Reverse deck at an
unbeatable price! Noise-free 0.3 second
turn- round time. 2motors, 3heads, rec.
mute, peak/average FL meters, autostop and output level control.
Laskys Sale Price £119.90

adjust, peak/average FL meters and
output level control.
Laskys Sale Price £ I49.90
You save £80

3 JVC AMI Amplifier
and TMI Tuner
A truly amazing saving on
JVC's matching micro
components — over £350 off
when you buy them together.
Power is 50 watts RMS per
channel with adiminutive 0.009%
THD. The FM tuner has digital
frequency readout with electronic
turing, LED signal-strength
indicators and 5station pre-sets.
Laskys Sale Price £197.80

LAIArve
The leaders in Hi-Fi.

Laskys Superstores: London 01-636 0845 • Birmingham 021-632 6303 • Bristol 0272 20421. Chester 0244 317667 • Edinburgh 031-556 2914 • Glasgow 041-226 3349 •
Kingston 01-546 1271 • Liverpool 051-236 2828 • Luton 0582 38302- Manchester 061-832 6087•Nottingham 0602 415150- Preston 0772 59264 • Sheffield 0742 750971 •
Laskys, the retail division of the Ladbroke Group.

Top class speakers at lowest-ever prices!
Legendary names with really big savings. Speakers you've dreamed
about owning at prices you never dreamed possible.

Previous
Discounted
Price

AR25 100 watts
AR92 125 watts
AR91 125 watts
AR90 150 watts
AR9 175 watts
Castle Conway 50 watts
Castle Howard 7'5 watts
Celestion Ditton 22 80 watts
Celestion Ditton 332 100 watts
Celestion Ditton 442 120 watts
Goodmans Beta 70 watts
Goodmans Kappa 95 watts
JR150 100 watts
Kef 105.1 200 watts
Kef 105.4200 watts
KLH 160 50 watts
KLH 150 75 watts
Mission 720 125 watts
Tannoy Cambridge 40 watts
Tannoy Chester 100 watts

4 Ket Model 105.2
Already in extensive use in
professional installations, the
105.2 has received great critical
acclaim. The many innovative
design features help to create
stereo images of remarkable
depth and locational accuracy.
Produced in computer-matched
pairs to ensure parity-of response
to ± 0.5dB. Full electronic overload protection 25-200 watts.
Laskys Sale Price £798.90

5 Mordaunt-Short Signifer
The flagship of the MordauntShort range, the Signifer is a
3-way reflex system. Its
negligible colouration,
smoothness of response and
excellent stereo imaging make
the Signifer areal listening
experience. Suitable for
amplifiers from 20-250 watts.
Laskys Sale Price £498.90

6 Goodmans Sigma
The Goodmans Sound at an
unrepeatable price! 2-way
system plus ABR for bass
extension down to 35Hz. The
Sigma features the exclusive
Goodmans long throw LF unit
with pleated surround which
permits large cone excursions
and soft dome tweeter. 20-95
watts.
Laskys Sale Price £129.00

£129.90
£398.00
• £519.00
£729.00
£998.00
£269.90
£459.90
£149.90
£245.00
£298.90
£129.90
£159.90
£209.90
£599.00
£649.00
£169.00
£249.00
£299.90
£119.90
£289.90

LASKYS
SALE PRICE

YOU
SAVE

£109.90
£269.90
£369.90
£529.90
£698.90
£198.90
£399.90
£119.90
£198.90
£229.90
£69.90
£89.90
£169.90
£449.90

£20.00
£128.10
£149.10
£199.10
£299.10
£71.00
£60.00

£599.90
£149.90
£229.90
£249.90
£89.90
£198.90

£30.00
£46.00
£69.00
£60.00
£70.00
£40.00
£149.10
£49.10
£19.10
£19.10
£50.00
£30.00
£91.00

Where asaving and/or previous discounted price
is shown, this refers to the Sale Price compared to
the Laskys price in December 1980.

PRICES INCLUDE IS% VAT AND ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS. ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABIUTY.

The leaders in Hi-Fi.
And Nationwide: London: 6branches - 01-2000444 for nearest • Cardiff 0222 374893 • Chatham 0634 407104 • Colchester 0206 62636 •
Croydon 01-681 3027 • Dartford 0322 73481 • Leicester 0533 537678 • Manchester 061-834 4381- Northampton 0604 35753 Oxford 0865 722870 - Reading 0734 595459 • Richmond 01-9481441. Rumford 0708 20218 Southend 0702 612241. Watford 0923 47488.
Wolverhampton 0902 23384. Open now at 79-81 Week Street, Maidstone

AnBreee provided tn association
wale Uneredit Finance Lid. Please
a..t for abatter APR 29.8% il you
pif by Bankers' Order (34.5% for
ChM' metAzds of payment).

Open all day Saturday

SPECIAL FROM

Closed Wednesday

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM
U.K. ORDERS ONLY. Add 36p for P&P. Prices subject to alteration without notice
C.80
C.90
C.120
• CASSETTES
VIDEO RECORDERS
- £ 195
Ampex GM
TAPES
£2.20
Ampex Grand Master 2
Akai, Grundig, Hitachi,
£1.28 £1.76
Ampex High Bias
JVC, Maxell, Philips,
65p
90p £ 1.20
B.A.S.F. LH/SM
Sony, T.D.K. & V.H.S.
£1 07 £ 1.44 £192
LH/SM Super
Appointed stockists
£1 44 £1 . 76 £270
Chrome
Akai, AKG, Beyer,
£1 12 £1.49 £2.20
Ferri Super LH1
Grundig, Hitachi, JR,
£1 80 £2.40
Ferrichrome
El 70 £2.20
JVC. KEF, Koss,
Super Chrome
Ortofon, Philips. Hi Fi
el
17
£1.60
Fuji FX1
& Black Tulip, Pioneer,
84p £1.17 £160
Fuji FL
QED.
Scott,
Sennheiser,
£1.12 £1.44 £ 1.97
Hitachi UD
Sharp, Shute, Sony.
70p £100 £ 1.44
Hitachi LN
Tandberg, Technics,
£1.54 £197
Hitachi EX or ER
Wharfedale, Yamaha.
£1.12 £1.44
Maxell UD
Maxell UDXL or UD/XL2
£1 57 £203
METAL CASSETTES
Maxell UDXLIS
£1 90 £2 50
- Hitachi C60 £ 3.50
£2 00 £2 50
Maxell UDXL2S
64p
86p
£1.22 TDK MA60 £4.00
Philips Ferro
TDK MA90 £5.00
75p
96p
Super Ferro
85p £ 107
TDK MAR60 £5.50
Super Ferro 1
Maxell C.60 £3.80
£1
28
£1.76
Chrome
Maxell C.90 £4.85
£1.49 £1.92
Ferrochrome
Philips C.60 £3.80
59p
86p
£1.07
Pyral Hi Fi
Philips C.90 £4.80
80p £1.10
Maxima
Sony C.60 £3.80
70p
£1.00
Optima
Sony C.90
£4.85
Super Ferrite
£1•00
Él.60
Sony CFH
65P
•91p
el.22 TDK ENDLESS
£1 26 £166
CD Alpha
LOOP CASSETTE
£1.50 £1.90
Ferrichrome
C.46 £1-22
-1 min £1-86. 3mins.
BHF
90p £107 £131
£2-08.
£1.02
£1.30
AHF
C.46 88p
6mins £2.39.
77p
96p £1.46
TKD Dynamic
C.46 70p
T.D.K. CASSETTE
£1.80
f2 50
SAX
DEMAGNETISER
£1 40 £ 1.85
SA
tee°
£1
.
10
£
1.33
£
1.97
AD
C.46 £ 1.00
• REEL TO REEL
£1.30 £ 1.87
Optimum
Appointed stockists for
• AMPEX TAPES (All on rreels)
Tandberg, Sony,
Series 2020 1800' £4410. Ser. 292 back ctd. 1800' £2.08. Ser. 651
Philips, Akai, Uher &
2400' £3.75 Ser. 661, 3600' £410. Ser. 342 Plus 1800' £3.78. Grand
Others. Mics. Mixers.
Master (
SER.357) 1800' £15-85.
Accessories.
• SHAMROCK TAPES
• OWN SERVICE
7' 1800' f1 -60. r2250' £2-40. 5' 900' £1-07, 5 1200' £1-28, 7"
DEPT.
1200' £ 1.06.
• CREDIT FACILITIES
You get afair deal at afair price when you
tit from

REAL Hi -Fi
IN
IRELAND
LINN products available
from
NOEL CLONEY

contact:
Leinster Mews
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmine
Dublin 6
Tel: 961316

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 169-171 HIGH RD., LONDON SW16 6EG
Between St. Leonard's Church and Streatham Station.

Phone: 01 -769 0466: 01 -769 0192

20 YEARS ON
When Ifirst started in HI- Fl in the late fifties equipment was
valve, bulky and heavy. Shops did not have row upon row of
equipment all looking the same. The shop owners were all
enthusiasts who had equipment on demonstration which they
thought sounded best. Sadly these days are over. OR ARE
THEY?
In our shop we don't have row upon row of equipment, not
even acomparitor. We do things quite differently.
Firstly we only have ONE pair of loud- speakers in our studio at
atime. We see the pitfalls of one pair being driven by an amplifier
and many pairs driven by excited air! The MOST IMPORTANT
part of any system is the SOURCE. Sadly it's taken many people
along time to discover this FACT.
AMPLIFIERS ALL SOUND DIFFERENT but there are ahandfull which sound musical, e.g. NAIM, NYTECH, MERIDIAN, A &
R CAMBRIDGE. Loudspeakers are for listening to, not reading
about, so why not come and listen to models by LINN, ARC, B &
W,
HEYBROOK,
KEF, CASTLE and
RCL 'Thé Little
Loudspeaker'.
Our commitment to you is when you buy asystem you will be
buying the best performing unit of their kind in the market and
the best kind of engineering in terms of value for money, which is
what HI- Fl is all about, even 20 years on.

Robert Ritchie,
102 Murray Street,
Montrose,
Scotland.

DEMONSTRATION BY APPOINTMENT IN THE ' STUDIO'
Agents for LINN, REGA, DUAL, NAIM, NYTECH, A & R
CAMBRIDGE, ARC, B & W, KEF, CASTLE, HEYBROOK, TRIO,
MITSUBISHI, SENNHEISER, TANDBERG, RCL, ADC, QUAD

AT

THE CRITICS CHOICE
Main agents for Linn, Ariston, Thorens, S.T.D.,
Michell, Revox, Nytech, Meridian, Mission,
Classic, Quantum, Crimson, B & 0, Technics,
Optonica, Pioneer, Trio, Hitachi, Sansui,
B & W, Celef, Dual, Castle, IMF, Sigma,
Bose, Lentek, Heybrook, etc, etc,.
64 A HIGH STREET, LINCOLN.
Telephone Lincoln 38 718

How long can we keep up
these ridiculous LOW PRICES!
ajtsu1

Super.y•C•omo

S

answi

S

S50u0p0er Compo

A-5 2.25 watt amplifier
T-5 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 PLL-servo
Turntable
D-95 m Dolby Metal
cassette deck
GX-65 Audio
cabinet

as 4000: alternatively supplied
with FRO- 35 turntable
Direct Drive.
GX-75 Audio
Cabinet
- I

Wicks
super saver
price

Wicks super
saver price

Plus free 1 pair
Sansui ESP601
speakers

£348

answi

sucier.yce
er

A-7 2x45 watt amplifier
T-7 AM/FM tuner
FRD-25 turntable
D-95 m Cassette
Deck
GX-75 Audio
Cabinet
Wicks
super saver
price

£368

• TANOBERG • YAMAHA AND MANY MORE

aeLVELLRiO aystem

Sat/LS/IL

R70 2.65 watt receiver
0100 Dolby Metal cassette Deck
FRD-35 Direct
Drive 1/table
GX-60 Audio
cabinet, Acoustic
Research
AR18s
speakers

This months
best buy at

value at

£395

£369

Plus free ESP801 speakers

MO system

A60 2n45 watt DC servo amp
TOOL FM/MW/LW Tuner
t
0100 Dolby Metal
Cass. Deck.
FRD25 turntable
GX70 Audio cabinet
AR 18s
speakers

Tremendous

£399

Plus free ESP601 speakers

AGENTS FOR • AltAl • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
• AIWA • CRESTION • FERGUSON • FISHER
• HITACHI • REF • RAO • NATIONAL PANASONIC
• NAKAMICHI • PIONEER • ROTEL • REVOX
• SANSUI • SONY • SHURE • TECHNICS

Complete

Complete

1110

an_STLL

R30 eyatem

R30 receiver 2.25 watt LW/MW
D100 cass deck
FRD25 turntable
ESP601 speakers
GX-60 Audio
cabinet

NAD System
3020 amplifier, 4020A Tuner, 6040
cassette deck, 5080 direct drive
T/table, NAD 1 speakers, Audio
cabinet

£499 comp/efe
including audio rack and speakers

complete

For the largest selection of hifiequrpment
East Anglia with prices to match.Rack sys
tems in stock frorn; Akai. Aiwa, Ficho,
Hitachi, NAD. National Panasonic, Pionee,.
Revox, Sansui, Sony, Trio, Technms.
Why not pay us a visit today.

£419
Fisher Micro system
CA- M100 amplifier Special Offer
FM-- WOOL tunerec
CR M100 cats deck
E-100 speakers
complete

_269

sm

ORDERING BY POST
Simply write telling usohat yOu want
enclosing cheque or Postal Order to cover
cost plus £ 5delivery charge by Securicor.

Aiwa Micro 5OR system

£299.95

Such nice people'

Make use ol your ACCESS
BARCLAYCARD. Give us your ,...--..
number by phone- do it before
i-,.
12 noon and well guarantee
Largir¡i
same day despatch.
_

L

ORDERING BY TELEPHONE

To reserve equiornent in stock, just ring
Coleheeter (0206) 78807 and we'll hold tfor
you for 48 hours gving you time to Call
personally or send your settlement by post
•
SAYE
TIME USE
71115ORCIER
FORM

• MASSIVE RANGE ALWAySM STOCK
• FULL AFTER SAMS SERVICE • 810
bISCOLIMTS CHELPFUL COURTEOUS
SALES STAFF • ALL PRICES INCLUDE VA

—THE HOME OF ALL THAT
IS BEST IN HI-FI • AUDIO • ETC

FOR DISCOUNT HI-FI
D. T. WICKS & CO., 49/55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX, TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER (0206) 49842/3/4
Alter hours . Colchester

42166

Telephone Orders. Colchester 78807

SENO TO: 0. T. Wicks áCo, 49/55 North Station Road, Colchester, Essex. Telephone Colchester 1020614984213/4

Please SUPPle
(grve make and
model number)

Ienclose chequer
P.O. lot £
made payable to D. T. Wicks 6 Co. or
debit ivy Access/Barclaycard account

NAME:
ADDRESS •

Number
(delete as aplicable' )
Signature
See

HN

j

34 Northumberland Street, Edinburgh EH3 6LS Tel. 031 557 1672

AYWARE MC-2V+MC-3L
TM

Best value in state-of-the-art pickups
MK III Stereo tone arm geometry
optimised for 12" LP discs

The only variable mass damped arm
for high or low compliance styli.

KAN YOU
HEAR THE
SOURCE?

P.S. We now have a
few Rega Planar II's &
Ill's in stock

MC- 31

High Output moving coil cartridge.
NO Step up required. Super- polished
Namiki line contact nude diamond.

MC- 2V

NEW low output MC cartridge with
Ogura nude 'Vital' stylus ultra low tip
mass 0.1 9mg.

T-24 MK II

Universal ro.c. Transformer suitable any low output MC cartridge Azak to Zen. Automatically adapts for correct source
impedance without switching.
Alignment Protractor Mk II
Improve your stereo image.
Enables correct setting up of
all pickup arm and cartridge
combinations. Measures tracking
accuracy over entire disc surface
with Stevenson zero error points
for minimum distortion.
Devised by Percy Wilson, M. A.
Original ' Hi -Fi News' Review available.

Maywa re Ltd.

_.•

eolmcur
one., lee, ero. a •
ee‘o ego eOcoee.,
too, o

(Dept HFN7)

P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex HAS 9UH. Tel: 01-958 9421.

WWI&

9

•
NCR?.
III PI
NAKAMICHI N680ZX, N6702X, N660ZX,
582, 581, 480 all available at: BAILEYS,
131 THE PARADE, HIGH ST.,
WATFORD, HERTS. Tel: 34644.

*TAPE RECORDERS (P/P £6.50)
Akai GX4000D ( Sp. off.)
P O.A.
Teac X3, X7, X7R, X1OR, X10 ON SALE
*CASSETTE RECORDERS
(P/P £4.50)
Aiwa AD6900 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). ON SALE
Aiwa AD6600 ( Sp. off )
£179.00
Aiwa AD6700 ( Sp. off.).
ON SALE
Aiwa AD6800 ( Sp. off.). £199-90
Aiwa AD6900 ( Sp. off.). £275.00
Aiwa ADM600 ( Sp. off.) £159.90
Aiwa ADM250 ( Sp. off.) £87.90
Aiwa ADL300
£99-90
Aiwa ADM450
£139.00
Aiwa ADM500
£ 189.90
Akai GXF35
P O.A.
Akai CSF11
£99-90
Hitachi 0900 ( Sp. off.) 3- head £ 210-00
Hitachi D22S MKII
£69.00
Hitachi D35S
£ 84.00
Hitachi D45S
.
£99.90
Hitachi D55S
£111.00
Hitachi D77S ( Sp. off.)
£ 149.00
Hitachi D85S
£ 125-00
Hitachi 0E95
£ 177-00
Hitachi D3300M
£ 296-00
Hitachi D5500M ( Sp. off). . £399.90
Marantz CD330 Portable Dolby £124.00
Pioneer CTF750 ( Sp. off)185.00 £
Pioneer CTF850, CTF950,
CTF1250
P.O.A.
Pioneer CT200 . . £89-90
Pioneer CT300
£109-00
Pioneer CT400
£139-00
Sansui SC2000 ( Sp. off.)
£115.00
Sansui D95S/8 ( Sp. off.)
P.O.A.
Sansui 13100
£89.90
Sansui D550M S/B . . . £ 207.00
Sansui SC1300
£ 129.00
Sansui SC3300/3330
£ 169-00
Sansui SC5100
£299-00
Teac A108 S.Sync ( Sp. off.)
ON SALE
Teac CX310
ON SALE
Teac V9
£118-oo
*ACCESSORIES (P/P On Application)
ADC SLM3 ( P/P £2-50)
£39-90
ADC SS1 ( P/P £3.00)
£ 54.00
ADC SS2 Mk2 ( P/P £3.50).
ON SALE
ADC SS110
ON SALE
ADC SS3
£ 199-00
KEF Cantata Kit. . £165.00
KEF 104AB Kit
£133.00
Pioneer DT500 timer ( Sp. off.) ..
*TUN ERS (P/P £4-00)
Akai AT2200 ( Sp. off.). . £ 57.50
Hitachi FT3400
£69.90
Hitachi FT4400
£99-00
Pioneer TX410L
£59.00
Pioneer TX710L
£122-00
Quad FM3
P O.A.
Rogers T75 ( Series 2) Teak/Walnut
P.O.A.
Sansui 15
£83-00
Sansui 17 S/B ...... £96-00
Sansui 160 S+B (Sp. off.) . . £58.90
Sansui T80 5+B ( Sp. off) . . £79-90
Sansui T77 digital
£169-00
*STEREO AMPLIFIERS (P/P £ 4 0())
Akai AMUO1
£75.00
Akai AMUO2
£79-00
Aiwa AA8700 ( Sp. off )
P 0.A.
Hitachi HA330 ( Sp. off.)
£79.90
Hitachi HA2700
£64.00
Hitachi HA3700
£79-90
Hitachi HA5700S
£159.90
Hitachi HA5300 ( Sp. off )
£119-90
Hitachi HMA7500 Mosfet. . £356-00
Hitachi HA4500S
£109.00
Hitachi HA4700
£99.00
Hitachi HCA6500 Control Amp
£75-00
Hitachi HMA6500 ( Sp. off.) . . £125.00
Hitachi HCA7500
ON SALE
Hitachi HA7700
P.O.A.
J. E. Sugden A48 Mk2
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA410
£ 59.90
Pioneer SA510
£89.00
Pioneer SA610
£113-00
Pioneer SA7/10
£ 142-00
'Quad 44/33/303, 33/405. .
P.O.A.
Rogers A75 ( Series 3) A100 .
P.O.A.
Sansui A5
£83.00

Credit available at discount
prices, with written quotations. Typical APR 34-5%.
Licensed
Credit
Broker.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Sansui A7
£105.00
Sansui AU217 Mk2 ( Sp. off.).
£104-00
Sansui AU317 Mk2 ( Sp. off.). £155.00
Sansui AU719 ( Sp. off)
P 0 A.
£61.50
Sansui A40 5+B
Sansui A60 S+B ( Sp. off.) . . . £83-90
Sansui A80 S+8 ( Sp. off.) . . . £119-00
Sansui 877 & C77
£210.00
Teac ASM50
£159.00
Toshiba SB620 ( Sp. off.) . £159-90
•RECEIVERS ( P/P £4-00)
Aiwa AX7800 ( Sp. off.) . . . £ 159-00
Hitachi SR304L ( Sp. off)
£99-00
Hitachi SR703 ( Sp. off
)
£129.90
Hitachi SR903 ( Sp. off.)
£189.00
Hitachi SR2010L
£84.00
Hitachi SR4010L
£106.00
Pioneer LX690 ( Sp. off.) . . .
£149.90
Pioneer SX590 ( Sp. off.)
£89.90
Pioneer SX790 ( Sp. off.) . . . . £182.00
Pioneer SX600L
£99-00
Pioneer SX700L . . . £129-00
Sansui R30 ( Sp. off.) • £89.90
Sansui R50 ( Sp. off.) • £ 108-00
Sansui R70
133-00
£
*STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on appl.) ( Some exclude spkrs.)
Aiwa AA8700, AT9700, LP3000
Rack System
ON SALE
Aiwa Micro 25 System . .
ON SALE
Aiwa Micro 30A system. . £ 367.00
Aiwa Micro 50A system . . . £469.00
Aiwa Micro 5OR system
£ 339-00
Aiwa MT50 Micro timer
£ 59-90
Aiwa System 2 Rack +speakers
(Sp. off.) AP2400
ON SALE
Akai UC5 Mini
£ 548-00
Akai UC2 Mini
£279.50
Aurex Micro Systems 10, 12 & 15 P.O.A.
Hitachi ACT 01 Mk2 ( Sp. off.) . £275-00
Pioneer X55H, X55V, X77H, X77V, X99H,
X99V, all ex. spkrs
ON SALE
Pioneer X300 ex spkrs
£298-50
Pioneer X500S ex spkrs
£388.00
Pioneer X5007 ex spkrs
£399.00
Pioneer X700S ex spkrs
£488.00
Pioneer X700T ex spkrs
£ 508-00
Pioneer X900T ex spkrs
£ 578.00
Pioneer X900S ex speakers
£ 569.00
Pioneer Mini System 3000
Rotel RX30 Rack ( Sp. off.)
ON SALE
Sansui 900 System 1
£539.00
Sansui 900 System 2
£550.00
Sansui 900 System 3/GX80
P.O.A.
Sansui System 2000
P . 0 . A.
Sansui System 4000
£339.00
Sansui System 5000
£365-00
Sansui System 6000
£389-00
&instil System 7000
£485-00
Sansui System 8000
£ 545-00
Sansui System 9000 .
P.O.A.
Sanyo Mini 10
P.O.A.
Teac Libero 3000 ( Sp. off.) £299-00
Teac Libero 3300 & 5500.
P.O.A.
•LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( P/P on application)
AR range
P O.A.
AR18
£79-90
AR26 ( Sp. off .)
£119.90
AR18S
£89-00
AR28S
£129-00
AR38S
£159-00
Armstrong 602 (J2 stand extra) £175-00
Audio Pro B2 50 Sub Woofer
P.O.A.
Bolivar 125 ( Sp. off.) . . . £79.90
Celestion County
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120.
£79-90
Celestion Ditton 121
£77.00
Celestion Ditton 130
£109-90
Celestion Ditton 150
£139-90
Celestion Ditton 200
£189-90
Celestion Ditton 300
£219-90
Celestion UL6 .
ON SALE
Chanwell LS3 5A, PM110, PM210
P.O.A.
Goodmans X825, XB35, XB45 ON SALE
Goodmans HE1, HE2, HE3
ON SALE
ON SALE
Goodmans Beta Kappa .
£49-90
Goodmans Mini 2 ( Sp. off )
£49-90
Goodmans G30. . .
£29-90
Goodmans 030. . .
£39-90
Goodmans 040
£69-90
Goodmans Q60. . .
£89-90
Goodmans Q80
£162-00
KEF Reference 101.
KEF Reference 103 2
KEF Reference 105 4

£249-00
£599-00

Open aCredit Charge Account with Hens Hi-fi ( Callers only)
Open 9.15-1.2.00-5.30 Mon to Sat. Shut I.00 Red. Cheques with £50 cheque
cards only accepted for counter sales with onlyone cheque per transaction. All
prices include VAT at 15%. Cheques accepted Mr Mail Orders.
BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS CARO accepted for normal prices.
.P.O.A.= Price on application.Sp.off= Special offer price for
PEr Pto be advised.
ON SALE=Special Low prices for limited stock
All prices correct at time of preparation and subject to variations without notice. EEr 0E.
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE ON OUR DISCOUNT PRICES. MAIL ORDER SERVICE.

KEF Reference 105 2
£790-00
KEF Cantata ( Sp. off
)
£250-00
KEF Celeste IV Black/Brown £115.00
KEF Concorde 4 Black/Brown £192-50
Monitor Audio MA2
P 0.A.
Monitor Audio MA6 ( Sp. off.) . £139-90
Monitor Audio MA9, MA16, MA18,
MA83, MA84
p O.A.
M. A. Mini Monitor ( Sp. off.). . . nee)
Monitor Audio Baby Monitor. . . £59-90
Mordaunt
Short
Carnival,
Festival,
Pageant, Signifier Teak/Walnut P.O.A.
Pioneer SX311E
£79-90
Pioneer HPM30 ...
Pioneer CS343 . . £54.00
Pioneer CS444 .
ON SALE
Pioneer CS545 . .
ON SALE
Pioneer CS646
ON SALE
Matching speakers for Pioneer rack systems
Quad Electrostatic
P O.A.
Quad 63-PHONE FOR A DEMONSTRATION
RAM 60, 80, CD10, CD20 . . .
P.O.A.
Rogers Studio 1and Stands . . . P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5A Teak and Walnut P.O.A.
Rogers Compact Monitor
P O.A.
Sansui J11
£79-90
Spendor BC1 Mk2, BC3, SA1 & SA2
various finishes
P O.A.
P O.A.
Tannoy Range
£49-50
Teac LSX7 Mini ( Sp. off
£59-90
Videotone Minimax III
Wharfedale E20, E30, E50, E70
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Teesdale SP2 Wal.. £129-90
Wharfedale Chevin XP2 Teak. £34-00
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Teak . £48-00
Wharfedale Shelton XP Walnut. . £65.00
Wharfedale Glendale XP2 Teak. . £99-90
Wharfedale Laser 40 Teak
£64-50
Wharfedale Laser 60 Teak
£79-00
Wharfedale Laser 80 Teak
£99-50
Wharfedale Laser 100 Teak . £129-00
Wharfedale Laser 200 Walnut £164-90
Wharfedale Laser 400 Walnut £214-90
Wharfedale TSR range
P O.A.
*STEREO HEADPHONES (P/P £ 1-50)
Aiwa HP30
£15-00
Aiwa HPA3 Lightweight
£11-90
Akai ASE7
£8.70
Akai ASEll
£12-75
Akai ASE22+Volume control .
£14-50
AKG 240 ( Sp. off )
£43-90
AKG K241
£45.00
AKG K80
£19.90
AKG K41
£14-90
AKG K40
£11.90
Beyer ET1000 ( Sp. off
)
£99-90
Beyer DT202/K100 7
£43-50
Beyer DT220
£26-50
Beyer DT440
£26-50
Beyer 01441
ON SALE
Big sale on Koss
Pioneer Monitor 10
£35-00
Pioneer SE205
£11.50
Pioneer SE2
£12-50
Pioneer SE4
£19-00
Pioneer SE6
£25-00
Pioneer SE450
£19-50
Pioneer SE550
£26.00
Pioneer SE650
£25-50
Sansui SS60
£19-90
Sennheiser HD224X
£38-90
Sennheiser HD414X
£21.90
Sennheiser HD222
£29-90
Sennheiser HD424X
£30.90
Sennheiser HD400
£11.90
Sennheiser HD420
£25.50
Sennheiser HD430
£34.90
Sennheiser Unipolar 2000 ( Sp. off.)
£99-90
Stax SR5/SRD6S8 Electrostatic. £91-50
Stax SR44 Electret
£67.50
Stax SRX3/SRD6SB
£143-00
Stax Sigma+SRD6S8 £221-00
Stax Lambda + SRD6SB £149-90

*TURNTABLES ( P/P £ 3-50) AND
ARMS ( P/P £1-50)
ADC LMF1 ( Sp. off.)
£59.90
ADC LMF2
ON SALE
ADC LMG-1 Headshell
£5.00
ADC ALT- 1
£32-90
Hadcock Arm & Unilift p/p free
£69-90
Hadcock GH220
P O.A.
Hadcock GH230 ( Sp. off.) . . . . £99-90
Micro-Seiki MA303 Arm ( Sp. off.)E39-90
SME F3DS Damper
£13-50
SME S2 Headshell
£6.50
SME 3009 S/2 Det Head
£65.50

SME 3009 Fixed Head
£61-00
SME Series 3
£120.00
SME Series 3S
£86.00
SME Damper FD200 ( P/P £ 1) . £21.00
SME CA1
£18.00
Sugden SAU2
£19-90
Sugden SAU4
£45.00

*TURNTABLE PACKAGES (P/P I5 0o)
BIC 75
£49-95
BIC 85
£ 59.95
ADC 1600 (
Sp. off)
£73.00
ADC 17000 Quartz & XLM/3 .
£99-00
Aiwa APD30
£ 89-00
Aiwa APD50
£149-00
Aiwa AP3000 Linear .
ON SALE
Ariston
P.O.A.
Hitachi HT4OS . . . £67-00
Hitachi HT6OS
£89-00
Hitachi FIT41S
£77-50
Pioneer PL100X
£64-00
Pioneer-K.200X, PC110/11 £79.00
Pioneer PL300X, PC150. . £97-50
Pioneer PL400X, PC150
£111.00
Pioneer PL600X
P O.A.
Reference Hydraulic, Electronic
Focus 1
P 0.A.
Rotel RP900 QLM32 ( Sp. off.). £ 55.00
Sansui SR8200+Cart
£ 55.00
Sansui FRD3
£79-90
Sansui FRD4 . . £109.00
Sansui FRD5
.
£144.00
Sansui FRD25
£64-50
Sansui FRD35 S/B. . £ 85 -90
Sansui P50
£ 59-90
Sugden BD2A/SAU2 Compact. £ 37.50
Sugden BD2A/SAU2 Standard. £ 39-90
STD 305 Series
P O.A.
Teac TSF15+AT11
£ 66.60
Teac TSF30+AT11
£78.00
Thorens TD104/2
P.O.A.
Thorens TD105/2.
P.O.A.
Thorens TD110/2. .
P.O.A.
Thorens TD115/2
P.O.A.
Thorens 10126 full range .
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160B full range
P.O.A.
Thorens TD160S
P O.A.

•CARTRIDGES ( P/P £1.50)
ADC XLM Mk3 Improved. £36-00
ADC XLM Mk3
£ 29-90
ADC XLM Super, Ffshell . £33-75
AKG P7E
£25-90
AKG P8E
£39.50
AKG P8ES
£ 57.00
Empire 999REX ( Sp. off .)
£ 5.00
Grado FCE+1
£13.75
Grado F3E+ ( Sp. off )
£15-99
Grado F2E
£29.00
Grado F1+
£41.00
Grado FTE-1 ( Sp. off.) .
£9-99
Goldring G900 IGC
£49.00
Goldring G900 IGC & Shell.
P.O.A.
Ortofon FF15E Mk2 ( Sp. off.) £11.50
Ortofon VMS 5E/2
£10.90
Ortofon VMS 5E & Shell . £12-90
Ortofon VMS 10E/2
£14.75
Ortofon VMS 20E/2 ( Sp. off.) . £ 23-50
Ortofon VMS 30E/2
£29-90
Ortofon/SME 30H cart/arm
£79.90
(Sp. off.)
£19.90
Ortofon Concorde STD . .
£7.90
Shure M44E
£8.90
Shure M55E
£5.90
Shure M70EJ
£17.50
Shure VN36 HE
£23-90
Shure VN45 HE stylus
£7-90
Shure M75- 6S
£10.75
Shure M7513 Type 2
£15.25
Shure M75ED Type 2
£12.90
Shure M75EJ Type 2
£19.90
Shure IÇA95ED
£13-90
Shure M95EJ
£21.50
Shure M95HE
£29-90
Shure M97ED
£19-90
Shure M97EJ ( Sp. off.) . .
£29-90
Shure M97HE ( Sp. off.).
£38-00
Shure M97HEHH
£64-50
Shure V15 Type 4
£49.90
Shure V15 Type 3HE ( Sp. off.)
£13-95
Stanton 500E
£11-75
Stanton 500A
£15-20
Stanton 5000EE
£19-99
Stanton 680EE . . .
£37-00
Stanton 681 EEE . . .
£59.95
Stanton 881S
£52-00
Stanton 681EES
£37-50
Ultimo 10X Mkl ( Sp. off.)
£48-00
Ultimo 10X Mk2

166 St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, W024AS.Telephone: 40633

CAVENDISH

For up-to-the-minute news on price
and availability, phone 01-247 3453/377 9833
(24 hour answer phone service.)
Or our Hotlines:- 01-247 9791 ( Hi-Fi)
01-247 1154 ( Audio à TV)
01-247 4591 ( Video & Export Video & TV)

Britain's leading HiFi Video and Cassette Centre
OVER 2000 MOCELS IN STOCK.* THREE MODERN STORES * ESTABLISHED OVER 50 YEARS
AMPLIFIERS
Akai AMUOI
53.95
_Hitachi HA3700/
4700/5700
POA
Kitacni HA2700
59.95
JVC AX1/2/3/4
POA
!Marantz PM310
59.95
!Pioneer CA410/510/710 POA
iPioneer A7/A8/A9
POA
Rot& RA300
54.95
Sansui A5/A7/A9
POA
Trio KA300
49.95
Tech flics SUV4/V8/V8 POA
Yamaha A450
POP
Ou! Price

£67.95

TURNTABLES
ADC 1700
86.95
Aiwa AP050
POA
Hitachi HT405/415
POA
Hitachi HT324
49.95
JVC QL5/LA55/LF66 POA
JVC LA11 / LE5
POA
Pioneer PL300/400/200/
100/PL8
in stock
PioneerPL 100X
59.95
Sansui FRD25
64.95
Technics SLB 2
64.95
Technics SLB3/SLD2/
SLD3/SLO2
POA
Technics SL033/
SL7/SLO1
POA
Sony PST33/55/65
POA
Sony PST22
64.95
Our Price

£36.95
TRIO KA400
45 watts per channel of superb
power with this DC zero
switching integrated amplifier.
Total harmonic distortion is no
more than an incredible 0.35%.
plus power accurately
indicated by LED peak meters.

RECEIVERS
POA
JVC RS 11/33/55
PioneerSX800
98.95
!Pioneer SX700
POA
POA
Sansui R50/R70
Sony STR242/STR343 POA
Sonata R3OL
89.95
POA
Sansui 39002
Sansui 49002
POA
POA
Sansui 59002
Our Price

£99.95

SONY STR 242L
VHF7MW/LW Stereo Receiver
procarcing 22 Watts per
channel power output. With FM
direct programme sensors
(5 pre-sets) and 5segment
LED signal indicator, this
model represents superb
value-for- money.
CASSEIVERS
Sony HST 600
.Ferouson 3925

ADC 1700D D QUARTZ
Superb semi-automatic direct
drive quartz-lock turntable
with low mass fully tapered
tonearm, carbon fibre
moulded cartridge head,
viscous cueing; illuminated
R.P.M. read-out. Complete
with XLM3 cartridge.

SPEAKERS
49.95
Akai SRH30
Akai SRH40
59.95
Amstrad Min. LS01
39.95
AR 18S/28S/38S/91S
POA
Celestion 130/150
POA
GOOdmans 040
36.95
060
63.95
POA
JVCSKVSK700/500
JBL 77VX/55VX
POA
Kef Concorde IV/
POA
Celeste IV
POA
Morduant Short range
POA
Ram Complete range
POA
Tannoy/KLH range
Technics SB7/SB5
POA
Sony SG1 Mk11
169.95
Wharfedale Laser
40/60/80/100
POA
Wharf ES50/ES70
ES30/E90/E20
POA

-

STEREO

£89.95

96.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
89.95
74.95
76.95
74.95
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Our Price

IWH

£28.95
13000MANS 030
Cavendish break the price
barrier with these latest
advanced-design stereo
speakers from Good mans.
The 030 Is abeautiful
compact 2way speaker with
electronic LED overlead indicate,

CARTRIDGES
ADC

VLMIll
XLM
Ortofon FF 15E
VMS20E
Shure
M75ED
M95ED
Stanton 500A
680EE
Grado
F3E
FCE

( aSèrenelieal
CASSETTE ME

SHARP FIT 10
A front leacâng Dolby
Cassette Deck with Metal
Tape switch, Sharpscan
Peak Level Motor and full
auto stop.
Under £150
Aiwa ADL450
POA
Akai GKM10
109.95
115.95
Hitachi 0858
POA
JVC KDA33/22/DE5
Pioneer CT300
109.95
Pioneer CT400
139.95
Sony TCKS1 /33/44
POA
POA
Technics RSK4280•
POA
Technics RSM24/19
119.95
Toshiba PCX20
Under £200
Aiwa A133600
POA
Aiwa ADR500
174.95
Hitachi DE95
POA
POA
JVC KDA55
165.95
Sansei 350M
Technics RSM/260
POA
POA
Technics RSMO3
Over £200
Hitachi 5500A
JVC KDA66
JVC KDA77
Pioneer 019950/1250
Sony TCK81

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

£25.95
£35.95
£ 10.95
£26.95
£ 16.95
£19.25
£ 10.95
£ 19.95
£ 18.75
£ 14.95

S

fi
Our Price sr.... -1W411•!

£359.95

Stereo Radio Cassette Rec.
Aiwa 968
139.95
Amstrad 6080
46.95
Ferguson 3T113
119.95
Hitachi 8800
179.95
Hitachi 8190
144.95
JVC RC555
69.95
National RX5500
179.95
Sanyo 9923
59.95
Sharp 9494
159.95
Sharp 9595
189.95
Sony CFS45
89.95
Toshiba 8560/8006
POA
Cur Price

+c5
voucher

£53.95

£49.95

,3 -3

ere

CAVENDISH C01500
Cavendish are proud to offer
exclusively this quality Dalby
Cassette Deck made in Japan
to awry high specification.
Features include CrO, tape
selector, oil damped cassette
compartment, electric DC
Servo Motor and full auto
stop.
Ou- Price

SYSTEM CTRI3175
Cavendish are proud to have
bought together the very
latest Sony HiFi unit in an
attractive double door rack.
This system consists of a
Sony 30W per channel
Amplifer Model No.TA343, a3
band FM tuner ST242, metal
tape cassette deck TCK22
direct drive turntable and
Marantz 235 speakers.
Our Price

£369.95

£59.95

6•6'
•=5f'ltia

SONY TA333
Superb quality in this 25W per
.channel Stereo Amplifier with
LED power display indicating
levelipl music source, mike
mixing facility, connections for
two pairs of speakers.

AIWA 90115
High quality mechine at alow
price. LM/MW/SW/FM
Stereo radie/cassette
recorder in black with variable
sound monitor, quick
cue/review, auto-stop,
mechanical pause, auto level
recording control, max output
3W per channel.

VIDEO

o

MINI SYSTEMS

£219195

RACK SYSTEMS RADIO/CASSETTES

STOCKSLAST)

PIONEER PL-100
Extremely attractive auto!
return, quick-start belt drive
turntable complete with
cartridge with 'S' shape tonearm and aW&F of only
045%.

£54.95

Aiwa System 50A
POA
Aiwa System 30
POA
Aiwa System 25
219.95
Aiwa System 50R
POA
Akai Mini
289.95
Ferguson 3972
219.95
Rotel Mini System
POA
Technics SCO3 Mini
System
POA
Our Puce

Our Price

TUNERS

SPECIAL OFFERS
,TECHNICS STZ1
£64.95
SONY ST636

Akai CSFII
Hitachi DE25
Hitachi DE55
JVC KDA Kll
JVC KDA 22
Pioneer CT200
Sansui 1395M
Sharp.RTal
Sharp R1
30
Sony TCK22
Sony TCK33
Sony TCK44
Technics RBM215
Technics FISM14

El LINES
AVAILABLE
AT TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS
FROM MAY 15th
TO TUNE 30th

Ord-Price

POA
POA

79.95
Akai AT KO2
POA
Hitachi! FT4400/3400
POA
.IVC T/V 3L. TX2. TX1L
Ptoneer TX 410/510/710 POA
POA
ionear T7/79
POA
Sansui T60/T80
POA
!SansLi T5
POA
:3ansuu T7
POA
!Sanst,i ' 9
49.95
KT400L
POA
- echnics STS3/STS7

DOLBY DECKS
Under MG

SANSUI SYSTEM 4000
(CTRS 245)
New 1981782 release. A
superb system incorporating
Sansui A-5 integrated Stereo
Amp; T-5 FM/AM Stereo
Tuner; FR-025 Auto-return
PLL-Servo turntable; D-95M
Metal-Compatible Cassette
Deck; GX-65 Audio Cabinet
and Akai SRH30Speakecs.
Completewith al leads.

We nave recently opened
what we believe to be
Londons most modern
specialist Video Centre at
291 Whitechapel Road,
London El. On comparators
for you to test is every leading
video recorder on the market,
plus portables, briers, timers,
blank and pre-recorded
tapes. Also come and try out
the latest cameras in our
special camera
demonstration bay.
We also stock alarge
range of eicport video and TV,
advanced TV games, Prestel,
Viewdata, Teletext and big
screen video - all at
competitive prices.

£369.95
(Our Puce

£49.95

GREAT
SHOPS

AXAI se-830
Tremendous 2-way, 2
speaker system handling up
to 49-Watts, with one touch
push-button speaker
terminals, asensitivity of
87dB and afrequency
response of 45-20,000 Hz.

Cavendish Sales now
have 3 shops to

Our Puce

service all your Home

£64.95

Entertainment needs.
Shown here are a
small selection from

FERGUSON 3972
Advanced mini Hi-Fr system
with synthesized digital
frequency Liner receiving
VHF Stereo, med and long
with 8pre-sets. 15W output
Amplifier with LED function
indicators. Dolby Cassette
Deck with CrO, & Fe,O,
switching,LED indicators corn
plete with matching speakers.

enjf
TECHNICS ST-Z1
High performance in this
FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner with
FM inter-station noise muting.
large dual function tuning
meter and wide, illuminated
dial scale for easy tuning.

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechapel Road, London El
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
HiFi Centre 317 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Jus12 miss Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitecnapel Road, London El. Telephone
01-247 345314/5424 hour answerphone service).Open
9.15 a.m. - 6p.m. Mon-Sat Access/Barclaycard/Diners
accepted with pleasure.

SYSTEM CTRS 252
How's this for superb value! A
Technics system consisting of
SL- B2 semi-automatic
turntable. SU211 Stereo
Amplifier,STZ-211L
FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner,
RS-M215 Metal Tape Cassette
Deck, SB-3030 Speakers and
SH-553 glass fronted Hi,Fi
Cabinet

over 2,000 items in
stock

all at prices

which are hard to
beat. Call and see us,
you will find prices,
sales advice and
service second to
none.

HOW TO ORDER
How to Order ORDERING BY MAIL to art.' by mail state be gobs radast and enciasecheaue. postal «der a
grin ydur ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARD number él sending cash please use areolstered envelOPel
Meer see RAP charge below. Mail nrder to 279/283 WHITECRAPEL RD LONDON El. It paying by ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD°, DINERS CARD you may pnone in
your order, for prompt delivery. SEC URICOR DELIVERY Add t50 order. POST & PACK/IA add the 10110oung
P&P MIDS.. Tune Amps Stereo tunes. Turntabies. Radio Cassette Players. Odby Decks. In cro arkl£2.50WWC
Centres Speakers add CB (Secd mot only) Video and IV(
Personal Callers only)
Prices and availability correct at titre of going to press

Experto Credite viRG ,
L
STOCKISTS OF
R.C.L.
PRODUCTS
We stock selected items from:
ADC, Aiwa, AKG, A & R, AR, Ariston,
B & W, Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Chartwell,
Crimson, Decca, Denon, Diesis, Dual,
Dumpa, Electrocompaniet, Entre, Eumig,
Ferrograph, Fuji, Gale, Glanz, Grace,
Grado,
Hadcock, Harbeth,
Heybrook,
Image, IMF, Infinity, JPW, JVC, KEF,
Lentek,
Linn
lsobarik,
Linn-Sondek,
Maxell,
Meridian,
Michell,
Mission,
Monitor Audio, Nagaka, Nakamichi, QED,
QUAD, Radford, RAM, Reference, Revox,
Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser, SME,
Spendor, Stanton, Stax, STD, Sugden,
Supex,
Swallow,
Syrinx,
Systemdek,
Tangent, Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha.
• Open Thursdays until 8p.m.;
• Extensive free parking; • Special
Discs Stocked; • All equipment
checked before sale; • Our own
2- year
labour/parts
guarantee;
• Comparator
Demonstrations
in
3 studios. • Access & Barclaycard
accepted.

ARE PROUD
TO
STOCK R.C.L.
•••••••••••

Ferevemfb

Hampshire Audio Ltd

8 & 12 Hursley Road, Chandlers Ford
Tel.: ( 04215) 2827 & 65232

From RCL to ESL

So come along and we'll be pleased
to audition this speaker in our new
listening room.
HOLDEN HI-FI, SOUTH WALES
LEADING HI-FI DEALER
Stockists of most things!
Cardiff 44011

CONTACT

STUART SPARES
Rushden's
Local
R.C.L. Dealer
57, High Street
South Rushden
Northants
Tel: 09334-2352

It's so rare to be able to recommend aloudspeaker at
around £ 100 or so, that the RCL earns a special
place for itself among the ranks of high quality
speaker systems in our demonstration rooms.
We've asuperb selection against which to compare
this little beauty, including some pretty, ' unfair'
competition in the shape of Harbeth, Heybrook,
Mission, Acoustat, Quad ELS 63 to name only afew.
To find out just how good the little RCL really is, visit
Sou ndsense.

FOR THE FULL RANGE OF

LINN PRODUCTS
IN
SCOTLAND

NAIRN MUSIC
1, GRIEG STREET
INVERNESS
SCOTLAND
INVERNESS ( 0463) 220440

42 COWGATE PETERBOROUGH 41755
12

Editorial comment
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ALSO INCORPORATES:
TAPE & TAPE RECORDERS, AUD
NEWS, RECORD NEWS, AUDIO
RECORD REVIEW,
THE GRAMOPHONE RECORD
EDITOR
JOHN CRABBE
DEPUTY EDITOR
JOHN ATKINSON
MUSIC EDITOR
IVOR HUMPHREYS
RECORDS EDITOR
GEOFF JEANES
ART EDITOR
CHRISTINE STAPLETON
CONSULTING EDITORS
PETER GAMMOND ( Musical)
DONALD ALDOUS (Technical)
MUSICAL ADVISERS
ARTHUR JACOBS &
CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG ( Classical)
PETER CLAYTON ( Jazz)
TECHNICAL ADVISERS
STANLEY KELLY, REX BALDOCK,
JAMES MOIR, RALPH WEST
ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER
ALAN WALDER

READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE) should be [narked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve
the right to print such letters later in our Readers'
Problems feature.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFNIRR are
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to i981 are each
covered by two binders ( January—June and
July—December). Price: £ 3.00 for one ( post paid) or
£5.50 for a pair. For earlier years, please ask for a
quotation.
CIRCULATION
HFNIRR is Britain's oldest hi-fi journal, also the only
one devoted equally to audio and music. Average net
circulation: 43,980 copies per issue at the last count
(January—December 1980), each copy typically seen
by four persons.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFNIRR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N.Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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ORE than ayear has passed since we
collaborated with Messrs 3M in
giving aScotch Master Series cassette to
each of the first 10,000 readers who sent
in an application slip. This was not pure .
generosity, as the 3M people wished to
conduct a market survey amongst
cassette- using hi-fi folk, while we thought
it worth joining the enquiry to compile
some statistics of our own. Thus aquestionnaire was sent out with each cassette,
featuring 15 points on ' Cassette Recorders
& Tapes', eight on ' Recording Habits', and
another eight on ' Commercial Preferences'.
This last was for the sponsor's use, but the
remaining 23 questions were of more
general interest and the replies we received may intrigue readers.
We had intended to devote awhole
feature article to the subject, but our
statistician got side-tracked and the results
have taken so long to come through that
to give .afull analysis now would be rather
like publishing aseat- by- seat study of
votes cast at the last General Election.
However, it should be possible to give a
compact breakdown of the figures within
this more confined.space.
The first point is that we started with a
wild guess concerning what proportion of
readers would respond to the offer.
Between aquarter and afifth was our
estimate, hence the 10,000 tapes. In the
event there were 9,600 applicants, an /
overwhelming majority of whom subsequently returned questionnaires—for
which many thanks. Provisional analysis
indicated that only an eighth of these
would need processing to produce
representative figures, so a random 1200
replies were examined in detail. The
following data thus represent the practice
and experiences of that 22% of HFNIRR
readers who were motivated to apply for a
free cassette in May 1980.
On audio and musical basics, 58%
valued their whole hi-fi system at over
£500, athird between £250 and £ 500,
and 9% below £ 250, while 55% gave disc
as their main source of reproduced music,
with the balance of 45% split equally
between tape and radio. Musical tastes
divided into 58% classical ( combining
orchestral, opera, chamber, solo and
lieder), 13% light and 29% folk/jazz/pop—
with the specific rock/pop element at just
under 15%. On the purchase of recorded
music, over 44% acquired between 12 and
36 LP discs per year, with 41% below that
figure and nearly 13% above it. Only 2%
bought no discs at all, afigure which rose
to 11% for prerecorded cassettes. Over
three-quarters of those questioned purchased less than 12 such music- cassettes
per year, with 10% buying between 12

and 36, and 3% over 36. Asked if prerecorded cassettes are comparable in
sound quality with the equivalent discs,
74% said ' no' and 19% 'yes', with 7%
don't- know, while 55% wanted either the
same, less or no cassette reviews in the
magazine, with 45% wanting more. This
last figure surprised us, but it did come
from acassette- conscious minority of
readers so we won't actually increase a
coverage which several members of our
staff feel is acomplete waste of space!
Finally on general matters, 51% were
regular readers of HFNIRR, 14% also of
The Gramophone, 10% not regular followers of any hi-fi/record magazine, with
all other titles sitting below 6%.
Turning now to cassette hardware, 58%
of deck owners had machines under two
years old, 37% came between two and five
years, and 5% over five, while brand
names in this area were dominated by
Aiwa and Sony ( 17% and 16%), with JVC
at 9%, Pioneer 8%, Hitachi and Technics'
tying at just under 6%, and all other makes at
less than 5%. Advice on choice of cassette
decks had been obtained from magazine
reviews ( 28%), dealers ( 23%), magazine
adverts ( 17%) and friends ( 13%), leaving a
miscellaneous 20% of other sources.
Between 12 and 36 blank cassettes
were purchased annually by 53%, with a
balanced 22/23% above and below this
span ( only 1% bought none). Ferric tapes
dominated this purchase pattern at 54%,
with chrome at 28%, ferrichrome 14% and
metal 1%—leaving 3% who apparently
didn't know what they bought! The
dominant brand was TDK at 43%, with
Maxell and BASF sharing 11%, Sony 9%,
Memorex 6%, and all others below 5%—a
pattern apparently arrived at by experiment, as nearly 70% had tried five or more
brands, although 46% said that the tape
normally used was that recommended by
the manufacturer of their deck.
On taping from disc and radio, the
spread of percentages here would require
deep analysis to reveal much more than
the obvious: that both are common
activities. But one striking fact was that
nearly athird of those questioned stated
'that over 60% of their recording was done
from discs, yet only 10% had an MCPS
amateur recording licence. When making
cassette recordings from existing sources,
70% thought that the results could compete in sound quality with the originals. In
conclusion, only 3% claimed that over
60% of their recording was done ' live', the
latter occupying less than afifth of tape
time for 78% of recordists, of whom a
mere 1% belonged to any sort of taperecording association. A gloomy point, this,
echoed by Douglas Brown on page 103.

Editorial and Advertising Offices:
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Telephone: 01-686 2599. Telex: 947709
We regret that technical and editorial queries cannot be
answered by telephone
THE LINK HOUSE GROUP
(2) Link House Publications Ltd, 1981. All rights reserved
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BATTLE OF THE BABES!
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To judge the outcome
book your appointment for
1114
Speaker cables are very important
too, so replace the gossomer thin
bell wire you're using now with at
least 1.5mm sq. mains cable ( two
core). The best cable Ihave found
is QED 79 strand ( 2.5mm sq.). It
looks reasonably attractive and
unobtrusive and is not expensive.
Don't waste your money on esoteric
sound cables which boast extremely low impedance. Ihaven't
heard an amplifier that's stable in-

ademonstration
to them yet. They change the frequency balance of the music without making it better at all. Make
sure that the connections at both
ends are as good as they can be;
use the highest quality plugs and
solder connections for preference,'
HiFi Answers, December 1979

PRICE, 70p/metre inc. VAT ® 15%
WARNING
Beware of cheap imitations, genuine QED 79 strand cable is
embossed " QED AUDIO PRODUCTS".

at
Phone:
Buy t th

S

BARCLAYCARD

051-733
6859

WA.

L3 A' .2,,U7
&SON

401 SMITHDOWN ROAD • LIVERPOOL L15 3JJ
LUNCH: 1-2.15pm • CLOSED WEDNESDAY

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS

LIMITED
UnIt12, Ashford IniustrItol Istat4,11Aleld Raul Athlete', MIddx . Tel:Asklerd 46236

cLsoteriuiedy esearcitil

VALVES ALIVE!
"The Pre- Amp"
at selected dealers
only
E.A. R. Ltd, 20 Crown Walk,
St. Ives, Cambridgeshire.
0480-67788
14

Our Biggest
Small loudspeaker.
R.C.L. on full
demonstration

It all comes together at
Hi -Fi Connections
51 Beckenham Road
Beckenham, Kent.

10-6 Tues—Sat
Late night
Thurs 8.00

Listening Room Demonstrations By Appt.
658-3450.

New Mitsubishi

Launched at the May trade shows,
Mitsubishi's latest range of hi-fi
separates includes three new turntables, two amplifiers, a receiver, a
tuner and a new cassette deck as
well as some ' European' speakers.
Top of the new turntables is the LT20, an intriguing ' horizontal' version
of the LT- 5V ' vertical' linear tracking automatic model we reviewed
last October! This retails at around
£185. Also quartz- controlled and
direct- driven, the DP- 780 (£ 104) is
a semi automatic model, while the
DP- 540 (£ 84) is a slimline belt
driven unit.
'Slimline' is the 1981 angle for
Mitsubishi and both the new amps
conform to this approach. The DA U640 (£ 123) is a 50W model and
the
DA -U540 (£ 99)
delivers
30 wpc. Neat and functional in appearance, these amps carry auseful
range of controls including facilities
for two tape units and two sets of
speakers. Power level meters are
provided too as well as the inevitable loudness button. The DA -

New Turntable
Colin Walker is aman who has been
around the UK hi-fi scene for some
time—you may remember his article
on apair of monster bass horns to fill
in the octave below his stacked
Quads ( March'80). For the last few
years Colin has been distributing
the STD turntables but he has now
split, amicably, from the Scottish
company and is getting into the
manufacturing business with anew
turntable. The CJ.55 is, not surprisingly, a belt- drive, suspended subchassis design and is made, more
surprisingly, almost totally out of
'natural' materials. The only metal
parts are the ( 4) suspension springs,
the 10 mm diameter bearing, and a
few screws: the plinth is constructed from 18mm timber, as is
the armboard; the H - shape subchassis is made from hardwood;
and
the
platter/drive
hub
is
machined
from
Tufnol ( resin
bonded paper), that brown material
that smells like old electrical repair
shops. The platter can be used without a mat, but one of the recommended mats can be used if the
audible results are thought superior.
The suspension can be adjusted
from above; 33 and 45 speeds are
offered with the belt shifted manually on astepped pulley; rumble on
the prototype was excellent at
—77 dB DIN B and w & falso good
at 0.06% DIN peak weighted. At an
intended price of £ 138 inc. VAT, the
CJ.55 undercuts the popular opposition by a reasonable margin and,
coupled with a good cheap arm
such as the ADC ALT- 4, should
provide effective competition to the
well established Rega Planar 3.
Details from C W & J Walker Ltd,
Brentwood, Red Lane, Frodsham,
Warrington WA66RA. Tel: ( 0928)
33326.

NEAL Problems
Although the reaction of both
audiophile and the trade to products
from the Tyne & Wear company of
NEAL-Ferrograph has always been
good, the appointment of areceiver
and manager in May showed that
not all was well. The Ferrograph
brand name has been associated
with the high quality open- reel recorders since the last war, but the
company ran into trouble a couple
of years back and was taken over by
cassette
recorder
manufacturer
NEAL,
itself founded
by exFerrograph
employees.
NEAL's
original models used the reliable
American Wollensak mechanism
and they acquired a reputation for
ruggedness and long service. In
1977, NEAL introduced their Model
302 which used an all- British transport. We reviewed the latest incarnation, the 312, which was the first

R440 is a 20 wpc receiver retailing
for around £ 141 and the new tuner,
the DA -F640 costs some £ 99.
The new cassette deck, DT- 640,
features
a Sendust
laminated
record/replay head, touch operated
switching and two motors for £ 133.
The separates will be available
either separately or grouped together in various systems.
Last but not least come the DS25 Mk11 speakers following in the
footsteps of the DS- 32 which was
designed with the European'taste
for sound quality in mind. This is a
two- unit model using a 10 in.
woofer and 2 in. HF unit. Sold in
stereo matched pairs they will retail
for £ 153 including VAT.
Latest items in Crimson's new 500
series, which we reported in News
last December, are the 530 mono
amp and 540 active crossover unit.
The 530 is a bridged version of the
The Manchester Museum and the 520 stereo power amp and can
Extra- Mural Department of the deliver 80W RMS into 8ohms.
University of Manchester are orHoused in the same box as the 520,
ganising a conference on the con- the new circuit also features exservation of sound recordings, to be tremely low intermod distortion,
held in Manchester in September high open- loop bandwidth, in1982. Topics to be discussed in- creased slew rate and fuseless elecclude storage, cleaning, repair and tronic protection. Price is £ 104 +
reproduction of cylinder recordings, VAT.
discs ( wax, shellac, vinyl etc), and
The 540 is an electronic crossover
magnetic recordings on wire or
paper/acetate/polyester tape. If you
feel you have a contribution to
make
to
the
conference—
presentations/papers should last
between 30 and 50 minutes, including a discussion period—an application form can be obtained from
Mr K Howarth, The Manchester
Museum,
The
University,
Manchester M13 9PL.

deck in the world to incorporate
Dolby-HX, last month, but it has
become apparent that the production quantities never reached
that level where economies of scale
permit .either a competitive retail
price
or
adequate
promotion.
Unfortunately it looks like the end
of the road for both NEAL and
Ferrograph products. Guarantees
on equipment less than 12 months'
old should be met by the respective
dealers, but London Sound—recent
distributors of the machines—will
endeavour to offer acomplete aftersales service for older models
wherever purchased. In case of difficulties, Mike Solomons of London
Sound can be reached by telephoning 01-868-9222 for assistance and information.

Crimson

Record Conservation

system which incorporates ' dedicated modules' designed with particular speakers in mind. These
modules specify the correct frequency bands ( two or three according to the speaker in question),
level, Q and slope characteristics
required, and the present range
matches Allison 1, 3 and 5, ARC
101 and 202, Isobariks and Gale
401s. The 540s are mono units so
two are required for stereo and the
cost is £ 34 for the chassis, £ 17.40
for the 2- way cards and £ 26.10 for
the 3- way excluding VAT.

July AES
The July AES lecture is being given
by John Woodgate of ITT on
Tuesday 14th July. His topic will be
'Hi -Fi Standards' and he will be
covering the separating line between hi- and non- hi-fi, and the
psychoacoustic bases for setting
overall
performance
standards,
from microphone to loudspeaker.
Possible future developments will
be consideréd—for instance, should
we have grades of high fidelity?
Venue is, as usual, the I
EE in Savoy
Place, London, and the time is 6.15
for 7pm.

Dansette reborn
Those
of
us--the
Beatles
generation—who cut our audio
teeth on a mono Dansette record
player,
before discovering
the
Garrard SP25 and hi-fi, will doubtless thrill to read that the name has
been bought by marketing company
J. J. Silber, a subsidiary of Great
Universal Stores. Silber, who recently acquired another of the good
old names— Murphy—from Rank
(who have also sold the Bush
name), are carrying on the Dansette
tradition by steering well clear of hifi and sticking with a ' high volume,
low priced, quality product'.

NAD 3140
Long advertised, it seems, but only
recently making an appearance, the
new NAD 3140 amp has a number
of unusual features which set it
apart from the crowd. In many ways
it begins where the ubiquitous 3020
left off—for example, it incorporates
the ' soft clipping' option which enabled the 20 watt amp to manage
even the most awkward speaker
loads with ease. Phono front-end of
the new design uses a seventransistor circuit with an FET input
transistor and 2% components in
the critical RIAA stage. A 76dB
phono S/N rating is claimed and
even at 30dB above the standard
5mV reference level distortion is
said to be virtually unmeasurable.
Perhaps more usefully, switchable
capacitance loading is provided
(100, 200 or 320 pF) and asecond
input can
handle
high- output
moving- coil cartridges direct. Tone
control , contours are arranged to
provide useful adjustments without
significantly affecting the critical
300-1500 Hz
mid- band
region.
One unusual feature is the provision
of
a
switchable ' ' Speaker
Equalisation' circuit which provides
a 12dB boost below either 45 or
70 Hz to help compensate for the

deficiencies in bass response of
small speakers. The 3140 has a
massive power supply with separate
regulators for the phono and line
sections. A rear panel switch also
converts the output stages to a
bridged mono configuration allowing a continuous power output of
150W into either 8 or 4ohms.
Under normal, stereo conditions the
amp is rated at 40 wpc but will
deliver at least twice that for short
duration peaks. LED peak power
output meters are provided, and
there are facilities for two tape recorders ( with full dubbing) and for
patching in between the pre and
power amp sections. The 3140
costs £ 159 inclusive.

Digital Amp
Due to some misplaced wording in
an advertisement on page 15 of our
April issue, Rogers have been receiving enquiries about aso-called
A100 preset Digital Amplifier. Well,
there ain't no such thing, and we
apologise to all concerned for the
error. The A100 is a straightforward amplifier, and the ' preset
digital' bit should
have been
attached to the T100 FM Tuner.
15
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RR1 TONE ARM

ODYSSEY
ENGINEERING
35 Hie Borholrn.
Kilbarchon.
Rentrewshire,
!PAID 2E0

Scotland

THE ODYSS:,
AN ARM WHICH EMBODIES SOUND ENGINEERING PRINCIPLES,
IS EASY TO SET UP AND ADJUST, CAN BE ADAPTED TO SUIT
DIFFERENT CARTRIDGES,

AND CAN BE FINISHED IN VARIOUS COLOURS

AS REQUIRED.
For

individuals with

individual

requirements.

EXPENSIVE SOLUTIONS SHOULD NOT BE USED WHERI

GET REEL HI-FI

At last, a precision engineered, high spec. alternative ideal
for budget home recording setups, demo. tapes and masters. The AS6002 standard features include:

*
*
*
*
*

3, 7¡+15 i.p.s std
4 chan. input mixer
Track bounce+echo
I.C. logic control
Digital tape length counter

* Excellent tape handling
* Nab/Din replay eq.
* Peak reading meters
and many, many more

SIMPLICITY WILL SUFFICE.

LINN KAN ON
DEMONSTRATION
ALONGSIDE OTHER
FINE SPEAKERS
ALWAYS ON
DEMONSTRATION
AT
CALL 061-225 4448 TODAY OR
POP IN FOR ADEMONSTRATION.

EuLpory
AuDo

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
For Details
Audio Systems Components,
The Green, Theale,
Berks—(0734) 302108

/ SIMPLYTHE BEST
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81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061-225 4448 061-248 6206

IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION ?
When it comes to HI- Fleveryone wants perfection in
sound and looks. Choice too is important. And that's
why perfectionists everywhere call at Taylor's. We have the
choice, the best names, service and advice. If that sounds perfect
to you — Good, we'll see you soon.
TECHNICS • HARMAN KARDON • QUAD & ELS SPEAKERS •
RADFORD • MICRO SEIKI • THORENS • ORTOFON •
GRADO • AKG • DECCA • MICRO ACCOUSTICS • REVOX •
TEAC • SMC • KEF • TANNOY • GRIFFIN • KLH.

eatiterburp
»Oft Centre
STOCKISTS OF

W. J. TAYLOR asowslo LTD.
126-130 HAWTHORN RD. KINGSTANDING,
BIRMINGHAM B44 80A.
ee 021-382
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Discs available at
21 The Burgate
Canterbury
Kent
Tel: 0227 65315

Videos at
1/2 The Friars
Canterbury
Kent
Tel: 0227 57962

Tube Lux

Status quo
Newcomer to the domestic hi-fi
market is the Norfolk firm of
Raindirk Ltd. with their Status
range. The first items to appear are a
pre- and power amp combination,
but a parametric equaliser and triamped speaker ( in co-operation
with 'a leading speaker manufacturer') are expected in due
course. The Status 20 Control Unit
caters for disc, tuner, two auxiliary
and two tape units and employs a3band equaliser tone control system
in which the operating frequency of
each
section
is
continuously
variable. Particular attention has
been given to the disc stage which
is based on • a separate plug-in
module that may be located away
from the preamp if required. Both
gain and input impedance are adjustable and aspecial m- cversion is
available. The use of close tolerance
components gives a claimed response of within 0.2 dB of the RIAA
curve. Volume control is a 22- position attenuator offering minimum
balance drift at low settings and a
mute switch gives an additional
20 dB cut. Main output is available

Wharfedale and
Wilmslow

Wharfedale have launched their first
purpose-built ' professional' loudspeaker, the E90 PRO. Developed
from the E90 domestic model the
new design is suitable for amps of
up to 300W and has asensitivity of
95 dB/W/metre. Two 250 mm low
inertia reflex- loaded bass drivers are
used, with two 100mm units and
a 25mm horn loaded tweeter.
Continuously variable contour controls affect the midrange and treble
units to allow flexibility over positioning in the location concerned.
Covered in a tough abrasionresistant cloth with steel side rails
and corner caps, the E90 PROs have
recessed handles and stand on castors. At £495' each inclusive, the
speakers wili be available through
hi-fi shops and music dealers.
Wharfedale have also announced
anew range of speaker components
for would-be home constructors.
Named Speakercraff; the range
offers acomprehensive selection of
treble, midrange and bass drivers
together with the appropriate crossovers. Each component is separately packaged, with construction
plans and a Speakercraft booklet
giving all the necessary information
and drawings. There are designs for
six speakers which approximate to
models in Wharfedale's Laser
range. Further details from the
Marketing Department, Speakercraft, Wharfedale, Highfield Road,
Idle, Nr Bradford, West Yorks.
For those who don't like the
carpentry
involved,
though,
Wilmslow Audio Ltd offer flat- pack
cabinet kits for many popular designs including some of those mentioned above. All panels are cut to
size with speaker apertures appropriately cut and rebated. Wilmslow
have avery large selection of drive
units and kits and also have demonstration facilities to enable potential customers to hear and compare completed kits.
Wilmslow Audio Ltd, 35139 Church
Street Wilmslow, Cheshire.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

on two pairs of phono sockets and
a DIN socket which also carries a
low voltage control for use in
switching remote equipment such
as active speakers. Separate internal
3 watt amps are used for the
headphone facility and an external
peu is used to minimise hum.
The Status 500 power amp uses
complementary power MOSFETS
for their inherently wider power
bandwidth. LS outputs are monitored for DC and the heatsinks for
temperature, protection being in the
form of a heavy duty relay at the
output. A version is available with
LED PPM meters calibrated from 5
to 250 W. Signal in is via 3- pin XLR
connectors or
in jacks and the
outputs via 4mm sockets or bare
wire connectors. Output is 250 W
into 8ohms ( 650 into 2.5 ohms)
per channel or 650 W into 8ohms in
bridged mono mode. Both units fit
standard 19 in racks. Anticipated
selling prices are: preamp £ 355;
power amp £ 550 with meters, £ 510
without, excluding VAT. Raindirk
Ltd., Bridge Street, Down ham
Market, Norfolk.

Shows

August is Harrogate month and
Stan Smith's International Festival
of Sound is taking place, as usual, in
that town's hotels and new
Exhibition Centre. The show opens
on Saturday 15th August with alive
music concert at 11.15am by the
'Carlos Romanos Sounds Latin' and
is open to the public on Saturday
and Sunday, with the two trade
days following on the Monday and
Tuesday.
For those visiting
Italy in
September,
the
15th
Salon
lnternazionale della Musica eHigh
Fidelity ( SIM for short) will be held
in Milan from the 3rd to the 7th,
while visitors to Germany in
September should note that the
1981 Funkaustellung will be taking
place from the 4th to the 13th. If you
would like to visit the Berlin
Show—it is rumoured that a
number of prototype Compact
Discs players will be on show—
Lunn Poly Ltd, of 232/242 Vauxhall
Bridge Road, London, tel: 01-828
6536, have information on travel
arrangements.
Back in the UK, Rediffusion
South West are arranging the Grand
Bristol Hi -Fi and Video Show from
the 6th- 8th November at the Grand
Hotel, Bristol, while 1982 will see
the birth of a trade- only show at
Earls Court in May, run by BREMA,
which will replace the Spring
Radio Show which has previously
graced a number of hotels, seemingly picked at random, throughout Central London. The future
seems uncertain for the January
Manchester show as sponsors
Laskys have decided to pull out of
the Excelsior Hotel at the airport
and look for an alternative venue.
MD Peter Klein's exact words
are '. . . until asuitable alternative
national site .... is found' so it could
be that Laskys might be looking abit
nearer the South than Manchester
for 1982.
For the farsighted, the 1982
Dusseldorf hi-fi show will be held
from 20th-26th August.
JULY 1981

Lux have been the only Japanese
manufacturer to make much of a
dent with valve amplification outside of Japan: their MO3600 power
amp was the catalyst behind the
apearance of the present generation
of British valve designs. In Japan,
they market a complete valve
range—even
offering
kits—
including a 30 watt integrated
model. In response to enquiries
from the UK, Lux are manufacturing
a 240V version of this amp, the
LX33, and Howland West are importing it aprice of £ 399 inc. VAT.
Tube complement consists . of
12AX7 twin triodes for the phono
stage, a 6AQ8 triode for the 1st
stage, a12AU7 triode for the driver
stage, and two 6CA7 pentodes in
push-pull for the output.
For the less nostalgic, Lux have
introduced a transistor pre/power
combination,
somewhat
more
affordable
than
their
luxury
C5000A/M4000A
models
reviewed by Martin Colloms last
month. The C300 pre and M300
power still utilise Lux's ' Duo Beta'
feedback topology, but the M300
power
supplies—separate
per
channel—have a novel regulator
configuration, called ' plus- K by
Lux, which they say, made possible
the 'extensive spacious sound reproduction' previously not possible

Markets Move
There must have been afair number
of NAD 3020 amplifiers sold over
the last year or so, as Hi -Fi Markets
have announced that they are
having to move to larger premises.
Their new address is Cousteau
House, Greycaine Road, Greycaine
Estate, Watford, Herts WD2 4SB.
Telephone number remains the
same at Watford 27737.

Tenney Test

with constant voltage power sup: .
plies ( I) Whether they are right, we
hesitate to say, but the combination
is made to Lux's superb standards
and is certainly powerful at 150
watts into 8ohms ( 0.008% TH D) in
Class- B or 40 watts into 8 ohms
(0.005% THD) in ' real' Class-A. The
preamp has both m- m and m- c
inputs and the power amp has peak
indicating LEDs and separate attenuators for each channel: prices
are £684 ( pre) and £799 ( power)
inc. VAT.
Lux have also introduced some
low—well relatively low—priced
gear. The 48 watt L114 amp
(£175+VAT) and 70 watt L116
(£230+VAT) use Duo Beta circuitry; the T112 analogue tuner
(£175 + VAT) puts a mechanical
lock on the tuning knob when a
station is accurately tuned; T115
(£220+VAT) features synthesised
digital tuning; and the K115 cassette deck (£ 195+VAT) features
logic controls and fluorescent
metering. Details from Howland
West Ltd, 3-5 Eden Grove, London
N7 8EQ.
program from aRevox B77. Visitors
to the show listened to the speakers
(all of which were behind an acoustically transparent curtain) and
apparently overwhelming chose the
Tannoy as having the best sound.
Good news indeed for Tannoy, who
have been working hard to reestablish their position since splitting
from Harman UK.

New Coral

Since Videotone started selling
What might be considered by the direct to the public, the Japanese
cognoscenti to be asurprising result Coral range of cartridges, including
emerged from acarefully performed the m- c 777 and MC81 models,
blind listening test at the Southport have been excellent value for
Show acouple of months back. A money. Videotone have now got a
number of loudspeakers, including new high output Coral moving- coil
the Heybrook HB2, IAS Beaulieu, which doesn't need astep-up deKEF 105:2, Mission 770, Klipsch vice, the MC88E. Special discount
Heresey, and Tannoy SRM 12X, price is only £ 29.90 inc. Videotone,
were driven by a Beard P80 valve 98 Crofton Park Road, Crofton Park,
amplifier reproducing a.taped music London SE4. Tel: 01-690 1914/5.

115 Years Ago ...
. . . in HiFi News, '
BJ Products in
the News' advertised a New
Reproducer ( Cabinet inc. panels 24
Guineas) which, in 'an original approach to. High Fidelity', was designed to give ' Large Source Size
with aspherical Spread of sound'.
Spherical spread? ESL- 63, so soon?
The young lady in a polka-dotted
dress seems to enjoy it, anyway,
from the imposing corner reflex behemoth that makes one realise why
early promoters of stereo fought
sales resistance by saying it was not
essential to have amatched pair of
speakers.
Editorially, we assured an imaginary enquirer that it was indeed
worth spending as much as £25 on
a pickup, even though 'You can
certainly get agood one for far less'.
The Ferranti ribbon pickup/arm
combination was recommended,
and the reader assured that

'Records played with it will remain
in " mint" condition almost indefinitely, because of perfect tracking
and minimum stylus pressure... The
frequency response is virtually
"flat" from the lowest audible
sound to frequencies far higher than
the ears can hear'. What more can
you ask?
G.J.
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Competitive prices
Nearest underground tube station-Goodge Street
Visit our showroom: 61 Charlotte Street
London W1 4DN
01-580 4632/3/4/5

AZAT

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD. WE WILL MEET GENUINE. PRICES
ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF VAT
RECEIVERSITUNER AMPS
Akai
AAR30
AAR20
Aiwa
JVC
RS33L
Pioneer
SX600
SX700
Sansui
R30
R50
R70
Sony
STRV45L . .
STRV55. .
STR242L . .
STR343L
Best Prices
Technics
Yamaha

Inquire for
Best Prices
P.O.A.
£146-00
Inquire for
Best Prices
£92-00
£110-00
£138.00
. £202-00
. £222-00
. . £98-00
Inquire for
Inquire for
Best Prices

AMPLIFIERS
Akai
P.O.A.
Denon
PMA4Ó0
£99-00
JVC
AS3
j
Inquire
AX1
for
AX2
Best
AX3
Prices
AX4 . . . . £158.00
Nakamichi
410
I
Inquire
420
for
610
Best
620
Prices
Pioneer
SA410 )
SA510
for
Inquire
SA710
SA610
best
Prices
Sansui
A40
£54-oo
A60
£92-00
A80 . . . . . . mew
AU217 Mk 2 . £104-00
AU317 Mk 2 . £150-00
AU719
£238-00
AUD5
ire
AUD7
for best
AUD9
Prices
Sony
TAF35
£99.00
TAF45 .
£12
TAF55
-00
Techni
SUV2
£ - 00
SUV6
£410
SUV4
. £121-00
Yamaha
P.O.A.

STJ55
ST636
STS3
STS7
Technics

£135-00
£212-00
£113-00
£116-00
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Akai
P.O.A.
Aiwa
P.O.A.
APD50 . . . £132-00
Denon
DP3OL
£113.00
DP33
£186.00
DP60
Inquire for
DP55
Best
DP6OL
Prices
JVC
LA11
£57-00
LA55
£66-00
LF66
£82-00
QLA5R
£92-00
QLY5F
Inquire for
OLY3F
Best Prices
Micro Seiki
MB10 w/cart. . £55-00
MB14 w/cart
£65.00
Pioneer
PL100X
PL200
In
i
re
PL300
PL400
Best
PL600
Prices
PL1000
Sansui
FRD3
£72-00
FRD4
£119-00
FRD25
£66.95
P50 / cart
£52-00
So
P 22
£66T33
£76-00
PSX55
£113-00
echnics
1500/10 II
250-00
SL
O()II . .
•oo
SL1 • 011 .
£2
SL170 1
£17
SLB2
£63.
SLB3
£78.00
SLD2
£82.00
SLD3
£95.00
SLQ2
18-00
LQ3
£1 - 00
•
rens
• 104 Mk II
D105 Mk II
Inquire
TD160 BC/II
for
10115
Best
TD
Super
es
126/III/C
TD126/ I
I
I / BC
Please Inquire Thorens
TD160 fitted with arm.
ARMS & CARTRIDGES

Akai
Denon
TU200
TU300
JVC
TX1L
TX2L
TX3L
TX6L
Pioneer
TX410L
TX710L .
Sansui
TU217
TU317
TU719
Sony
STA3OL
STL60

Inquire
for
Best
Prices
£80-00
£125-00
£89.00
£142-00
£55-00
£113-00
£91-00
£105.00
£168-00

moo

£107-00

udio Technics
AT1100
£8 - 00
Alit
P. A.
Si
et
50
P.O.A.
605
3-00
T606
£15.00
AT620 sp cables £15.00
MS
£11M
00
MG9
£8-00
Arm- lift
£9.50
Denon
DL103
£59.95
DL103D
Inquire
DL103S
for
AU320
DL303 )
Best
Prices
HA500
£85-00
Ortofon
Complete range . P.O.A.

ORDER
BY
PHONE
OR
POST
USE ACCESS OR
BARCLAYCARD
Delivery charge £ 5.00 per item in U.K.
Credit facilities available

SME
300911IS
3009/III
3009 Mk 2
3009 non DT
Shell S2
F0200
Mayware
Formula 4
Mark Ill
Mayware cart.
Moving coil

Inquire
for
Best
Prices

£57
49-95

Shure
M75ED
£15-00
M75EJ
£14-00
M95ED
£20.00
M95EJ
£1700
V15MKIII HE
£49.00
V15MKIV. .
£60.00
95HE
£22-00
M
EJ
£21-00
M
HE
£30-00
P . tter Pad . . P.O.A.
lass Mat
P.O.A.
SPEAKERS

SALE
SANSUI
80
£86-00
A
£49-95
D90
£54-95
0100
£86-00
R30
£79-00
P50 . ....
£55.00
PANASONIC
SG250.
£55.00
TEAC
00
£1
00
TE
AI
TA233
£58-00
AUREX
PSX60
£99-00
HITACHI
ST300L
N
£62.00
D35S
2-00
KAI
35
AM24 t
£79AM2680
£89-00
YAMAHA
CA810
00
SCOTT
6
£49MI
OSEIK ..
0050
£199-00
£54A
1500FG
-00
1700
SONY
TAF3A ..
. £79.00
TAF40
£99-00
IWA
100......
£59-00
J
L50 .
£330.00
L110
£390.00
ROTE L
RX603 .
£99-00
1226
£44-00
A714
£79-00
AMAHA
IONEER
ARANTZ
SD5025
£99-00
ST2110L
£99-00
SD1021
£59-95
SD1000
£59-00
SD1010
£69.95
2120
flea)
6025
£46-00
SANYO
GXT4580
£240-00
TECHNICS
SU8011
£60-00
RS673
£169-00
SU8022
£79-00
ST9011
£199-00
SE9021
£199-00
TOSHIBA
SM2950
£199-00
SM2790
£159-00
SM2750
£159-00

Al
Audio aster
quire
or
Full
est
Prices
e
A.R.
AR90
450-00
AR18 . .
. £79-90
AR25 . .
£105-00
AR28S
uire
AR38S
AR91
92
Best
Prices
A
I
AR9
AR915
Celestion
D15XR
quire for
rices
D442
Be
JBL
55VX
nquire
77XV
Best
99VX
ri ces
L5
330
JR10
£390
Metro
nquire for
Magna
Best Prices
KLH
331
£87-00
317
£134-00
Mo tor Audio
6
£67.00
M ini Monitor
£79.00
MA6
£135-00
MA84
£199-00
MA2
£254-00
MA18
£138-00
Tannoy
Cambridge
Inquire for
Oxford
Best Prices
Ascot
£245-00
Chester . . .
£245-00
Dorset Sp Off £245-00
Mayfair . . .
£327-00
Barkley Mk 11 . . P.O.A.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£60-00
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
Laser 200
Inquire
Laser 400
for
E20
Best
E30
Prices
E50
E70
E90
£499-00
TSR Range Inquire
for Best Prices
Yamaha
615
P.O.A.
655
P.O.A.
NO44
Inquire for
NS1000M
Best Prices
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai
CSMO2
CSM011
GXM10
GXM35
GXM50
Aiwa
ADM 800
ADR 500

£82 00
£99-00
£110-00
£135-00
£200-00
£280-00
£179-00

Specialists in Export
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

ADL 450 . .
£135-00
AD3100
Inquire
AD3200
for Best
AD3500
jPrices
JVC
KD720
£71-00
KDA11
Inquire
KDA22
for Best
KDA33
J
Prices
Nakamichi
480 ZX . . . £210-00
one month only
481 ZX
482 ZX
580 ZX
Inquire
581 ZX
for
Best
582 ZX
660 ZX
Prices
6 t ZX
80
Pionee
CTF200
CTF300
CTF75
CTF
CTF

DIO PATENTS Barry,.
THE FILES of the British Patent Office show that
two patents on generally similar tone- arm damping systems have been granted in the UK. The
first, BP1509 041, is credited to Alexander
Rangabe, and dates back to an application filed
in February 1975. The Rangabe patent covers
the Z- track damper marketed by Zerostat with
Rangabe's approval. The second patent, BP 1
561 707, is in the name of Discwasher Inc. of the
USA and dates back to February 1977. The
Discwasher patent claims asuperficially similar
tone- arm damping system to the Z- track. As
Zerostat are the UK agents for Discwasher, the
two patents make interesting joint reading.
Indeed, BP 1 561 707 from Discwasher must
make somewhat embarrassing reading for
Zerostat, because in it their business partner
Discwasher levels considerable criticism against
the Rangabe damping system on which the
Zerostat Z- track is based!
Both patents recap on the need to damp the
tone- arm of a gramophone so that it is not
excited into low frequency resonance by a
warped disc. Tracking force is then soaked up
and mis tracking occurs. The Discwasher
patent refers to the proposal made by Rangabe
at the 1975 Convention of the AES, namely that
adamper should be attached to the tone- arm
and ride on the disc surface to increase the

resistance of the tone arm to vertical motrán.
The Rangabe patent describes adesign based
on this idea and now fairly well known as the Z
track. Essentially, a free cylinder with a PTFE
skid on the bottom slides up and down apiston
rod which is secured to the tone- arm. Vertical
motion of the cylinder on the rod is damped by a
dashpot. This takes the form of a well in the
cylinder filled with ahigh viscosity fluid, such as
di- methyl silicone. As the cylinder moves, the
piston rod dips in and out of the silicone to
provide a damping effect. A diaphragm seal
prevents loss of silicone fluid and the piston rod
is coated with PTFE to prevent the fluid
creeping.
Although the Rangabe patent is concerned
mainly with a device which is immediately
identifiable as the Z- track, the patent also shows
a modification which more closely resembles
the dampers which are now integrated in some
Shure cartridges. The claims of the Rangabe
patent are also legally very broad, so doubtless
Shure's lawyers will already be conducting
some anxious comparisons of Rangabe's legal
claims and the Shure damped cartridge designs.
The Discwasher patent, which was filed two
years after the Rangabe one, levels criticism
against the design as disclosed in Rangabe's
lecture at the 1975 AES Coovention. According

New Onkyo
Following the release of their first
midi- style separates last year ( midi
being asort- of halfway compromise
between regular sized gear and the
microsystem approach—see our
review of the TX20 receiver in
March), Onkyo are adding new
models to the range. The Al 5 30watt amplifier features Onkyo's
'Dual Super Servo' output circuit, a
technique which is claimed to eliminate the ' impedance- caused spurious signals from the negative,
ground side of the amp'. A matching
tuner, the T15L has three wavebands and servo- lock tuning, and
there is a metal capable cassette
deck, the • TA1900. All three units
will be priced at around £89 each.
Two turntables are also released,
the CP1011 Ffully automatic beltdrive unit with straight low- mass
arm, LED speed indicator, pitch
control and repeat facility, and the
CP1015A semi- automatic model
with separate strobe and heavy
diecast aluminium platter. Prices are
£79 and £89 respectively. Together,
these separates form the Midi 15
system with the appropriate rack
unit.
Somewhat up the price scale,. at
£199, the TX30 receiver offers
40 wpc and 7 FM presets, plus a
further two on MW/AM, while the
TA2060 cassette deck (£ 199-ish)
features two direct- drive motors, 3
heads, Dolby- HX, logic controls,
and Onkyo's 'Auto Accubias' which
allows accurate bias matching for
any tape formulation. Details from
Audiotrend
Ltd,
Bridle
Path,
Watford, Herts WD2 4BZ.

to Discwasher, 'there are many disadvantages
inherent in the construction of such adamper...
the design of Rangabe . . . unavoidably introduces significant parasitic factors including the
friction of the guide bearing, the stiffness of the
diaphragm, the springiness of the air trapped
between the silicone fluid and the diaphragm,
and the friction at the cup- record interface due
to the suggested PTFE coating since PTFE does
not exhibit its low- friction properties at the
extremely low bearing forces appropriate to
tracking ahigh fidelity record'. The Discwasher
design, which is claimed to eliminate all these
disadvantages, relies on air, rather than silicone
fluid, as adamping fluid.
As with the Rangabe design, in the
Discwasher damper a piston rod is secured to
the tone- arm and acylinder with alow- friction
skid moves up and down the rod as it bears on a
disc and follows any warp. As the cylinder
moves on the rod, air is forced in and out of a
chamber through an orifice of size preadjusted
to provide the necessary order of mechanical
resistance. According to Discwasher, because
the air is not trapped there is no springiness
introduced into the system and damping is
purely viscous or resistive.
In the light of Discwasher's now published
criticism of the Rangabe design, the commercial
liaison between Zerostat and Discwasher, and
the fact that Rangabe's Z- track has been generally welcomed as an effective budget design, it
will be interesting to see which desighs both
Zerostat and Discwasher market in the long _
term.

with servo- controlled quick starting and stopping included. A
specially developed mat is employed which is said 'virtual ly to eliminate unwanted disc vibration'. The
DP- 60L includes either a straight,
low- mass arm or a replacement Sshaped arm and costs £287 inc. The
DP- 55K is £230. Both are presented
in beautifully veneered plinths.

Mayware will be calling their arm
the Mayware Mk Ill.

Wanted!

Any information regarding the
whereabouts of 500 JVC HR
3320EK video recorders stolen from
the Pandair warehouse at Heathrow
Mayware have released details of a on 13th April? The retail value of
low output version of their popular the consignment is over £ 25,000
MC- 2C m- ccartridge. The MC- 2V ' and JVC understand that the inat £ 59.80 inc. VAT, has atapered, surers will. offer a reward of %
hardened aluminium cantilever with subject to the usual conditions. The
serial numbers are:
a nude Ogura 'Vital' stylus. Also
introduced is a Mk II version of 086E0001-086E0020
their T24 ' Universal' transformer, 086E0201-086E0211
claimed suitable for 'any low output 086E0216-086E0224
m- c cartridge, from Asak to Zen'. 086E0241-086E0282
It would also work with higher out- 086E0403-086E0422
puts such as the Dynavector Karats 086E0479-086E0499
and the Denon range. Voltage 086E0501-086E0658
ratio adapts automatically without 086E0679-086E0718
switching: price is £ 69 inc. VAT. To 086E0733
avoid confusion with the Australian 086E0735
,LH Formula Four tonearm, in future 086E0741-086E0917

Mayware NC-811

Rank It 89 D
Ken Russell has been working at
Rank's Wharfedale Factory since he
joined in 1962 as Chief Engineer
and in recent years his team at
Bradford has done extensive—and
impressive—research into loudspeaker behaviour, including the
pioneering use of laser holography
in the investigation of cone breakup
modes (
HFNIRR March '78).
Russell has now been appointed
Research
and
Development
Manager and will be in charge of
advanced speaker development for
Rank and will also be responsible
for coordinating all research between Wharfedale and the sister
company. Heco, in W. Germany.

Denon
Two new turntables have been released by Denon, the DP- 55K topend motor unit which replaces the
respected DP- 2500, and the DP60L which includes an arm. Both
use aquartz- governed direct- drive
system featuring Denon's magnetic
speed detection system—a magnetic strip around the circumference
of the platter which has a known
frequency recorded onto to it and
which the feedback system monitors. Wow and flutter is claimed to
be less than 0.015% RMS for both
models. Two speeds are provided

Classic Audio
. . . is the name given to Derbybased specialist Graham Nalty's
new range of amplifier designs.
There are five models so far, an
integrated 40W unit, HS250, the
SCA100 preamp and SPA100
100W power amp and two versions
of amono design, the MPA at either
40W or 100W. Both the HS250
and SCA100 have provision for
either moving- magnet or movingcoil cartridges and include inputs
for radio, auxiliary and two tape
units. The power amps are MOSFET
designs and should be stable into

difficult, reactive speaker loads.
Metal oxide resistors and plastic
film capacitors are used in critical
signal areas and RIAA equalisation
is achieved passively using low
noise transistors with a high overload margin. The mono amps are
based on the two stereo designs and
4ohm version will be available with
extremely high psu capability.
Prices are: HS250 £ 360; SCA100
£280; SPA100 £370; and the
mono amps from £200—£300.
More details from Graham Nalty,
6 Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby.
0332-674929
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MATSUSHITA
Paul Messenger reports on the 1981

I
must admit when Isent in my
piece last year about Technics' Belgian seminar, Ifully expected to be
struck off their mailing list. It came
as something of asurprise, therefore,
to be invited to their traditional
Japan- based Spring seminars this
year. This trip was an organisational
tour de force, operating with quartzlocked precision even down to the
blossoming of the Cherry trees
(doubtless they will have the
weather under control by the end of
the decade). The seminars themselves still tend to be a little too
much of a teach- in, and are not
really the right size for any detailed
questioning. But the chance to tour
the factories, meet some of the engineers under less formal circumstances, and do so in the context of
an admittedly tourist's eye view of
Japan, does lend an interesting perspective to the company and its
place in the scheme of things.
What is most difficult to understand and accept is that the
Technics brand was only introduced a decade ago. And in that
short space of time Matsushita have
turned it into the number one hi-fi
brand in Japan, if not the world.
That this has been achieved through
some devaluation of the ideals of
high fidelity is inevitable, but the
achievement itself is remarkable
enough. With the benefit of hindsight, it is not that hard to see how it
has happened, but one cannot help
but be impressed by the sheer professionalism that permeates the
company, from the strong lead
given by management and marketing. The real skill has been in comprehending how products enjoyed
by asmall minority of people with
above average technical awareness
could become a mass market
phenomenon, while retaining much
of their status in the eyes of the
consumer.
This leaves the contributor to ahi fi magazine in areal cleft stick. It is
impossible to reconcile a ' hi-fi industry' whose roots are as close to
music as to hobby engineering, with
the much more powerful interests of
the world of consumer electronics
and electrical engineering. ( In the
final analysis the dictates of apublishing industry can also loom
large.) When comparing a good
component system with the common or garden rack, it is pretty
obvious that although the latter
apparently
represents
a consumer- packaged version of the former, it is in fact a quite different
animal, designed to be manufactured and marketed in quite different ways and sold to amuch wider
cross-section of the public: the roots
are in radio, TV, radiogram and
stereogram, not thorn needles and
handcrafted horns.
Where exactly can the hi-fi
journalist stand? Does he wear ahifi hat, smugly aware that he has
20

track selections ( a boon for the
computer operator who can't help
bringing his work home with him,
no doubt). And the parallel- tracking
system has also been extended to a
couple of conventional
sized
players: as the lid- mounted arm arrangement was surely developed to
enable such acompact player as the
'10 to be made in the first place, the
SL-DL1 and SL-C1L1 would seem
to have minimal design integrity.
The fixed pivot players show marginal changes: Technics have ( perhaps wisely) resisted the trend to
low mass carbon fibre arms, and
their detachable- shell S-shaped devices have a very sensibly chosen
11 gm effective mass, which suits a
wide range of cartridges without
compromising rigidity too severely.
However, they do seem to have
lagged behind their competitors on
mat design, now that the rising sun
smiles down upon averitable flood
of sensible flat ones.
Flatness does abound amongst
loudspeakers, however, where its
virtues are less easy to justify. The
original S87, 10 and 5 have now
spawned 2,4,6 and 8 models, with
only the 10 retained. Although
Technics claim that the originals
had been very well received, the
increase in sensitivity of 6dB between the 7and the 618 must represent something of a volte-face
philosophically, and is rather more
than asimple facelift.
Drifting into the background now
is the much- heralded leaf tweeter:
Martin Colloms' Choice review of
Mock-up of Technics
the '
10 showed indications of disCompact Disc Player
tortion which correlated with subjective assessment, and was apparently related to the fundamental
resonance of the leaf in the sensitive
midband area. It was interesting
to note how closely Technics'
measurements corroborated this.
The arrival of a ' honeycomb'
tweeter to match the other drive
units could well be the main factor
4and '
6, responsible for the very worthwhile
What it boils down to is that also built into the simpler '
Technics are in the hi-fi business to while those who have not already increase in sensitivity, and may well
make this year's Escort, Metro or been driven round the bend by VCR also counter criticisms of the earlier
whatever, better than and in greater timers may be able to get some models. We had abrief comparative
practice in on the 47 with its built- listen to all the current models at the
numbers than, Sony. Pioneer et al.
end of a rather gruelling day—not
Unfortunately the tradition in hi - fi in timer.
Appealing no doubt to the Dr the best of circumstances for meanmarketing has been to introduce
this year's great technological leap Who in all of us, the Space ingful value judgements. But Iam
forward on aprestige model at the Dimension Controller is acomplex bound to say that the small SB2
Cadillac end of the market, giving it pre- amp with a wide range of (*Fiesta' model!) did sound rather
ayear or so for acachet of exclu- special effects facilities like mike promising. ( Import plans are yet to
sivity and alittle bit of status, and mixing, echo, panning, EQ. etc. be finalised, but the spec suggests a
then moving it on down to enhance Though each of these is fairly un- high sensitivity 90 dB/W model
the image of the bread and butter sophisticated, this unit could well with reasonable bass extension.)
The 'Whispering Speaker' (
S8Fmodels. So, as often as not one is interest the creative home recordist.
confronted by Cadillacs, knowing And to be quite frank the high 01) shows that Sony don't have the
in one's heart of hearts that an reputation for ' build quality' which monopoly on really natty designs
Escort or Metro will work much Technics have created does give either. These cute little single- driver
better on the roads back home in one confidence in their abilities to metal boxes are really aheadphone
any case. And it is sort of assumed produce a complex unit like this substitute, and while their frethat the common or garden model is without aggravation. As amatter of quency response and bass exteninterest, this unit has been around a sion cannot really be considered hiautomatically enhanced in the reflected ( albeit frequently tarnished) while in prototype form. Even fi, holding or standing these boxes a
Technics have only just dared to couple of feet from the ears proglory of the new flagship.
duces stereo unrivalled by anything
have ago at marketing it!
This approach is bound to sucAfter the exquisite SL10 (
and save that from Stax Sigmas and
ceed to adegree, even though the
accompanying ' proof' comes after better value '7), the record player Quad ESLs. Nice too for ' private
an ordeal of technical logic via a division were perhaps entitled to listening' and for nocturnal flat
rest on their laurels a bit this year. dwellers. Certainly they are agimtranslator, and when any demon10 has been offensively tarted mick, but 30 quid ( in Japan) is not
stration is carried out with no point The '
15 with lots of extra excessive, and there is some real
of reference whatever. So while up as the '
Technics' tape recorder people buttons and lights to programme merit.

painstakingly put together a system—with alittle help from his industry friends—which makes the
best that Consumer Electronics can
produce sound silly? Or does he
wear the Consumer Electronics hat,
because he knows that getting a
really good component ' real fi' system together requires some discrimination, skill and time on the part of
agood dealer, that such skills do not
abound in the high streets of this
land nor throng the Tottenham
Court Road, and that Joe Public
might at least save himself awad of
money and some disappointment
by playing it safe? Of course, this is
deliberately stating two polarised
positions to show the contrast, and
in everyday reality the music lover
and gadget freak tend to carry on an
uneasy co- existence in the same
individual.
A motoring analogy explains it
rather well: though we all end up
with Cortina Estates, many people
have aspirations towards a 'best'
car. But there is no 'best' car: there is
no way that aLotus and aPorsche
can even be compared with aRolls
or aCadillac. By the same token, it is
difficult for a 'sports car' enthusiast
like myself to get terribly excited
over this year's Caddies. (With little
stretch of the imagination Icould
pad the analogy out for athousand
words or so, but it starts to break
down when you take into account
the fact that nearly all of us find our
cars useful, if not downright indispensable.)

demonstrated to everyone's satisfaction that they had mastered the
application of dbx in cassette decks,
and that dbx offered greater noise
reduction than any other available
system, there was no attempt to
convince us similarly that ' Linear
feedback' ( LFB) offered any audible
improvement in amplifiers over that
from asimilarly priced predecessor.
While at present Imust remain
non- committal about the changes
in the amplification, it is nevertheless refreshing to see ageneral—if
slight—move away from design
philosophies which attempt to
maximise the performance of alimited number of identified parameters
(at God knows what cost to those
unidentified), towards arather more
balanced appreciation of the interacting variables needing careful
balancing.
An
effective
demonstration
showed that the new top- end tuner
ST- S8 had extremely sharp selectivity via an 'ultra narrow' mode,
though such capability is likely to
have afairly restricted usefulness in
the UK ( Oxford was mentioned as
an area which might show this facility to good advantage). Sadly, after
the ergonomic delights of last year's
ST- S3 and ' 7models, this new one
is right up in the Cadillac class, and
looks as if it needs atrained chauffeur to drive it. However, many of
the claimed features of the '
8 are
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MUSCLE!

RS- M270 X dbx-equipped cassette deck

Technics seminar held in Japan
Turning back to high-tech again,
the ( rather good) moving- magnet
cartridges have undergone further
refinement, the tip mass being
lowered still further by using a
tapered boron pipe cantilever, permitting aguaranteed + 3dB bandwidth of 14/15 Hz-80 kHz! ( The
techniques for establishing the
upper end were rather approximate.) Like its predecessors, this
cartridge is loaded with impressive
features, some of which are undoubtedly
beneficial.
However, there are still a few areas of
concern: the compliance is quoted
at 12 cu/100 Hz, which is on the
stiff side; but this figure has little
to do with the compliance of
resonance, which evidence suggests is about 25 cu; and 25 cu in an
18 gm integral headshell ignores the
fundamental rule of compliance
matching ( which Technics have
accomplished so successfully on
their linear tracking turntables).
Furthermore the integral headshell itself imposes limitations on
performance despite mechanical
and electrical parameters which
look most interesting, so I
shall have
to remain patient, and await the I- in.
fixing model.
In all fairness, the micro- engineering involved means that this
is avery difficult cartridge to manufacture, so there is wisdom in
Technics keeping supplies for the
home market to begin with. And the
Japanese audiophile still seems to
insist on being able to switch and
swap from arange of headshells and
cartridges, even though there are
now so many high quality specialist
arms which are entirely fixed, use
individual arm carriers or other
special arrangment, and rely on the
'standard' fixing centres.
Technics' prize Caddy for '81 is
the SV-P100 Digital Audio Cassette
Recorder. Not Compact Cassette
of course, but VHS videocassettes. Whatever else this
machine may or may not
do, it will offer at least 2
hours' continuous record/
play at afeeding cost of
around 3/hr
with the

convenience of a cassette format,
which should provide it with aready
made niche in the market.
Considering the confusion in
standards which exists in both digital and video worlds, Technics have
acted very intelligently in producing
a single, integrated, dedicated
machine with audio only inputs
and outputs. Certainly there is
reason to believe that attempting to
use aVCR with adigital converter
box was too much for the consumer:
during my trip Ivisited avery classy
high end dealer called Dynamic
Sounds, in the Marunouchi area of
Tokyo ( nearest UK equivalent is
probably KJ in Wigmore Street),
and they had never even bothered to
stock such adevice, though clearly
they were quite used to selling
9cu. ft horns and valve amplifiers.
Although Technics laid on anice
demonstration using live musicians,
no serious attempt to compare live
with recorded was possible ( for
several
reasons—including
the
SB10,000 speakers, ' nuff said), so I
shall continue to sit sceptically
upon the digital fence. But as a
recorder the sv-ploo was definitely in the luxury class, with fine

plentiful availability of VHS cassettes, plus the extended running
time available ( presumably 4hrs,
though my blurb is a little ambiguous) do give it ahead start over
previous attempts like Elcaset. I
wonder whether anyone has plans
to provide pre-recorded material?
Last, but by no means least, I
shall return to the one excellent
demonstration, of the tape recorder
division's dbx-equipped RS- 11,01270X
player. The British attitude towards
dbx has tended to be rather snooty,
and certainly the three of us from
England were quite determined to
pick holes in the machine or
system if we could. The impish Mr
Okamoto
impressively
demonstrated that dbx lowered the noise
floor from tape by more than the
various rival systems, both audibly
and visually ( on a splendid
multi-coloured/channel spectrum
analyser). None of us noted any

Technics' intriguing
dedicated VHS PCM
recorder

ergonomics for the transport, excellent metering, and clever 'search,
mark and jump' facilities for dub
editing ( either analogue or D to D
direct if appropriate). Time alone
will tell whether the public react
favourably to this new format, and
whether other manufacturers will
produce machines which are format
and digital compatible. But the

'noise pumping' on material which
included solo piano, though Ihear
tell that an anechoically recorded
double- bass might give trouble ( if
such is of any consequence).
Indeed we all felt that Technics
had done agreat job of 'cleaning up'
dbx, for which they have sacrificed a
little of the ultimate S/N ratio,

The UK contingent: (Fr) Basil
Lane, Barry Fox and Paul Messenger
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which is no great loss. However. I
still wonder whether the cassette
medium really warrants the attention it receives: S/N of 92dB has
little meaning except for aportable
recorder where the source has similar capabilities. At the end of this the
270 is still amains cassette recorder,
and one of its main functions will be
to make half decent tapes for car
playback, where dynamic range is
an embarrassment rather than aproblem. However, the dbx facility is
not fitted at the expense of Dolby- B,
which is still available, so there is no
worry about compatibility with
other machines and tapes, and an
added bonus is the ability to use the
deck to decode dbx discs.
Like it or not, '81 is going to be the
year of the 'super noise reduction
system', and Ifeel that Technics
deserve to succeed. They have obviously done agreat deal of improvement to the original system, and
have not rushed into 2 : 1compansion ( ugh!) before sufficiently flat
frequency responses were attainable. But Dolby have now flexed
their triceps, and Ifor one am not a
betting man.
If anyone has the muscle to
launch dbx and VHS digital as
world standards it is Matsushita,
and their IC and laser technology
will also undoubtedly be an invaluable contribution to the launching
of Compact Disc. However, it is
refreshing to note that they still
adhere closely to principles of open
competition at the divisional or corporate level. JVC are owned by
Matsushita, yet are backing DolbyC rather than dbx, and this is
seen as healthy rivalry, much like
the attempts at one-upmanship
practised between the stereo and
the audio tape recorder divisions.
This is essentially similar to the
divisional rivalries which have
proved economically so effective
within America's General Motors: in
the absence of competition, it is
necessary to invent it! Yet within the
divisions themselves there is much
more of asocialist/cooperative fervour and loyalty. Istrongly suspect
that this ability to fuse shop floor
cooperation with corporate competition is not an insignificant pan
of Japan's economic success.
The basic requirement for such
organisation includes a flexibility
of attitudes which can accept
any inconsistency of philosophy
pragmatically. This is exquisitely
illustrated by the in- car systems
marketed by Technics. On the one
hand the Stereo Division have
produced averitable safety hazard,
festooned with buttons, while the
Audio Tape Recorder Division have
this delightful integrated unit with
automatic everything—a veritable
SL10 of the road, and an ergonomic
jewel. Yet both can be marketed
with equal fervour by the same
company!
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL UNITED

DISCWASHER, ZEROSTAT, GOLD- ENS

Zerostat Anti- Static Pistol ( new red model) £7.25 P&P 50p
D4 Record Cleaner
£7.25 P&P 50p
Refits 04 Fluid
1oz. 99p; 6oz. 08-75; 16oz. £8.99 P&P 60p
SC- 2 Stylus Cleaner with Fluid
£3.95 P&P 50p •
Disc Kit (Zero Stat, D4, SC- 2, instorage system). .£23.95 P&P £ 1.00.
Disc Organiser (storage system only for above). . . .£8-95 P&P £ 1-00
Z- Track Viscous Pick- Up Arm Damper
£8.99 P&P 50p
VRP Record Protection Sleeves, 10 for
£1.95 P&P 50p
Gold En Leads ( Post/Packing 50p)
2 Phono 2 Phono 0.5m . . feso
2 Phono2 Phono 1m .
2 Phono 2 Phono 2m . . .£7.25
5 DIN- 4 Phono 1m
Max postage £ 1.00 per order

03.30.

£8•99 ,

QUAD EQUIPMENT

QUAD 33; 303, 44, 405 AND ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS
WRITE OR PHONE FOR PRICES AND DELIVERY

THORENS TURNTABLES
We stock and enthusiastically recommend the full range of these fine
turntables all at competitive prices.
TDI6011 BC Turntable without arm. Your choice of pickup arms may be
fitted and we will gladly advise.
TD160 CThe reintroduction of apopular model. Ready fitted with the low
mass Thorens arm.
10160 Super Upgraded "Audiophile" version of the TD16011 BC. With
even better performance. Pickup arm of your choice may be fitted.
TD104 Mk11 Complete with arm. 33 & 45 rpm plus fine speed adjustment
& strobe.
TD106 Mk11 As TD104 but semi- auto arm operation.
TD116 Mk11 Complete with low mass arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm coupled with
fine speed control & stroboscope. Semi automatic.
TD126 Ill BC. Turntable without arm. 33,45 & 78 rpm with fine speed
control & stroboscope. Arm of your choice may be fitted.
10126 III C Ready fitted with low mass arm. Semi- auto operation.
Thorens conversion kit to upgrade 'TD160 11' £25-00 post free.
We also stock spare belts L1-78 P&P 30p-headshells-arm tubes etc.
Please phone or write for an immediate quotation. We can supply with
any of our range of pickup arms-ready fitted if required at an attractive
package price.

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or SAPCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
P 0.A.
(Silver) Tonearm
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
P 0.A
AT1010
P 0.A.
Signet XK60
P O.A.
HADCOCK
GH220
P O.A.
GH220'S
P0 A
GH230
£120.00'
GH228 Type ' E
£86.00'
GH228 Super
£68.00'
Spare Headshell . £ 5.00
1ml. Silcone Fluid £ 2.07
2ml. Silcone Fluid £3.34
MAYWARE
Formula 4 Mk III. . . £ 57.50'
S.M.E. Adaptor
£3.83
Thorens 160 Board
£5.75
Spare Headshell
£ 5.75
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill
£118.50'
SME Series IIIS
£84-70'
Damper for IIIS
£ 12-75
CAI Aim for Series II. . £18-95
3012 R
£142-95'
3009 11 Fixed Head . . £64.95'
3009 11 Detachable . . £70-95'
S2 Headshells
£7.50
S2R Headshell . . . £9.00
FD200 Fluid Damper £21.75
Damping Fluid Refil . £3.55
Reducing Fluid
£2.14
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head. . . . £64-35'
LMF-2 Detachable. . . £69.95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . . . £33.50'
•Post: f1.00; Other Items 50j,

MONSTER CABLE
"DEMONSTERABLY BETTER"

73p PER FOOT
P & P £1.00 PER ORDER

ACCESSORIES

OSAWA SPEAKER STANDS
Height 8", width of stand 10". Brown or black finish-adjustable feet.
Very attractive and sturdy £19-95

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £14-60 Double Albums £22-00
Full UK range stocked Ask for list

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

(
Post Free)

SS- 1, 6- band Graphic Equaliser
£49-95 ( P&P
SS- 110. 10- band Graphic Equaliser
£89-95 ( P&P
SS- 2 Mk 1112- band Graphic Equaliser . . . . £139.95 ( P&P
SS- 3 12- band Paragraphic Equaliser
£199-95 ( P&P
SLM-3 Sound Level Meter with Test Record
£38.84 ( P&P

£3.00)
£3-00)
£ 3.00)
£3.00)
£1.00)

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES

NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
29-00
£
NEWI Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
29-00
£
NEVVI Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand pair
£25.00
Peak Programme Indicator PPI 2
24-00
£
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£14•50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty ( 6 amp) 6/4
£18.95
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1.76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
£2.45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way-18/1
£12-50
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2P
£9.00
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£16-00
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-19/1
£18.95
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each - 99
Speaker Switching Unit: 2 way-2/2
£7.50
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 or DIN, 24/2
£17.95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way DIN 22/1
£16.95
Tape Switching Unit, 3 way DIN 23/1
£21-95
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£21.95
Tape Switching Unit, 3way Phono 23/2
£ 29-00
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
17.95
£
Disc Switching Unit 10/1
10.50
£
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKII HC2
£14-00
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£8.50
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£16.95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
6.60
£
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£ 5.90
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£6.90
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1-DIN 21/
£17-50
Dust Cover Renovation DCR-2
£3.90
Electrolube Tape Head Cleaner Spray
£ 2.99
Electrolube Record Cleaner Spray
£2.99
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
£1 -98
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6
per metre - 30
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8, Black or White
per metre . 70
P&P on cable-L1-00 per order. Other items Post Free
Q.E.D. catalogue sent on request

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at May 1981. Whilst every endeavour is made to maintain these prices we
reserve the right to amend as necessary
without notice. E&OE.

Allsop 3 cassette cleaner £2.99
£1 - 25
Allsop refills
£15.50
Ferrograph Demag .
£3.45
Mayware Stylus Scale
£3.45
Mayware Protractor.
£5.99
Shure Stylus Scale .
Shure TTR115
Test Record . . . . £ 5.00
Monitor Audio Stylift £ 5.99
Monitor Audio Pod' £7.50
Yulon Record Clamp £7.50
A.D.C. LMG-1 Headshell. . £4.60
G.A. Soundisc
£14.95'
Osawa Diskmat 0M-10
. £9.00'
'The Mat' by Audio Ref £18.95'
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
Mg 704 Headshell
£12.50
Ag 99L Headshell Wires . £ 3.40
'Kilavolt' Antistas Gun .. £13-00
RC- 100 Cleaner £ 7.95
RC- 200 Cleaner £10.95
Record Sleeves ( 50) £4.99
TDK Cassette Head
Demagnetiser
£8.99
Pixall 11 Roller
£ 5.75
Pixall Refils
- 90
Perrnostat Kit
£ 4.50
Permostat Refill . £3.50
Perrnostat Jumbo Refill. . £6.95
'Postage £ 1.00. Other items 50p

HEADPHONES P 8. P £1.00
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01
£9.95
ATH03
£15-95
ATHOS
£19.95
ATH07
£62.30
STAX
STAX SR.44 . £69-95
STAX SR.5' . £ 53-40
STAX SRX3'
£102.35
STAX LAMBDA'
£120.15
STAX SIG MA'
£176-00
'Energiser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER. £35.60
SRD7 SB ENERGISER. £ 50.00
SRDX ENERGISER
£62-30
YAMAHA
YH100
.
£41-00
HP1
...
£34-42
HP2
£26.37
£17-95
RENNHEISER
HD222
£ 29-95
I-10400
£12.50
HD414X
£ 20.95
HD424X
£ 29-95
HD420
£24-75
H0430
£33.95

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)
Audio-Technica AT2OS La Stereo/4 Channel Cartridge £29.95
Special Offer
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
REPLACEMENT STYLI
ADC ZLM
£ 57.14
RSZ
£26-53
£36.29£ 18.35
ADC XLM Ill
£25.04
RSX
RSV
£15-08
ADC VLM III
£16-50
Goldring G900E . .
0140E
£9.95
Goldring G900SE 11
£ 33-00
D140SE
£16.50
Goldring G900 'IGC' . £48-95
0140 IGC
£29.75
DT1E
F
7
/
0 I G C
Goldring G920 'IGC . ,
£ 29-95
D160 IGC
P
0A
P.O
A
Goldring G910 'IGC' . £ 53-00
Grado FTE+1
£10-75
s
£
1
Grado FCE+1
£13-75
FCE+
Grado F3E+
£:
1925
.
F3E+ .
££98
3.°
Grado F2+
£29-50
F2/S£ 22. 50
50
Grado F1+ .25
£41
J.V.C. Z2E
.
f38
33
F1+
.
£
£28.
£
19
3
7:
90
50
00
Z2E
.01
.
N 2/
1X
mp. : .
J.V.C. X2 .
Nagaoka M P10.
££6139. 51
X
.
£5
£
7:00
5°
Nagaoka MP11.N-11MP.
Nagaoka MP15. .£
31•00
£37-00
N-15MP . . £ 22.00
Nagaoka MP20.
N-20MP . . . £25.00
Nagaoka MP30.
£46-00
N-30MP. . £35.00
Nagaoka MI*60. . . . . . . . . £74.00
N-50MP
£52.00
• SPECIAL OFFER ON NAGADKA MP CARTRIDGES!
All models can be supplied with NAGAOKA Magnesium - Muy
Headshell. No extra charge. Offer open while stocks last.
£79-95
Ortofon SME 30H
£48-00
C3L
L
°
311
0
.
£31.
£ 31-00
00
Ortofon Concorde 30 .
Ortofon Concorde 20 . £ 36
-00
CL20 23.00
. . £
Ortofon Concorde 10 . £ 2500
CLIO
£11-70
Ortofon Concorde
corde Std . . £44
£19.75
LM30/H
00
Std Stylus . £11-70
£30 00
CL30/L3OH £31-00
Ortofon LM20/20H
CL20/L2OH
23.00 £
Ortofon LM16
£
£
1
2
3
7.
7
3
55
CL10
L15
£
E1
11
5 :7
75
0
Ortofon LM10
Ortofon M20FL Super. . . £ 31.90
D2OFL Super . £ 25-00
. . £27-95
Ortofon M20E Super
Su £16-90
D2OE Super . £ 21.00
Ortofon VMS10E
£9.95
DIOE II.. .
D5E11
£
£
11-25
6.50
Ortofon VMS5E11
05E11. . . . . . . £ 6.50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in
£12-95
£24-95
Ortofon VMS 20E II
D2OE Mk 1and Il . £17-95
Upgrade your VMS20 with a D30 II Stylus
11 . . . . . . £ 23.90
£34-35
Ortofon VMS30 II
Ortofon FF15E Il
£11 -90
0
09
30
8s
5300
£98.00
NF15E
Mk 1 £
& II
£
8.95
Stanton 980 LZS
£59-95
Stanton 881S
£32.00
081. . . . . £ 33.60
Stanton 681 EEE
£19.95
D6800EEE . £ 18-80
Stanton 680EE
£12-70
D680 . . . . £13-99
Stanton 500EE
Stanton 500E
£11-75
D5100EE.
05100E
.
10-40
8-80
. . ..
. ££
£9.60
Shure M44-7,44G,44C
6E
-50
Shure M44E
Shure M66E
£10 .95
.. £7.99
Shure M75- CS
£9.20
Shure M75- 6S
.. n2-60
Shure M768 .
. £15.90
Shure M76EJ
£18.20
Shure M75ED
£15.75
Shure M96EJ.
£24.75
Shure M95ED
£25-40
Shure M951-IE
£25-75
Shure M97EJ.
£37.95
Shure M97HE
£39.95
Shure M97HE-AH
£54-00
Shure V15 Ill. .
£61-99
Shure VI5 Ill HE. .
£74.00
Shure V15 IV
£17-25
Shure SC- 35C
£29-25
Shure SC- 398
£32.95
Shure SC-39EJ
£47-25
Shure SC 39ED

N44-7,44G,44C.
£5
r
59
755
N44E
N55E
6.95
£
N75- C
£4.99
N756
£ 5.75
N76B. . £6.50
N75EJ . . • £7.65
N76ED . . £ 12.70
N95EJ . . £9.45
N95ED. . £ 16-50
N95HE. . £ 17-10
N97EJ . . . £10.65
N97HE . . £20.70
N97HE . . .
f20.70
VN35E . . £17.45
VN35 HE.
£18.55
VN45HE . £ 25.60
SS- 35C. . £4.95
SS-39B.
£6.95
SS-39EJ . £10.99
SS 39E0
£22.99

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
AUDIO- TECH NUCA
AT32 Cartridge . . .
AT3OE Cartridge . .
AT 630 T/forMer . • •
AT 650 T/former . .
AT 30E and AT 630 .
AT 32 and AT 630
Dynavector ' Ruby' . .
Dynavector 20A Mk11
Dynavector 10X Mk11
Mayware MC- 3L
Mayware MC- 2C
Mayware T24 T'former

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
.P.O.A
£82•50
£75-00
£50-95
£49.95
£49-45
£57.50

Post 50p

Satin Qi7ZE Sp. 'Off £ 39-95
Satin MII7G Sp. Off £49.95
Satin M117S Sp. Off £ 79-95
Ortofon MC- 10
£37-50
Ortofon MC- 20
£49.95
Ortofon MC- 201I £85-00
MCA- 10 Pre-amp £ 58-50
Fidelity Research
FR1 Mk2
£69-95
FR1 Mk3F
£89.95
MC201
£119.95
Entré -1/ Lentek
P0 A

YAMAHA MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES AT
SPECIAL PRICES P&P 50p
MC- 7 £39-95 MC- 1s £ 69.95
DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES
Trade-in or
how worn),
prices
Dynavector
Dynavector

trade- up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge; these exchange
Postage & Packing 50p
10XMk11. . .£33-50
Dynavector 20A Mk11 £47-95
Karat Ruby £51-95
Dynavector 205 Mkil £61-95

AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
AT6006a " Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
.
.
£9.90
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner . . . £9•95
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
£15.95
P0011 Cleaning System
£9.00
AT6002 Record Sweeper Arm
£ 5-00

THE

P

ICKUPALIGNMEN
PROBLEM

Peter Heidenstrom re-examines an old subject
in the light of some new thinking

A the local audio club that they had

UDIOPHI LES reported in the magazine of

obtained 'startling improvements in the
reproduction of high frequencies and the
spatial qualities of the stereo image' after
following 'amore rigorous tone- arm and
cartridge setting- up procedure than is currently specified by any one tone- arm or
cartridge manufacturer.'
Although on this occasion the claim was
not larded with exclamations such as 'mindbending' and 'gut-wrenching', belief stayed
reluctant. You might have remained an
unbeliever, too, had you previously been
regaled by the same audiophiles about the
merits of mashed spuds as aturntable mat.
In addition, the procedure took over two
hours and involved measuring the distance
between pivot and stylus to an accuracy of
less than 0.8mm, and between stylus and
turntable centre to aspec. 30 times as tight.
Now defining the position of atone- arm
pivot in three dimensions and measuring
across thin air to astylus point on the remote
side of the arm, is atask for an engineer
using precision equipment. For the ordinary
bloke—well, for astart just try gathering
together all the rules, rulers, tapes, setsquares, and other measuring implements in
your home or office, and comparing them for
size. You'll find the exercise rather instructive.
Then there was the problem of lining up a
cartridge which may not be parallel- sided
and, unless mounted in avestigial arm, is
concealed from above by the head- shell. As a
final barrier to belief, calculation showed that
over two hours' work resulted in amaximum
distortion level amere 0.06% less than a
well-known universal arm's 0.7%—the peak
of 0.64% being reached at the innermost
radius, where the other's distortion is zero.
Morever, since lateral tracking- error distortion ( TED) is said to be nine- tenths second
harmonic, the reduction achieved in third and
higher harmonics ( that is, the troublesome
ones) was therefore amere 0.006%—which is
barely detectable with the finest measuring
instruments, let alone the human ear.*
However, asubsequent event cast some
doubt on such theoretical assumptions. An
error made while installing an arm in a
temporary ' lash-up' resulted in adistortion
hike from 0.7% to 0-9%, and even this
seemingly small change was immediately and
distressingly audible. Perhaps, then, the
objective of that 'rigorous procedure' ( if not
its realisation) was worthwhile after all.
Certainly, the recent investigations of Noel
Keywood' confirm that not every manufacturer can safely be left with the design of an
arm and the corresponding setting- up procedure, and that owners of record players
who want results as good as those of which
their equipment is capable must be willing to
become students of geometry and spend
some time doing properly the job that arm
designers have already been paid to do. But
over two hours of hit-and-miss fiddling?
'Throughout this article, TED calculations assume an arm with
an effective ( pivot- to- stylus) length of 231.2 mm and a
recording velocity of 10cm/s RMS.
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Eventually, no doubt, someone may produce adevice that will not only keep alignment buffs happy for hours but will also do
the job accurately. But so far the available
gizmology has been disappointing. In aligning
an arm to give aTED figure approaching onehalf of one per cent, we are working to very
close tolerances. In aproperly aligned arm
(described later in Table 2) an error in the
offset angle of 0.1* ( one- tenth of adegree)
increases the inner- groove distortion by oneeighth; an error in the distance between the
stylus tip and the turntable centre ( that is, the
overhang) of amere 0-5mm raises the
distortion, believe it or not, by well over half
as much again!
So cutting up little pieces of paper, making
hopeful marks on head- shells, assuming
cartridge dimensions that are not always so,
adding on the number you first thought of,
and experimenting until you get something
like a 'recommended' curve, is just not on.
Even in the imperfect world of audio,
finding two different versions of acentimetre
scale on what purports to be aprecision
instrument hardly inspires confidence in the
gadget. Nor does arecommended alignment
which, far from yielding amaximum of 0.6%,
in fact starts every 12 in. record off with a
TED barely less than 0.9%.
Surely there must be abetter way? Indeed
there is—and anything simpler or more
elementary is hard to imagine.
The late Percy Wilson, that great audio
pioneer who invented the cranked arm design
that all manufacturers of pivoted arms now
employ, showed long ago that in designing
an arm for minimum distortion only one
parameter need be considered. It may refresh
the memory of readers to glance at fig. 1,
where the parameter in question is the
distance PD, where the line SD runs centrally
through the cantilever/cartridge from the
stylus tip ( S) and is at rightangles to aline
drawn from stylus to turntable centre ( C). The
so-called 'offset angle' is the angle PSD,
which is not the same as the angle through
leFIG.1 BASIC PICKUP ARM GEOMETRY, WHERE\
P=PIVOT, S= STYLUS TIP C=TURNTABLE
CENTRE, AND PD= LINEAR OFFSET.

which the arm or headshell is cranked.
Returning to the line PD, Percy Wilson called
this the ' linear offset' and proved that its
optimal value is dependent solely on the
dimensions of the record to be played.
If that sounds unconvincing, it is because
radial geometry tends to produce paradoxical
results. Puzzle addicts will know the famous
one about ahole drilled through asphere, but

here's amore appropriate example. If you
have ever watched runners in aone- lap race
you have probably noticed that they start in
an echelon or 'staggered' formation. What
information does one need to determine the
stagger—that is, the longitudinal distance
between any runner and one in the next lane?
The answer, although it might not be at
once obvious, is the width of the lanes,
which one then multiplies by 2,7 for the
stagger distance in each case. The length of
the track makes no difference: it could be a
round trip from here to the moon and back
and the staggers would be unchanged.
Money has been won and lost on that fact! In
asimilar way, it is solely the width of the
'lane' traversed by the stylus, from the
outermost part of the groove to the innermost
part, which determines the optimum linear
offset. The other arm parameters have no
bearing.
Adopting astandard linear offset, therefore,
would not limit designers in the shape of the
arm, or its length, or other aspects of its
construction. And, since amanufacturer can
work to the finest tolerances, cartridge
alignment with such astandard arm should
be not only asimple matter but far more
accurate than could otherwise be achieved by
any mere amateur.
While reviewers of tone- arms and turntable
units might have alittle less to write about,
readers would get—and Ibelieve welcome—a
clear and definite statement as to whether the
arm under examination met the requirements.
We could forget ( if most of us ever really
understood) offset angles, effective arm
length, overhang, and the rest of the mumbojumbo which may be the delight of alignment
buffs but is the despair of those unenlightened souls who only want to play records.
One very simple alignment protractor would
then serve for all arms. Manufacturers, too,
would be relieved of lying awake at nights
worrying about offset angles and other arm
parameters. Only one question remains: what
should we make the linear offset?
As Percy Wilson showed, 2 the optimal
value is found from the formula:
L = 4(R, + R.) ÷ ( RJR. + RJR, + 6)
where Lis the linear offset and R and R. are
the innermost and outermost radii of the
recorded groove. Hence the design of a
standard arm ( or any arm for that matter)
depends on record companies recognising a
standard disc. It was for this purpose, among
others, that B.S. 1928 was formulated in
1955. That standard specified three disc
diameters, with innermost and outermost
groove radii as in Table 1.
Disc type
7 in. ( 45 r.p.m.)
10 in. ( 33k r.p.m.)
12 in. ( 33-1 r.p.m.)

TABLE 1
R, ( mm)
R.
61.9125
84.1375
60.325
120-65
60.325
146.304

From these dimensions, as we'll see, it is
possible to design an arm that would yield a
maximum TED of 0.42% across a7 in. disc
and amaximum of 0.58% across a12 in. disc.
But if we calculate values for the aforementioned well-known universal arm, we find that
its performance, when set up as recommended, is 0.51% ( 7 in.) and 0.70% ( 12
in.)—an increase in each case of more than
one- fifth. Why?
Investigation shows that this arm is designed to yield amaximum TED of 0.70% for
standard 10 in. and 12 in. discs, and also for
7 in. discs down to an inner radius of
53.35mm instead of the 61-9mm specified
in Table 1. Again, why? The answer is simply
that record manufacturers do not adhere to B.S.
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1928. Fifteen years ago J. K. Stevenson 3
measured asample of such discs and found a
minimum inner radius of 54mm, which
correlates well with the figure just mentioned.
Hence it might be argued that the compromise adopted for the well-known arm is
simply accommodating reality.
But there is worse to tell. An examination
of 62 7- inch, 45 r.p.m. discs in another
collection reveals that over aquarter have an
inner radius smaller than Stevenson's, several
being as low as 50 mm. True, B.S. 1928 was
revised in 1965 to permit such radii, but only
for 34 r.p.m. discs. Isuppose we could,
again, bow to reality and design our standard
arm accordingly; but on the other hand we
might find our careful calculations voided yet
again because record companies had reduced
inner radii still further.
Apparently it is in the nature of human
beings that where aspeed limit is 30 mph the
typical motorist drives at about 40. If, however, the authorities bowed to reality and
raised the limit to 40, isn't it to be expected
that motorists would then step up to 50? In
the same way, if record manufacturers are
allowed to encroach progressively on standard record dimensions, without any objections from buyers, then eventually we shall be
left with no standards at all-neither dimensional standards nor indeed those of quality.
Moreover, is it not the tail wagging the dog
when the quality of the more expensive 12 in.
disc suffers on account of cheap 7 in. discs
which are usually confined to pop music and
children's stories? In any case. Iestimate ( on
abasis to be explained later) that a7 in. disc
with aminimum inner radius reduced to
60.325mm (the same as the other sizes) and
the speed reduced to 34 r.p.m. ( why should
cheap records have the higher- quality speed?)
should play for up to ten minutes per side.
If that is not good enough for devotees of
the Top Ten and Rin tin- tin, then perhaps we
should revive the now moribund 10 in. size.
Doubtless that suggestion would be unwelcome, especially with the record companies, whose desire to be rid of the intermediate size appears to be the very reason for
'stretching' the 7 in. disc in the first place.
But we should make up our minds. Either
we suffer amultitude of record sizes, sufficient for items of all conceivable lengths, or
we choose aminimum range of sizes and
accept that some of them will not be ideal.
(The parallel with resistors and capacitors is
obvious.) And if we adopted the second
alternative, there is no reason at all why it
should result in poor value for money: 'short'
discs could be issued on cheaper labels, as is
done now even with some jam-packed discs.
At all events, given only awillingness on the
part of record companies to adhere to B.S.
1928, astandard arm could be designed
yielding amaximum TED figure one- sixth
lower than the well-known universal arm, as
in Table 2.

Inner groove
Mid- disc maximum
Outer groove
66.0 and 121-0 mm
Maximum TED

7in.
0.28%
0.42%
zero
0.42%

Note that, because of the ' headroom' on 7in.
discs, their inner- groove radius could in fact
be reduced to 58.8mm for amaximum TED
of 0.58% and an additional half- minute of
playing time.
In this exercise and those following, the
objective has been to equalise TED at the
three maximum points during the arm's
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TABLE 3
Inner groove
Mid- disc maximum
Outer groove
70.2 and
123.36 mm
Maximum TED

12 in.
0.50%
0.49%
0.50%

7in,
0.60%

zero
0.50%

zero
0-6C%

0.35%

That is, on 12 in. discs TED is between a
quarter and athird less than that given by the
well-known universal arm, and never exceeds
0.5% at any point. Further reductions in
minimum inner radius would produce lower
and lower TED figures. Table 4summarises
the results.
TABLE 4
RIfor 12in.
discs (mm)
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

60.325
61.725
64.445
67.420
70.685

12 in.
0.58%
0.55%
0.50%
0.45%
0.40%

7in.
0.42%
0.40%
0.60%
0.85%
1.13%

Linear
offset
(mm)
93.52
94.64
96.78
99.05
101.48

At the risk of upsetting children and poplovers, Iwould suggest that reducing distortion below 0.5% for 12 in. classical discs
would justify increasing the levels for cheap 7
in. singles, where distortion is often regarded
as not undesirable and may even be added
deliberately. Since at least one experimenter
asserts that 'an ordinary critical and trained
4

TABLE 2
12 in.
0.57%
0.57%
0.58%
zero
0.58%

traverse ( see fig. 2). Some writers have
proposed tailoring the TED curve so that
higher distortion is tolerated at the outer
grooves for the sake of lower distortion at the
middle or inside of the disc. If the thinking
behind this idea is that lower groove speeds
(which follow from the radius becoming
smaller) increase the distortion for agiven
error in tracking- angle, it should be remembered that the TED formula already
makes allowance for this factor.
If, however, it is in deference to the other
distortions which lower groove speeds tend
to produce because of tracing problems with
styli of finite tip curvature, then my comment
(perhaps due to an inherent mistrust of tradeoffs) is that if we know the remedy for
problem A we should not fail to apply it just
because we have not solved problem B.
Now the figures in Table 2, though better
than the reference arm's, still show abias in
favour of 7 in. discs, so further improvement
is possible. Since arapid rise in TED occurs
at the innermost part of the groove ( as shown
in fig. 2), increasing the minimum recorded
radius by small amounts produces comparatively large reductions in TED. Thus amaximum distortion figure of 0.55% ( 0.40% for
7 in. discs) can be achieved by increasing the
inner radius of 12 in. discs by amere 1.4mm.
Taking the process alittle further, an inner
radius of 64.445mm for 12 in. discs ( only
412 mm larger than at present) yields the
well-balanced figures given in Table 3.

listener cannot distinguish between 0.5% and
less', that seems agood ceiling to aim at.
Now increasing the minimum inner radius
would obviously reduce the maximum
playing- time available. With many discs this
would not matter, since they already stop
short of 70 mm. Incidentally, on such discs an
arm which is set up for zero tracking error at
60.325mm ( like the reference arm) must
result in increased overall TED because the
stylus never reaches the second of the two
zero- error radii.
But what of the general case? We may
think of the groove spiral as though it were a
number of grooves arranged concentrically. In
1955, B.S. 1928 set the recording pitch at an
average of 250 grooves per inch, which
meant that the maximum playing- time of a
standard 12 in. disc played at 34 r.p.m. was
25.4 minutes.
However, that specification was set a
quarter of acentury ago, before the stereo
disc, where the groove not only meanders like
the mono one but also varies in width.
Evidently this factor led to groove pitch being
dropped from B.S. 1928 when it was revised
to follow the I.E.C. standard in 1965.
In the meantime, groove-cutting technology had improved markedly. As long ago
as 1966 Decca proved the feasibility of much
tighter pitches than the old 250/inch by
accommodating the whole of the Choral
Symphony on asingle disc ( SXL 6233). That
record was generally commended for its
sound quality and showed neither the preecho nor the bass limitations that might have
been feared; yet with over 4mm to spare at
the inner groove it played for close to 34
minutes on each side-an average pitch
exceeding 350 grooves per inch.
Readers should have no difficulty in finding
discs with apitch exceeding 300. A quick flip
through some likely candidates in my own
collection revealed any number of them,
including two more over 350 ( Mahler 1on
RHS 301 and aNew Zealand disc). Table 5
shows the playing- times of 12 in. LPs with
an outer radius of 146.304mm and various
inner radii as in Table 4, recorded at pitches
of 250, 300, and 350.
Combining Tables 4, and 5, we can see
that if record companies adhered to astandard and exercised the same care as Decca in
cutting masters, we could enjoy discs with
over 31 minutes of music on each side yet
with aTED level never rising above 0.4%. If
these two requirements are too stringent,
then, even taking aconservative view, the
TABLE 5
R, in mm Pitch:
60.325
(BS 1928)
61.725
64.445
67.420
70.685

250
25.4

300
30.5

350
35.5 mins.

25.0
24.2
23.3
22.3

30.0
29.0
26.0
26.8

35.0 mins.
33.8 mins.
32.6 mins.
31.3 mins.

least we should expect is sides up to 29
minutes long at amaximum TED of 0.5%
Perhaps afew recordings might require an
additional side; but as always in audio, we
must weigh an occasional extra cost against
the benefit of cleaner sound over the rest
of our discs.
Record- cutting engineers may counter with
the objection that this proposal would
hamstring them and make side- breaks more
difficult. On the other hand, asecond glance
over Table 5suggests that the full recording
potential of discs is generally not being used
anyway. Most of us can find discs in our
collections where two badly unequal sides
could have been evened up by the simple
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expedient of transferring ashort track from
one side to the other.
Unfortunately the reputation of record
companies in the observance of standards has
been rather less than enviable. For example,
the New Zealand operation of one of the
international giants was chided for turning
out too high aproportion of 'swingers'. Its
production staff were astonished to learn that
there was such athing as astandard for disc
eccentricity!
However, in the next few years consumer
power is likely to make itself more strongly
felt in most markets, and in the record market
rather more than most. Buyers should become
more ready to demand-not just hope for, or
even expect-the highest standards of which
modern technology is capable. If Decca can
do it once, why not all the time-and if
Decca can, then why not other companies too?
To sum up, the factors in favour of a
standard arm-based on astandard disc with
one of the minimum inner radii listed towards
the bottom of Table 4-are that it would:
1. Reduce TED due to compromises in
present universal arms
2. Further reduce TED due to present disc
parameters
3. Eliminate the time, skill, and sometimes
expense required by rigorous setting- up
procedures
4. Make optimum results available to all users
equally
5. Simplify arm design for manufacturers
Against the proposal we can say that it
would:
1. Require tighter quality control by record
companies to avoid apossible increase in
groove breakthrough, or else reduce
playing times by from 0.4 to 3.1 minutes
2. Possibly decrease signal amplitudes and so
worsen S/N ratios
3. Depending on the chosen inner radius,
increase TED on some existing discs.
In the meantime, while these proposals
wait to be greeted with the overwhelming
disinterest that is the usual fate of their kind,
owners of existing arms or turntable units are
still faced with the need for some means of
cartridge alignment which is simple, practical,
needs no esoteric devices or additional
expense, and is accurate without demanding
precision measuring techniques. In my
experience the following method best satisfies
these conditions.
From apiece of card make up an alignment
template similar to fig. 3. The spindle hole
must fit snugly over the turntable spindle, but
you need not go to the bother of making it
circular. It is easier to make the hole square,
and better. From the centre of the spindle
hole, mark off the two zero tracking- error
points ( R2)chosen from Table 6, which
corresponds to Table 4.
TABLE 6
R, in mm
60.325
61.725
64.445
67.420
70-685

Rz in mm
66.0 and 121.0
67.4 and 121.9
70.2 and 123.4
73-2 and 124.9
76.5 and 126.5

These points, as explained previously, are
the same whatever the length of the arm. Be
as accurate as you can, but do not strain after
the last micron because even an error as gross
as one millimetre would raise the TED figure
by less than 0.05%. You should however
ensure that your ruler is both accurate and
straight and that your set- square is really
square-the latter by turning it through
180 degrees and checking on the 'other side'.
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At this stage it is also awise precaution to
check that the stylus cantilever is correctly
located and aligned by placing amirror flat
against the front of the cartridge; seen from
directly behind, the cantilever and its image in
the mirror should point straight at each other.
Through each zero point R2 draw aline
perpendicular to the centre line and then,
parallel and equidistant, apair of sighting
lines. They should be alittle further apart than
the width of the cartridge. Pierce the intersection at each zero point very lightly with a
fine- pointed needle.
If the cartridge sides are not parallel or are
not easily visible from above, adifferent
method is required. Instead, draw the sighting
lines parallel to the centre line-in front of it,
and about 2mm apart. Select aneedle or
some such fine rod about 50mm long, and
check it ( as explained above) for straightness.
Pass asuitable- sized rubber band behind the
cartridge and loop the ends over the needle
so that it is held firmly across the front of the
cartridge. ( If your cartridge does not have a
flat front, you're in some trouble.) Re- balance
the arm to take account of the added weight,
disconnect the bias adjuster so as to remove
side pressure on the stylus, and set the
tracking downforce to the figure you normally
use. (While alower downforce might be
better for your stylus in what follows, it
would tend to produce an abnormal deflection of the cantilever and therefore alter the
relative position of the stylus from the playing
condition.)
With an old record on the turntable and the
template fitted over the spindle, manoeuvre
arm and template until the stylus, lowered
very gently, fits into one of the pinholes. Seen
from above, the needle ( or cartridge sides, if
you are using the simpler method) should

check at the first pinhole again. Adjust at
each pinhole in turn until alignment is
achieved at both. Finally remove the needle
and rubber band, not forgetting to reset the
downforce and bias. Table 7shows in
columns 1and 2, for each pinhole, the
direction in which the front of the cartridge
may be pointing (
in, towards the centre of
the disc or out, towards the edge), and
columns 3and 4show the action required.
Having been fortunate enough to find a
pickup cartridge that satisfies all my requirements most of the time, and most of them all
of the time, Ihave two samples mounted in
headshells and aligned as ( a) and ( e) in Table
4. Which one should be used is indicated on
the record sleeve, records being measured
and noted as they come to be played.
TABLE 7
Pointing
Overhang
In
Increase
Out
Reduce
In
Reduce
Out
Increase

Pinhole
Inner
Inner
Outer
Outer

Swivel
Inwards
Outwards
Outwards
Inwards

A fastidious or wealthy enthusiast might
therefore have several cartridges mounted in
shells according to various values of R2.They
need not be identical, of course, though rebalancing the arm or shifting the movablebedplate type of arm may then be necessary
(and prohibitive). Otherwise separate arms
may be used. In my own set-up an alternative
type of cartridge is available in asecond arm,
mainly for moving-magnet/moving-coil
comparisons, but also aligned as ( c) in Table
4. This gives three choices of maximum TED:
0.4%, 0.5%, or 0.58%.
Because they introduce other variables,
these latter methods do not make it readily

FIG.3 ALIGNMENT TEMPLATE AS DESCRIBED IN TEXT
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then be parallel to the sighting lines, and
again when the process is repeated at the
other pinhole.
The human eye is extremely accurate in
detecting divergence in such cases. But to
avoid parallax errors, close one eye and
ensure that, as seen, the zero line passes
through the centre front of the cartridge.
If the cartridge does not line up at both
pinholes it will have to be swivelled in the
headshell. ( Even if the shell has holes instead
of slots, there is usually enough play without
having to enlarge them.) ln addition, you
must increase or reduce the overhang-that
is, the distance by which the stylus already
passes in front of the turntable spindle.
Depending on the type of arm, this is done by
sliding the cartridge in the headshell slots or
sliding the entire arm at its base mounting.
The least cumbersome way of finding the
correct stylus position is to line up the
cartridge at one pinhole and then check at
the other. If necessary, adjust as shown in
Table 7 until alignment is correct, and then

possible to assess the audible effect of
different alignments with the same disc, a
question of some interest in the present
discussion. Having come to some preliminary
conclusions from my own listening, Iam
waiting with interest to see whether they will
be confirmed by tests on co-operative visitors.
Although the alignment method described
above is not the slowest available-cartridge
setting- up is never quick-it does take time.
Unnecessary time. We already have enough
to do in setting up equipment and keeping it
in top trim without the manufacturers giving
us extra work to do. A standard arm and
standard disc would make everything so
much more simple, would't it?
As Thoreau wrote:
Our life is frittered away by detail... simplify,
simplify.
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THE ACTIVE REFERENCE
MERIDIAN ft12
The M2 active loudspeaker is a 2 way integrated loudspeaker system. Careful alignment of the
enclosure and the electronic crossover with the two high power long throw bass- mid drivers has
resulted in atotally new low frequency system giving an 8order BesseII response. This provides a
smooth firm bass response down to 37Hz with accurate transients. The dome tweeter is time adjusted
with respect to the bass drivers. This clever loudspeaker system benefits from our years of experience
in the design of loudspeakers, amplifiers, and active loudspeakers and represents a true systems
approach. The M2 incorporates an adjustable stand for floor mounting but is equally at home on a
bookshelf. The power amplifiers, power supply and crossover are contained within the cabinet. The
M2 stands just 30 inches high, is 7inches wide, 15 inches deep and can be ordered in Black Ash or
aselection of veneers. The product is ideally driven from the Meridian 101 Control Unit or any other
suitable quality pre-amplifier.
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The matchbox trick
The one sure indicator that all is not well with
my system is that Istart to notice surface noise
and to find its effects annoying. This in turn
means that the turntable/arm is not set up
correctly, or the cartridge/stylus is knackered/
dirty. One would think that the dirty stylus
would be easiest to track down and the
cheapest to rectify: while the latter is true
enough, the former can prove elusive.
Iam quite punctilious about blowing the fluff
off my stylus, because nasty noises ensue pretty
quickly if one doesn't and Ihave tended to give it
asolvent clean every few days just to be on the
safe side—or so Ithought. There does seem to
be aform of stylus pollution that remains quite
impervious to namby pamby camel hair brush et
al treatment. Whether it is caused by material
leeching from the record ( stearates?) or by
atmospheric pollutants Ihave no idea. But the
symptoms are very much those of the worn
stylus, ie, surface noise is exaggerated and end
of side distortion starts to be noticeable. So it is
pretty obvious that something is modifying the
shape of the stylus tip, presumably because the
build-up of pollutants has a similar profilechanging effect as the erosion of ' flats'.
After afrustrating afternoon repeatedly soaking my stylus in solvent, to no apparent avail, I
asked my friend and co-author Dave Watson
(who sells Asaks at Russ Andrews Hi - Fi in
Edinburgh, and should therefore know about
such things) whether he thought 18 months
was areasonable lifespan for the cartridge, how
much a new one would cost, and suchlike
depressing things.
'Had I tried cleaning the stylus with a
matchbox?,' he enquired. Now Iappreciate that
the Scots wouldn't want to waste whisky on
cleaning styli, and are unlikely on point of
principle to keep vodka or gin around, but quite
what matchboxes had to do with camel hair
brushes and unguents Icould not quite fathom.
'Pray elaborate', quoth I, in aslightly less than
good humour after computing mentally what a
new cartridge would do to my current account.
Now it appears that certain people, anxious to
rejuvenate styli that appeared to be lost causes,
reasoned, quite logically, that if asolvent didn't
do the trick, then an abrasive was the logical
alternative. And the black striking pad on the
traditional safety matchbox is both handy and
effective ( Isuggest these new-fangled pimply
red ones or the coarse sandpaper used for red
matches should be avoided).
Now Ijust happen to be one of those people
who believe that the match has evolved into le
Cricket (
or rather le refillable Clipper), so Iused a
bit of Garnet paper that was all that Ihad lying
around. The results were both instant and dramatic, and the cartridge now sounds just as
good as new. The ' trick' is merely to rub the
stylus tip with the abrasive from back to front
along the line of cantilever acouple of times, to
'reprofile' in effect the stylus' tracking edge. For
safety's sake Ileft the volume up and took great
care not to jolt or deflect the cantilever more
than Icould help, and also to avoid any severe
warps on the matchbox surface.
Idon't want to get a lot of abusive letters,
small packages containing DIY stylus and cantilever kits, or hefty bills for replacement Koetsus
and what- have- you, so I am not going to
recommend to all and sundry ( and particularly
those of a nervous disposition or trembling
hand) that they assault their cartridges in this
way. But if you do have acartridge which you
are about to replace that shows the symptoms of
stylus wear ( or even adrawerful of rejects .that
may have been abandoned/replaced unnecessarily), then there seems to be no good
reason not to give it atry. Obviously there is little
danger of damaging the diamond itself, but
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there must be some risk of causing its detachment from the cantilever ( Evostik is not recommended for replacements!).
Ihave not heard of any troubles with Asaks,
which do have one of the smallest tips on the
market. But they also have an aluminium cantilever, and cartridge manufacturers have had
years of practice in sticking diamond and aluminium together. Those whose cantilevers are
made from the rather more exotic materials, in
particular single crystals of ruby, sapphire or
diamond, would do well to take particular care.
Tonearm loudness
It is now probably accepted by even the
sceptical that the term ' tonearm' more exactly
describes the effects of said devices than
'pickup arm'. Rather more heretical is the suggestion that tonearms vary in loudness ( as
indeed do turntables and their mats). Mind you,
it's by no means irrational when you come to
think of it, even though it may sound surprising
at first. Now Idon't ( yet) know whether or not
this effect can be measured, or what order of
magnitude it represents in measurement. But
during a series of listening tests for the next
turntable Choice at Studio 99 recently, Ithink
we were all rather taken aback by its magnitude
in subjective terms.
We were primarily interested in trying to
compare motor units, and were equipped with a
number of lttoks and a ( roughly) matched pair of
Asaks. These particular tests were essentially
investigative and informal, so we were swopping things around quite abit. But although the
Asaks sounded adequately similar when Linnmounted, it became very difficult to keep levels
properly matched when different turntables,
different mats and most particularly different
arms, were being used. Ifirst encountered this
phenomenon when auditioning turntables with
Chris Rogers for a review a few years ago
(HFNIRR Dec. ' 77), but on that occasion we
were dealing with cheap integrated players, and
thus could not isolate many of the variables such
as internal wiring/switching etc. On this occasion the arm differences could of course be
related to wiring, but the cables used seemed
much of a muchness ( if not interchangeable)
and the moving- coil Asak is pretty impervious to
load changes.
The simple fact was that the lttok sounded
significantly louder than either the FR or Sumiko
arms when playing music, at least in the midrange; subjectively this sounded like at least a
couple of dB, totally ruining any sensible attempt at A/B'ing. One can speculate, probably
futilely, over the cause or causes, but to my mind
most of the reasoning tends to support Linn's
claim of offering a wider dynamic range. Extra
loudness must imply greater relative movement between stylus and cartridge ref. the
platter, and although an increase in mean level
could result from unwanted resonances, the
observed increase in peak level seems to point
towards the lttok presenting the more stable
platform ( which in turn suggests that it is going
to read the soft bits more accurately too). This
doesn't necessarily mean that it will always
'sound better'—matching up a mellifluous
combination of turntable, arm and cartridge is
quite asubtle art—but it does perhaps suggest
that it may be the more accurate.
It is interesting that an entirely independent
and somewhat sceptical personality from the hi-

fi world decided to try this out for himself after I
mentioned it on the phone. Much to his surprise
he confirmed these findings, using Asaks, but
noted also that the effect was barely detectable
using a Dynavector Karat, which has a higher
compliance and less damping.
Another point of interest from these sessions,
and aword of caution, concerns the use of dirty
records on ' sucker' turntables. This is by no
means proven, but acouple of my demolitiondusty records were used extensively during a
day's listening. The following day at home I
discovered that the sides which had not been
played, ie, the sides that were repeatedly placed
face down on various mats and platters, had
developed considerable snap, crackle and pop. I
assume this is because dust particles on the
surface have become partially imbedded in the
vinyl. Still at least I now have a couple of
references for evaluating record cleaners!
Suspicion must rest most strongly upon the
vacuum- assisted Luxman PD300 (
see also
p.95), as this was used as much as all the other
turntables put together, and seems the most
likely to produce such an effect. So if you take a
favourite record to a dealer to audition such a
device, do make sure that you've cleaned the ' B'
side first!
Replacement windows anyone?
The hi-fi world has waited more than 20 years
for Quad's second generation electrostatic
loudspeaker. Not that there is any reason to
discontinue the old one on performance
grounds: it's just rather nice to make two of the
world's great speakers rather than one, and
to be manufacturing a model which has been
production engineered for the ' 80s rather than
the ' 50s. Ihave deferred trying a pair at home
until a specific project in July ( and partly
because Iwill probably be unable to talk myself
out of buying a pair) but Ihave heard ESL- 63s
on acouple of occasions, and they do seem to
deliver the goods,though with asimilar acceptance of low frequency limits as the predecessor.
Banished forever are the treble beaming and
spitting which were really the only other criticisms of the earlier model. It's not going to, or
indeed intended to, compete with big boxes like
'banks on bass extension and loudness. But it
must have about the sweetest, least coloured
and best integrated midrange around, plus
superb, stable imaging capabilities. A friend
whose ears are generally trustworthy tried them
with different amplifiers, and commented that
one could hear ' right through' them to the
amplifier.
No doubt the next few months will see
frenzied activity in subwoofer design and redesign, probably to little avail in terms of improvements. Much more interesting might be to
build them as windows ( they are transparent
behind the grille) between two rooms: results
should be excellent in both rooms, and you'd
hardly know they were there visually. Ishall
report further on this design in a couple of
months •

The Quad
ESL- 63

AUDIO AIDS
FOR R.C.L.
AT

RCL " THE SMALL
LOUDSPEAKER"
WHAT THE PAPERS SAY:

43-45 South Clerk St.,
Edinburgh, Scotland
Tel: 031-667-2877
also at 52 George St
Audio Consultants and HiFi Specialists

"The small loudspeaker gave a sound
that was free from sibilance and chestiness, with natural dynamics in the
voice and asplendid sense of the
recorded acoustic."
Of particular relevance to the owner of
an amp of around 50 watts capability
who wants an unobtrusive speaker
capable of being aligned with the best
'specialist' design at two or three times
the price and many times the size."

aucli

—WHAT HI- Fl? NOV. 80
"... this could well be a classic,
it's little more than half the price of the
LS3I5A or the Linn Kan with which
it can be favourably compared. It's the
best value baby, and stakes a strong
claim to being the best baby of all."

aidEDINBUgm

Audio
Projects

—HI-FI ANSWERS DEC. 80
Please telephone for latest
price!
Please call in for a Demonstration.
Mail order, Hire purchase available.
You may telephone your order quoting
Barclaycard or Access number.

Hi -Fi Specialists
for R.C.L.

244-256 Station Road, Addlestone, Surrey
Tel; Weybridge ( 0932) 54522/51753/43796

"THE SMALL LOUDSPEAKER"

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
Tel: 0532-789115
Open Tues-Fri. 9.30-6.00
Sat 2.30-5.30

AVAILABLE FROM
KETTERING HIFI CENTRE
68 STAMFORD ROAD
KETTERING, NORTHANTS

STAMFORD HIFI
9 RED LION SQUARE
STAMFORD, LINCS.
•

FOR R.C.L.—D.J. Electronics
East London's Hi -Fi Specialists!
206 Lea Bridge Road, Leyton E10.
Open Monday to Saturday 10am-7pm.
Other Makes we deal with Aiwa, A&R Cambridge, B&W, Dual, Elite, Grado, Heybrook,
JVC, KEF, Mission, Nytech, Ortofon, Pioneer, Quad, QED, Ultimo, Radiospare's, Rega,
STD, Rotel, Sansui, Syrinx, Electrocompaniet, Hadcock, Aurex, Michell, Ram, Yamaha,
Linn Products, Systemdek and JBE
MAIL ORDER. Tel: 01-556 0017 or 01-556 3360 CALLERS WELCOME
Price matched or difference refunded within 14 days of purchase

Part Exchange Welcome

Reached by . 38, 48 & 55 BUS and TRAIN to Leyton
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nothing new in amp dediqn?
Part 2—" For God's sake use plain English ..."
by Barry Fox
DATENT agents and good technical press officers ( of which there
r are pitifully few in the consumer electronics industry) have much

in common: they must both translate technical gibberish into understandable plain words, distilling the essence of anew idea from the
inventor's often incoherent verbiage. Only avery few engineers and
inventors, and it seems that the late Alan Blumlein was one, are able
to describe their new ideas accurately and set them into perspective
against prior successful and unsuccessful work. Technical translation
is necessary because Patent Office examiners around the world, who
are employed by governments to sift genuine innovation from
rehashed old ideas, are seldom taken in by aconfusion of
words. (Although the US Patent Office did quite recently grant a
patent on amorass of pseudo- technical prolixity which in fact
described nothing more than acompletely conventional nut and bolt).
The first, and hardest, lesson which apatent agent must learn is that
it is impossible to write aclear and concise description of apiece of
new equipment without acomplete understanding not only of the
equipment itself, but also of the surrounding field of technology.
Teachers will recognise the problem—you can't fool achild with a
bluff technical explanation. And contrary to popular public opinion,
most British judges are remarkably alert when lawyers try to create a
smokescreen of words to conceal an unpalatable fact. Most of the
information on ' new' electronic products currently being handed out
to the press, trade and public would become mincemeat in the hands
of ajudge, patent agent or competent school child. Of course, the
language barrier presents problems to the clear communication of an
idea across the world, especially between here and Japan. But is it
unreasonable to ask that amanufacturer who advertises expensive
products for sale in an English speaking country should also go to
whatever lengths are necessary to provide aclear English language
description of whatever technical features are to be puffed by that
well-worn adjective ' revolutionary? My research for this article, which
involved asking the British subsidiaries of some Japanese manufacturers to explain in plain English how their new super circuits
worked, confirmed what Ihad long suspected. There is hardly anyone
employed by these subsidiaries who is capable of understanding what
their Japanese masters are talking about.
In most cases ( JVC being the notable exception) the British
subsidiaries simply referred my questions to Japan and regurgitated
their garbled answers verbatim. Although, to be strictly accurate and
fair, Ididn't put any questions to Matsushita Technics in the UK
because Iwas already scheduled to visit the company's engineers in
Japan and thus had the opportunity to discuss my points in person.
Such was the desperation of some UK subsidiaries that on several
occasions Iwas referred to apublished appraisal by some other
journalist. Under normal circumstances amanufacturer would be fully
justified in complaining bitterly if acritical appraisal made by one
journalist were re- published by others in the field; but the manufacturers' current policy positively invites such asituation.
Old patent literature can be avery valuable aid to the creation of
technological perspective. This is because the date of apatent
document is irrefutable, and it freezes the inventor's work, and often
thoughts, in time as asource reference for the future. A patent number
is worth athousand vague claims by aggrieved researchers. After every
new electronic innovation is announced it is aguaranteed certainty
that someone, somewhere will claim to have done something similar
twenty years ago. But the passage of time makes such claims
unprovable, however justifiable they may be. Johan van Leer of
California, for instance, is currently conducting avigorous campaign to
establish that it was he, while working for Philips in the early 50s,
who developed the first moving- magnet pickup cartridge. But with no
patents or other publications in his own name, van Leer is unlikely
now to re- write history and become the accepted inventor of the m- m
cartridge.
Incidentally, none of the points made in this article should be
interpreted as criticism of the circuitry or new products which contain
that circuitry. The crux of the matter is perspective. There is nothing
wrong with offering unsalted potato crispe, with alittle blue packet of
salt in the bag—provided that you don't crack out that it's anew idea.
Crown International recently sent out advertising literature explaining why the company ' has chosen to use quasi- complementary design
in the output stages of its amps'. Crown didn't say it was anew idea,
just that 'the benefit is predictable, long-term performance to original
specifications, improved reliability
over the long term, and much
lower distortion'. On being reminded that the April 1968 edition of
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Wireless World (
p. 67) described just such aquasi- complementary
circuit, as used in the Quad 303, Crown commented with disarming
modesty they were ' in full agreement that most new technologies are
merely re- statements of existing knowledge'. Crown also say that their
advertising literature 'was not an attempt to describe quasicomplementary design as something new' but was 'to more clearly
delineate the relationships of complementary and quasicomplementary circuits and the resulting performance'. But of course
that kind of honesty wouldn't make such punchy copy for an
advertisement
Some of the most vigorous, and at the same time most arguable,
claims to novelty in the hi-fi market are now being made by firms with
anew approach to feedback on offer. But fortunately for anyone with
an interest in perspective, the history of feedback is very well documented. Sansui have recently been extolling the virtues of the
company's 'completely new circuit design' for a 'close to perfection
super feedforward' amplifier. This, say Sansui, is 'the most important
advance in amplification since 1947' and 'abreak from conventional
technology so major that patents on it have been applied for'. ( In fact
you can apply for apatent on anything—it's being granted apatent
that matters.) Also according to Sansui 'excited members of the Audio
Engineering Society' were first told at aconvention in London in
February 1980 about the system and its benefits. Whether the
members were 'excited' or not is amatter of opinion, but Sansui
deserve credit for at least acknowledging that feedforward per se is not
anew idea.
The AES paper, and Sansui's recent publicity, acknowledge that the
idea of feedforward was invented by Harold Black, before he invented
negative feedback. Unfortunately Sansui seem rather confused over
the dates of Black's work. To set the record straight, he researched
feedforward while with Western Electric, the manufacturing wing of
Bell Labs, and filed apatent application on the system in February
1925. This issued as US patent 1686 792. Then, while with Bell
Labs, Black researched negative feedback and filed patent applications
in August 1928, May 1929, December 1929, March 1930, April 1932
and October 1932. Together, these applications resulted in US patents
2 102 670 and 671 which has no less than 178 legal claims at the
end and forty sheets of drawings. The dates quoted by Sansui to the
AES and in the company's advertising literature ( 1928 for feedforward
and 1937 for negative feedback) are the dates when the patents were
finally granted and are wholly misleading in the context of original
research.
Black's original 1925 suggestion was that the distortion of an
amplifier could be reduced by measuring the error in the output,
boosting it in another amplifier and then subtracting the boosted error
from the original signal. The idea was sound, but the results were not.
Amplifiers in those early days were unstable, so the results of
subtraction were very erratic. This is why Black turned his thoughts to
negative feedback. Essentially this uses only one amplifier, and the
error signal from the output is fed back and by phase reversal and
subtracted from the input. Gain is reduced, but so is distortion.
Virtually all modern amplifiers use negative feedback. One problem
is that if the amount of feedback employed is excessive it ceases to be
negative at some frequency, and the amplifier starts to oscillate. Also,
the use of negative feedback has often been abused. Designers have
seen it as acure-all for bad basic design, rather than as atool for
squeezing alittle improvement out of an already good design.
Over the years various workers have suggested alternative approaches. In 1951 Blockway McMillan, also of Bell in the USA,
suggested multiple feedback. This was really feedforward all over
again, but with the amplifier stabilized by negative feedback. In
practice this never caught on, largely because distortion in the output
transformer was left uncorrected. Then in the early 70s A. M.
Sandman of the Royal College of Surgeons in London looked afresh
at the problem. Sandman deliberately filed no patents and published
the idea in Wireless World (
October 1974) so that his ideas are free for
anyone to use. This of course also invalidates any patents subsequently filed on the same approach. Essentially, Sandman proposed
are-creation of simple feedforward, but using modern stable amplifiers. The output of the first amplifier is inverted and balanced
against the input of the same amplifier. This leaves only an error signal
which is taken off, amplified in asecond amplifier, and subtracted
from the output of the first to leave an error- free overall output.
Sandman's circuit was simple and used just afew components. I
saw the original prototype working in alaboratory at the Royal
29
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PETER RUSSELL'S
HOT RECORD STORE

0/3 /,2

Music sound systems for the home hi-fi equipment and
accessories new and used jazz records, record
imports and exports, jazz books and magazines

602.56.

58, New George Street, Plymouth

We stock R.C.L. too!!

GRAHAM NALTY
HEAR

-THE

80 CURZON STREET, DERBY

SMALL LOUDSPEAKER"

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY
RCL
SMALL LOUDSPEAKER
Come to 80 CURZON STREET,
DERBY and hear the SMALL
LOUDSPEAKER. If you are
seriously interested in getting the
best value for money and want
good advice, but most of all wish to
hear and compare good equipment
from complete systems under £400
to
turntables,
amplifiers and
speakers at £ 00 each, come to
GRAHAM NALTY.

Some current favourites
TURNTABLES
Trio RD 1035S
1bal CS505/506
"Fhorens TD 160BC
Thorens TD 160S
STD 305S
logic DM101

SPEAKERS
Keesortic KUB
RCL Small loudspeaker
Heybrook HB2
Clearwater
Heyhrook HB3
Radford M90
IAS Beaulieu

and many more top agencies

AT
HOLBURN HIFI
441-445 Holburn Street
Aberdeen
Tel; 0224 25713

AMPLIFIERS
Trio KA60
Trio KA80
AtirR A60
Quad 33/303
Classic HS250
Classic SPA1011SCA100

Accessories: MONSTER & QED CABLE, G.A. SOUNDISC
MAGNESIUM HEADSHELLS, DIRECT CUT & DIGITAL
DISCS

GRAHAM NALTY
80 CURZON STREET, DERBY
TEL: DERBY 674929
(:1.0 SED

Also on Demo, LENTEK, LINN, A & R, NAD, SUGDEN

55F I)

"The Small Loudspeaker"

demonstrated with Quad,
Hafler, Sugden, Ariston,
Linn, etc.
AT
T.C.R.
3 & 5 King Cross Street
Halifax
Tel: ( 0422) 66832.

For R.C.L. Products
in Glasgow
it's
THE MUSIC ROOM
°

221 St. Vmcent
Uhlill
Street
era
Glasgow G2
Tel: 041-221-2527
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AST year Sony introduced the first personal stereo replay- only cassette player—
christened,
after
some
hesitation,
the
'Walkman'—and surprised everyone by discovering that a vast ' costume jewellery' hi-fi
market existed. Predictably, a horde of manufacturers introduced competing models, some
with extra little wrinkles, but now Sony have
gone astep further by introducing 'Walkman II',
which must be the smallest player around.
Hardly wider or longer than acompact cassette,
it is just twice as thick, and is supplied complete
with external battery case, carrying holster and a
demonstration tape. This model retails at around
£90 and really does perform well, feeding hi-fi
sound through one or two pairs of the latest
lightweight earphones which are equipped with
amuting button. This enables the listener to hear
external sounds without removing the headset.
Normally, internal alkaline batteries are used,
but the additional use of two HP2 type batteries

in the case gives 69 hours of playback time. It
has a ' metal tape' position, introducing a70 ps
replay time- constant rather than the normal
120ps, and as the player lacks Dolby—the
necessary circuitry will not work off the 3 volts
available—this provides auseful treble cut. You
may well say that this information should be in
our ' News' pages. But this item is simply to serve
as a peg on which to hang an incident Isaw
during my recent tours of the numerous trade
shows scattered around many London hotels.
To my delight, the coming of the personal
cassette stereo units has reduced the sonic
onslaughts from young people carrying radiocassette players around under their arms.
Sauntering down the road near London's

Marble Arch were acouple with arms entwined
round each other's waists, in astate of blissful
audio euphoria listening with eyes nearly closed
to some pop music. Fine, except that they
suddenly decided to cross the road, and if
several cars hadn't screeched to a halt the pair
would have been listening to celestial music
without benefit of cassette!
Reproduced music, that's what hi-fi is all
about, or it is it? Searching for aclassical LP in
an HMV Record Shop sited in the West Country,
Itried to switch off my ears against the barrage
of noise being emitted from several loudspeakers in the store. I could—or would—
accept the sound level from the latest Top
Twenty release, but the distortion was
excruciating.
Commenting on this cacophony to the manager, he told me that following a recent visit
from top-level management he had been instructed to ' turn the wick up' on the amplifier, as
the shop had insufficient atmosphere or ambience to attract young people away from the
Virgin Record's store around the corner! Are you
listening my old friends Raymond Cooke, Peter
Walker, John Bowers, Jim Rogers et al., not
forgetting Gilbert Briggs and Percy Wilson on
Cloud 9? The loudspeakers, Imust mention, are
of American origin and capable of respectable
sound quality when properly fed.
YET ANOTHER attempt to find an anti- static
record sleeve has come my way from Geoffrey
Bowden ( Marketing Services) Ltd., Tarlton
Farm
House,
Tarlton,
Cirencester,
Glos.
GL7 6PA. Manufactured by the Bolton company, Lantor ( UK) Ltd., widely known for its
non- woven materials, it consists of flexible nonwoven sheet which is electrically conductive.
This product is manufactured by bonding together textile fibres by means of a non-metallic
bonding agent and incorporating particulate
conductive matter in the sheet material.
The construction is a complex process in
which the fibrous bonded fabric/sheet is made
by depositing, through an air- stream, a layer of
textile fibres on a moving foraminous carrier in
the form of a fleece, saturating the fleece with
the latex and then heating the impregnated
fleece to gel and cure the bonding agent.
The conductive matter is apowder dispersion
carbon of very fine particle size. This is applied
to the non- woven bonded textile fibre fabric by
impregnating it with the dispersion, plus a

loudspeaker lead around 0.5 ohms. In practice the speech- coil
resistance can vary in use by several ohms due to temperature changes
caused by the drive current. So aspeaker lead resistance of half an
ohm or so may in practice be far less important than it at first appears.
Don't take my word for it. Do as Idid when writing this article.
Connect a digital voltmeter across an El-Cheapo loudspeaker lead with
the plug shorted at one end. You'll get a zero ohm reading. Now
connect the same meter across the speech- coil of a raw loudspeaker
unit, completely disconnected from any crossover components. You'll
get a reading of around 6 or 7 ohms—and that inevitably appears in
series with the drive unit's reactive characteristics and thus tends to
make nonsense of talk about the need for huge damping factors.
At the Trio introduction of Sigma Drive, though ( see ' News' May),
the circuitry did prove effective in damping ou tsome thing. Could thishave been due to the crossover rather than the driver? After all, there
are some pretty high CI circuits around there with low DC resistances.
In the context of both Clean and Sigma Drives it is worth noting
that British audio pioneer and inventor Paul Voigt who died recently at
the age of 80, filed a patent application in 1924 on a delightfully
simple system for improving the performance of a loudspeaker by
compensating for the distortion caused by its non-linear current/
voltage relationship. For reasons already mentioned, the current drawn
by a loudspeaker does not accurately follow the voltage applied to its
terminals. Voigt simply included the speaker in aWheatstone bridge so
that distortion components at the loudspeaker terminals were fed back
into the amplifier circuit to modify the input signal voltage and
compensate for the distortion being caused by the loudspeaker.
Others have of course tackled the problem of loudspeaker distortion
in other ways. For some years now Philips have marketed the
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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suitable polymeric bonding agent. The carbonloaded non- woven sheet is finally given a
calendering treatment to provide a smoothsurfaced compacted material. The conductive
properties of the material are related to the
quantity and type of carbon applied to it, the
proportion of carbon to binding agent, the
thickness of the sheet material, and the denier of
the textile fibres.
The sleeve material is black, and before pronouncing on the efficacy of these sleeves extended trials are being made, but this patented
E-Stat material is certainly worth investigating.
INDUCTION LOOPS in churches, cathedrals,
town halls and other public places are getting a
lot of attention these days, and the Royal
National Institute for the Deaf, 105 Gower
Street, London, WC1E6AH, is receiving a,
growing number of enquiries regarding the
correct installation of loop systems. It is worth
noting that anew British Standard BS. 6083 P4.
4 ' Magnetic field strength in audio induction
loops for hearing aid purposes' is due for
publication, and may well be available by the
time this issue appears. A pamphlet on this
subject is available from the RNID.
MY JAPANESE friends tell me that dozens of
stereo TV receiver models are coming on to the
market—no doubt on their way to the USA as
well—and these have stereo amplifiers and
loudspeakers incorporated. Other designs have
output jacks to which astereo TV adaptor can be
coupled. Yet another category is aimed at TV
sets with no output jacks, where aTV dual sound
tuner has to be connected. In some models,
stereo listening can be done only by using
headphones.
Bilingual broadcasts are using these facilities,
say with achoice of Japanese or English sound
tracks. Obviously noise reduction systems are
necessary and an acceptable degree of crosstalk
between channels. It is unlikely that the USA
will have regular stereo TV programming until
the middle of next year; but interestingly, although stereo sound on TV in this country is not
asuitable subject at the moment, the BBC has
shown some interest with atechnical talk on this
area scheduled for mid- 1982. Germany also
intend to introduce stereo TV sound in the near
future and the new Tandberg range of televisions, which have stereo and will soon be
available in the UK, are made in Germany •

Motional Feedback System, with the power amplifier located inside
the loudspeaker cabinet and a sensor, like a miniature microphone, or
guitar pick-up, alongside the speaker to generate a signal
representative of its actual cone movement. This signal is compared
with the input signal on the amplifier and any differences corrected in
afeedback loop. Philips also have plans to replace the sound sensor
with a light source and optical sensor to monitor cone movement
more accurately. And Matsushita have recently developed a motional
feedback system which compensates for non- linearity in the loudspeaker surround and spider with a flux- sensing coil.
The Rank Organisation also has a patent on a distortion- correction
system of the same general type. The Rank idea, patented by Winfried
Kummel, relies on well-known physical phenomena. An electromagnetic field is created around any conductor which carries an
electric current, so if a second conductor is laid alongside the first a
proportional current will be induced in it. Rank propose the use of a
double flex or screened cable as one of the loudspeaker leads. One of
the two flex cables, or the screen cable braiding, is used as a passive
sensor line while the other conductor carries the loudspeaker signal.
The signal induced in the passive lead is fed to a comparator, which
also receives part of the input signal being fed to the power amplifier.
The comparator produces a correction signal for the amplifier to cancel
distortion. As yet no working design on this idea has appeared on the
market. But give it time; most audio ideas find their way into saleable
products sooner or later.
As we have seen, this now usually happens in Japan. Is it too much
to ask that the next revolutionary product from Japan will come
complete with a plain words description of what makes it so
revolutionary and why? •
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CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS (
TR)
(P & P £ 3.50)
Aurex
P.O.R.
Aiwa. .
P.O.R.
Akai CSMO2. . new
Akai CSMO1 . . teeoo
Akai GXM50. £ 29.00
Akai CX6200. £ N0410
BIC
P.O.R.
B &
Dual C812 . . . • PQ.R.
Dual C822 . . . . P.O.R.
Ferrograph . . . . P.O.R.
JVC
POR.
Mitsubishi. . . . P.O.R.
Nakamichi N480 POR.
Nakamichi N482. P.O.R.
Pioneer CT200. £ 2.00
Pioneer CT300 LIM 410
Rotel RD400. . net*
Rotel RD1000£6940

Revox .... . P0 R
Sansui SC1300r139-00
Sansui SC3300£189.00
Sansui 0100. . £92.00
Sony TCU2. . . £92.00
Sony TCK35 . 006-00
Sony TCK45 . 142410
£
Sony TCK81 . . PQA.
Sony TCK61 . . . P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD420P.O.R.
Tandberg TC0440P.O.R.
Tandberg TD20 . PQ.R.
Teac . . . . . . • PQ.R.
Technics RSM45 P.O.R.
Technics RSM250P.O.R.
RSM 14
POR.
Trio KX550. .
P.O.R.
Yamaha
P.O.R.

HEADPHONES
(P & P £ 1.95)
AKG
Koss K6A . . . .
Koss K6ALC . .
Koss PRO4AAA
Micro Seiki . . .
Pioneer
Sansui
Stax

PO.R.
011115
£16.50
£ 14110
. P.O.R.
POR.
POR.
POR.

Sennheiser
HD414 . . .
HD400 . . .
HD420 . . .
H0430 . . . .
HD424 . . . .
HD222 . . . .

£20-00
£14.00
£25-00
£35.00
£27.00
£30.00

111111•1111M=EIMMB
(P & P £ 3 50)

Akai APQ50C £127-00
Aiwa
P.O.R.
Aurex . . . . . . P.O.R.
ADC 1500/Q34 £67.1:10
ADC 1600/Q36 £136.00
Connoisseur . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS505 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS506 . . P.O.R.
Dua CS606 . . • PQ.R.
Dua CS626 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS714 . . . P.O.R.
Dua CS731 . . . P.O.R.
Garrard
GT250/255 . £52-00
00130/65E0 £89-00
DD131/75ED £89-00
DD132/75ED £99-00
DD450/455 . . P.O.R.
DDQ550 . . . POR.
DDQ650 . . . . P.O.R.
JVC
P.O.R.
Lux
POR.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Michell
P.O.R.

Micro Seiki . . . . P.O.R.
WAD
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL200. P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400. P.O.R.
Rotel RP1000 . new
Rotel RP9400 £149-00
Rotel RP6400 £83.00
Sansui
P0 R
Sony PS333 . . £89-00
Sony PSX35 . . £99.00
STD305S
P.O.R.
Technics SL7. . P.O.R.
Technics SL10. PQ.R.
Thorens TD115/2P.O.R.
Thorens TD104/2 P.O.R.
Thorens TD105/2P.O.R.
Thorens TD126BC
P.O.R.
Thorens TD1f3OBC
POR.
Thorens TD160BC
Super
P.O.R.
Trio KD10335 . ORFOO
Yamaha
P.O.R.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P f2 50)
Aurex
P0 R
ADC SS1 £63.00
ADC SS2 . . £140.00
Akai AMUO1 . . £71.00
Akai AMUO2. . £82.00
Cambridge P80 . PQ.R.
Crimson
P.O.R.
Dual CV1150. . POR.
Dual CV1250. . P.O.R.
JVC AX1
P.O.R.
Lux
POR.
Marantz
P.O.R.
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Mitsubishi
P.O.R.
NAD
on dem
Quad ..... . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA706 rise«)
Pioneer SA410. . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510. . P.0.R.
Revox . . . . . . . P.O.R.
Rogers A75/A100
PO.R.
Rotel RC1000 £109-90
Rotel RB1000 £109•90
Rotel RA1000 £109-90

Sony TAF30 . . £12.00
Sanyo . . . . . . . P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2. . PO.R.
Sansui AU317 £165-00
Sansui A5. . . £77-00
Sansui Al. . . £104.00..
Technics SUV2. PO.R.
Technics SUV3. PO.R.

Technics SUV4. . P0 R.
Technics SUV5. . P0 R.
Technics SUV6. . P.O. R.
TEAC
P.O.R.
Trio KA405. . £ 11940
Trio KA305 . . £ 11 -00
Yamaha A450 . . P.O.R.

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI (
S)

immuszt
(P & P Ft 75)

Ortofon . . . . . tee®
SME 3009/S2 . res•oo
SME 3009/ND. new
SME Series Ill £
1
woo
SME FD2000. . £24-00
SME Series IIIS £79-00
Thorens MAT. . . P.O.R.
Thorens 160KIT . P.O.R.

ADC LMF1 £60-00
ADC ALT1 . £33-00
Connoisseur
SAU2 . . . £25-00
Hadcock
P.O.R.
Hadcock 220
PAIR.
Last .....
P.QR.
Le Mat
PAIR.
Mayware
POR.

(P & P f1 20)
.£38-00
. 4-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
POR.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

AKG P8ES
£67.00
AKG P7E
£28-00
A/Technica AT . .
P.O.R.
ADC XLM Mk 3 .
£39-00
ADC VLM Mk 3 .
£28-00
ADC Q36 Mk 3. . f18-00
Decca Gold
£61-00
Empire
P.O. R.
Grado FTE+1 . . . . £10-00
Grado SCE+1. . . . £14.25
Grado S3E
£20.50
Goldring G800 . .
£68-88
Goldring G850 . .
. £5-00
Goldring G800E .
£11.00
Goldring G900SE/2 £41 . 00
JVC
POR
Mayware
PO R
Ortofon Concord 10 £27-00
Ortofon Concord 20 £37.00
Ortofon Concord 30 £49.00
Ortofon M20E Super£49.50
Ortofon FF15E/2. . £13-00
Ortofon VMS10E/2 £15-75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 £24-00
Ortofon VMS30/2 . £32.00
Ortofon F15EX/2. . £19-90
Ortofon MC10 . . . £43-50
Pickering V15/AME3
£19.38
Pickering P/ATE . . £12-25
Pickering P/AC . . . £8.20
Shure M55E £9-70
Shure M75/b2 . . £15-24
Shure M75G . . . . £16.20
Shure M75ED. . . . £15.50
Shure M95ED. . . . £20-30
Shure M75EJ/2. . . £14.20
Shure V15 Mk 3 . . £47.00
Shure V15/IV . . . . £66.00
Shure M95HE. . . . £24-00
Stanton 681/EE. . . £48-00
Stanton 500EE . . . £22.50
Stanton 680EE . . £31 . 00
Ultimo 20A/2 . . . £68-00
Ultimo 10X
£49.00

MUSI C

PAIR.

POR.
P.O.A.
0-95
£2.95
£7•87
ell 11
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
. • P.O.R.
. POR.
£23.00
• P.O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
£16-00
£6-75
£5.86
£8.60
£7-85
. . £9-75
. £13-95
£16.95
£10-10
£20-96
£34-00
P.O.R.
£27-00
P.O.R.
£0-94
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

CENTRES

( MC)/RACK

SYSTEMS
(P & P £ 4.50)

Aiwa
Aurex
B & 0
Hitachi
JVC
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo
Sony H MK3000
National SG3200/SC4200
Mitsubushi MC8000
Technics ZII
Technics Z22

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

au«)
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Please include post and packing
(Send large SA E. for brochure and enquiries ,
All prices include VAT at 15% and are sublect
to alteration due to Manufacturers increases
Access
Barclaycard
accepted
Quad equipment

el&

Callers only

111.111===113.
(P & P £ 3 50)
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Sansui TU317 £118-00
Sansui R30. £92-00
Sansui R50. . £110.00
Sansui R70 . . £139-00
Sansui T60 . . . £69-00
Sony STRV55L. . P.O.R
Sony STA3OL . . P.O.R.
Sugden . . . .
Tandberg TR2030P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2045P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2060L
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080P.O.R.
Technics SA202 . P.O.R.
Technics SA303 . P.O.R.
Technics STS3. . P.O.R.
Technics SA313 . P.QR.
TEAC
POR.
Trio KT313L . . own
Yamaha
P.O.R.

Akai AAR30 . £117410
Akai AAR20 . . fasoeo
Akai ATK02.. . £ 2-00
Aiwa Micro 30. . P.O.R.
Armstrong 625 Limo
Aurex
P.O.R.
Goodmans . . P.O.R.
Harman Kaadon P.O.R.
JVC
POR.
Lux
POR.
Marantz
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX600
POR.
Pioneer SX700 . P.O.R.
Pioneer TX410 . . P.O.R.
Quad FM3 . . . P.O.R.
Revox
P.O.R.
Rogers 175 . .. . P.O.R.
.Rotel RX1000 £139110
Rotel RT1000 £89-SO
Rotel. . . . . . . . P.O.R.
Sansui TU217 £107.00

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS (
U)
(P &

2

£ 3 95 each)

Altec. .
P.O.R.
AR 18S
£83.00
AR
P.O.R.
B & W Did 2/2 P.O.R.
B & W DM14 . P.O.R.
Cambridge Audio P.O.R.
Chartwell
P.O.R.
Celestion Ditton
121
£70-00
Ditton 322 £
24o-oo
Ditton 130 . £119-00
Ditton 150. £149-00
Ditton 200. £199.00
Ditton 442. £299.00
County . . . £95-00
IMF
POR
Jordan Watts. . P0.R.
JBL
PO.R.
KEF 103/2 . . . PO.R.
KEF B139. . £29.00
KEF B200. . . £12-75

KEF B110. .
£11-20
KEF DN12 . £9.50
KEF 127.. . £8.70
KEF 101. . £169-00
KEF Celeste 4 £119-00
KEF Concord 4rl 99-00
Monitor Audio Stockists
Rogers 1S3/5A . PQ.R.
Rogers Studio . . PQ.R.
Mordaunt Short . P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8. £53-00
S/Triple. . £100-00
Tannoy . . .
POR
Wharfedale
Laser 40 £65.00
Laser 60 . £82-00
Laser 80 . £100-00
Glendale XP2
£104.00

Limited Quantities
Akai APO 50C £110-00
Akai GXF80. . £236.00
ADC SS2 . . £130.00
Armstrong 625 £170-00
&0
B/Master 1900 £219-00
B/Master 2000 £254.00
Dynavector 20A/2
L59-O0
Dynavector 208/2
£19-00
C/Audio P80. £111.9•GO

Goodmans module
80 ( SH). . . . £89-00
Hitachi 0580 £146.00
Rotel RD1000 £149.00
Rotel RP1000 . £89-00
Sony TAF30 . . £92-00
Sony TCK35 . £106.00
Technics
SA5460 ( S/H)
£169-00
Technics system 80
£769-00

Sir Charles Groves
at Kenneth Wilkinson

photo: Christopher Bratitag

A Audio Awards were presented to Sir

MONTH AGO on the 28th May the 1981

Charles Groves and Kenneth Wilkinson, who
retired from Decca last year after many years
of distinguished work as a recording
engineer. This is the 15th year of the Award,
which was established in the days of Audio
Record Review and given initially for
individual recordings of outstanding merit.
When HFN absorbed ARR in 1970 the
emphasis was changed, arad since 1971 we
have offered the Award instead to personalities who have given long and valuable
service to British music through recording,
either as performers or technicians.
In 1971 the Award was presented to.
Neville Nlarriner, in 1972 to Sir Adrian Bout.
in 1973 to Raymond Leopard, in 1974 to
Peter Pears and Ronald Kinlock Anderson
(who had just retired after long and distinguished service with EMI), 1975 to Sir
Colin Davis, 1976 to Dame Janet Baker,
1977 to Julian Bream and John Williams.
André Previn received the Award in 1978 and
in 1979 two outstanding engineering personalities, Anthony Griffith and Arthur Haddy.
Last year we honoured Norman Del Mar and
Richard ltter, the man behind Lyriita.
The Award has enjoyed continuing support
from avariety of national organisations,
including the National Federation of
Gramophone Societies, the Performing Right
Society, the Mechanical Copyright Protection
Society. the Composers' Gu.ld of Gt Britain,
the Songwriters' Guild of Gt Britain and the
National Music Council, so it is perhaps not
surprising that there should be astrong bias
towards recipients who are actually British
themselves. In fact, André Previn is the only
exception so far ( although during his 11
years with the LSO most of us had begun to
think of him as British anyway). Again this
year the emphasis is British. Sir Charles
Groves' discography reflects this bias,
however fortuitously, and although Kenneth
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD 'REVIEW
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Wilkinson has been involved in aquite
enormous and thoroughly cosmopolitan
repertoire he has also been responsible for a
great many indispensable recordings of British
music.

Sir Charles Groves
by Ivor Humphreys

S

IR CHARLES GROVES was born in
London in 1915. His musical gifts first
began to blossom when at the age of nine he
was sent to St Pads Cathedral Choir School
as a boy chorister, and when he was 12 he
began to learn the organ, progressing quickly
enough to play occasionally for the chapel
services. These early years at St PauIs were
doubly important to him as he had been
orphaned in 1925 when his mother died of
pneumonia ( his father having been lost in the
1914-18 war). After St PauIs he went to
Sutton Valence School in Kent where he
came under the influence of the music master
there, Dr Leslie Russell ( who later became
Music Adviser to the LCC, as it was then).
On leaving school Groves went to the
Royal College of Music, ostensibly to
continue with the organ, but he soon
changed over to the piano as his first study
and became involved with accompanying
and with opera. While he was at the RCM Sir
Hugh Allen invited Beecham to conduct
Vaughan Williams' Hugh the Drover and this
achieved such asuccess that he returned the
following year to do Delius' A Village Romeo
and Juliet. Beecham's conducting had a
profound influence on the young Groves and
although his studies continued to focus on
accompanying and lieder work at this stage,
he did join the conducting class under W. H.
Reed.
His first professional work carne as a result
of applying for a post as accompanist at the

BBC. He was placed second but got asort of
proximae accessit as a result and this led to
various freelance engagements and accompanying for rehearsals. In 1937 he met
the other great influence on his early career
when Toscanini came over for the London
Music Festival. Groves played for the BBC
chorus at rehearsals under Toscanini in the
Verdi Requiem, the Brahms Requiem,
Beethoven's ninth symphony and the Missa
Solemnis, and had the opportunity to observe
the 70- year old maestro's approach with the
BBC orchestra in works like the ' Eroica' and
La Mer. In 1938 he was offered a full-time
post as Chorus Master for ' Studio Opera'
where he worked under Stanford Robinson
and gained valuable conducting experience
with the BBC Theatre Orchestra. The work
included copying music, coaching singers
and accompanying as well as sub- conducting. In 1943 he was appointed conductor of
the BBC Revue Orchestra, formerly the BBC
Television Orchestra, where he showed his
versatility and the breadth of his catholic
tastes by working his way through an
enormous amount of ' Light' music in addition
to special projects ( such as Lady in the Dark)
with Gertrude Lawrence).
In 1944 Groves was given the conductorship of the BBC Northern Orchestra, a post
he kept for seven years. The orchestra used to
give four or five studio broadcasts aweek in
35

those days, and although the programmes
were generally shorter than those at public
concerts, the .repertoire covered was
amazingly wide and there were no guest
conductors to share the work. Groves was in
his element under these strenuous conditions,
though, and rapidly established a reputation
for his adventurous attitude to programme
planning. Outside the studio he mounted
performances of two rarely heard operas:
Hoist's The Perfect Fool and Dohnanyi's The
Tenor. Writing at the end of Groves' stay in
Manchester, Maurice Johnstone ( then Head
of Music, BBC North) said, ' Charles Groves
combines the digestive powers ( musically
speaking) of agourmand [
le aglutton] with
the taste and discrimination of agourmet'—
an apt enough description and one which has
continued to mark Groves' approach over the
years.
1951 saw the end of Groves' BBC days
and the beginning of aquarter- of- a- century's
almost uninterrupted work as Musical
Director of two of the country's finest
provincial orchestras. First came the move to
Bournemouth to take charge of the Municipal
Orchestra from Rudolf Schwarz who was
moving to Birmingham. Again the work load
was truly prodigious as the orchestra gave
some 150 concerts ayear and there were few
guest conductors. Sir Dan Godfrey had
instituted atradition with the orchestra of
giving a platform to contemporary music,
particularly contemporary British music, a
policy which Groves eagerly embraced. His
programmes in the early ' 50s were notably
more adventurous than those of typical
London concerts at the time.
Unfortunately these years were clouded by
the impending decision of Bournemouth
Corporation to withdraw its financial support.
One of their proposals was that the
Bournemouth and Birmingham orchestras
should amalgamate to form a new composite
orchestra which would spend the winter in
one city and the summer in the other. This
was vigorously opposed by the members
themselves and Groves joined in the fight for
the orchestra's survival by organising
committees, speaking at public meetings and
generally stirring up opinion in an attempt to
sway the decision. All this seemed to no
avail, however, for the orchestra was officially
disbanded in 1954; but it was not long before
the Western Orchestral Society was formed
with the support of various neighbouring city
councils and the Arts Council. The orchestra
was reformed as the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra, but although Bournemouth
Corporation were still among those contributing they were no longer wholly responsible for its upkeep.
A happier suggestion of an amalgamation
with the newly formed Welsh National Opera
Company in Cardiff brought about renewed
opportunities for Groves to pursue his
interests in opera. The WNO needed an
orchestra while the Bournemouth players
needed more work, and so began acollaboration which commenced with the orchestra
playing for asix- week season in Cardiff and
lasted for many years. Groves conducted a
number of Verdi productions while he was
still in charge of the Bournemouth orchestra,
but in 1961 he relinquished his post to
Constantin Silvestri and became the first fulltime Musical Director of the WNO, a position
he held for two years. During this time he
introduced several new productions in
addition to giving works in the standard
operatic repertoire.
In 1963 he was offered conductorship of
the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, a
36

post he accepted willingly, and partly because
he had missed the daily contact with an
orchestra at Cardiff. His 14- year stay at
Liverpool is, of course, widely regarded as
one of the most fruitful collaborations in the
orchestra's history and Groves himself looks
back on it as probably the most significant
and certainly the happiest period of his career
to date. In the early ' 60s the RLPO was
considered by many to be the finest orchestra
outside London, it's main rival being the
relatively nearby Hallé. Unlike that orchestra,
though, the RLPO is fortunate in being able
to rehearse in the hall in which it gives its
performances and this familiarisation with its
working acoustic together with the insight of
the previous incumbent, John Pritchard, had
given it its reputation. Particularly noted was
the blend of its string section. Pritchard had
instigated aseries of ' Musica Viva' concerts
in 1957 and the effect of working so much
with contemporary scores had brought a
notable 'facility' to their performances of the
established repertoire. Groves, then, inherited
afresh and vibrant group of players and with
his own gifts for programme planning,
breadth of interest in avery wide repertoire
and good, solid technique, managed to
sustain, even to enhance the orchestra's
status. In 1966 the attendance figures at
concerts were reported to be as high as
94.6%, an enormously impressive result and
one which belies the conventional notion,
which seems to apply in London, that you
can only fill the concert halls if you put on
popular classics ( or opt for asubscription
scheme like the Philharmonia have done
recently with such success).
Groves was the first British conductor to
perform the complete cycle of Mahler
symphonies with his own orchestra and his
successes in these works rapidly contributed
to the widely held notion that he was a
specialist in epic works. His 1964 Mahler 8,
for example, received some glowing press
comment with remarks about his ' majestic
direction' and the 'complete clarity' with
which the work unfolded. Certainly he seems
to thrive on the large-scale complexities of
works which involved chorus, soloists and
orchestra, but the sense of occasion that such

works inevitably generate must account in
part for this reputation. Groves himself feels
equally at home in less elaborately layered
repertoire. Although the ' Musica Viva'
concerts had in fact been dropped by the
time he took over the orchestra. Groves
continued to integrate contemporary music
into his regular programmes, a policy
maintained by Walter Weller and David
Atherton. At Liverpool, too, Groves created a
platform for British music and gave many
highly regarded performances of music by
Elgar, Vaughan Williams and, particularly,
Delius with whom he shows aclear affinity,
being considered by many as the natural
successor to Beecham. He enjoys tackling
new works and has given many first performances, including the Western premiere of
Shostakovich's 13th Symphony. Operatic
music continued to occupy afirm place in his
interests during these years and he gave
concert performances of, among others,
Bluebeard's Castle, Euryanthe, Fidelio, The
Flying Dutchman and Pelleas and Melisande.
In 1978 Groves left the RLPO to succeed
Charles Mackerras as Musical Director of the
English National Opera, where he was
involved in productions of Bluebeard, Gianni
Schiccht The Force of Destiny and / due
Foscari, but unfortunately things did not work
out as fruitfully as had been hoped. He found
the administrative procedures and anxieties
often difficult to resolve, and whereas in his
earlier years he had been prepared to direct all
of his energy to such incidental considerations, he decided in 1979 to relinquish the
position in favour of freelance engagements.
He has been associate conductor of the RPO
for 14 years now and continues to be
involved with the other British orchestras,
making frequent guest appearances. Abroad,
too, he maintains the links he has established
over the years. He has toured America with
the RPO, Australia, South Africa, and Europe.
In 1970 he took part in the Warsaw Autumn
Festival of modern music.
On record Charles Groves' repertoire
centres almost exclusively on the music of
British composers, with a few notable
exceptions like the splendid Dvorak 6 ( D
major), now deleted, and the Rodrigo

Selected discography of Sir Charles Groves' recordings
ARNOLD: Symphony No. 2 [I; 8 English Dances Bournemouth SO
ASD 3353
BLISS: Colour Symphony LI Things to Come RPO
ASD 3416
BRIAN: Symphonies 8 ( 137 min) & 9 ( A min) RLPO
ASD 3486
BRIDGE: Concert ( Cherry Ripe D Enter Spring-- Rhapsody Ei Lament for string orchestra n The
Sea D Summer—Tone Poem) RLPO
ASD 3190
COATES: Concert (
At the dance D By the sleepy lagoon D Dambusters—March D From Meadow
to Mayfair—Suite n London Suite D Music Everywhere— March D Saxo— rhapsody D Three
Elizabeths—Suite LI Wood Nymphs) RLPO
TWO 226
COATES: Concert (Cinderella— Fantasy D London Again-- Suite D London Suite D Three
Bears---A Phantasy) RLPO
TWO 321
DELIUS: Mass of Life Harper IWatts / Tear ILuxon / LPO Choir IRPO
SIS 958
DELIUS: Sea Drift n Song of the High Hills Bowen IBingham IRLPO & Choir
ASD 2958
DELIUS: Concert (Dance Rhapsody No. 1D Eventyr ( Once upon atime) D Paris—The Song of a
Great City) RLPO
ASD 2804
DELIUS: Concert (Life's Dance 0 North Country Sketches D Song of Summer) RPO
ASD 3139
ELGAR: Violin Concerto Hugh Bean RLPO
CFP 40322
ELGAR: Caractacus—Cantata (Cpte) Armstrong I Tear I Glossop ICoak IKing IRLPO &
Chorus
SIS 998 ( 6e)
ELGAR: The Light of Life Marshall IWatts ILeggate IShirley- Quirk RLPO & Choir
ASD 3952
ELGAR: Concert (Nursery Suite D Severn Suite) RLPO
ASD 2502
HOIST: Concert (Hymn of Jesus D Ode to Death LI Rig Veda E Short Festival Te Deum) LSO
Chorus ; LPO
ASD 3435
DANIEL JONES: Symphony No. 6 / WILLIAM MATHIAS: Symphony No. 1 RPO
OR M 1004
SULLIVAN: Symphony in E [ 7, Overture di Bailo RLPO
ASD 2435
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Hugh the Drover (Cpte)
SLS 5162
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Fantasia ( with John Williams); but this
reflects the record companies' preferences
rather than his own, although he is happy to
comply. He likes recording and has enjoyed a
happy working relationship with EMI's John
Willan who has produced most of his records
over the last decade. We have been fortunate
to have the Delius Mass of Life (
with Harper,
Watts, Tear and Luxon) and Sea Drift, the
Elgar Violin Concerto ( with Hugh Bean) and
recently The Light of Life, Brian Symphonies
8 and 9, as well as works by Malcolm Arnold,
Bliss, Bridge, Coates, Daniel Jones, William
Mathias, Peter Maxwell Davies, Sullivan and
Vaughan Williams—acomplete Hugh the
Drover.
Charles Groves was made aCBE in 1958
and was knighted in 1973. He holds an
honorary doctorate ( 1970) from the University
of Liverpool. He succeeded the late Benjamin
Britten as President of the National Youth
Orchestra and as Patron of Wandsworth
School Choir and has been apresident of the
Society for the Promotion of New Music. A
genial, homely, man, Sir Charles clearly enjoys
his way of life and the current freedom from a
permanent directorship has given him the
breathing space to pace himself more
comfortably in the last year or so—awelcome
chance to take stock. He said 30 years ago
when he introduced himself to his
Bournemouth audience that ' no artistic
relationship is more intimate and personal
than that of aconductor and his players', but
one could add to that that his insights into
whatever music he is involved with almost
always result, too, in the audience coming
away from the occasion with agreater
appreciation of the musical values in
question.

Kenneth Wilkinson
by Tony Faulkner
GUARANTEE that if apoll were taken
I among London's professional classical
performing musicians, where they were asked
to name two or three recording engineers, a
name which would appear on most if not all
forms would be that of Kenneth Wilkinson.
Affectionately known as 'Wilkie' or very
occasionally 'Alfred Hitchcock', ( the similarity
not requiring too much imagination) Kenneth
Wilkinson first joined Decca in 1937 when
the Crystallate Record Company was taken
over with Arthur Haddy ( one of the 1979
Award Winners) and Wilkinson already on the
payroll since 1931, as sitting tenants as it
were. It was not until last year that his
distinguished and extended career with Decca
came to an end with voluntary retirement.
Born in July 1912, Wilkinson has seen
most of the major developments in recorded
music technology at first hand, and the only
one of any great significance Ican imagine
he missed was the move from cylinder to disc
more than afew years before his birth. First
on the list was the change from acoustical to
electrical recording, for when Wilkie started
his career, which exceeds 53 years in total, all
recordings were truly direct- cut, without any
intervening electronics between the performers and disc- cutting stylus. Musicians
had to perform in front of what resembled an
acoustic gramophone working in reverse, with
the sound- pressure produced by the live
music- making causing astylus to cut into a
wax disc. The next significant step was from
moving- iron to moving- coil disc cutting,
much of the pioneering work being carried
out by Haddy & Wilkinson, an advance which
reduced distortion and coloration dramatically,
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although at first the bandwidth was limited.
This improvement culminated in the 'ffrr'
series which firmly established Decca's
technical prowess in the mid '40s.
Next came the move from direct- cut onto
wax disc to direct- cut onto lacquer, asimilar
material to that used for the surface of
modern disc- cutting blanks. Then followed
the change from 78 to 33 rpm. and it is at
this stage that reproduced music in the home
began to approach aworking resemblance to
what HFNIRR readers today regard as ahi-fi
medium. The change to 33 rpm came initially
under commercial pressure from the US
division of Decca, London Records, but the
rest of the world market soon followed suit.
In 1950 tape was introduced for the first time
at Decca when aborrowed EMI Type BTR-1
mono tape recorder was tried out, 2machines
being purchased for the studios in 1951.
Initially tape recording was used as aback-up
•for direct-cut sessions, but soon the editing
possibilities of the medium reared their heads,
and tape finally took over. In those days the
edit point had to be identified on the tape
very accurately and the oxide then scraped off
physically, the two takes then being glued
together. Splicing with arazor blade had yet
to come.
It is easy for present day engineers to take
for granted the technological innovations that
have been handed down to them, but in their
day engineers like Wilkinson worked out what
they required and put it together for themselves. Wilkie's career was already over 30 years
old when stereo arrived in the late ' 50s
(although Decca had first carried out some
experiments with Roy Wallace in 1953), and
it is, of course, in the era of stereo that
Kenneth Wilkinson has done most of the
work for which he is best known. Before
receiving the Audio Award, most of the
formal recognition of his work—other than
from colleagues and performers—has been
overseas, particularly in the USA where the
term ' Engineer' does not conjure up the
image of agreasy boiler- suited handyman
wielding aspanner, as is so often the case in
England. The home country is not the most
appreciative place for aprophet, so they say,
and that certainly doesn't seem far wrong in
this case.
Over the years Kenneth Wilkinson has
trained countless engineers in the particular
microphone techniques he prefers, these
being characterised by the Decca 'Tree' as the
basis of an overall stereo balance. The
original 'Tree' consisted of three microphones
arranged in front of the orchestra in aT
shape, mounted on aboom- stand just behind
and above the conductor. The centre microphone is in front of the line joining the two
side ones, and is pan- potted on the mixer to
centre- front, ie, equal amounts to left and
right channels. This microphone enhances
clarity of the middle and rear of the orchestra.
The left and right side microphones are
routed appropriately to the left and right
channels of the stereo recorder, and this 3mike system forms the Decca/Wilkinson
equivalent of the basic coincident- pair- type
balance adopted by some other factions,
notably the BBC. Wilkinson argues that a
style of recording using precisely coincident
directional microphones angled apart, rather
than physically spaced omnidirectionals is
inherently incapable of reproducing anatural
'hall' sound on two basic grounds; firstly that
the basic sound quality of most directional
microphones leaves more than alittle to be
desired in comparison with omnidirectionals
such as the Neumann M50, and secondly
that the sense of hall ambience reproduced by

apure coincident system is unnatural and
cluttered, with alack of :air'. Comparing
Wilkie's results on so many albums with some
recent additions to the Gramophone Classical
Catalogue which have been made using socalled ' Purist Coincident Techniques' Iam
sure one must applaud his own empiricism
for giving so much pleasure to music lovers
without trying to convince then that technology and mathematical formulae alone are a
substitute for agood pair of ears in the
control- room!
To ask Kenneth Wilkinson to come up with
alist of his best records produces an answer
analogous to asking someone who was chef
at amajor international hotel for over 50
years which were his best meals. Over his
very long career Wilkie has worked with over
150 conductors including most of the
household names on our record shelves, and
he will not even hazard aguess at how many
albums he has recorded since the days of
WORLD ECHO records in 1927 in Hatton
Garden. He sees the Britten War Requiem
(Decca Set 252-3) as aparticular landmark,
also Grammy Winner, Berlioz Symphonie
Fantastique with Sir Georg Solti ( Decca SXL
6571), but one should not forget that his
earlier work also included the then pop music
of such as Gracie Fields, Vera Lynn and
Mantovani! Wilkie's heart is nonetheless
firmly in the world of classical music. He
indulges in music- making of his own as an
amateur pianist and the score- reading abilities
from this activity have undoubtedly enhanced
his work in the studio control room.
It is ashame in some ways that Kenneth
Wilkinson had to retire from the business
before the commercial arrival of the digital
audio disc, since this would have rounded off
his track- record very nicely. The prospect of
this development is very exciting to him and
he worked on several digital recording
sessions before his departure, but it is not
possible to hang on forever waiting for the
next technological advance to materialize.
Wilkie shares my view that one of the most
important aspects of going over to digital
recording in the studio is that of being able to
avoid the use of noise reduction systems, yet
still preserve the full dynamic range off tape,
even after multiple generations of copying
and transfer. Even the very best noise reduction systems can have subtle adverse sideeffects to counter their advantages of improved noise background, and it is good to
see these problems eliminated, although
something else will inevitably turn up to
motivate still further developments.
As well as engineering music albums for so
many years, Wilkie has delved into one or
two other activities. Before going into records, he was employed by Cassell, the
publishers, and for ashort while in 1930 he
found himself in charge of the public address
at Brighton Ice Rink.
During the Second
World War, he and
Haddy worked on
special secret work,
and one achievement which it is
now permitted to
discuss was the
recording
to page 41

The New ME
d:
harp

murex Tapes
Br than ever.
New Memorex High Bias II looks very
sharp in its smart black and gold packaging.
It sounds even sharper
Because the tape is coated with microfine needle shaped particles. The latest
development from Memorex.
A New Oxide Particle for Sharper Sound.
These have given us an improved maximum output level and an extremely impressive
signal to noise ratio.
Which means, for the less technically
minded, that you can record music at
higher levels without distortion. No
grumble on the low notes. No stutter
on the high ones.
And when you come to a
quiet passage, you'll appreciate our
MEMOREX.
dramatic reduction of tape hiss. The
PARTICLES
arch-enemy of all music-loving tape buyers.
What's more, the Memorex binding
system ensures that what you put on tape stays
on the tape.

Is it live, or is it Memorex?

Even after athousand plays.
But it's fair to say, atape is only as good
as the cassette that contains it.
A New Cassette for Total. Reliability.
Our engineers have redesigned and
updated the whole mechanism.
For astart, they've made astronger
mould. Inside, the tape is held between
frictionless polyolofin wafers, and moves
smoothly across lubricated rollers through a
precision guidance system that puts an end to
snagging and snarling.
All of this comes encased in our
unique fumble-free storage album,
and is guaranteed to last a
lifetime. Literally
Or we'll replace it free of charge.
gaecAls*
A promise that covers every one of
our four new cassettes,
MRXI, High Bias II, Chrome II and
Metal IV
.(MAGNIFIED 40,000 X)

ACTIVE CROSSOVER OPTIONS
Ben Duncan's interesting theory and constructional articles on active crossover networks
(HFNIRR 1981 Feb. and March) appear to
contain
a misconception
regarding
the
Linkwitz-design 24 dB/octave crossover. The
Linkwitz crossover utilises, not fourth- order
Butterworth alignment ( B4) low- and highpass filters, but rather 24 dB/octave networks
comprising
two
cascaded
second- order
Butterworth (B2)filters each. The former B4
alignment crossover does not produce a flat
overall frequency response ( ignoring driver
contributions) but has a3dB hump at crossover.
The less precipitous 24 dB/octave cascaded B2
alignment of Linkwitz' and Thiele 2 is flat 3,but
requires two identical stages of damping factor
1/„.
/2 = 0.707 ( CI = 1 /( M

= W2)

for its realisation. It ( like the B
alignment)
produces high-pass and low-pass outputs
which are everywhere in phase with each other.
The damping factors mentioned by Mr. Duncan
(Feb. p. 55, March p. 63) appear to refer to the
B4 alignment, but are quoted with a spurious
factor of two present: the B4 alignment uses
damping factors of = 0.924 and 0.383 for the
two sections, each of which has a normalised
transfer function of the form ( 1 + 2çs„+s„ 2).
Surely the flat Linkwitz alignment would have
been preferable? The same basic circuit of
course suffices, with the necessary changes to
the feedback resistor ratios ( R4 :Ra in fig. 7),
which should all be 1.707. Thus in fig. 9 one
should use:
4

16kO
27 Id)
36 ki)
62 kf)

for R , R 6, R,R, 3.R2., R22 ,R29 ,Ra1 ;
for Fi a,13 7,R, 2,13 14 ,R2,, R2a ,Rai) ,R32 ;
for F1 15 ,13 1.
7,R2,, R26 ,Raa ,Ras ;
for R16 ,R1a ,R2., R2.,, 13 34 ,Ra.;
4

Stanley P. Lipshitz
Dept. of Applied Mathe matics, University of Waterloo, Ontario, Canada.

THINGS I
David Pickett HEAR
Tgramophone companies has, over the cen-

HE relationship between concert life and the

tury, been a gradually shifting one. To begin
with, the companies recorded artists in works
which they had performed recently on the
concert platform and the recording could be
regarded as aspin-off from the main activity, the
concert. Later on with artists like Klemperer the
recording began to subsidise the live performance. Scheduling the recording sessions immediately before the date of the concert effectively gave more rehearsal -time; and with a
familiar work and top- class artists such a procedure is capable of excellent results, as
Klemperer often demonstrated. The third phase
which followed, is of course, familiar in the
world of pop music. In this the artist is asked to
perform in the concert hall those works he has
had great success with on gramophone records.
But, just as in pop music, it is sometimes
impossible for the artist to duplicate his recorded success on the platform.
Apart from the absence of the technical devices used in recording, one disadvantage is that
the concert performance has to take place in real
time without any false starts, breakdowns, retakes or edits. Now Iam not suggesting that this
seriously inhibits the performance of top calibre
artists, but it can inhibit the listener who expects
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ben Duncan replies:
The points raised are very enlightening, but
whilst Iagree that my discussion of the alignments was mildly erroneous and none too lucid,
Ifeel that the B4 alignment is not necessarily
invalid. Indeed, discussions with several designers revealed dissent and even confusion
concerning the choice of alignment. In the
instance of the HFNIRR design, asmall phase
difference between adjacent outputs reduces
the amplitude of the hump to amaximum value
of + 1.4dB. Ifeel that a narrow- band inconsistency of this magnitude is unlikely to be
discernible, nor particularly significant in comparison with the irregularities inherent in the
normal chain of transducers. But even if it were,
the B4 alignment awards us with marginally less
interaction between adjacent drivers.
As the qualitative differences between the
two alignments can be assessed readily, pragmatism suggests that both should be tried.
Although my evidence is hearsay. Isuspect that
high- power domestic systems à /a triamped
Turbosound, ATC and JBL monitors benefit
from the sharper B alignment, whilst the marginally flatter response of the cascaded 13 2s
would match better ultra- low coloration, low
SPL speaker systems, eg: 1M F's, B & W's.
4

a performance every bit as polished as he has
heard many times at home. Since making the
recording the artist may in the meantime have
changed his interpretation of the work considerably. It is doubtful, for instance, whether Karajan
would be able, or wish, to perform in concert
today certain works that he recorded in the '50s
with the Philharmonia, though he has certainly
no reason to fear that these recordings have
been superseded by his later efforts.
Nevertheless nostalgia does seem still to be
with us, and I am sure it was behind the
invitation extended by the Philharmonia to
Frühbeck de Burgos, effectively to recreate his
gramophone success with Mendelssohn's
Elijah. (Christopher Bishop, who produced
the recording for EMI now manages the
Philharmonia.) Even more exciting was the
prospect of Giulini conducting the Verdi
Requiem with the RPO in June. At the time of
writing Giulini has changed his mind about
coming and the best substitute available to the
RPO, Lamberto Gardelli, has made it possible
for seat prices to be revised. We shall probably
never know why this latter course was taken,
but there are two likely reasons. Either Gardelli's
fee is lower, or the RPO anticipated attracting
more customers at the lower prices. Whether
Peter Diamond, General Manager of the RPO
until he was dismissed shortly before Giulini
pulled out of the Verdi concert, is solely responsible for the present financial troubles of
the orchestra Ido not know, but Irather doubt it.
If anybody is to blame it is probably Beecham or
Legge, both of whom founded orchestras just

after the war without any serious thought for
their long-term survival. How can people continue to assert that London is the capital of the
musical world when it has too many orchestras
playing too many concerts with too little rehearsal, and encompassing a repertoire which
consists for the most part of works which were
considered old war horses even 50 years ago?
In such conditions it is easy to point to the
adventurous musical policies of the BBC and
the interesting repertoire which the BBCSO
devours; but it must in fairness be admitted that
they inhabit a totally different world from the
RPO and Philharmonia and one that is much
closer to the continental music organisations
which are totally supported by state subvention.
It would be very interesting to see a financial
balance sheet for the Proms, an opportunity
which will undoubtedly be for ever denied us.
One thing is sure, though: whether you listen or
not, you are paying for the Proms, so you may as
well enjoy them. Apart from the more obvious
Prom attractions Ishould like to recommend
Günther Herbig's concert on July 22. He makes
the BBC Northern SO sound like an orchestra.
Schoenberg's Gurrelieder on August 10 is awork
to be experienced live at least once in alifetime,
and if you can also be present on August 21 to
see the Polish Chamber Orchestra you will
derive great pleasure in hearing and seeing a
demonstration of the true meaning of the word
ensemble. Finally September 10 brings awork
which Ihave long hoped to hear at the Proms:
Saint-Saëns' 3rd Symphony with its organ part
which uses the full resources of the Albert Hall
organ. ( Maybe there's still hope for a bit of
Respighi one day!) Don't listen to Barenboim's
record of the Saint-Saëns before you go to the
concert. It is just possible that the Paris
Orchestra is not quite as•good as the Chicago
SO; but while there's live music, there's hope.

AUDIO
AWARDS
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onto wax of the German Luftwaffe's nightfighter code during aparticular night action.
The recording of the radio conversations was
used to press asmall run of discs which were
played over again and again at the Air
Ministry until the code was deciphered and it
was possible to brief British pilots on what to
listen out for on the air when eavesdropping
on the enemy aircraft, thereby saving the lives
of many of our airmen.
It is very difficult to estimate the total value
of Kenneth Wilkinson's contributions to the
Record Industry both at home and internationally, but he is one of the very major
pioneers characters who have shaped the
business—technically, that is, rather than on
the marketing and big- business fronts which
so easily detract from thé hard work of the
back- room boys who made and still make it
all possible. The most interesting thing of all
in talking over the big changes through the
years was Wilkie's response to my question
about where in his opinion the most significant differences lay. Not, he feels, in the
various technological metamorphoses, but in
the attitude and behaviour of performing
musicians, which, in his judgement, can easily
degrade nowadays into rulebook and clockwatching, rather than score and conductorwatching, which is where it was when he
started up all those decades ago. Certainly the
number of musically memorable records
seems to decline yearly, and it could be that
he has apoint and that we should turn our
attention now back to the standard of musical
performance in the studio rather than on the
new gear we are constantly wheeling into the
control room •
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Building one of the best selling car stereo
systems is no reason for complacency
On the contrary to keep ahead of the
latest improvements in car stereo, we are
constantly testing and developing new ideas.
The KE-5300 is just one example.
That simple digital display conceals some
of the most advanced car stereo technology
Car stereo technology sophisticated
enough to use aquartz oscillator for the most
precise ` drift-free' tuning, and an electronic
memory to pre-select fifteen stations.
Car stereo technology so advanced that
the KE-5300 has both automatic seek and
scan. Seek for instant
tuning to the next
station, and scan for a
polite pause at each
station as the tuner
sweeps across the
waveband.
All built around a
cassette deck that is nothing less than you

would expect from one of the worlds leading
manufacturers of hi-fi equipment.
The KE-4300 and KE-1300 are also
electronic. Both have fifteen-station
memories, and both are built to the same
exacting standards.
For continuous cassette play, the KE-4300
has auto- reverse. And for acontinuous smile,
the KE-1300 has been designed to fit your
pocket, as well as your dash.
The Pioneer'electronics'. Complex
certainly, sophisticated definitely, the best
undoubtedly.

ei) PIONEER'
Nobody does it better.

Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB.) Limited, Pioneer House, The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire. Telephone: Iver ( 0753)652222. Telex 847533.
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SUPER DEALERS

For Demonstration, Installation
and After Sales Support.

GREATER LONDON
Stereo Reuek
ni Street. 245 Regent St.. WI.
Audiocar
uipment, 351 Lea Bridge Rd. Le ton. London E10.
Atkinsonst ensington) Ltd.at:7Pembridge \ 111as, WII, 8214 New Kings Rd., sw6.
Car Radio Services. 1144 High Road., N20.
Car Radio Station at:60 ,61 Albert Embankment. SEL
299 Edgware Rd.. 9C2.
45 Lordship Lane, East Dulwich, SE22.
Car Sounds at:- 325 London Rd., MITCHAM.
119 Addington Rd, SELSDON.
Cavendish Sales.279/ 283 Whitechapel Rd.. El
Chelsea Car Stereo, 559 Kings Rd., Chelsea, SW6.
Dawnfern lid., Auto-Audiolnstallat ion%
The Arehes, Wood Lane, W12.
Kavmar, 70 High St, Edgware.
London Car Radio Centre at:25Taunton Place, NW!.
Lion House,Tonenham Gt. Rd., \X'1.
HiFi Care, 24STottenham Ci. Rd., \X'I.
Budget Sound, 242 Tonenham Ci. Rd..W1.
1/2 Bensham Lanc,CROY DON.
Mr. Cad,Bromlev High St., BROMLEY.
Molson Distributors, 345/347 High Rd., ILFORD.
Neasden Electronics,51 Dudden Hill Lane,Willesden,
London NW 10.
Sextons ICE. at:23 York Rd„Waterloo, SRI.
180 Grays Inn Rd., \X'Cl.
StereoCin;., 370 Grays Inn Rd.,WCI.
Stereo on Wheels,22 Chiswick Lane,W4.
ABERDEEN. Reids Motor Supplies, Froghall Rd.
Re/Thomson Ltd„Cults.
ALDERSHOT. Roadsound,182 Victoria Rd.
BALDOCK. Baldock Car RadioCo., 3Hitchin St.
BANBURY. Car Radio & Sound Services, 21 North Bar.
BASINGSTOKE. Drivesound,193 May Si. Queens Rd.
BELFAST. Paddy Hopkirk Ltd., 20 Trench Rd., Hydepark
Industrial Estate, Mallusk, Newtonabbey
BIRMINGHAM. Studio Musica,11The Grosvenor Centre.
Northfield.
Studio Musica, 140 Sandy Lane, Camp Hill.
Midland Car Andin, 1772 Pc rshore Road,Coneridge.
BOLTON. M. Bell Electronics, IDaffodil Rd., Famworth.
BOURNEMOUTH. Autoradio,106 Castle LaneWest.
BRADFORD. Autosound Services, 15/17 Spring Gdns.
BRIGHTON. Dials Car Radio,187 Lewes Rd.
BRISTOL R.T.Crabbe, Lawnwood Rd., Easton.
BURGESS HILL Road Radio, 41 Station Rd.
BURNLEY. Burnley Car Radio, 392a Colne Rd.
CARLISLE Rickerby Ltd„Currock Rd.
CARDIFF. B. & B. Auto Services, 4Romilly Crex, Canton.
CASTLEFORD. Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Rd.
CHELMSFORD. Molson Distributors, 61 Broomfield Rd.
CHELTENHAM. Rcient Components, 2Gloucester Rd.
CHESTERFIELD. CarRadiocentre 390 Derby Rd.
CHIPPENHAM. J. D. Stereo Centre, Station Hill.
COLNE. Weeks& Davies, Brake' House, Khyber St.
COVENTRY. The Parkside Garage Lid-Waiwick Rd.
CRAWLEY. Road Radio, 4a lfield Rd.
DERBY. Autolec, 234 Normanton Rd.
DINNINGTON. Motor Sounds,9Ib Laughton Rd.
DONCASTER. Autosound Services,Carr House Rd.
DORCHESTER. Autoradio (VRS), North Square.
DUDLEY. F. H. Jennings,Cinderbank, Netherton.
Studio Musica, I
TheTrident Centre.
DUNDEE Express Ignition, 49/51 Queen St., Broughtv Fern:.
EDINBURGH. Eastern Car Radio, 3Costorphine Rd..
George Thompson, 25 Rodney Si.
EGHAM. Thames Car Radio,158 High Si
EPSOM. Car Sounds,176 East St.
GAINSBOROUGH. Sound Services, Ford House, Southolme.
GLASGOW. Motorsound Lid. 134 Lochleven Rd.
GLOUCESTER. Moons, Shell Show House, Eastern Ave.
GRIMSBY. C H.Turner,l/ 5Corporation Rd.
GUILDFORD. Norman Richardson, Reliance House.
Walnut Tree Close.
HADLEIGH. Molson Distributors, 313 London Rd.
HASTINGS. In Car Radio,117 Sedlescombe Rd. Nth.,
St. Leonards.
HAZELGROVE. Car Home Stereo,219 London Rd.
HIGH WYCOMBE. Monti«, Desborough Rd.
HOLMFIRTH. R. E. Ward, Woodside Walks,Woodhead Rd.
HORSHAM. Road Radio, 31 Springfield Rd.
HUDDERSFIELD. Autosound Service... 89! 91 Bradford Rd.
HULL A.C.C. Ltd., 38 Boot hferry Rd.
IPSWICH. Ipswich Car Radio, 313 Woodbridge Rd.
KENDAL Andrew Brown Ltd, Wildman St.
KIDLINGTON. Hartwells of Oxfoni Ltd., Oxford Rd.
LEAMINGTON SPA. Clarendon Ltd., 75 Clarendon Si.
LEEDS. Autosound Services,Ila Cherry Row.
Uni Car ( Leeds) Ltd., II Kirkstall Rd:
LEICESTER, A. B. Bun Ltd., Frog Island.
Castle Motor Co.,Abbey Lone.
Car Radio Services,Welford Rd.
LEIGHTON BUZZARD. Camden Car Radio, Like St.
LINCOLN. Eastern Tapes Ltd., 173 Burton Rd.
LUTON. Motolcc, Dal low Rd.
MACCLESFIELD, Car Hanle Stereo, 44 Sunderland St.
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE. British Engines Ltd., St. Peters.
Dennis Car Rodio IS Scotswood Rd.
K. G. Metcalfe Ltd., Dinsdale Place.
NORWICH. Norfolk Car Audio,128 Dereham Rd.
NOTTINGHAM. PC.P Electrical, Broadholme St.
Audiovision, 27 Hayworth Road, Sandiacre.
Autosound Services, Mansfield Rd.
London Car Radio,191 Canal St.
London Car Radio Cent re, Leisu monies, 30 Market St.
OLDHAM. Autosound Services,2 Huddersfield Rd.
OTLEY. Autosound Services, Walkergate.
PAIGNTON. Mobile Sound Centre, 248Torquay Rd, Preston.
PERTH. Car Radio Services, 9Creiff Rd.
PETERBOROUGH. Auto Sound Centre, 1110 Lincoln Rd.
PLYMOUTH. Turnbulls Garage, Bretonside.
PORTSMOUTH. Car Entertamment, High St., Cosham.
PRESTON. Car Radio Preston, 290 Blackpool Rd.
READING. Motolec,139 Caversham Rd.
REDFIILL Road Radio, 93 Brighton Rd.
RIPON. Ripon Auto Elect rics, Blossomgate.
ROMFORD. Molson Distributors, I87 South St.
SALE. Car Radio Centre, 103 Washwav Rd.
SCARBOROUGH. A.C-C Ltd., 35/ 43 Trafalgar Rd.
SHEFFIELD. Autosound Services. 306/ 310 Shalesmoor.
Technicar,332 Abbey Dale Rd,
Technicar,130 Unwell Rd,
SLOUGH. Motorlec, Kelpatrick Rd„Cippenham.
SKIPTON. Car Radio ( Skipton), Unicorn Buildings,
Devonshire Place.
SOLIHULL. Studio Monica, 182 Stratford Rd, Shirley.
SOUTHAMPTON, Anglesea Car Radin, 23-27 Church St, Shirley.
Sextons ICE., 37 Bedford Rd.
STAFFORD. G.T. Autos, Drummond Rd., Aston Field Ind. Est.
STRETFORD. Autosound Services, 708 Chester Rd.
STOCKPORT. T.S. A. Car Radio, 33 Greek Si.
Specialized Equipment Ltd, 34I Wellington Rd. Nth.
SUNDERLAND. Auto Save,11WindsorTerrace,G3own.
TAUNTON. H.N. Hickley Ltd,Cast le St.Tangier.
UXBRIDGE. S.K. Radio,3 New Broadway.
VIRGINIA WATER. Wennvorth Car Radio, 409 Stroud Rd.
WATFORD, Auto Sound Services, 80 Queens Rd.
WELWYN GARDEN CITY. Inca Car Audio,
Woodhall Shopping Centre.
%VEYBRIDGE. Thames Car Radio,West field New Haw.
WOKING. S.K. Radio, 45 Chobham Rd.
WOLVERHAMPTON. Charles Clarke, 52 Chapel Ash Clifton St.
WORCESTER. Mobile Electrics Ltd„Gregory`s, Mill St.
YEOVIL. Yeovil Autosound, Addlewell Lane.
YORK. Autosound Services :Loft Green.
F & S. Motor Accessories Ltd.,148 Micklegate.
CHANNEL ISLES
JERSEY. Selects Vision, 20 Beresford St tee', St. Helier.
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AST MONTH Isuggested, in alist of ' Top 20'
LPs, an ex-WRC Finzi/Holst vocal record
(Dies Natalisl Choral Fantasia, Psalm 86), HMV
HQS 1260. Not every record on my list is still
available, and as it happens this is one of the
deleted ones: a most peculiar piece of timing,
1981 being 75 years after Finzi's birth and 25
years after his death. But our local record shop
had, and yours may have, an American record,
Everest 3365. With afull colour painting of the
singer ( and no musical information) on the
front, large lettering proclaims 'The Artistry of
Janet Baker'. Well, Janet Baker does sing the
solo part in one of the three items but—surprise,
surprise— the record is the above Finzi/Holst in
another incarnation.
Perhaps the finest ' artistry' on the record is
that of Wilfred Brown in the Finzi, which he
makes one of the greatest recordings of tenor
and orchestra on record. Ian Partridge is no
slouch in Psalm 86 either, though oddly enough
he's not mentioned anywhere on the sleeve ( but
then, neither was he on the WRC or HMV
sleeves). Everest haven't actually had, it seems,
American—much less English—rights to the
record since 1973, so why this disc ( dated
'1974') appears here at all is an oddity: take
advantage of it! The sound is alittle less distinct,
and definitely dimmer on the Holst side; and
there's afaint hum on the whole disc, extending
to run-in and run - out grooves—compared to
my HQS copy. But the pressing as such is very
much better than previous experience with
Everest led me to expect ( at least as good as my
HQS), and at the price, fl . 80, it's a bargain.
Until, perhaps, World Records reissue it on their
now little- seen stereo label? Buck up, World
Records. ( Or buck up, EMI.)
Last month Ialso suggested Gale GMFD
1-76-004 ' Music for Percussion'. As this is
another you may have difficulty obtaining,
there's avery viable alternative. 'The Sheffield
Drum Record' ( Sheffield LAB14, Unicorn),
mentioned in J.A.'s London Show Report in
May, is astounding. Jim Keltner and Ron Tuft
drum frenetically on two sides ( that admittedly
only amount to 13 minutes 34 seconds), and
'The sonic fidelity', as they say, ' is enthralling'.
Being musically altogether valueless, an impressive exercise in ' pure' technical assessment.
Some while ago Igot into trouble with Hugh
Ottaway for 'starring' a Decca Phase 4 record
('Fiedler Encores'), and the question of Phase 4
sound again arises with abatch of releases from
the new Swiss classical label, Lodia. The
Argentinian conductor Carlos !Darla has taken
the unusual step of setting up his own record
company, which he apparently supervises at all
levels, from directing the performances through
to recording and manufacture. Digital releases
are .
on the way, starting with Tchaikovsky's 6th
(reviewed June) and Brahms' 1st. The bulk of
the first batch of releases, however, consists of
reissues of seven earlier recordings done basically for the Phase 4label. Some are remastered
to improve the sound to Pàita's specification,
though this does not apply to the Mahler or
Berlioz reissues.
The discs, all of course conducted by Pea,
are: LOD 770 Wagner Tristan I Holander I
Meistersinger chunks ( NPO); 771
Great
Overtures, Carnaval Romain I Leonora 3 I
Academic Festival IRienzi (Netherlands Radio
Phil); 772/3 Verdi Requiem (RPO etc); 774
Beethoven Eroica (SNO); 775 Rossini overtures
1981

(RPO); 776 Mahler Symphony 1 ( RPO); and
777 Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique (LSO). 'The
recording ... cannot disguise its Phase 4origins.
Natural timbres and balanced textures are here
sacrificed in favour of atechnicolour gorgeousness', said T. H. of the Wagner, and it remains
true in varying degrees throughout ( perhaps
most extremely in the Symphonie Fantastique).
But given ' fader-jockeys' and pan- potting to
extremes, the Phase 4 sound was capable of
overwhelming, if totally unnatural, results. The
Verdi Requiem here will pin you to your chair
with its close-miked 'scruff- of- the- neck- andshake' fortissimi; the Flying Dutchman overture
will throw you off your chair; the opening of the
Mahler finale will smear your brain over the wall.
The Beethoven, the mixed overtures and the
Rossini will perhaps give you awhile to recover,
before the Berlioz hammers you to the ground
and tries to stuff you up the chimney. In aural
terms the Berlioz is perhaps the one not really to
be recommended—certainly the antithesis of
anything we would rate highly in ' QM'—but on
the view that Berlioz was a little insane ( and
from the Memoirs one could sometimes say that
he was unstable), this hectic account and
supercharged recording may well work as an
'episode in the life of a [ demented] artist'. See
J. C. in ' Deja Vu' for a Berliozian's reaction.
Teldec pressing of this whole series makes for
supernaturally clean surfaces, and though the
cutting engineer seems to have set some tracking challenges in the heavier bits, this cleanliness is a relief and a welcome contrast with
Decca surfaces of that period. The records—and
cassettes—are available from TOL distribution,
63 Salusbury Road, NW6.
Also from TOL, and also in superb German
pressings, come the eight symphonies and
Gesangsszene of Karl Amadeus Hartmann ( d.
1963), a composer previously known to the
British record buyer from John McCabe's
Variations on a theme of . . . (
with Chagall
Windows, on HMV ASD 3096, now deleted). As
P. B. said in June, 'The music covers a wide
emotional and technical range . . . achingly
beautiful slow movements offset by intense
vitality in fast movements . . . deep contemplation and nervous energy'. An extreme contrast with the Lodia issues in terms of sound
realism, these are live Bavarian RSO recordings
to set alongside Bernstein's nine VP0
Beethovens ( DG 2740 216 or separate): rocksolid instrumental positioning, natural scaling of
dynamics with no apparent compression or
expansion, and extraordinary music of a conviction and integrity missing from that of many
better-known names from roughly the same
period. Seek within ( Wergo 60086, 5 records),
and discover acomposer of strength.
From the enterprising Chandos label come
two sets of twelve overtures: by Boyce, from
Adrian Shepherd's Cantilena group ( DB R2002,
2 records); and by Purcell, with Bournemouth
Sinfonietta/Thomas ( ABR 1026). Boyce's
lightweight charm and Purcell's noble accomplishments are conveyed in either case by
superbly confident and competent musicmakers, both with impressively detailed sound
(if alittle overbearingly close and widely spread)
that is an excellent stop on the road between the
set- back concert- seat perspectives of Wergo's
Hartmann, and the Phase 4/Lodia experience.
Such music as this needs no championing: even
if the only Purcell piece you know is Britten's
Young Person's Guide, listen to Abdelazer, or
The Moor's Revenge—some of the titles of
Purcell's overtures are almost worth the cost of
the record—and savour the 'strange but true'
approach, with all the twangs and twiddly bits
left in. The tempi here seem to be modelled on
Britten . . . try the Virtuosi of England on
CFP40208, for example, for an interesting
'difference.
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A

S A FULL-TIME professional soundrecording engineer, Ifind myself continually bombarded with helpful advice' from
magazine articles on individual authors ideas
about the only way one should make recordings. Few practising engineers have time to
put pen to paper, and the resultant vacuum is
filled by an unholy mixture of omniscient
academics, critics and amateurs, whose contributions seem too often to bear little if any
relation to the real world of classical music
recording. The problem is that neither the
academic, the critic, nor the amateur has
basic aims similar to those of the professional
engineer, whose function is to deliver to the
general marketplace the overall aural impression of a musical performance. The academic
has one apparent object in mind, the ratification at all costs of his mathematical models
and formulae, whereas the amateur has the
distinct advantage of having only to satisfy a
limited market, usually of one, himself.
Alan Blumlein's patent ( BP394325, application date: December 14th 1931) was the
first major ( and probably remains the most
helpful) examination of stereophony, and I
find it sad that in commercial terms not only
did most of his ideas remain just on paper for
close on 30 years, but the theories have not
since been developed in the light of the
wealth of practical experience of so many
engineers. In common with many other recordists Ihave great sympathy with the idea
of using two coincident figure- of- eight
microphones angled at 90° relative to each
other ( fig.1a) and Ihave used this technique
with varying success on many occasions.
Nonetheless, Imust say that it is unsatisfactory for a large proportion of commercial

work for several reasons, the principal one
arising out of awell-known physical law
called the inverse square law. When recording
an orchestra in an empty concert- hall, for
example, agreat deal of ambience is picked
up by the rear- lobes of the mikes, which are
equal in sensitivity, of course, to the front
lobes. This means that in order to reproduce a
desirable live- to- reverberant ratio in the
reproduced sound, it is necessary to move the
microphones closer to the orchestra than one
would anticipate. As one moves closer, two
adverse side- effects become more significant;
firstly the stereo image becomes spectacularly
overwide, and secondly the musical balance
is distorted by virtue of the inverse- square
law, which will favour the instruments closest
to the microphones once the sampled pathdifference ratio deviates significantly from the
far- field ratio which would be perceived by a
typical member of the audience ( fig. 2). The
usual way out is to reinstate the musical
balance by raising the microphones, but this
can produce an edgy string quality and also
removes the ' anchoring' quality of afamiliar
floor reflection at the bass end, leaving the
FIG.2
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listener with asensation of being up in midair.
Moving away from crossed figure- of- eights
as far as 70% of commercial jobs are
concerned ( most engineers would put the
percentage higher), the professional is left to
his wits but then rapidly incurs the wrath of
the academics, most of whom seem to favour
ascientific model of stereo perception where
the human head is infinitely small and has
only one multidirectional spherical ear—this
may be true for them, but it is certainly not
the case for most of us.
The communication of asense of 'space'
and ambience is a primary objective for most
classical engineers because it is of great
worth in the conveying of the ' illusion' of a
concert- hall performance to the listener, and
will help put him at his ease for the enjoyment of music in the artificiality of his frontroom. In my experience this sense of space is
rarely if ever communicated by the use of a
pure single- point coincident pair of micro44

phones, other than 90° figure- of- eights in
exceptional halls, and Ifeel it important,
therefore, to re-examine the hearing- model
involved. For around 10 years, the overwhelming majority of my own recording
work has been with asimple single pair of
microphones, but in at least 90% of cases I
have chosen intentionally to space the microphone capsules by afew centimetres. The
amount of 'air' let into asound- balance by
spacing capsules even such asmall amount is
quite surprising, and is most constructive in
producing amore realistic illusion of the hall
ambience.
Even back in 1931 Alan Blumlein's patent
proposed that ' the operation of the ears in
determining the direction of asound source is
not yet fully known but it is fairly well established that the main factors having effect
are phase differences and intensity differences
between the sounds reaching the two
ears.. . etc'. By adopting a pure single point
coincident microphone system, with the
arguable exception of crossed figure- ofeights, one is intentionally integrating out the
'inter- ear' phase differences by sampling at
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one point only and limiting one's image
reproduction essentially to amplitude
differences.
A closer investigation of the reasons for
opting originally for 'absolute coincidence'
reveals in my opinion only two significant
points in its favour: firstly, the mechanical
convenience of being able to mount directional capsules in a single housing as astereo
microphone ( fig. 3); and secondly, the ease
with which the theoreticians can control the
complexity of the mathematics involved in
attempting to analyse the function of a
stereophonic recording system. As a professional engineer, my job is to produce recordings which make some attempt to communicate the atmosphere of aconcert performance, and Ifear Isee no particular merit
in opting for a particular microphone technique purely to make life easier for the
mathematicians—that seems to me like putting the cart before the horse! To my ears
pure coincidence produces too often an ' in
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the head' and ' in the speakers' sound, when
other than figure- of- eight mikes are used,
with an uncomfortable lower mid- frequency
and bass ' fog' around the centre of the stereo
image ( see also June p. 31).
Furthermore, when the listener is seated
significantly away from the ideal listening
position directly between the loudspeakers,
pure coincident recordings rarely seem to give
successful sensation of stereo and ambience.
Ispend agreat deal of what spare time I
have in going to concerts to ' keep my feet on
the ground' and to listen to some live music;
inevitably while Iam there my ears are not
only feeding me with musical stimulation but
also technical aspects of the quality of the
live sound which Iendeavour to reproduce in
my professional work. There are certain particular features of what my ears are presenting
to my brain, and some of these are not satisfied for me by conventional coincident microphone systems.
Research last year brought me finally to a
novel approach as shown in fig. 1b. In my
alternative technique two microphones are

employed as a phased array ( fig. 4), reminiscent in some ways of the techniques employed in high resolution radio antennae for
satellites and radar. Two capsules are mounted ( best results being with figure- of- eights
in my experience) side by side, with their
principal axes of maximum sensitivity aligned
parallel to one another.
In this way, one is using the microphones
as a phase- detector as well as adifferential
amplitude detector, and by making their
spacing of the same order of magnitude as
the inter- ear spacing, one is sampling the
phase information which would be available
to a listener standing in the same position
which would be otherwise filtered out by
coincident techniques. When sitting in a
concert audience more than afew rows back
from the performers, it is an interesting
experience to shut one's eyes and analyse
what stereo effects there are. Ican obviously
only speak for myself, but Iam especially
aware of two features. Firstly, my brain is
processing phase information to the almost
total exclusion of amplitude information once
Iam more than afew yards from the sound
sources within the orchestra; and secondly,
my ear- lobes ( pinnae) are having asignificant
effect upon my hearing in making the ear's
polar- diagram go ' high order' with increasing
frequency at the centre of the stereo image.
Another interesting experiment is to sit oneself 15 feet or so away from aticking clock:
as one twists one's head slowly one discovers
that there is asolid angle of around 60*
where the high frequencies appear enhanced
and clearer. This is because not only are one's
ears working as a phased- array but also as a
'forward preference' array through the
pinnae's action—such phenomena are conveniently put to one side when discussing
existing coincident- type microphone systems.
Traditionally, the academics have scorned
all ' non- coincident' microphone techniques
for many good reasons, but it should not be
forgotten that the natural human hearing
process itself is non- coincident in their terms
and still appears to function with some success. The principal theoretical objection is
usually the off-axià path difference between
transducers, but with my system such adverse
side- effects are minimised through the use of
pressure gradient ( velocity) figure- of- eights
where the plane of maximum path difference
coincides with the null in the directional polar
diagram of the microphones. Furthermore,
through the use of atight polar diagram, a
great deal of troublesome unrequired am-

FIG. 6 CLOVER- LEAF CHARACTERISTIC
OF DIFFERENCE CHANNEL ( L- R )
DERIVED FROM PARALLEL PAIR
OF FIGURE- OF- EIGHTS
bience pick-up is eliminated when working in
over- reverberant surroundings. It is thus
possible to place microphones agood deal
further back than usual ( to considerable
musical and sonic advantage), so that the path
difference again becomes less significant. The
stereo width available when using a parallel
pair of figure- of- eights at 200 mm or so
spacing is most surprising when one sits back
and thinks about it, and Ifind it a useful
facility always to incorporate a 'centre blend'
in my mixer ( fig. 5), whereby Ican re- introduce
into centre- front a mono mix of the stereo
pair. Fading this mono centre blend in and
out of the balance has acurious 'zooming in'
effect on performers at the centre of the
image ( not just the narrowing effect one
might anticipate) and is very useful in
focusing soloists.
Scrutinising more closely the human hearing process, there is only one respect in
which the ears can be regarded as coincident,
and that is in temporal terms, not positional,
ie, sound other than from near field arrives at
both ears at very nearly if not precisely the
same time. My microphone technique replicates this aspect in a fashion not inferior to a
crossed- pair, so maybe one should find a
new term for crossed- pair recording to ento page 49
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evenlyfrom beginningto end of each and
every C60 or C90.
As for CD-Alpha's MOL performance,
it's impeccable. The lows, middles and
highs are audibly free from distortion.
Sony appreciate that however sensitive atape may be, it is still capable of
mutilating Mozart if the mechanics of the
cassette itself aren't engineered to the
nearest microns.
Look inside any CD-Alpha cassette
and you will find two things you
won't spot in any other brand of cassette.
First, an inner liner made from
graphite coated polyester. (Some other
manufacturers are contentto make their
liners from paper.) Onto this are moulded
two parallel ribs.
Secondly, you'll observe the tape
hubs are 'stepped Each has adeep groove
that runs around its circumference, and
into this slot the ribs of the liner. It's
the same principle which keeps atrain
on the tracks.
Simple. Only no-one everthought of
it before.
Sony call it their SP mechanism.
It makes jamming aproblem of the past.
It also ensures that the tape transport
over the heads as you record is constant
on both Aand Bsides.
Now every Sony cassette is made this way.
So that whatever kind of tape deck you have,
there's acassette to suit it.
The only pity is that now this problem's
finally been sorted out, Mozart isn't around to
enjoy the recordings of his own music.
SonyTape. Remarkably close to the original
sound. SONY

How Sony straightened out
Mozart's little problem.
Poor old Mozart. If he could hear how his
Clarinet Concerto gets mangled when recorded
and played on an average cassette tape, he'd
turn in his grave.
Because it's such adelicate piece of music
it requires aparticularly sensitive cassette
tape to do it justice.
Sony's CD-Alpha is that tape.
For astart the tape's surface is coated with
extra-sensitive gamma hematite crystals,
smaller and more receptive to nuances of sound
than the magnetic particles of most other
brands.
Under an electron microscope you'd be
able to see for yourself how all the needleshaped crystals lie neatly in rows, rather than
higgledy-piggedy on the base film.
In translation, this means the tape surface
is smoother. The dynamic range ' sbroader.
And when you record on it, the soynd is brinted'

AVAILABLE AT BOOTS, COMET DIXONS. TELEFUSION AND ALL SONY DEALERS. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION. CONTACT THE SONY SHOWROOM,134 REGENT STREET, LONDON W.1

READERS LETTERS
. . . about ahouse move, treble cut
and an idiotic venture
From D. H. Rowe, San Anton, Green
Lanes, Milford, Godalming, Surrey
Dear Sir, I was very interested to read the
Editorial Comment in the May issue, wherein
readers were invited to count over the next week
or two how many times some adjustment was
made to the response provided by the flat
positions on their amplifiers. Ihave done this
over many months and the answer is very little
indeed, and the filters virtually never.
However, Ihave recently moved my equipment from asmall dead room to avery large and
acoustically live one, and have changed my
speakers from Tannoy Lancasters to enormous
Rogers design transmission- line four- unit
speakers of unbelievable weight which naturally
enough sound quite different. Since listening in
this environment Ihave found it necessary to
apply some treble cut on quite a few program
sources.
Even this Icould have managed without, but
yesterday as a result of having purchased
Pollini's marvellous recording of the Chopin
Etudes, Iwondered how this compared with the
old Ashkenazi version as marketed by Saga
some years ago. This latter has all the brilliance
and dynamic range of a 1920 acoustic record,
and quite frankly Ireally had no idea what the
performances sounded like. Itherefore committed the ultimate lunacy of re-recording this
performance on Ferrichrome tape using Dolby
noise reduction and then playing back without
Dolby and with full treble lift! It would be
overstating the case to say that it sounds nice,
but Ican at least hear it for the first time. For me I
will stick to tone controls even if only to satisfy
such idiotic ventures as this.
Yours faithfully

...about the classic/pop tone
control syndrome
From: Brian R. Hall, 37 Deeview Road
South, Cults, Aberdeen AB1 9NA
Dear Sir, Your Editorial on tone controls was
marvellously restrained. The subject has
become a bit like many others: the lay listener
hardly likes to venture an opinion for fear of
'expert' refutation.
There seems to me to be more than one
explanation for the view that tone controls are a
bad thing. The first, that it is not fault of the
amplifier designer if the sources are poor, is
undeniable from atheoretical point of view, and
the technical view that intermediate controls
degrade the signal is equally undeniable.
However, both of these views take little account
of reality, and the fact is that most of us have old
or poor quality records which we nonetheless
want to play. Also, and my own situation is a
case in point, many of us have unsatisfactory
VHF stereo reception which no amount of aerial
modifications or tuner changes will cure.
The second explanation is generally unvoiced
and raises the old question of classical music
versus the rest. Most pop and rock music is
electronically generated, and the modern recording represents the final, definitive version.
Classical and related music, on the other hand, is
written down on paper and is subject to interpretation by conductors, instrumentalists, singers, critics, musicologists et al. There is no
definitive performance of a piece of classical
music as there is of rock music. Tampering with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the work of the balance engineers, sound engineers and performers, when the performers
themselves have participated and approved the
definitive version is rather like altering the instructions written by the composer of classical
music, if such acomparison can be made.
Most people who prefer to listen to classical
music tend, it seems to me, not only to own
slightly less sophisticated equipment by choice,
but actively use that equipment to produce a
sound which seems best to them. Most of those
who prefer to listen to rock and pop, on the other
hand, know that their electronically generated
and modified music depends entirely on adcurate reproduction of the engineer's intentions,
and this must mean no filters and no tone
controls ( though Isuspect the absence of bass
lift would cause some complaints!)
One aspect of this which has not escaped me,
nor, Isuspect, some amplifier designers, is the
preponderance of Linn / Wok/ Asak / Naim/
lsobarik (± variations) owners who write to
other hi-fi magazines firmly stating their preference for rock and pop.
Ibelieve it is true that some equipment is more
suitable ( subjectively) for some kinds of music
than others, and Ibelieve that in general the
classical music listener is less concerned about
absolute accuracy than his rock and pop brethen. This is quite understandable, not only in
view of the technical aspects previously stated,
but because classical music has so much more
to offer than simply clinically accurate performance and recording.
If Iwere aclassical music only man, Iwould
know exactly what Iwanted. As it is, Iuse
different music for different reasons at different
times, and Itherefore cannot possibly consider
amplifiers without tone controls or filters. Quite
apart from the need to reduce surface noise on
older records, there are new discs which contain
superlative performances on poor pressings,
there are otherwise unobtainable performances
on discs made from roofing bitumen, and there
are appalling foreign broadcast concerts rebroadcast with difficulty by the BBC.
No—tone controls are absolutely essential,
and even the much scorned graphic equaliser
has its occasional place.
Yours faithfully

...about orchestras, quartets,
organs and tone controls
From: H. A. D., 1 Quantock Grove,
Williton, Taunton, Somerset TA4 4PD
Dear Sir, Ithink whether you need tone controls
or not depends on what kind of music you listen
to. Ifind that if, for aweek, Ilisten to orchestral
music only, then the treble and bass controls
may well stay unaltered once I've got them
'right' ( subjectively speaking). If. however. I
listen to a quartet after a symphony Itend to
reduce bass because the cello tends to be too
'boomy' and also slightly reduce treble because
a solo violin tends to be more edgy than 16
violins.
Now the moment I put on Peter Hurford
playing the organ Ifind Iwant maximum treble
and maximum bass—for only this reproduces
the 103/111/115/630/1033, 5- rank mixture as
well as the 128 foot pedal. ( No, joking apart, I
do find organs need maximum treble and bass.
I've no idea why.)
We could all write pages on this subject. But
I'd like to confine myself to this one contribution. Until the ultimate arrives ( in the shape of
the Buttok?) most of us are using equipment that

seems to need trimming to suit different kinds of
music. So I'm for tone controls—and Ithink you
are too, Mr Editor, aren't you? At my age one can
read between even the most diplomatically
worded lines'
Yours faithfully

.about a ten-year abstention
From: D. J. Barrow, 7 Poplar Place, Lodge
Causeway, Fishponds, Bristol
Dear Sir, Iwould like to say that Ihave two
amplifiers ( Lux and Sugden) both having bass
and treble controls. Ihave had the Lux for ten
years and the Sugden for two, but Icannot
remember ever using the tone controls.
Yours faithfully

.about compensating for
cutting deficiencies
From: Ray Porter, Raindirk
Bridge
Street,
Downham
Norfolk PE38 9DW

Ltd., 33a
Market,

Dear Sir, With reference to your comments on
tone controls, our Status 20 control unit has
very comprehensive facilities and their use is
often essential. After all, how many records are
cut without being 'equalized'? To re-create the
sound balance of the master- tape, invariably a ,
bit of HF and often some LF has to be added.
Another thing often overlooked is the accuracy
of the replay system on which the record producer listens to the test cuts. In my experience
this is often a real ' lash-up' and the record is
released with quite large response errors.
Yours faithfully

...about origins and responsibilities
From: A. Sandman, 57 Primrose Hill
Court, King Henrys Road, London NW3
Dear Sir, In October 1974 Ipublished an article
in Wireless World entitled ' Reducing Amplifier
Distortion'. Iwas glad to see that Sansui are
using a very similar scheme which they have
advertised in HFNIRR (
June, p. 2), but not so
glad to note the clear implication in the advertisement that they were basically responsible
for the design!
Inow realise that Ishould have patented the
idea, but Ihave learnt my lesson and any further
scheme to improve amplifier performance will
not appear in public until this is done. At the
time Itried to get British manufacturers interested, but it has been left to the Japanese
actually to manufacture adevice using the idea.
Yours faithfully
Note: See Barry Fox, p. 29, for some comments
related to the above— Ed

...about the Moles' Ferrovia
controversy
From: A Davis, 46 Sycamore
Brookhouse, Lancaster

Road,

DearSir, Well, really! In March we had Mr Moles
proposing a simple, elegant solution to the
direct/indirect modulation problem, and with
what result? An appallingly conservative response from Dr Ferrovia in the May issue, on the
level of ' Bumble bees can't fly'. One had hoped
for better.
Fortunately Dr Ferrovia's thesis lays itself
wide open to refutation, the crux of the matter
lying in his use of the Hogg and Richards
potentiometer to measure transient intermodu47
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five New Shure Cartridges \s
oleel,.
feature unique, state-of-the-art,
technology
Including...

Unprecedented
Stylus Protection

the M97 Era IV Series
pickup cartridges

Shure writes anew chapter in the history of affordable hi-fi by
making the latest cartridge technological breakthroughs available in acomplete line of high-performance, moderately priced
cartridges; the M97 Era IV Series Pickup Cartridges, available
with five different interchangeable stylus configurations to fit
every system and every budget.
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The M97 Series incorporates such vanguard features as
the Dynamic Stabilizer—which simultaneously overcomes
record-warp caused problems, provides electrostatic neutralization of the record surface, and effectively removes dust and
lint from the record—and aunique telescoped stylus assembly
which results in lower effective stylus mass and dramatically
improved trackability.
Each of these features.., and more... has been incorporated
in the five cartridges in the M97 Series—there is even an M97
cartridge that offers the low distortion Hyperelliptical stylus!
What's more, every M97 cartridge features aunique lateral
deflection assembly, called the SIDE-GUARD, which responds
to side thrusts on the stylus by withdrawing the entire stylus
shank and tip safely into the stylus housing before it can bend!
The performance of the cartridges is highly faithful to the
recorded music. Hear it you must!
*

These two M97 Series Cartridges were

selected for review by Hi-Fi Choice
and given " Best Buy" ratings.
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Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road,
Maidstone ME15 6AU, Telephone: ( 0622) 59881
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Dear Sir, From afar Ihave heard of the earthshaking discovery that a recording of Chopin's
E- minor concerto purporting to originate from a
public performance by Dinu Lipatti has now
been proved to have flowed from the agile

fingers of Halina Czerny-Stefanska. Ihope that
Mr. Matthews of Hampshire, who rightly exposed this monumental clanger, will not feel
that Iam taking the wind out of his sails by
saying that f, ever- suspicious of tapes offered to
recording companies by private individuals apparently unable to supply the names of all the
artists concerned, acquired a copy of the disc
when it first appeared and immediately came to
the conclusion that whoever the pianist was, it
was most certainly not Lipatti.
The question of who it could be came to me
after repeated hearings. In 1949 or 1950 Halina
Stefanska, as she was then publicised, came to
England as the winner of the Warsaw
Competition. At that time Ithink Iam right in
saying that she performed the concerto at
Wigmore Hall with a second piano serving as
orchestra ( perhaps someone can tell me why),
and although Idid not attend this concert I
subsequently heard two broadcasts with considerable interest and pleasure—arecital which
included a number of Chopin mazurkas, and
(with orchestra) the E- minor concerto.
My memory for dates is as hazy as my memory
for telephone numbers, but my memory for
excellent performances is not, and the similarities between that broadcast and the disc Ihad
bought were too numerous for me to attribute to
pure coincidence. Iwrote to Walter Legge, I
wrote to The Times, Iwrote to the critic who
had, in the review, come down somewhat
heavily in favour of this being an authentic
Lipatti performance. Ireceived no acknowledgements, but I contented myself with the
thought that this is not unusual when one raises

doubts or attempts to uncommit the committed,
and although Ihad not stated my conclusions as
fact, Ihad, as you might say, done my bit, and
could only hope that time would do the rest.
Time and Mr. Matthews having proved me
right, Iwonder if Imight forstall another gaffe
which recording companies are in the habit of
blowing. Having now heard Peter Andrey's
explanation of what went wrong ( which Imust
say Ifound so tortuous that my particular brain is
better geared to working out the Art of Fugue) I
have of course also heard one of the encores on
the newly- discovered recording—Chopin's Gflat Etude, apparently played in G- major. As a
record collector who finds the business of
adjusting the turntable to rectify Beethoven's
Symphony No. 3 in E- major, Sibelius' Violin
Concerto in
E- minor,
Brahms' Paganini
Variations in G- sharp- minor, distinctly irksome,
and giving the BBC the benefit of any doubt that
their machines are running at the correct speed,
may Ibeseech EMI to ensure that the concerto
has one sharp and not four flats?
We are told that tapes will need considerable
improvement before being made available to the
public, and perhaps the necessity of pitch adjustment has already been discovered; but as I
have,
on
no
less
than
three
labels.
Rachmaninov's
celebrated
recording
of
Liebesleid being played in each case in B- flatminor, Ihope Iwill be forgiven for rubbing in the
fact that perfect- pitch is not part of the recording engineer's talent and any recording engineer
boasting an exception to this rule should be
worth his weight in gold.
Yours faithfully

A PHASED ARRAY from page 45
compass a larger family of philosophically
acceptable ' purist' techniques, including not
only my ' phased array' but also systems such
as ORTF French Radio's method of using
110° angled cardioids afew centimetres apart.
This particularly novel microphone technique is not proposed as the ultimate in
recording, rather another weapon in the
armoury of aclassical music recordist. Its
main advantage is that one can place a pair
of microphones further back than previously,
which is especially useful in very reverberant
surroundings, but still obtain great clarity at
the centre of the stereo stage. Working further
back, one is also able to place the microphones lower down than previously and this
aids string tone quality. Of the 40- plus
classical albums Ihave worked on over the
last 12 months, 8 or so have been done using
the ' parallel pair' approach and it will be most
interesting to observe critical and market
response as they appear on sale. Hyperion
Records' digital issue of Monteverdi ( with
Emma Kirkby, Ian Partridge, David Thomas
and the Parley of Instruments) was recorded
last February in St. Jude's, Hampstead ( a
highly reverberant church), using this technique with microphones over 30 feet back
from the artists, and gives agood example of
the advantages offered, although this record
will not unfortunately be available until later
in the year. The old rough guide of coming
back half the stage- width for placing a

coincident pair seems to be transposed to
coming back awhole width with parallel
figure of eights, sometimes more.
It is fascinating to look back at Blumlein's
50 year- old patent of stereo techniques.
Included is amicrophone technique employing two omnidirectional microphones afew
inches apart from each other, using electronics to derive 1st order spherical harmonic
components from 0th order transducers. With
my microphone system Iam effectively deriving 2nd order spherical harmonic components
from 1st order transducers. Mathematical
analysis of the precise mechanisms involved
is not too easy to grasp, but there are two
basic ' by-products' of this microphone
arrangement: asum component of afigureof- eight which basically narrows with
frequency ( hence the zooming- in effect at
long wavelenghs); and adifference component which comprises a 'clover leaf'
(fig:6) which should prove successful in rearchannel speaker playback àla Hafler.
A microphone system offering ultradirectional polar diagram capability as well as
stereophony has applications outside of the
classical recording studio, particularly now
the Laservision videodisc, with its high
quality stereo audio channels, is with us. A
stereo microphone which can be used far
enough away to be ' out of shot' would
obviously be attractive. The only potential
drawbacks concern mono compatibility if the

system is set up with the minimum of care,
since bad alignment of the capsules will
induce spurious phase information varying
significantly with frequency and produce
comb- filter notching in 'mono reproduction.
However, Imust say that in practice Ihave
experienced no difficulties in this respect.
Throughout my experiments Ihave employed Schoeps capacitor microphones fitted
with MK8 ' Blumlein Memorial' capsules.
Capacitor microphones are used almost exclusively in the record business because of
their low noise, extended bandwidth and
accurate polar diagrams, and the Schoeps
MK8s are unique among capacitor figure- ofeights in being single diaphragm. All other
similar professional microphones derive the
pressure- gradient pattern by matrixing
electronically two adjacent diaphragms one in
front of the other. This practice is not ideal,
although one reason it is adopted is that it
offers the facility of variable polar diagram.
My system of microphone arrangement is
equally suited to ribbon figure- of- eights
(such as SIC- Coles, Reslo, Cambridge,
Lustraphone) and can be used to broaden the
usage of such microphones in highly reverberant surroundings. In my experience,
ribbons can give excellent results when used
in conjuction with ultra- low- noise preamplifiers to boost their relatively low output,
and also in conjunction with slight electronic
frequency response correction to compensate
for the roll- offs at high and low frequencies
within the audio band. The Schoeps capacitor
figure- of- eights also exhibit roll- offs within
the audible range ( fig. 7) and throughout my
experiments these response losses have been
corrected for. Ihave also experimented with
parallel hypercardioid ( MK41) microphones
with some success, although the pressure
component in the polar diagram does tend to
give very slight phasiness at the bass ends

lation stresses. Now the Hogg and Richards is
an excellent device when used within its
limitations—namely ( as any schoolboy knows)
for the calibration of series feedback transfer
functions at small signal levels. His use of the
instrument in parallel with the output, however,
will cause highly unstable deviations from
linearity, to the extent that the potentiometer
will generate the very intermodulation stresses
he is attempting to measure. ( Even the Hogg
and Richards Mark V is, I understand, not
entirely free from this problem.) In short, we
have here aclassic case of interface incompatibility, resulting from the unthinking use of
established techniques where they are no longer
appropriate.
Sadly, Dr Ferrovia's letter is typical of the
hide- bound conservatism that has impeded
progress so often in the past. The Moles
Hypothesis has such far-reaching implications
that an open-minded approach to it is essential
amongst all those working in this difficult field.
Yours faithfully

... about inauthentic Lipatti and
imperfect pitch
From: Peter Katin, 26 Hope Street,
London, Ontario N6B2C2, Canada
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We make sure things stay that way too.
By covering its surface with aspecial coating,which not
only holds the magnetic particles in place, but also leaves it
mirror smooth.
So your tape head positively glides over it.
Without wearing itself out.
Without wearing the tape out.
Sounds almost too good to be true?
It is.

maxell®

Maxell ( UK) L:c1,1 Tyburn Lare, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3AF. TeL 01:423 0688.
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Newbury (0635) 45973

A REALLY GREAT NEW OFFER
HIRSCHMAN/STOLLE ROTATORS—£39-95
CORNELL DUBILIER ROTATORS ( USA)—£64-95
VAT IS INCLUDED IN ALL PRICES

10% off aerials. Promotion offer 15% off " Maroon TV aerials"
MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES UK ONLY
Specialists in Advising and supplying the man who wants to
rotate and seek long distance reception.
IMPORTANT. Quote HN 80.
For attractive highly graphic
lists and brochure send 52p
postal order.
30p refund on first purchase.
Stockists of the finest
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aerials available in Britain:
Fuba TV/FM aerials (W. Germany)
UKW FM aerials (E. Germany)
MARGON TV aerials (Holland)
OPTIMAX FM aerials ( Malta)
Antiference TV/FM aerials (
UK) Our 26th Jubilee Year

FUBA UKA8
Now in stock as
well
FUBA UKA9

ASTRA (QUALITY D.I.Y) AERIALS
nzC

Backed by 26 years practical aerial rigging experience
GENUINE D.I.Y. SPECIALISTS IN FM AND TV AERIAL WORK

ASTRA'S 5 STAR PLAN
o
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*
*
*
*
*

IT SAVES HALF ANY AERIAL INSTALLATION COSTS
EVERY IMAGINABLE ANCILLARY AERIAL PART STOCKED.
FREE BEFORE AND AFTER ADVICE (WHAT NOT TO DO).
ADVICE ON RECEIVING ALTERNATIVE TV/FM PROGRAMMES.
ROTATING OR DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIED SYSTEMS PLANNED.
(PLUS SIMPLE SCHEMATICS SUPPLIED ON REQUEST).

Our golden anodised, hard wearing, continental aerial range are really something. Both TV &
FM arrays have built in baluns. They're economice effnctive, eye catching, atouch of class
in a plastic age.
Over 3,000 eertels stocked: all transmitters: Poles: lashing ,:rotators; clomps: wall
brackets; amplifiers; diplexera: trIplexera; baluns; low- loss coax white or brown; also
super low- loss coax and 300 Ohm cable.
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53 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
Open 9.00-5.30. Tues -Sat.
Near Gloster Pub and Garage.
Closed lunch 12.30-1.30pm.
No lunch close - Sats.
01-684 4300/5262
Closed all day Monday.
24 hr. answering service.
FM AND TV AERIALS AND ROTATORS ON DISPLAY

THE GREAT
EUROPEAN
PARADE
The great exhibition of musical instruments, Hi•Fi sets,
equipment for discothèques and radio television stations,
recorded music and video systems

milan fair september 3•7, 1981

15th international
exhibition of music
and high fidelity
Milan Fair Ground, pavilions 17-18-19-20-21-26-41F-42
Entrance: Porta Meccanica (Via Spinola)
Transport: MM Line 1 (station in Piazza Amendola)
Hours: 9 a.m. -6 p.m.
Open to the public on: September 3-4-5-6
Open to the trade only (no public admitted): September 7

SIM—HI•FI General Secretariat:
Via Domenichino, 11
20149 Milano (Italy)
Tel. (02) 46.97.519-49.89.984
Telex 313627 gexpo I

OWIS..5 filly., Program

Ahitalia
Countries participating: Italy and 30 foreign countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Brasil, Canada,
Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, German Democratic Republic, German Federal Republic, Great Britain, Holland, Hungary, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Jugoslavia, Korea, Liechtenstein, Norway, People's RePublic of China, San Marino, South Africa, Rumania, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, U.S.A., U.R.S.S..
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THIS year's Promenade Concerts in the Royal
I Albert Hall are very likely to be transmitted
in matrix quadraphony, probably using the
NRDC ambisonic technique. Ihave reported
previously that Iam very unhappy about matrix
quadraphonic sound, in that virtually every
matrix system Ihave ever heard has given rather
poor stereo compatibility, and sometimes extremely poor mono.
Much has now been learned about ambisonics, and BBC studio managers are getting
more experience with using the Calrec
Soundfield mike. In the past, the BBC's matrix
quadraphony has been obtained by using four
cardioid mikes at best, which are certainly not
coincident enough, and at worst by panpotting
various- mikes either singly or in pairs into
various quadrants of the quadraphonic mix.
Occasionally, however, matrix HJ was almost
acceptable, but some years ago Ireported great
dissatisfaction with the original Matrix H because of the excessive phase error in the centre
front, originally amounting to some 47°. The
Calrec Soundfield develops, as I wrote 18
months ago, four basic polar diagrams, fig- 8s,
front/back, side/side and up/down, with the
fourth pattern being pure omni. With matrixing
and equalisation, Michael Gerzon and others
designed a means of making the four polar
diagrams reasonably coincident, and far more so
than with any normal stereo mike, let alone
stereo pairs.
Since my review of the mike, Calrec have
managed to quieten it by about 4dB, and to
further improve phase and response linearity,
which is very helpful. The control unit can give
outputs of either mono, stereo, or quadraphonic
sound, or present the horizontal component
figure- 8s together with omni to an ambisonic
encoder, which thus transfers 3 : 2. The control
unit itself can matrix some vertical component
into the three feeds sent to the ambisonic
processing, by putting in either avertical component with up-and-down, or tilt. This could
allow an improved matrix signal to be transmitted, but we will have to see if the BBC carry
out their present intentions in the Proms, and
whether they are successful in improving compatibility. Ihope, however, that the balance
engineers will be given better loudspeakers, for
the last time they attempted quadraphonics in
the Albert Hall the four channels had to be
reproduced via extremely small LS 3/5A
speakers, which were frankly not adequate for
professional monitoring at reasonable orchestral levels. One solution might well be to
sound- proof the adjacent transcription recording room—which is much larger, but rather poor
as a control room—and use this room when
quadraphonics are being attempted.
Perhaps Ishould speak my mind frankly, and
say that any reduction of quality would be
unacceptable to ahigh percentage of stereo and
mono listeners. If matrix broadcasting is to be
considered, then stereo and mono compatability
must be of prime consideration, with the generation of useful quadraphonic imagery as a
secondary one.
IN LOOKING at a few less expensive tuners
recently, and listening to hi-fi systems belonging to friends. Iam once again alarmed at the
dreadful burbles which can be heard not only on
Radio 3in the London area, but also on Capital
Radio and LBC. The Radio 3burbles are caused
by a complex RF intermodulation product of
Radios 2, 3and 4 onto Radio 3, and are purely
the result of the RF front- end's band- width
being much too great before the mixer,
although asecondary cause is the poor
intermodulation performance of the mixer
itself.
The whole problem is exaggerated grossly
by the BBC's ridiculous spacing of 2.2
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MHz between Radio 2and Radio 3, and Radio 3
and 4. So many readers are getting this problem
that it is high time that tuner manufacturers
started paying attention to front-end selectivity
as a matter of urgency, for although aerial
attenuation can help the problem, LBC and
Capital Radio, and for that matter certain other
local stations, may be attenuated so much as to
become unacceptably noisy.
Iwas reminded recently by a radio amateur
friend of afascinating way to mount VHF aerials
so as to produce an extremely good null at the
back, which may well help both in eliminating
interference problems and in rejecting multipaths, etc. The proposed array requires two Yagi
aerials, which are identical, with one mounted at
least 10 ins above the other. One of the aerials
will be mounted forwards, but still parallel to the
other, such that it is exactly a1/4 wave horizontally in front of the other one. The phasing
harness, which is designed to match the impedances of both aerials ( when stacked), into
conventional 750 coaxial downlead, should
have one of the phasing harness leads connected to the more forward aerial an electrical
1/4 wave longer than the other, thus giving 1/4
wave delay to the signal which arrives earlier, ie
on the aerial nearest the transmitting station.
Transmissions,
multipath
or
interference,
coming into the rear of the aerials will then arrive
at the harnessing junction point a1/2 wave ( out
of phase) delayed, so that pick-up from the back
will be virtually completely cancelled, rather
than being attenuated by between 8dB and
16 dB as is typical of an average single beam.
Although Ihave not myself tried this technique, it is quite clear that it should prove very
effective if the situation is desperate. Any good
aerial erection firm should be able to manage the
construction. J- Beam of Northampton can
supply, for around £ 10, a complete phasing
harness, type PM3VHF Band II, but you will
have to cut one length 1/4 wave shorter—
allowing for cable velocity factor, thus approx.
60 cm.
WHATEVER your politics, I am sure that
if you are sincerely interested in classical music
you would have been dismayed at the dreadful
display by demonstrators who ruined part of
Rimsky- Korsakov's Russian Easter Festival
Overture and Prokofiev's Symphony No. 1
during a most moving broadcast of Russian
music on 22 April, in which the Moscow
Philharmonic was conducted
by
Dmitri
Kitacenko. Ido not suppose the musicians are
remotely interested in politics, and it must be
said that they not only performed brilliantly, but
kept their nerve, as did the BBC balancer. He
actually told me that he did not know where the
shouting was coming from, and so could not

change over mikes. Nevertheless, he managed
extremely well, presenting listeners with agood
overall balance with only a shade too much
echo plate, which caused occasional rather
unwelcome coloured overhang at the end of a
transient.
Two days later I myself recorded in the
Festival Hall, a magnificent occasion with the
National Youth Orchestra conducted by
Christopher Seaman, in which abrilliant young
horn player, Richard Watkins, proved himself to
be an up-and-coming Dennis Brain in an amazing performance of Mozart's 3rd horn concerto,
followed by a most musical performance of
Bruckner's 7th symphony. Irecorded the concert with a Calrec Soundfield microphone,
whilst the BBC also taped it digitally with AKG
C24s, adding some echo plate. Their tape is to
be broadcast soon, but it is fascinating that they
had a good listen to the output of my
Soundfield.
The BBC happened to use the Soundfield in
the hall for possibly their first time the following
Tuesday, in abroadcast ending with Prokofiev's
Romeo and Juliet ballet music, with the RPO
conducted by Yuri Temirkanov. My friends and I
felt that the relay reproduced the ambience and
atmosphere of the hall more accurately than ever
before, for the sound was excellent throughout,
and the very slight amount of reverberation plate
that was added was so discreetly controlled that
Iwas not aware of it, showing that it can be of
occasional use in the hands of agood engineer.
It is only fair to add that the Soundfield only
arrived at the hall shortly before the end of
rehearsal, so the studio manager did not have
enough time to judge the optimum directivity
pattern—hence the use of aplate in the evening.
SPACE allows an all-too- brief mention of
one of the most significant BBC Radio developments in the improvement of quality on outside
relay contributions that has occurred in many
years. On Sunday May 17th Ilistened with
amazement to a live stereo relay given by the
BBC Symphony Orchestra from Shanghai City
Hall. Signals were routed via television cable
and microwave link to asatellite tracking station
near Peking, on to a geostationary satellite
above the Indian Ocean, and then picked up by
the British television receiving station in
Madley, Herefordshire. Signals then arrived at
Broadcasting House control room via the PO
tower installation.
The major difference is that the sound was
digitally encoded in the concert hall control
room in Shanghai and not decoded until signals
reached Broadcasting House control room only
a few yards from the Radio 3 continuity suite
The new system has been named NICAM 3
(Near Instantaneously Companded Audio
Multiplex). The head of the design team, Robin
Caine, explained to me that although the system
is theoretically capable of the same dynamic
range as normal 14- bit digital audio, the bits are
actually compressed into 10 bits, with increased
definition at low levels. The sampling frequency
is 32 kHz and the audio response is flat to
around 15 kHz, with literally a ' brick wall' just
above this frequency.
All who heard this broadcast agreed with me
that the quality was incredibly good for aforeign
relay. Iwas not myself able to detect any serious
problems at all, the frequency response, distortion and S/N characteristics seeming excellent
throughout, apart from one or two crackles. The
BBC will be using this new system for improving
the quality from relays within the UK, as well
as from foreign parts, and its introduction
clearly heralds a new era in actuality sound
broadcasting. Next month Iwill give more
details of the system and of this broadcast,
surely one of the most important for a
long time.
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MODEL 3012-R

Manufacture of the Model 3012 Series II 12" precision
pick-up arm ended in 1972. In response to many requests
to re- introduce it for professional and hi-fi applications we
have produced the Model 3012-R. It is basically similar to
its classic predecessor but with important refinements including:
• Thin walled stainless steel tone- arm.
• New design lateral balance system.
• Extra rigid low mass shell with double draw- in pins.
• Main weight system with fine adjustment providing a
wide range of balance.
• Geometry optimised for 12" records.
Distortion caused by lateral tracking error is at least
25% less than is possible with a 9" arm and its effective
mass of 14 grams makes it particularly suitable for the
many medium and low compliance cartridges now on the
market.
Full details will be sent on request.

The S2-R shell supplied with it is
another SME 'first' in heavy gauge
aluminium with pin-up and pin-down
bayonet for positive locking. The
sockets of all SME arms employing
detachable shells are double slotted
and therefore compatible with this
design.
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MONTHS following the Enigma
Variations found Elgar working at fever
pitch on a subject which touched the very
centre of his being— Cardinal Newman's
poem The Dream of Gerontius. Little wonder,
then, that the following two orchestral works
(the first pair of Pomp and Circumstance and
the Cockaigne Overture) should present an
altogether more life- affirmative, extravert
character—at least on the surface:For, in
addition to its ' stout and steaky' portrayal of
London, Cockaigne embodies moments of
deeper reflection. The meandering development of the horn melody a little over halfway
through certainly suggests as much, almost as
if the wanderer through London has become
momentarily lost in his own thoughts of a
great city's past before striding out once more
towards the brighter lights of the present.
'Looking at the memorials of the city's great
past & knowing well the history of its unending charity, Iseemed to hear far away in the
dim roof atheme, an echo of some noble
melody', wrote Elgar, and as a Londoner
himself, Barbirolli captures the two aspects—
the robust and the meditative—to perfection.
As a whole the reading possesses magnificent
warmth and sweep, yet how eloquently the
Philharmonia violins shape their brief, wistful
counter- melody to the dark little ' Salvation
Army' march ( ASD 548). Boult's reading offers
magnificent playing from the LPO ( ASD
2822), although Imust admit to finding the
overall feeling ashade undercharacterised.
For afine bargain account, resplendently
recorded and warmly expressed, one need
look no further than Vernon Handley's CEP
disc with the LPO ( CFP 40313)—part of a
continuing Elgar cycle which bids fair to
challenging some of the most illustrious top.
priced recommendations. The coupling of
Falstaff is no less attractive, with some
beautifully observed detail. Rarely, for instance, can those racing violin scales at Fig.
41 have emerged more characterfully or with
a sharper sense of fun—and rarely can so
many of the notes here have been so crisply
defined.
At this point Ihave to confess that the
ingenious thematic juxtapositions and
developments in Falstaff (
to say nothing of
the splendour and economy of its orchestration) have always delighted me, with or
without a knowledge of the detailed programme. To my surprise, the admirable
Michael Kennedy finds a certain thematic
staleness, describing the work as ' musicians'
music' (—and so it is, in the sense that like
all of Elgar's scores it reflects adeep
knowledge of, and instinct for, the capabilities of its players). Elgar's Falstaff, Mr
Kennedy continues, is the Falstaff of Henry
IV, atragic, yearningly nostalgic figure, rather
than the buffoon of The Merry Wives of
Windsor. '
He dies not only babbling of green
fields but almost like a Gerontius with
memories of the anthems he has sung in a
West Country cathedral... The Falstaff
theme, as apt for variation as the Enigma,
lacks any suggestion of coarseness... For a
tone- poem on this scale to succeed, the
music must be so vivid that no explanation is
necessary, or it must be thematically so
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distinguished that no explanation matters, the
listener is quite happy anyway'. 8 Not an
opinion ( and Mr Kennedy recognises it as
such) to be lightly dismissed, coming as it
does from one of our most devout and
perceptive Elgarians. Yet, as Isay, Igrew to
know this work with no programmatic
knowledge and remained ' quite happy
anyway' for several years. Only when, as a
truanting Fourth Former, Icame across.Elgar's
own analytical note one hot afternoon at the
Elgar Birthplace did Ibecome fully aware of
the swiftness and detail of events; hitherto,
the musical characterisation had been
enough, communicating the sensation of
events rather than anything more specific.
Significantly, perhaps, the performance
through which Ihad come to know the work
was—and still is—one of the most vividly
characterful of all: Eiarbirolli's 1964 recording
with the Hallé ( SXLP 30279). No doubt here
of the subject's lolloping gait in the angular
opening theme, nor that something furtive is
afoot in the rustlings at Fig. 37 ( little matter
that Ihad never heard of Prince Henry's
nocturnal ambush). Unmistakable, too, in
Barbirolli's hands, is the dash and swagger of
the royal cavalcade ( Sir John relishing to
the full the little side- drum part of which
Eiger was so proud). One of the great records,

on which conductor and his beloved
orchestra breathe as one. Less well recorded
(textures are fascinatingly lucid, but tend to
be artificially spotlit) but every bit as vivid is
Daniel Barenboim's mid- priced CBS account
(61883, split between sides, like the majority
of versions, and coupled with a rather earthbound Cockaigne). Like Barbirolli, the
younger conductor presents aconsiderably
less 'symphonic' view of the work than Sir
Adrian Boult ( ASD 2970, magnificently
played and recorded, but for me alittle
lacking in spontaneity) in the sense that each
episode is treated, cameo- like, to acolourful
and brilliant projection. Here, for instance, is
the most evocative portrayal on disc of
.Falstaff's slumber—Incoherent, vague and
somnolent', in Elgar's own words, ' Through
the heavy atmosphere astrange nightmare
variant of the women's theme floats.' Heavy
indeed, in Barenboirn's hands, with the LPO
strings gossamer- light in their weaving triplet
decorations, and some marvellously ripe
contra- bassoon 'snores'.
Both Barbirolti's and Barenboim's Falstaff
owe much of their success to a moulded,
flexible approach; alert yet romantically
expressive. In Sir George Solti's version ( SXL
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London Symphony Chorus
Barbara Hendricks, Soprano; John Aler, Tenor;
frákan Hageerd, Baritone
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6963) the LPO play with tremendous attack,
and textures are brightly lit ( secondary brass
particularly so), but there is little warmth or
humour behind such a relentless approach.
The occasional piece of stray ensemble stems.
Isuspect, not so much from inattention as
from a lack of breathing- space to shape the
ends of phrases: everyone's mind.
,it seems is
already on what comes next. The highspirited raillery at the Boar's Head ( Fig. 63) is
afair guide to the personality of the reading
as awhole, agood instance of the difference
between rhythmic characterisation and
rhythm which is merely taut; when the violins
enter with their legato counter- melody over
the chuckling thirds on strings and woodwind, the tone possesses a hard, bright
quality which renders Solti's faithfullyobserved portamento oddly out of place. With
Barbirolli the same slide is somehow entirely
appropriate, such is the warmheartedness of
sound and phrasing here.
Neither, on the same disc, does Solti's
account of In the South strike me as possessing either the warmth or the natural impulse
of Silvestri's glorious mid- priced HMV disc
(ESD 7013, coupled with VW's Overture to
The Wasps and the Tallis Fantasia). The
opening gesture—propelled by the same spirit
as the opening of Strauss's Don Juan—offers
amarvellous foretaste of the glow and
communication throughout, and the return to
the original tempo after the grandioso middle
section ( evoked by the sight of Roman ruins,
and portraying, in Elgar's words, 'the relentless and domineering onward force of the
ancient day') gathers momentum with an
excitement unequalled in any other performance on disc, including Elgar's own 1930
recording. Silvestri's account was first issued
in 1968 to commemorate the 75th anniversary
of the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra;
seven years had elapsed since his appointment as Principal Conductor, and the disc
offers vivid evidence of the flair and accomplishment of a remarkable partnership.
Silvestri's reading of the First Symphony may
well have followed this release, but
soon it was too late: within ayear of the first
issue of ESO 7013, Silvestri was dead.
It was while in Italy that Elgar began
sketching the opening movement of his First
Symphony; the year was 1907, still well
within that prolific and successful first
decade, and the work was finished towards
the end of 1908. The dedication 'to Hans
Richter, Mus. Doc. True Artist and true
friend', is a moving reflection of the gratitude
felt by composer towards conductor since the
Enigma première some nine years previously.
If the nonplussed audience at the first night
of the Eflat Symphony were to sit ' like
stuffed pigs', then they accorded the earlier
work aquite ecstatic reception. In just over a
year the Symphony received a hundred
performances—in Vienna, Berlin, Russia,
Australia, America and in Britain.
The nobilmente motto theme heard at the
outset is in itself a remarkable stroke: to all
intents and purposes self-sufficient, it nevertheless underpins the progress of the entire
Symphony. Even when, after the theme's full
close, the first movement exposition glides
forward ( in D minor if it is in any key at all—
amarvellous equivocation), it is with less of a
feeling of insuperable distance from the home
key of A flat than one of large tonal areas
about to be explored. The effect is like
opening awindow on a new, brighter landscape. Yet no matter how distantly Elgar
strays from A flat major, the work's tonal
'centre of gravity' remains, somehow, a
discernible presence. It is with athrilling
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mixture of surprise and afeeling that we have
had in our bones all along that the trumpets'
held Eflat just before the Finale coda is
revealed as the dominant of the home key.
'There is no doubt', writes Sir Adrian Boult,
'that when the music finally moves to A flat
towards the end of the last movement, we do
feel that we are ' coming home', as in any
other symphonic work'. 1° How this moment
must have enthralled the young conductor
when, as a nineteen year- old Oxford undergraduate, he first heard it at one of Hans
Richter's London rehearsals. In majesty, a
sense of inevitability, the effect is undimmed
seventy years later, in Sir Adrian's HMV
account ( ASO 3330), his last of three recordings of the work, all with the London
Philharmonic ( who, if recordings are anything
to go by, are the busiest of all our ' Elgar'
orchestras). This is a performance of unerring
direction, flexibility and naturalness of
expression. In no other hands is the transition
from Scherzo to slow movement so artlessly
graded, with the winding- down of the theme
for its Adagio appearance fully apparent for
the ingenious device that it is, yet, at the
entry of the Adagio itself, as emotionally
satisfying as any more 'expressive' reading.
Compare, too, the simplicity of the second
subject of the first movement ( Fig. 12) with
the full- toned 'shaping' to be found on
almost any other recording, and you have the
personality of this performance in a nutshell.
And, just as in Boult's HMV recording of the
Second Symphony, the first movement
recapitulation grows naturally out of the
preceding music, with none of the feeling of
'let's get on with it' often encountered. In
short, Boult's is an intuitive grasp of the ebb
and flow of an Elgar score, with no exaggeration, one way or the other, of the frequently
indicated pulse changes.
Arguably prone to do just this are Barbirolli
in 1962 ( SXLP 30268) and Solti ( SXL 6569).
As aglib summary it might be said that
whereas Barbirolli's tendency is towards the
ritardando. Solti's veers towards the opposite.
As with the Second Symphony, Barbirolli's
view of No. 1—expecially of the first
movement—became more expansive with the
years ( his 1956 Pye account with the Hallé—
GSGC 14052—possesses a more urgent
overall feeling), although Imust admit to
finding the sumptuousness of the
Philharmonia's playing ample compensation.
How beautifully, for instance, Barbirolli
moulds the improvisatory line at the heart of
the first movement development ( from four
bars before Fig. 30) There is all the time in
the world here to register the beauty of the
scoring: the swirling, 'almost heard' inner
string textures, set here and there with a
pizzicato. Or the meticulously marked woodwind lines, with their crescendo-deciescendo
swell possessed by no other instrument.
Barbirolli evidently loved it, and so, at least
while the record is playing, must we.
At the time of Solti's recording, much was
written of the conductor's intensive study of
Elgar's own 1930 records with the LSO, and
there is indeed much the same kind of thrust
and attack—as well as many of the same
interpretative strokes—on the new recording
as on the older one. Yet, to take the above
stretch of music as an example, Iremain
unconvinced that Elgar would have invariably
taken the hasty view that he did in 1930—
faithfully copied by Solti. To my ears, at any
rate, the result sounds impatient, the phrasing
short-winded. And for all the rapid tempi in
Elgar's own version, there is rarely any lack of
afirm, underlying rhythmic impulse. Both
Elgar and Solti take the Finale at awhirlwind

pace, yet Solti sounds faster for the absence
of sufficient digging in' to the strong beats
during the extended sequences.
As with Falstaff, afirst-rate disc of the A
flat Symphony can be bought for under two
pounds. Once again, the conductor is Vernon
Handley ( CFP 40331), recorded at Abbey
Road no. 1a little over two years ago. There
are touches of imagination and perception in
Handley's superbly—played and—prepared
reading which are not to be found elsewhere.
Particularly impressive among these is the
magical playing at the brief, mid- Finale
glimpse of the nobilmente motto theme ( Fig.
129). Here, for once, is the veiled, remote
quality which Elgar must have sought when
he marked the passage to be played only by
the last desks of violins and violas—and how
tender the following cantabile theme sounds
when played at a real piano instead of the
over- ripe mp usually heard. No ritenuti or
agogic gestures here; all of the expression
derives from the most delicate nuance and
inflection, and very haunting the effect is too.
And so to the pair of concertos for violin
and cello, each of them a work which, no
doubt on account of the relative paucity of
truly great concertos for either instrument, has
inspired recordings by afair quota of nonBritish soloists. It was Fritz Kreisler, no less, ( a
fervent admirer of Gerontius) who approached Elgar with the request of aViolin
Concerto. The result, completed in the same
year as the Second Symphony, was not
Elgar's first attempt in the medium ( some
twenty years earlier, as an expert violinist in
the Three Choirs Festival Orchestra, he had
destroyed a Concerto before it had progressed
much beyond the stage of preliminary
sketches). But in 1910, with the expert advice
of Elgar's friend, and leader of the LSO, W. H.
Reed, the Concerto was premièred in London
in the November by Kreisler with the composer conducting; sad that Kreisler, who
seemed ill- at- ease with Elgar's conducting,
repeatedly evaded Gaisberg's attempts to
record him in the work."
Perhaps we shall never discover the identity
of the ' Soul' behind the five dots at the head
of the score: Aqui está encerrada al alma
de
(' Herein is enshrined the soul of
')
Why a Spanish quotation? Is the person in
question Mrs Alice Stuart- Wortley ( daughter
of the painter Millais?). Elgar's reference to
some of the Concerto's themes as
Windflower' themes ( his nickname for Mrs
Stuart- Wortley) might suggest as much. Yet
there are several figures in Elgar's earlier life
whose identity will probably remain irrecoverably buried—who, for instance, was the lady
engaged on asea voyage at the time of the
thirteenth Enigma Variation, her identity also
symbolised by a row of dots? Such speculation, while now possibly fruitless to the
musical detective, does offer some insight
into the intimacy which lies at the heart of
this grand, opulent concerto. ' Iknow the
feeling is human and right', Elgar wrote to
Frank Schuster, adding as a postscript: 'You
will like the cadenza which is on a novel plan
Ithink—accompanied v. softly by a few insts.
and—it comes at the end of the last
movemt.—it sadly thinks over the first
movemt.'.
It could be argued that the violinist who
understands the blend of meditation and
urgency in the cadenza (' Iwant the barlines , taken out where marked [
my italics]—
it looks free and better') holds the key to the
work's overall spirit. Hugh Bean, who studied
the Concerto with Albert Sammons ( his
ardent 1929 recording is available on SH 288,
as is the boy Menuhin's miraculous account
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Despite rapid and continuous technical pro
gress in sound reproduction, there has been little
success in building aloudspeaker capable of
reproducing sound,within close tolerance, identi
cal to the original sound.
The obstacle mainly responsible for this
limitation is the heart of the loudspeaker itself,
namely the diaphragm.
•
Or rather the lack of suitable material for con
struction of the diaphragm.
But now with the development of Polymer
Graphite, Pioneer has brought atremendous improvement to loudspeaker performance.
Setting anew low in distortion and anew
high in technology.
The result is the new HPM loudspeaker
series with better transient performance, wider
frequency range and good overall flat response.
The HPM series is part of Pioneer's new
range of Communication Components.
Created specifically to increase the awareness between man and machine by applying the
philosophy of human understanding to high
technical innovation.
THE ROLE OF THE LOUDSPEAKER.
In hi-fi, loudspeakers are the mechanical
link after achain of electronic components. They
are ultimately responsible for the final quality of
the sound. Bringing back to life once more, sound
that has been recorded, multiplied, reinforced
and finally reproduced.
Communicating by electroacoustic transformation sound
nearest the truth and reproducing it another
step closer to reality

poLYMER GRAPHITE.
APER AND META

WHAT'S WRONG WITH PAPER AND
METAL?
The perfect cone material
should be lightweight but stiff
enough to significantly reduce
distortion. And have high
internal loss to sustain little
vibration,thereby reducing artificial colouration to any music.
Although paper does not
offer all these facilities, it is
light and has high internal loss
for smooth frequency response.
But apaper diaphragm
is not rigid enough to keep from
flexing.
At high frequencies large
inertial forces occur with which
it cannot cope.
Causing it to stop vibrating
HPM - 1100 SPEAKER.
as an integral body and start to
COMMUNICATION COMPONENT.

'break up'and vibrate in parts.
Metal on the other hand, such as
aluminium or titanium, has the complete
opposite characteristics to paper.
By being stiff it significantly extends
the frequency range and reduces
distortion. But it is very heavy and has
very little internal damping.
This causes explicit peaks in the
frequency characteristics because of the
lack of damped structure resonances.
THE ADVANTAGES OF POLYMER
GRAPHITE.
Unlike paper and metal, Polymer
Graphite proves to be good in every
aspect. It has alow density offers
stiffness high as aluminium and internal
loss as large as paper.
The visual chart shows the big
difference in transient response when

NOT ACOMPROMISE BETWEEN
LBUT BETTER THAN BOTH.
compared to aluminium.
Furthermore, it can be moulded into various
shapes of diaphragm for low and high frequency

Transient Response of Polymer Graphite.

Transient Response of Aluminium.

drivers and it is very durable. Nor is it degraded by
humidity, keeping its mechanical strength for
avery long time. High stiffness and low density
mean its internal sound velocity is very high.
Consequently, there is less likelihood of any
'break up' and the frequency range is very wide.
Even under high power stress, Polymer
Graphite speakers have very little harmonic distortion. And because of its large internal loss, all

possible structural resonances are heavily dampened, so the frequency characteristics have a
remarkable smoothness.
Since the inertia of the lightweight cone will
not hide any sudden increase of sharp wave
forms, transient response is excellent too.
Every HPM series speaker system has a
horn-loaded High Polymer supertweeter that expands the frequency response to 50,000 Hz.
Despite the compactness of the enclosure,
bass response is natural, extending to the lowest
audible limit of the frequency range, thanks to
the computer- designed bass-reflex cabinet.
The HPM series has four systems covering a
range of maximum input power from 80 Watts
to 250 Watts.

PIONEER®

Communication Components.

Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd., The Ridgeway, Iver, Buckinghamshire SLO 9JL.

ANY CARTRIDGE THAT OFFERS YOU
A FLATTER RESPONSE IS FLATTERING ITSELF

Ifyou know anything about cartridges, you'll
know that flat frequency response is the holy grail
pf all hi-fi manufacturers.
At Technics, were delighted to say our quest
las now ended.
OurEPC-2.05 CMk3 isn't just abetter cartridge.
It delivers atotal response range of-8o kHz
vith no more than ±- 0.5dB deviation.
In plain terms, the flattest response yet.

diamond stylus and ahigh energysamarium-cobalt
magnet.
Net result: astylus assembly adding up to just
0.14.9m. g.
Or the smallest effective mass ever achieved in
aphono cartridge.
A FLAT CHOICE

As you'd expect, our EPC-205C Mk3 is designed to fit into aTechnics deck.
A RADICAL CONCEPT
After all, the world's finest cartridge deserves
Achieving this level of frequency response
to move in the best circles.
neant drastically reducing the effective moving
But we've also designed aversion without an
nass ofthe armature and cantilever.
integrated headshell to fit avvide varietyoftonearms.
Which in turn meant breaking newground in
It's called the EPC-U205CMk3.
udio engineering technology
Fit one and we can promise you aresponse
The breakthrough was fashioning ahollow
that will flatter the humblest ofdecks.
ibular cantilever out of pure boron, amaterial of
xtraordinary rigidity and lighmess.
(On the Mohs scale Boron has ahardness of
.5 compared with io for diamond).
Mk3 Stereo Cartridge
To this we added atiny o.imm square-cut

Technics
Epc,osc

300/318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL16JB.Ter: Slough 34522
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CLUES ACROSS
1 ( and 23) See spider film about crazy Sousa march ( 6-7)
6 Wagnerian hero returning in fun at Sir Thomas's wedding ( 7)
8
Discriminating to provide better tape or pickup performance? ( 6)
10
Tape join which has one channel in the seasoning ( 6)
11
The performers finish up neat, though dishevelled, to provide apercussion
instrument ( 8)
13
Type of amplifier found in phase interval velocity devices ( 5)
15
Unit which has famous Art institution involved in passing fancy ( 5)
18
Just alittle piece of work, presumably, this light vocal entertainment ( 8)
20
Latest '45' provided by Owen pianissimo, somehow ( 3-3)
22
Little mother gets muddled hint about modern English composer ( 6)
23 ( See 1)
24
Half ga-ga following performers for the armed farces, presenting Sibelius
composition ( 2-4)

devised by Maurice Taggart
A £ 5 record token will be awarded for each of the first live correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by July 14th
2
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CLUES DOWN
2
Musical involved in inevitable closure ( 5)
3 Certain about the polarity? ( 8)
4
Reproduce poster in alively fashion ( 6)
5 Opera house which can accommodate a Callas somehow ( 2-5)
7
Note returning in diabolical ostinato passage ( 3)
9
Force revealed by trendy new audio gear ( 4)
12
Unfavourable audience response to recorded programme? ( 4-4)
14
Little Benjamin and familiar Elizabeth get anote for Spanish composer ( 7)
16
Great Seoul—he provides riches from rags ( 6)
17
Punish the musicians for keeping time ( 4)
19
Unmusical sound provided by student wangled into performing ( 5)
21
Veteran record label from a happy era ( 3)

13
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MAY'S WINNERS: P. G. Shaw, 26 Stoneleigh Drive, Stoneclough, Radcliffe,
Manchester M2 6 9HA; G. Kerr, 12 Well Green, Glasgow; R. G. Horne, 82 Constance
Crescent, Hayes, Bromley, Kent BR270Q; D. Wilson, 24 Skilton Road, Tilehurst,
Reading RG 6SG; I. A. Kelly, 15 Port Hall Place, Brighton, East Sussex BN1 5PN.

ELGAR from page 57
with the composer— HLM 7107) beautifully
captures the freely shifting patterns of feeling
in this cadenza—the wistful, the impassioned
and the nostalgic—while the 'thrummed'
accompaniment ( Elgar's own delighted
description of the string's pizzicato tremolando effect) is among the most successfully
recorded of all ( CFP 40322). In my view a
much underrated recording when it first
appeared at top- price in 1973, its eloquence,
its ripe sound quality ( with a natural, uninflated solo balance) and the expansiveness of
Sir Charles Grove's conducting are now even
more desirable at under two pounds.
Among full- priced versions, my allegiance
remains with Pinchas Zukerman's CBS disc
(76528, with Barenboim and the LPO
sympathetic, if inclined to dally and to lace
the violin lines with portamenti similar to
those on Barenboim's disc of the Second
Symphony). This is afiery, clear-eyed account, full of asense of discovery and delight
in the music, and supported by afaultlessly
secure technique,
The Cello Concerto, written eight years
after its companion, was to be Elgar's last
major work. ' Everything good and nice and
clean and fresh and sweet is far away—never
to return', he wrote towards the end of the
First World War—an eloquent, sparselyworded summing-up of the writer's mental
and physical exhaustion. Significant, maybe,
that whi le some of the greatest cellists ( the
middle-aged Casals among them— HLM
7110) seem perplexed by the opening melody
of the first movement, investing its lyricism
with a 'meaningful', foreign rubato, Robert
Cohen ( CFP 40342—a fine bargain) and
Jacqueline du Pré ( both barely out of their
teens at the time of recording) play it as
naturally as it might be sung. Perhaps it is
only the very young or the correspondingly
old and wise who are able to convey the
elegiac simplicity of these pages. Elsewhere in
Jacqueline du Pré's performance ( ASD 655,
with Barbirolli and the LSO, not the later ' live'
performance, which Ifind hopelessly overwrought), it is possible—perhaps—to level the
charge of surveying the part at the expense of
the whole, of gazing too rapturously at this or
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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that phrase. To those who hold this view, I
would cite Barbirolli's wholehearted and
touching defence of his young cellist's
approach at the time of recording—asingleday session in August 1965. ' People sometimes accuse her of giving too much. But I
love it. If you haven't an excess of everything
when you're young, what are you going to
pare off as the years go by?'.' If the tag 'star
quality' means anything at all, then this
performance has it in abundance. It is full of
inner intensity, stunningly eloquent ( the
poignant quality of the short, high- lying solo
phrase just before the poco piu lento of the
Finale—Fig. 66—is still vividly with me as I
write), and, where appropriate, it is possessed
of a fearless, trenchant attack—no performance Ihave heard before or since has addressed the opening chords with the compulsive, commanding quality to be heard here.
Equally fine, if more consistently restrained,
is Paul Tortelier ( ASD 2906, with Boult and
the LP0)—a recording made at much the
same time as amemorable televised performance by the same cellist and conductor at the
Royal Albert Hall. Tortelier's range of colour,
his familiar way of nudging a new phrase into
life as if with asuddenly radiant facial
expression are movingly in evidence on this
disc, which is vividly and warmly recorded.
The reverse offers splendidly fresh and
superbly- played accounts of Elgar's pair of
major works for strings—the early Serenade
and the Introduction and Allegro ( atribute,
wrote Elgar who had recently moved to
Hereford, 'to that sweet borderland where I
have mady my home'). No need to look
further afield for these two works, then—
unless, of course, you have heard Barbirolli's
magnificent recordings, as red-blooded a
half-hour of string playing as you will find on
disc, and, despite being recorded almost
twenty years ago, more than amatch in terms
of realism and tonal beauty for today's finest
examples (ASD 521, coupled with VW Ta//is
and Greensleeves).
All of which, Irealise, has left little room
for the 'miniature' Elgar, the works on which
the composer lavished as much care and
affection, if not his life blood, as many of his
larger- scale compositions. Two discs cover a
2

substantial part of this densely- populated
area—an anthology called 'The Lighter Elgar'
from Neville Marriner and the Northern
Sinfonia ( ESD 7009), and aselection from
Norman Del Mar and the Bournemouth
Sinfonietta ( RCA LRL1 5133). As well as the
familiar and expected Bavarian Dances ( soon
to be recorded by Del Mar in their choral
version), Salut d'amour and Chanson de
Matin, both discs offer aminiature rarity. On
EMI there is the ruminative, gently poetic
Romance for Bassoon and Orchestra ( played
by Michael Chapman), and Side Two of the
RCA disc opens with the Soliloquy for oboe
and orchestra, the fruit of Elgar's admiration
for Leon Goossens's playing on his own
records of the Froissart Overture. Here,
Goossens himself plays the solo part over a
skilful orchestration by Gordon Jacob—for
the work was left incomplete at Elgar's death.
A valuable pair of discs, then; even so,
what a pity it is not to have even asample of
Elgar's own way with these miniatures
(recordings of the Pomp and Circumstance
Marches, the Bavarian Dances, and other
smaller pieces were once available on HLM
7005). With such pieces, as in his recordings
of the Symphonies and Concertos, Elgar put
his faith in the future of the gramophone as
the widest- ranging source of education asd
entertainment; 'A gramophone with a
first-class selection of records should be
placed in every school in the country, and
this and many other good things might be
done by the simple diversion of some of the
diploma plunder'. Few composers in 1921
were willing to trust the gramophone to such
an extent as that. How grateful we should be
that Elgar did •
•Michael Kennedy: Portrait of Eiger, p. 215-6. OUP
1968.

Reprinted from Musical Times, Sept 1913, and
published by Novello.
" Sleevenote of Elgar's own recording. SH 139.
" See Eiger on Record, Op. Cit., p. 94-95, where the
relevant correspondence intriguingly fizzles out.
2 Michael Kennedy: Barbirolli—Conductor Laureate,
Op. cit. p. 198.

Barbirolli's recording of the five Pomp and
Circumstance marches with the New Phil,
referred to as deleted last month, has now been
reissued on SXLP30456.
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The new Sony TC-FX5 has all the features
you'd expectto find on atop class cassette deck.
ABSL motor for play and record.Asecond
motor for fast forward and rewind. Feather
touch controls with logic circuitry to let you go
from play to rewind without stoppi ng.4-position
tape selector Dolby B,Sendust and Ferrite
REC/PB head, Ferrite and Ferrite erase head.
Awow and flutter level of 0.04% rms and signal
to noise ratio of 59dB.
What you may be surprised to find,
however, is an optional cordless remote control
unit. Its infra-red transmitter lets you control

the TC-FX5 from anywhere in the room.So you
can slump in achair or jump up and jive at the
touch of abutton.
The Sony TC-FX5 with optional cordless
remote control. Acassette deck that won't
tie you down somy

For apersonal demonstration and further information about the TC-FX5 cassette deck,visit the Sony Showroom,134 Regent Street, London WI
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IERRE AMOYAL was delighted
our interview was to
appear in arecord magazine. It was
through a first encounter with records, he said, that he came into
contact with the most potent violinistic influence of his career—Jasche
Heifetz, who was later to become
Amoyal's teacher. ' I think every
nuance of that record of the
Tchaikovsky Concerto became part
of my system; it was certainly the
first real eye-opener. From that day,
everything in life was different!'
Amoyal's face suddenly brightens
with such statements, enforcing a
first impression of geniality and
animation; unexpected characteristics, perhaps, to set beside the clear,
more relaxed manner of expression
evident elsewhere, apeace of mind
often found in a person of intelligence and sensitivity. Yet these
traits almost straightaway form the
second impression.
Points are
emphasised with the face, hardly
ever with the hands.
The Tchaikovsky Concerto was,
as coincidence would have it, relevant to our conversation late last
February. Two days later in the
Festival Hall, just across the river
from where we were talking, the
work would feature in aprogramme
with Charles Dutoit and the
Philharmonia, while within a few
weeks, violinist, orchestra and conductor would meet up again in
Brent Town Hall to record the
Concerto. Iwondered whether the
rather startling embellishments to
the solo part of Heifetz's recording
of the work had tempted Pierre
Amoyal to follow suit. 'Well, they're
not all Heifetz's—Leopold Auer did
a lot of them with Tchaikovsky's
approval. No, Idon't see any objection to adding to the one or two dull
patches in the piece. It's such a
special case. Usually either awork is
amasterpiece which ought not to be
violated, or it's . . . let's say . . . less
than a masterpiece, and only too
open to revision. For once here is a
masterpiece which we can embellish
without being impertinent! In any
case Iam selective; Ido some of the
embellishments and not others. But
Ido make those traditional cuts in
the Finale.'
With the exception of two discs
(Lab's Symphonie Espagnole with
the Monte Carlo Opera Orchestra
and the two Prokofiev Concertos
with the Strasbourg Phil harmonic—
STU 70866), all of Pierre Amoyal's
Romantic concerto recordings are
the products of London sessions.
Paradoxically,
considering
his
French career and residency, it is
almost exclusively through these
and his frequent BBC recordings
that UK audiences are familiar with
him; the first appearances with BBC
house orchestras some six years ago
(thanks, he is quick to point out, to a
sympathetic and imaginative British
agent)
effectively
established
Amoyal's reputation on this side of
the channel. ' Right from those first
BBC concerts I loved the way
British orchestras worked. Don't
misunderstand me; Icouldn't imNEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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agine living anywhere but in Paris.
And I've found chamber music
making there more rewarding than
anywhere else . .
The success of
Amoyal's collaboration with one in
particular of a group of French
pianists—Anne Queffélec—is richly
apparent on adisc of the two Fauré
Sonatas-143r Piano and Violin',
according to the sleeve. A fair
enough reflection. says Amoyal, of
his approach to the works— 'the
Second Sonata especially' ( STU
71195— rev. 11/79). He also speaks
warmly of Pascal Rogó, with
whom—and Frédéric Lodéon—he
is to record the Tchaikovsky Piano
Trio 'Oh yes, we do it complete! I
have not the heart to leave out that
incredible fugue!' Any plans to include the Violin Sonata in Rogé's
Debussy cycle, Decca? A tempting
prospect, this combination of refined, sweet- toned violinist and one
of the most poetic of Debussy
pianists . .
.But to get backto orchestras. I
must say that in England they work
incredibly seriously—even if the
English don't take themselves terribly seriously! Ifind recording with
them even more fascinating than
concerts, because they are so quick,
so responsive to a soloist . . . they
have this marvellous ability to accommodate, to find out what a
player wants, hs style of doing
things. In France even the very
finest orchestras tend to specialise
in French music, and when they
play Brahms and Mahler it doesn't
sound so convincing .... yes, Ithink
that's usually the case even today.
Even though the best French orchestras have appoin:ed conductors from elsewhere, a French orchestra still sounds like a French
orchestra. Iwould have been happy
to record the Saint-Saëns Third
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Concerto with a French or a British
orchestra..." ( he has done so with
the New Philharrnoniat Handley—
STU 70985, reviewed April 1980)
but really, Icouldn't imagine
doing, say, the Brahms with a
French orchestra'
Pierre Amoyal is still more unequivocal when it comes to the
relative merits of French and English
concert criticism. ' Ohl You have
critics who—generally at least—
know the scores and who write
about details. In France you have
writers who talk about motorbike
accidents on Friday and Saturday
and who review a Beethoven
Quartet performance on Sunday!
Why is this? Because Ithink from
the beginning—look as far back as
the turn of the century—they've
cared much more for their style of
writing than for the music. Often the
man wants to show himself as very
important—fine, until you look for
detailed comments and you find he
doesn't know the piece. And .
Amoyal's tone suggested regret at
the fate of the music rather than a
temperamental artist's high indignation '. . that's ashame.'
Mention of the Saint-Saëns
Concerto prompted a return to
Heifetz, whose recording of the
work, like the of the Tchaikovsky,
'made life different'. Hardly surprising, then. that the Russian- born
artist's visit to Paris in Amoyal's
mid- teens had asimilarly dramatic,
not to say sobering, effect. Self effacing or otnervvise, a young
player whose record of first prizes
begins at the age of 10 al the
Versailles Conservatoire has much
self-confidence to lose. ' He asKed
some of the best young violinists to
play excerpts from this or that piece
to him, and then he wanted some
incredible
things.
Devastating!

Scales in tenths, concertos I'd never
even seen! Ihonestly thought that
I'd done nothing very impress ,ve,
and so Iwas very surprised a few
days later to have a letter. It said
simply that he was expecting me in
aweek in Los Angeles, just like that!
And Istayed there until Iwas 22—
five years.'
Some kind of world record,
Amoyal admitted. ' No, not many
stay the course that long; either they
or he back out! He's avery difficult
teacher; Imust say that. Now when I
look back, I think those lessons
came at exactly the right timefor me.
Iwas old enough not to bother him
with the technical aspects—which
he really didn't want to talk about--but not 'mature' enough to have my
musical ideas too preciselyset. Iwas
really willing to listen to anything he
had to say—and Iwas curious, fascinated by the integrity of his approach to music And then when I
came back to Paris. Iwas young
enough, lhad time enough, to think
over, sometimes to re- think, what
he had told me.'
Nicely put—and in the best sense
apparent in Amoyal's musical personality Those on the look out for
Heifetz -fingerprints in his playing,
for such easy similarities as the older
artist's bright, compact tone. the
rapid vibrato, will be hard put to find
them. Surprising, surely, that such a
unique force should have so little
asserted his own ego? The distinction between Heifetz the performer
and Heifetz the teacher is, P•erre
Amoyal admits ; unexpected. ' It's
true, isn't it, that when you hear him
play, you can't imagine any other
way. But his ears were the most
challenging, the most questioning
I'd ever played to. He might say that
what Ihad just done was something
he'd never do, but that Iwas not to
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Agfa PE
5"
LP PE36 £2.08
5r 1200"LP PE36 £ 2.40
✓ 1800' LP PE36 £ 3.45
DP PE46 £ 2.47
59" 18001 DP PE46 £ 3.45
2400' DP PE46 £4.26
5"
1800' TP FE66 £58
3
3600' TP PE66 £ 5.36
103 - 4200' Csne PE36 £ 8 97
10r 4200' NABPE36 £10.32
Agfa PEM ( matt)
5'
900' LP £ 2.90
"
LP £ 4.25
I (1)" 3600' Cine £ 9.35
3600' NAB £ 11.29
5 12oo . DP £ 3.55
7"
2100' DP
E5.96
10)" 4200' One £ 10.76
10i" 4200' NAB £ 12.91

we

5- 12oe
✓
✓

ma

7'
7'
7
i

1800' BASF
2400' BASF
1800 T0K LX
n00 MK 1

£ 4.50
(5.80
£ 3 45
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C45
49p

C60
65p

UFO 1-S
-

UCD Ultra r'nmene Oxman.,

BONUS OFFER

-

C90 C120
79p

1.09

96p

1.28

1.64

1.04

1.44 -

-

1.25 1.98

-

Buy any 3 YASHIMA UFO I. UFO I-S or UCD and ask

for 1 ( same sue and type) absolutely FREE. Mot applicable to UFO +

EXTRARONUS
every £ 16

FREE! Ask for 1set De Luxe Stereo Headphones with

worth

previous offers)

of Yashima you pay for! ( This offer supercedes all

ONLY VALID WHEN. 1.
101J BUY AT THESE PRICES

TOP QUALITY FAMOUS BRANDS
VHS Format: E60 £ 5.95; E90 E6.25;
8120 £ 6.75; 818087.50
BETAMAX Format: L500 E6.50; L750 £ 7.50
VCR Format: VC 100 E9.40: VC13(I E12.50: 130150 E13 95

VIDEO

P
I

If any of our prices are not already the lowest, we will

supply at 1p per tape less than GENUINELY AVAILABLE
from any other advertiser. Limit 20 per customer.
Please quote our competitor's price when ordering.

Despatched in 7days by RECORDED
DELIVERY. Post, Pkg, Ins: £1.35 per order.

BONUS OFFER!

TO MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS ONLY.
1C90 UFO I- S ( normally £1.44) FREE if you
spend flO or more { limit 1per order)
Mail to: ESTUARY AUDIO, ( Dept. HFN
HIGHBURY STATION, LONDON N5.

HIGHBURY STN. ; LEICESTER SQUARE

NEW CROSS GATE

HIGHBURY CORNER 1STN.Tcket Hall

STATION ( Moor St. Station sun
(01-6917294) - oil Open Market)
(021-643 1766)

(01 - 607 06441 (Cranbourn St. (cil)
(01-439 9210)

C30
45.p

UFO -

Enhance your listening pleasure with a
nano@ thess dynamic stem.
headphones Elegantly designed they
Kesel...musty padded eat cushens,
and afully achustable headband for
exceprionaoy comfortable listening.
Their extreme sensitivity and wide
frequency tanger50.15.0001-Mensure
'Concert Hall' ernoyment. Ideal for
Mono or Stereo Mey are supOsed wsthe
3conducror lack Aug
We AA
006 one ern .. 65013tely FRA
yas...ivos
cou buy.

When Irecord something for my own
personal pleasure Ialways use Yash1,11U
cassettes. Completely reliable - they
give rrystal-clear, faithful
reproduction. The sound is really
alive! If you want the best
í
oerformance Ican recommend
YASHIMA

BASF

(mail order customers on/y)

YA S,F1 I
MA

YASSIMA
blank cassette tapes

RECOMMENDS ---2 - - P 1-v---- •

!,
;1
;?-;?ns.

with every order over £ 10

Attach this advert to your order or bring it with you to claim these ULTRA SPECIAL DISCOUNTS

rCLEO LAINE

Agfa Carat

5YEAR GUARANTEE

BULL RING SUBWAY

MAXELL MEMOREX SONY TM(
Mayen UD
Maoetl UDXLI
MacelI UDXI-8
Maces XLIS
Mason XLIIS
Maxel1MX

£46

83p

£ 2.59

C60

92p
E1 20
£1.28
£1.58
E1.70
£2 90

C90 C120

E1.13
E1.47
£ 1.62
£ 2.15
£ 2.23
£ 163

Memorex Normal gras Memorex MPS 3
Memorex 1-6gn Bras Memorex C
Sony CHF
Sony BFIF
Sony AHF
74p
Sony CD Aloha
Sony 6.C, £ 1.01

75p
79p
ggp E1 09 £ 1.55
1.25 £ 1.39
£1.09 £ 1.29
55p
75p £ 1.05
75 0
85p
£1.12
85p £ 1.06

TOK
TOK
TOK
TOK
TDK
TOK
1
-36

65P
79p £ 1.22
95p £ 1.13
£1.06
E1.49
£1 17
£1.55
£1 52 £ 2 09
£2 35
£3 48
£3 65 £ 499

Dynamic
AD
OD
SA
SAX
MAC
MARC

54p
87P

£

£
Et

15 £ 1.50
1.26 £ 1.64
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62 WELLINGTON ST

206 LQNOON Rd

6VICTORIA STN

29 DENMARK ST.

(off City Square)

W742-587126)

APPROACH
MI - 8324592/

(Behind Hippodrome) ILEIGH - ON - SEA

(0532-444 692)

I0272-290900)

(
0702-7128611
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Pierre Amoyal

his finest recordings onErato

Pierre Amoyal h one of the foremost of avigorous new generation of
French artists. His recordings on Erato have been extremely well

received by the music press and public.
MOZART
Violin Concertos Nos 4 & 5 Lausanne Chamber Orchestra/
Armin Jordan.
STU 71207 £ 5.751
Cass. MCE 71207 £ 5.75

BEETHOVEN
Triple Concerto for Piano,
'Cello and Orchestra with Anne
Queffelec, Fr. Lodeon: L'Opera
de Monte-Carlo Orch/Jordan
STU 71202
£ 5.75
Cass MCE 71202 £ 5.75

SIBELIUS
Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra/six Humoresques
Philharmonia Orch/Dutoit
STU 71324 £ 5.75
("Persuasive and exciting"
Hi Fi News Dec. ' 80)

BRAHMS
Trio for Piano, Violin and Cornet
with Dalberto, Del Vescovo
STU 71159
£ 5.75
Cass. MCE 71159 £ 5.75

SPOHR
Violin Concerto No. 8/
Symphonie Concertante for
Violin and Harp, with Marielle
Nordmann. Lausanne Chamber
Orch/Jordan. STU 71318 £ 5.75
Cass. MCE 71318 £ 5.75
("a very desirable issue" Hi Fi
News Dec. ' 80).

Marketed by Conifer Records.
Horton Road, West Drayton,
Middlesex. Tel. Order (08954)
40450,49140 and 48531 Ext. 268.
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BACH
Violin Concertos No. 1and 2.
Concerto for two violins with
Gerard Jarry/Orchestre De
Chambre/Paillard
STU 71194 £ 5.75
Cass. MCE 71194 £ 5.75

BRUCH
Concerto No. 1for Violin:
Royal Phil. Orch./Seimone
STU 71164
£ 5.75
Cass. MCE 71164 £ 5.75
oem

FAURE
Two Sonatas for Piano and Violin
with Anne Queffelec
STU 71195
£ 5.75
Cass. MCE 71195 £ 5.75
MENDELSSOHN
Trios for PianoYiolin and 'Cello
with Queffelec, Lodeon
STU 71025
£ 5.75
("Superior recording . . . true to
this music's spirit" Gramophone
May ' 81)

e".ffl

READERS PROBLEMS
Dust- Pushing and Anti- Phase
Listening
Dear Sir, Could you please advise me what is the
lowest tracking weight at which a stylus will
push particles of dust, etc, out of its path, as
opposed to grinding them into the record. I
know from bitter experience with a cartridge
tracking at 11- grams that ground- in dust
particles cause more annoyance than possible
HF loss caused by higher tracking weights.
Being deaf, Icannot hear above approx 7kHz
anyway, but as my record collection gets considerable use I would still like to minimise
possible HF loss.
Secondly, Ibelieve Iam correct in saying that
if Ilisten to arecord via headphones connected
to the amplifier's positive terminals only, with
the stereo/mono button in stereo mode, this
gives the vertical modulation signals off the
record, while the mono position gives lateral
information only.
Incidentally. Ihave used the above technique
when listening to live FM broadcasts and Iget
a sort of buzzy, rasping quality on some
programmes. Is this the result of multipath
distortion—if not, what causes it? My current
aerial is just a piece of wire running round the
loft and I assume signals bounced off the
Malvern Hills in one direction and gasometer in
another are responsible. Finances prevent purchase of a proper aerial at present.
G.J.B., Malvern Link
Unfortunately there is no simple answer to your
question about the playing weight at which a
pickup stylus will push dust particles out of the
way rather than ride over them, as this depends
on precise stylus shape, nature of the particles in
question, and a number of other factors.
Incidentally, you are wrong to suppose that the
alternative to being pushed to one side is to be

ground into the record, the latter in fact being
rather more likely with higher playing weights
than lower ones. The situation is that the lower
the playing weight, the less likely it is that dust
will be pushed to one side, but also less likely
that it will be compressed into the record
material. Conversely, the higher the playing
weight, the greater the likelihood of particles
being pushed out of the way, but if they are not
so pushed then there is agreater risk that they
will indeed be pressed into the groove walls.
However, as ageneral rule- of- thumb it would
seem that from the point of view of audible
effects of dust in an average situation, you're
likely to get less actual noise from dust particles
by moving to a playing weight of over two
grams. Of course, apickup which will withstand
such a relatively high playing weight ( by
modern standards) would also have arather low
compliance and thus be inclined to introduce
more record wear, so to some extent it is amatter
of swings and roundabouts.
On the matter of listening to stereo records via
headphones connected to the two amplifier
'live' output terminals, you are quite right to
suppose that this would give you asignal arising
simply from the vertical modulation component,
although if everything is connected properly
and correctly balanced the act of switching to
mono should then remove the signal from the
headphones completely! In the situation you
describe, if both channels are carrying identical
mono signals, the two 'live' terminals will
always be at exactly the same potential, which
means that there can be no signal voltage
between them. The way to get purely lateral
information via headphones is to connect them
in the conventional manner and switch to mono.
On the matter of distortion when listening to the
'difference signal', it could be some multipath
effect in FM reception, although it is in any case

no vivid points, risks, insight.'
Mention of chamber musicmaking prompts a similar reaction,
the characteristic blend of enthusiasm and care of thought. ' In
change it because it was the best,
the past, perhaps, people exaggermost convincing way for me to do it.
ated the importance of playing with
And if Idid something subconsciously which reflected his style— the same, full-time colleagues—you
when you're 17 and playing to know the view which says that only
if you play together for ten years can
someone so powerful, that's only to
be expected—if Idid that "he'd be you produce a decent concert. I
don't go along with that. But Ithink
really mad! He would talk so much
it's equally untrue to say that three
about sincerity, and he'd say that
or four great soloists can just come
the big trouble with our generation
together and produce real chamber
was that many players were content
music results. The middle way beto play beautifully but not as if they
were convinced. You couldn't, he tween these two extremes is difficult, of course—to get together
said, hope to convince others like
with sympathetic friends who have
that. And he's right. The technical
their own careers the other side of
facility that most of the very good
players have now has come to a the world. But it's worth it'—astatement which will be readily conpoint where they tend to rest on it.
And the difficulty of keeping the firmed by those who have heard
large repertoire we are expected to Amoyal and friends in the unique
have nowadays is adding to the atmosphere of the Naples Chamber
Music Week (*for just one week you
problem. It's very difficult to play
Prokofiev one evening, Mozart the breathe a different musical air; it
next, Berg the week after, never seems as if no musical problems
mind the next night. Even if we have could exist, and everyone listens so
passionately') or listened to the disc
the physical and mental ability to do
of the Mendelssohn piano trios with
all this—and we're so well- trained..
Rodéon
and
Queffélec ( STU
. .' ( the irony was faint but un71025). '. . . Yes, that record is, I
mistakable) '.... it's so easy to end
hope, a good example. We each
up playing immaculately and not
communicating a thing; to do a know each other's personality and
good concert, but one that's alittle can concentrate on communicating
dull, which stays in the mind of the aformed interpretation which has a
listener only as avague sensation— proper personality and sincerity'.. .

PIERRE AMOYAL
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much easier to detect all sorts of distortion on a
stereo signal when listening simply to the outof-phase component. On records this extra
distortion arises from unavoidable tracing
errors, and on radio from multi-path effects.

Jumping Grooves
Dear Sir, Ihave aproblem which puzzles me and
I have never seen any reference to it in a
magazine or book. Certain records always cause
my pickup to stick in a particular groove, and
this has happened despite new arms, cartridges,
etc, over the years.
Is the particular record faulty, and if so is it
possible to do anything about it? Ifind it difficult
to lift the pickup and move it precisely to the
next groove, and it really is an irritating business.
Iuse SME Mark 2 impr. arm at present and a
variety of cartridges.
R.S.V. Somerset West, S.A.
Apart from possible groove damage whereby
the wall between adjacent grooves has been
broken down at apoint where the modulation or
other forces would naturally throw the stylus
back to the previous spiral at each revolution,
the normal cause of this is the presence of some
small rigid particle in the groove which throws
the stylus back to the next groove. In our
experience it is usually possible to see the
particle in question with very little magnification, and Iusually find that whatever it is can
be eased out of the groove either by careful
washing with asmall stiff brush and asuitable
fluid, or if stubborn by means of a needle or
something of the sort. So Isuggest that you
have a close look at the stretch of groove
involved, noting the position in relation to the
record label ( while playing) so that the area to
be viewed can be narrowed down fairly rapidly.

that word again.
It is in such interests that Amoyal
emphatically refuses to be seduced
by the conductor's baton, or even
by the dual role of soloist/director.
His reservations extend to baroque
repertoire, too; on his disc of Tartini
Violin
Concertos—surprisingly
Mozartian, some of them—the accompanying Solisti Veneti are conducted by Claudio Scimone ( STU
70972). Once, he admits ruefully, he
was persuaded to direct a performance
of
Mozart's
Sinfonia
Concertante. 'As much as Ienjoyed
myself in rehearsals—no need to
communicate
to
an
audience
there—Ididn't enjoy myself at the
concert . . . And Idon't think anybody else enjoyed it either! The
orchestra was trying so hard to pick
up my ideas that their playing was
tense and preoccupied. And Ineed
so much concentration to express
myself through the violin that Ican't
do anything else at the same time.'
Not that many violinists would
think of attempting the dual role in
many of Pierre Amoyal's future concerto projects. Next on the list after
the Tchaikovsky sessions is acoupling of the Berg and Schoenberg
concertos with Pierre Boulez and
the Orchestre National de France.
'So many violinists play the
Schoenberg in what Icall avertical
way—which is maybe not surprising, as it's so difficult. But it should

be played longways; it's avery singing piece. But many players àre not
used to coping with- five notes at
once, and to jumping all over the
fingerboard. It took me three years
of very hard study and practice until
Ibegan to get what Iwanted from
the piece.' The collaboration with
Boulez—' he has an incredible clearsightedness in this music'—should
prove instructive. ' Suddenly you
find yourself singing things in this
concerto which you would just be
trying to manoeuvre properly. It's
wonderful.'
Both
the
Berg
and
the
Schoenberg concertos will be
featuring in Pierre Amoyal's forthcoming visit to America—his first
return since the last lesson with
Heifetz ten years ago—and by the
time these words appear he will
have returned from afourth tour of
Japan. If Amoyal looks with regret
upon the need to be ' in training' for
modern concert- life demands, his
way of staying equal to them is
hardly less rigorous. As Ileft the
hotel in which we had been talking
and headed for the nearest underground, Icaught sight of him darting off on foot in the opposite
direction. London's parks, he had
explained earlier. were one of the
best things about coming here.
They offered, he said, one of the
nicest ways of jogging adaily fifteen
miles or so •
65
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CASTING
or
pigeonTYPEholing, call it what you will, can

be an enormous hindrance to the
development of any artist. Those
who successfully corner a market,
as it were, in one particular field are
especially vulnerable. Over the last
few years tenor Martyn Hill has
forged an enviable reputation in the
'exclusive' world of early music. His
work with the late lamented David
Munrow and the Early Music
Consort, lutenist Anthony Rooley,
and
Christopher
Hogwood's
Academy of Ancient Music have
brought engagements throughout
the world and adiscography which
now totals around 65 records. Only
comparatively recently, though, has
he managed to some extent to shake
off the 'specialist' label that was
beginning to restrict his repertoire
and, consequently, his artistic
growth.
We, the listeners, of course, are
just as susceptible to such conditioning in terms of the kind of
repertoire we expect any given artist
to perform. Irecall my own surprise
upon discovering Martyn Hill's
name amongst the cast for recordings of Charpentier's Louise and,
even more unlikely, it seemed to me
at the time, Shostakovich's opera
Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk under
Rostropovich. Yet why not indeed?
The potential repertoire open to a
lyric tenor of Hill's calibre is extensive and Ifor one can appreciate his
frustration at forever being viewed
only in one light. ' In Germany, for
example, Iwas asked year after year
to do the Monteverdi Vespers until I
said, look, what are your concerts at
Easter going to be? " Oh, we're
doing
a Haydn
Creation
or
Beethoven or aBach Passion." And
Isaid, look, Ican sing those as well,
you know, "Oh no! You sing the
Monteverdi brilliantly!". So when
they asked me the next year I
said no
way. If you give me a St. John
Passion, then I'll do the Vespers
next Christmas for you.'
And it worked. From a repertoire
which until then had comprised
something like 90% early music, he
was gradually able to move into
more romantic areas, knowing that
at last there were the beginnings of
a demand for him beyond the
Renaissance. ' Iparticularly wanted
to get away from the intellectual,
minority approach to early music. I
felt that too many early music performances were becoming sterile;
too preoccupied with scholarly
authenticity at the expense of all
else. Of course one has to be stylistic to apoint, but it is still aquestion
of finding the happy medium. Ithink
Haydn, for example, sung with a
big, wide vibrato is completely
ruined, yet the voice cannot exist
without a vibrato; it must have a
natural vibrato—we even speak
with avibrato. So if, in the cause of
so-called authenticity, you are
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

going to dry it out so much, you
might as well get asynthesiser to do
it instead. Iheard the other day that
even Nikolaus Harnoncourt, who of
course has been one of the maestros
of the revival of baroque music
played, so to speak, authentically,
has started doing concerts with
modern orchestras. Music has to
live in order to get the best out of it. I
did acres of records of Medieval
Music with David Munrow who
had this wonderful way of performing such music and making it live.
Yet records like The Art of Courtly
Love have often been slated for not
being "clinical" enough.'
Clearly then, one can see why Hill
was so anxious to broaden his horizons. And now, whilst he would
never want to stop singing the best
of Renaissance and Baroque music
("Handel and Bach are food and
drink to me), he plainly relishes the
added emotional challenge of
works from the romantic repertoire.
His recent disc of the song cycles
Ludlow and Teme and On Wenlock
Edge by Ivor Gurney and Vaughan
Williams, respectively, to words
from Housman's A Shropshire Lad
(released last month by the entertalks to Edward Seckerson
prising Hyperion company—see words, of course, are a wonderful Berlioz's Damnation of Faust would
page 73) could hardly provide
rtarting point for any composer— prove alittle too heavy for his voice.
more eloquent confirmation of just it's like setting Hardy; you cannot That was one occasion when he did
that. Surprisingly, Hyperion are first go wrong with texts like that.'
get hold of arecording ( with Stuart
to have hit upon the idea of coupIndeed you cannot, and Iwas Burrows) before deciding that he
ling these two highly contrasted,
particularly struck, in On Wenlock 'could have a good go at it. No
but ideal, bedfellows together.
Edge, by the intensity, the abrasive- matter how persuasive someone
The Gurney, in fact, has never ness of Hill's response to the words. was, Iwould not do anything that I
been recorded before and was totOther singers, to my mind, had been felt was going to give me problems.
ally unknown to Hill when he began apt to gloss over the strange, bitter If someone came to me and said,
work on it. Comparisons between ambiguities which are so much
"What about La Bohème?", Iwould
each composer's approach to the part of Housman's writing. Had he, say sorry, that's not arole for me. For
texts are fascinating. Did they pose in fact, listened to any of the other astart Ihaven't the size for it—lam
very different technical problems? recordings during his preparation? not 18 stone—and actually, as far
'It is very difficult to be precise 'Well, it is a work that Ihaven't as Iam concerned, aperson who is
ibout that. The Vaughan Williams is actually done since Iwas at college. not big enough to do arole like that
a great piece and, like many great It was one of the great favourites of sounds wrong; there isn't the depth.
pieces, it actually sings itself—up to that time—everyone seemed to be After all, physical aptitude has alot
apoint. I'm not suggesting that one doing it. Yes. Idid make a point of to do with character.'
doesn't have to perform it, but it's not actually listening to any other
In this respect, one can see Hill as
the sort of piece that is so beautifully recording of it, except a new one ideal casting for Albert Herring (
a
written vocally that it causes few from Robert Tear in the orchestral role he has sung on stage) and, for
technical problems. Obviously there version [ Hill's recording is of the that miner, Lensky in Tchaikovsky's
are difficult bars—a difficult ap- piano and string quartet version. Eugene Onegin. Albert Herring is
proach to ahigh note, an odd phrase with Graham Johnson and the one of three Britten operas that he
or whatever. It sounds difficult, it Coull String , Quartet]. Iwas par- has now prepared and played, The
sounds very dramatic, but it doesn' t ticularly interested in hearing how Rape of Lucretia and A Midsummer
produce the problems you would the orchestral sound worked. I Night's Dream being the other two.
have thought. Now the Gurney is always try, anyway, to start afresh Peter Grimes is under his belt as
not such good music. Iwouldn't say and in this case my response was well, but as yet no production has
it was second rate—indeed it has almost subsconscious. Imean, look been forthcoming. It almost gbes
some great moments—but techni- at the words! These are not friendly, without saying that Britten is very
cally it is far harder. It is not written smiling poems; nor is the music. close to his heart. Works like the
by a composer with such a com- They are very bitter comments on Serenade and War Requiem—
mand of vocal style. Ithink he could life and death—young men going expressly written for his kind of
have made it much more easily off to vvar and coming back to haunt voice—do not grow on trees. Then,
singable without losing any of the is one recurrent theme—so you of course, there are the Elgar
character, the lyrical flow. There are can't be too warm and English Oratorios, Dream of Gerontius and
one or two difficult phrases going about them.'
The Kingdom, both of which fall
up to long notes, for example,
Now that the floodgates have within his compass. For The
which Ithink could have been more opened alittle as regards the range Kingdom, it seems, he has Richard
effectively simplified for the voice. of repertoire offered to him. Hill is all Hickox to thank. Now, there is one
Also, you have to look for the too conscious of the need to avoid conductor who has never pigeoninterest more, whereas with the any misjudgements as regards what holed him, he says, and for that he is
Vaughan Williams it's there—it tells he can handle vocally. For example, plainly grateful*
you what has to be done. The he was unsure at first whether
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ANNOUNCING THE MUSIC 1300K SOCIETY
IN ASSOCIATION WITH GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE
..L1

.1 THE
MUSIC OF MAN
Yeheudi Menuhin and Curtis W Davis

PLUS

1!'DI el.:Mill>: 1ND t.t.R1 1.V, ten,

The Music Book Society

THE MUSIC MAKERS

Magnificently wide-rang-rig and beautifully produced. Menuhin%
personal and compelling explore tion of music from the earliest times to the
present.
It examines the development of sound, song, harmony,
instrumental music, composers and players . .. lavishly illustrated throughout in colour. A profoundly faminating guide which will prove an invaluable companion and source of inspiration.

The Music of Man

j

AN ILLUSTRATED
GUIDE TO
COMPOSERS OF
CLASSICAL
MUSIC

Magnificently comprehensive, lively and informative — featuring 1,000
personal biographies of composers, musicians, singers, and conductors;
stimulating essays on the history of mimic from ancient times to the
present; and over 600 splendid illustrations, many
especially created for this volume.
Published at L1630
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CONCISE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF MUSIC
+CONCISE OXFORD DICTIONARY OF OPERA
The new and substantially enlarged editiods of two famous standard
works, now brought right up to dale with vital information on 20th
century music and musicians. Based on extensive original research,
they form aremarkably informative,autharitative and comprehensive
reference source on virtually every input of music- from definitions
of terms to biographies.
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ANY ONE
SELECTION
FOR
ONLY

For eight years music lovers have been one
of the largest groups in our Arts Book
Society. Now the time has come to give
them a book club of their own, and it is
with particular pleasure that we invite you
to become afounder member of the Music
Book Society, to be run in association with
GRAMOPHChE magazine.
We aim for the highest possible standards, and though we still offer arich array
of bargains, we believe that most people
will join and stay with us because of the
integrity and service we provide. We are
not seeking the largest possible membership, but a loyal following who take their
music and their reading seriously. We
welcome GRAMOPHONE % help in assuring
you of the best possible service — in every
sense.
Whatever your musical interest, it is
certain to be enhanced by membership of
the Music Book Society. There will be
books to devour at a sitting, to dip into
repeatedly, discuss with friends, and of
course refer to when you suddenly want to
confirm a point of interest. Every book,
including important new titles just published, and standard works of reference,
will carry a discount of at least aquarter
off publishers' prices, often more.
Members will receive details of the
forthcoming programme roughly alternate
months, just enough to keep in touch, not
too frequently to annoy. You do not have
to buy abook from each programme; your
only obligation is to be a member for a
year and in that time to buy four books in
addition to the introductory offer. If you
wish, all four could be from our fabulous
sales offers, or our superb Annual Catalogue. Membership also includes other
special offers, such as a discount on the
David & Charles 21st birthday concert,
aunique occasion with Richard Baker.
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when you join
the new Music Book Society

c5-,

Tor The Music Book Society,
PO Box 6, Newton Abbot,
Devon, TQl2 2DW

Iwould like to become afounder member of
the Music Book Society.I claim the introductory
offer Ihave indicated below at the sp'ecial price
of £ 1(
plus 96p towards post and packing)

Readers Unto.

From .1S Bach to
Arnold Schoenberg
... this absorbing.
substantial, and
very human
book presents
the great composers
as people living
and writing within
the context of their
times — enabling
the reader to better
understand and
appreciate
their music.
An immensely
enriching work
which reveals how
music is a
continuously
evolving art, and
how every genius
builds on the work
of hit predecessors.

The Dillon'«
Rook Smite

• Firstly discover more about us without obligation
— ten day approval of your introductory package.
• Enormous choice — well over 500 titles

a year.

• The best books available — selected from many publishers.
books are publishers' editions. New titles offered
immediately on publication.

(Allow up to 21 days delivery). If Ikeep the
book/s Iwill automatically become amember
and agree to take 4 books (in addition to the
introductory offer) during my first year of
membership, and will pay upon receipt for any
books Ichoose. If lam not satisfied with the
introductory book/s, I may return it/them
within 10 days and owe nothing.

• All

• Minimum discount of 25% plus unique arrangements to
increase your savings up to 35%, and of course often more.
• Your only commitment is to buy ANY four titles ( in addition
to the introductory offer) in your first year of membership.
You may resign on a month's notice any time thereafter.
• All books count towards your commitment whether chosen
from your special book society programme, our superb annual
catalogue, or from special money saving sales— which present
the choicest books available from all our clubs and societies.

PLEASE SEND

onitooucrosty wails No

D

Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

• Personal service. A letter addressed to adirector will be
answered by one. •
• Personal integrity. For instance, members names are not
released to any other company for extra commercial mailings.

Postcode

• Overseas members are always welcome.
• The Music Book Society is part of Readers Union, founded in
1937, the book club group owned by David & Charles,
renowned for their specialist enterprise and quality service.
Readers Union, Brunel House, Newton Abbot. Deno,. Reg en England No 843946
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SEND NO MONEY
POST TODAY
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RAMOPHILE
Real-time Cassette?
Contributor Mike Skeet, perhaps
best known to readers of HFNIRR
for his ' Percy' dummy head, has
struck out on his own with arange
of prerecorded cassettes, duplicated
in real time. Some are, naturally
enough, binaural but his most
recent project, based on crossedpair recording, is particularly interesting. The ' Ensemble' label will be
run as a cooperative venture
between the musicians/composers
and Mike Skeet—no recording fees,
no performing fees. The two first
releases
feature
the
English
Saxophone Quartet and the London
Bassoon Quartet. We are very impressed with the sound of the saxophone cassette so here, in Mike's
words, is the story behind its
release:
'The equipment had been set up in
both the temporary studio and
nearby in the temporary monitoring
room. We were assembled to record
some original works for saxophone
by Colin E. Cowles: the composer
himself was already pacing up and
down, but not much, just alittle! We
were waiting for the musicians, the
English Saxophone quartet. Our recording site, the Convent of Jesus
and St. Mary at Thorn, is in the
middle of the Buckinghamshire
countryside and they had to journey
from Manchester, but of course they
arrived on time.
The objective of the session was
to produce some twenty minutes of
music for side one of acrossed- pair
miked real-time duplicated LP
length cassette in a new series,
'Ensemble', which will offer recordings of small musical ensembles on
real-time duplicated cassettes.
Side two of the Colin Cowles
issue was already ' in the can' and
featured more of his original works,
this time for saxophone and piano
with Peter Ripper accompanied by
the composer.
Iam a firm believer in crossed-

pair miking for precise stereo. There
are a number of variations of the
basic concept of crossed directional
microphones. One can have figureof- eights at 90°, cardioids usually at
110° or so, hypercardioids ( which
have a pick-up pattern between
figure- of- eight and cardioid) at
similar angles or even an M and S
(middle and side) combination of
hypercardioid and figure- of- eight
but the combination of hall, the
ensemble to be recorded and the
desired perspective all contribute to
the choice to be made. The experience with aquartet of bassoons(!)
two days earlier and the Peter
Ripper session had indicated that
hypercardioids at 9cr some 14 feet
from the performers was sensible so
it was with quiet confidence ( at
least outwardly) that the 'studio'
and control room were set up.
Ido not believe that four players
should extend as far across the
stereo sound as larger forces. The
ESQ, like all quartets, need to play in
association with each other in as
near to the concert situation as
possible. Their musical rapport and
ensemble is immediately strained if
the recordist insists that they spread
out or open up their tight semicircle
too much. My intention was to give
a spread one third of direct sound
with the acoustic across the full
stereo width, giving the desirable
feeling that the recording was made
in arecognisable place.
It is interesting working with professional musicians, dedicated to
several not mutually exclusive ends!
There is the music to which they are
devoted, there is the image created
as aresult of their playing and what
way the recording presents it, and
the fact that they have to make a
living! Thus the session was
businesslike.
The ESQ discovered that they
liked the hall in which they were
playing ( it is the school gym/concert hall). The acoustics were warm
yet not resonant or boomy and the

Mike Skeet's crossed C414S (photo: Geoffrey
Tyrell)

reverberation time seemed to suit
small ensembles. Iprefer irregularly
shaped halls and this one has avee
roof and an effective break up of
large flat surfaces. The wooden
floor has some 'feel' to it, ie, it's not
all solid reflection. Between the
C414 mikes and the players we
scattered some gym mattresses to
reduce primary reflection from the
floor. Previous experience also
showed that the heavy stage curtains behind the ensemble were
best shut.
Some words about real-time
cassette
duplication.
It
could
happen eventually that the Colin
Cowles works will appear on LP
disc, but initially the real time
cassette has every advantage, particularly over the conventional duplicated cassette which is copied at
16 xor even 32 xspeed from acopy
master tape running at a speed as
slow as
As far as sound
quality is concerned, there is nothing to fear. Ihave compared the
Dolby-A master of a recording I
made of a local brass band with
both an LP disc ( cut by John Martin
of County Recordings, Bracknell)
and acassette ( real-time duplicated
by David Wright of Gemini Sound,
Hook) and the differences are
minute.
With
the
sophistication
of
cassette machines now available,
they surely deserve a prerecorded
source better than the average high
speed duplicated cassette, and the
real-time cassette, Ifeel, fits the bill.
Being physically small it also is ideal
for my postal sales operation.
In the end, however, it is the
music that matters, notwithstanding the necessary technical expertise, but Iremain confident in the
recorded results.'
Mike Skeet

n ¡is.

To complete the story, 'Saxophone
Sundae' on Ensemble ENS101 is
available directly from Whitetower
Records,
2
Roche
Gardens,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes M K3 6HR
for £ 5.25, post paid.
The duplicators, Gemini Sound,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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have obtained the rights to produce
real-time duplicated cassettes from
the catalogue of the defunct Crescent records. Crescent produced
some fine crossed- pair recordings
in the mid- seventies and the first
four cassettes,
on
the
Libra
Realsound label, are now available.
We gave a listen to the George
Malcolm recording of two early
Beethoven piano trios ( LRS 108)
and found the sound very impressive, with the minimal noise and
compression, and refreshing freedom from disc player distortions. It
was several notches above the
sound from any ' high speed' prerecorded cassette that we have
heard and shows that it is possible
to produce ahi-fi sound from what
is all too easily dismissed on the
available evidence as a ' Mickey
Mouse' medium. The other three
releases feature Gerald Gifford playing 18th century organ music at
Hexham Abbey ( LRS109), Ken
Morrish performing on the Bath
Pavilion Wurlitzer ( LRS104), and
folk music from the Shortwaveband
(LRS111). Recommended price is
£5•95, inc. VAT; details from Libra
Realsound, Gemini Sound, Church
Path, Hook, Hants RG27 9LZ. Tel.
(025 672) 2605.
Unicorn are now importing selected issues from the American ' In
Sync Laboratories'. Also real-time
recordings, the titles available include Beethoven piano sonatas and
a Chopin recital by Moravec, a
Kreisler recital from Wanda Wilkomirska, Rachmaninov 3rd Piano
Concerto with Collard and Roussel
Bacchus et Ariane.

Cole Alive and
Kicking
Due to one of those curious aberrations which sometimes afflict
even the best ordered minds, our
critic Stephen Daw referred to the
pianist Maurice Cole in our May
issue (' Déjà Vu', p. 91) as if he were
not longer of this world. But Mr
Cole is alive and kicking and we are
all wearing sackcloth and ashes
(not mourning clothes) in penance
for the error. Profuse apologies to
Mr Cole, his friends, relatives and
many fans.

Archly/Preston
At a reception in the Jerusalem
Chamber, Westminster Abbey on
May 19th, Polydor formally announced the signing of a five-year
contract with Simon Preston to undertake anumber of recording projects on the Archiv label. Preston
returned to Westminster from
Oxford recently to take up his appointment as organist and choirmaster, and the plans include
recordings of the Handel Op.4
Organ concertos and possibly a
JSB B- minor Mass. Joining forces
with Preston and the Westminster
choir will be Trevor Pinnock and the
English Concert, who have already
made a number of highly regarded
recordings during the three years of
their contract with Archiv.
69
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Best d the month*
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72
73
73
74
74
74
75
76
76
76
77
77
77

Lindsay Quartet: clear-sighted logical Bartok
Chopin: Perahia's rhythmic irresistibility
Music by John Dowland: the Extempore touch
Strongly recommended Grieg Symphony in C
Digital Ho1st Planets from Simon Rattle
Digital Janacek Sinfonietta/Taras Bulba
Mendelssohn Symphonies 3/4: Marriner
Talvela with Mussorgsky/Rachmaninov songs
Digital Daphnis & Chloé from Dutoit
Bonynge: Ballet music of Johann Strauss
Professional Pathétique from Ashkenazy
Most impressive Tchaikovsky piano trio
Rooley: John Ward's Madrigals of 1613
Wassenaer, or was it? Camerata Bern
Rooley again in Duetti da Camera

RECORD PRICES ( EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £5.00, ' Mid' £3.50, ' Low' £2•00). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, OSLO, HEAD, AQ; 9500; 2530, 2531, 2533; 35/72/73/76000;
RL; DCA/ACA; Ades
MID PRICE
ESO, SXLP, HQS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SOD, GOS, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527; 61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
SPA, DPA(2), ECS, OLS, TVS, 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL
C. P. E. BACH: 6 Sonatas and 6 Sonatinas
Christopher Hogwood ( cvd)
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 589
The Florilegium Series has served admirers of Emanuel
Bach proudly. The latest issue presents the set of six
sonatas which he appended for instructional purposes
to the first edition of his Essay on the True Art of Playing
Keyboard Instruments (
1753), and the six little singlemovement Sonatine nuove which were added to the
third edition ( 1787). The latter, which were also
published separately as two three- movement sonatas,
are less demanding, blander. The sonatas are very
challenging, intellectually as well as technically; in
them Bach demonstrates many of the features of the
Essay with which they belong, in the process offering
movements of a difficulty to test even his own formidable powers. Christopher Hogwood plays these
works on afine clavichord by J. A. Hass ( Hamburg,
1761), bringing energy and brilliance to the fast
movements, and alyrical touch to the highly expressive
slow movements. If he does not entirely persuade me
that the silences in the Adagio of the Fifth Sonata are
not amiscalculation, the fault may lie with the composer. The clavichord is adifficult instrument to record;
with the volume- control turned back a couple of
notches, the extraneous sniffs and clicks do not obtrude, but the instrument still sounds rather loud for a
clavichord, even though its fine expressive qualities
can be savoured. [ 13: 1]
Peter Branscombe
J. S. BACH: Das Wohltemperirte Clavier ( cpte)
BWV 846-893)
Glenn Gould (pno)
CBS 77427 (4 records) ( full price)

RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that a certain proportion of
such variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.

RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies are
abolishing aretail price structure. We will continue to
quote ' retail' prices where supplied to us, but would
otherwise refer readers to the box above, which relates
price- range to label prefixes.
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These performances were issued several years ago in
the USA, but as two sets of three records; here, they
have been compressed onto eight sides, without any
apparent strain, which gives them ahighly competitive
price- tag.
The average listener does not realise how much of an
achievement it is simply to play a 'complete fortyeight'; it takes four long recitals, and the technical
demands are almost as colossal as the intellectual and
interpretative ones. Gould rises splendidly to these
challenges, and if the results include particular movements or sections of movements which seem to me to
find him wanting in subtlety or consistency. Imust
immediately add that Ihave been more frequently
moved between admiration and respect by his performances here. Only Gustav Leonhardt surpasses him
in overall grasp combined with apparent freedom and
spontaneity; neither performance is ideally recorded
(both Gould's piano and Leonhardt's two harpsichords
somehow sound tinny and thin when put to the test by
this music—which they should not, to judge by other
recordings), but to a real Bach specialist, neither is
really complete alone.
A good impression of the shortcomings of the CBS
recording may be gained from the opening of the fifth
side ( Part Two, First Prelude). Not only is there no
sense of depth or perspective; the instrument's bloom
has been shorn from it, probably in some misguided
attempt to remove the occasional sound of the soloist's
voice, which as it happens is more distracting in Part
One than in Part Two.
Some of Glenn Gould's speeds are too fast for the
music. This is not here just amatter of taste: thus the
completely different fugues in A minor are both unsatisfactory in both control and projection, nearly all

INFORMATION
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC
and STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed In this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless Its number is
accompanied by:
(monophonic)
M (stereo transcription)
0 (quadraphonic: stereo compatible)

e refers

to aUK reissue
Compatible () records are reviewed as 'stereo'.
Cassettes are Dolby unless otherwise stated.

pieces marked with an alla breve time- signature are
taken too fast for comfort, etc. On the other hand, the
extremes of touch (especially the resourceful application of different degrees of staccato) prove interesting, even though many pianists who think that they
'know' the '48' may find some of them very surprising
(eg. Fugue 3, Book 2—in both its opening and the
continuing elaborations). However, there is so much
that is stimulating and dance- like that, although some
listeners will actively dislike this interpretation. Ishould
like to recommend it as arefreshing and adventurous
alternative; buy it as asecond set, or if you think you
'know' these 96 masterworks. [ 11/C: 1*/1 / 2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Aria ( BWV 988,1)
Praeludia in
C,c,C ( 933,934,924) D Fuguetta in c ( 961)
Galanteries from Suites in b ( 814), G ( 816), E
(817), a ( 807) & g ( 808) r] Inventiones in C ( 772),
F ( 779), d ( 775), B, ( 785), G ( 781), D ( 774), A
(784), E ( 777) & b ( 786) o Preludes and Fugues
from Book Iof 'the 48' in C ( 846), D ( 850) and B.,
(866)
Glenn Gould (pno)
CBS 76986
The title on the record cover reads 'The Little Bach
Book', but since much of the material does not come
from the Bach family albums. Ihave disregarded that;
also the second English Suite is wrongly numbered on
the sleeve.
In fact, this is more of aGlenn Gould Album, since it
is mostly akind of super-déja-vu. The earliest movement of his earliest recording ( the Goldberg Aria)
comes first: it was taped in 1955. The majority of the
performances chosen, apparently, by Gould himself,
are much more recent, but not all have appeared in the
UK before.
Throughout, Glenn Gould plays with life and fire;
some movements are taken unusually fast ( not to my
taste, these), some strike me as over- characterised, but
at least nothing is dull, and the feeling is received that
Gould is very fond of Bach's music. However, the
excerpts he has chosen do include ones in which
extraneous sounds from the performer himself are
clearly audible; for many people, Glenn Gould's
mannerism of humming or 'crooning' softly as he plays
is drastically distracting, and they will not enjoy half a
dozen of the performances here. It is particularly
disappointing that the rarely- heard, and otherwise
well- played, Fuguetta ( BWV 961) features this too.
The recording is obviously slightly variable, but the
remastering has been unobtrusively managed and
there are few 'jolts' after the sudden cessation of the
1955 tape- hiss at the end of Band 1. Some of the
Inventions distorted on my equipment—I suspect
because microphones were originally placed too close
to the piano. (A/B/C: 1] ( with reservations stated).
Stephen Dew
J. S. BACH: Praeludia (' Little Preludes') Set 1
(BWV 924-930) & Set 2 ( 933-938)
Prelude &
Fuguetta in d ( 899) [ 1Preludes and Fuguetta in
G ( 902+902a) ri Preludes and Fugues in a ( 895)
& e ( 900) D Fugues in C ( 952) & C ( 953)
Fuguetta in c ( 961)
Glenn Gould ( pno)
CBS 76985
Glenn Gould has here recorded an interesting collection of preludes and fugues which do not belong to the
big collections, and are therefore little-known to the
listening public. All of those recorded are today considered to be true Bach, although there is alittle doubt
concerning the Prelude in G BWV 902a.

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted In
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, B: i*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*.
HiFi News 4Record Review.
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Gould is generally at his best here. The sense of
dance which always seems to characterise his playing
suits Bach so very well, and the light and shade of these
delightful pieces are emphasised through it. It is true
that one can quite clearly hear his vocal mannerisms
(humming or 'crooning' of the strand of music that
most occupies his attention) in some of the pieces, but
at times it is interesting and instructive to hear which
line is receiving such attention—it certainly isn't always
the one that Ishould have expected from the piano
sounds alone.
Glenn Gould is also co- producer of the record; it is
announced that he will be involved even more fully in
the production from now on, which may well be agood
thing, since all goes well here; of course, there must be
trouble minimising his singing tones, but the piano
sound is good throughout the compass, and the vocal
aspect is not prominent most of the time. Agood record
of some unduly neglected quality Bach by one of our
more resourceful Bach pianists. [
A/B: 1*/1]
Stephen Dew
BARTOK: String Quartets 5and 6
Lindsay Quartet
ASV DCA 504 digital ( PRT Sales)

Those who find Bartok's quartets make difficult listening should try this record, for these performances are
among the best currently available. That is saying a
good deal with such internationally famous ensembles
as the Juilliard, Fine Arts, Tokyo and Guarnieri Quartets
in the field. Yet one merely has to sample the opening of
No. 5 to appreciate that the Lindsay are among the
most literate of players, who can convey the meaning of
the music much as the composer intended, in sentences and paragraphs of unimpeachable logic.
Furthermore, unlike some of their rivals, they bring out
the essentially melodic nature of these two works
without any sacrifice of their rhythmic vitality. They
adhere pretty closely to Bartok's timings in general, and
this makes the Mesto sections of No. 6seem quicker
than most performances and arguably robs the music of
alittle of its melancholy. But this is avery small point,
and as it does not conflict with the composer's
apparent intentions, hardly counts as acriticism. The
recording is exceptionally clear and well balanced with
afull though lifelike sound. It is to be hoped that this
team will now finish the series, and it would be
interesting to see whether the players can bring the
same clear-sighted logic to No. 3, probably the most
problematic of the set. ASV are to be congratulated on
bringing out what promises to be one of the most
exciting Bartok issues of the year. [
A: 1*1
Kenneth Dommett
BARTOK: 44 Duos
ltzhak Perlman IPinchas Zukerman ( vins)
HMV ASD 4011
The previous recordings of Bartok's 44 Duos all seem
to have disappeared. Though Bartok intended them as
teaching material when he wrote them in 1931, he
nevertheless considered them suitable for concert
performance, though not necessarily in the order in
which they are published. Nos. 35 and 36 are the only
original items, the rest being folk melodies from all over
Eastern Europe and the Near East. Whether they can
genuinely serve as listening fare for the record collector
is amatter for individual taste, but accepting that they
can it is unlikely that they will be played with greater
conviction or panache than they are here. The artists
require no recommendation and they approach the
music with a realistic directness, not trying to make
grandiloquent essays out of what are, after all, brief and
modest paragraphs. Conscious that the music has
humble origins, their playing is neither too smooth nor
sophisticated and has an attractive roughness appropriate to its style. The recording is slightly forward
A: 1]
but well- focused and with good balance. [
Kenneth Domino«
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 9in E, Op. 14:1 010
in G, Op. 14:20 30 in E, Op. 109
John Lill ( pno)
ASV ACM2026 (PRT Sales)
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 12 in JO, Op. 260 22
In F, Op. 54 25 in G, Op. 790 31 in Ab, Op. 110
John Lill (pno)
ASV ACM2027 (
PRT Sales)
From atime when Enigma were celebrating improvements yielded by importing pressings from West
Germany, Irecall aconversation with Tony Faulkner
who stated that listening to various transfers from one
Lill mastertape had suggested entirely different performances/pianists. Ifound reviewing the early records
in Lill's Beethoven cycle depressing, but Iwas pleased
with these new ASV couplings—although the sound is
not as good as on one Enigma 'Super Cut' import Iused
as areference. As to the pressings: the first was quiet,
the other had surface ticks. ACM2027 would make a
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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good introduction to the series, with its unexpectedly
luminous playing in the slow movement of the little
sonata Op. 79, and asatisfyingly cohesive reading of
the Op. 26 variations. However, the late Emajor sonata
is better suited to Lill's serious temperament than the
A flat, with its greater demands on variety of expression. Charm is hardly to be found in Lill's
Beethoven, yet there is aplace for it in the two Op. 14
pieces, especially the G major. In toccata- like movements, such as Op. 54 ( i) or Op. 26 ( iv), the playing
tends to become too powerful and mechanically even. I
noted the description ' heavy footed' in R.B.'s May
reviews, and passing accents and timings sound alittle
clumsy, misjudged. Having mounted these criticisms I
must add that Op. 109 is really very good, with the
tempi for the finale variations unusually well related—I
also found the very measured account of Op. 110 ( i)
interesting. These transfers preserve adecent enough
dynamic range. [
A: 1/2]
Christopher Bieunig
BERG: Chamber Concerto / STRAVINSKY:
Agon
London Sinfonietta IAtherton
Argo ZREi 937
This is the only available record of Agon (
1957), a
transitional score which combines elements of
Stravinsky's neo-classical period with his later serial
style; in fact the two styles alternate throughout the
work. It is an interesting piece, however, and admirers
of Stravinsky will certainly want to have it. It is neatly
played here, and the recording ( made in Walthamstow
Town Hall), though on the resonant side, is clear and
brings out all the details well. The Berg Chamber
Concerto suffers by comparison with the Barenboim /
Boulez / Zukerman version on DG; though the unnamed violinist and pianist cope admirably with their
solo parts here, the playing on the DG version is more
incisive and the recording is more brilliant and forward.
Neither version of course plays the repeat in the finale,
which would be impossible if the work is to be got onto
one side of adisc, but it is interesting that the Boulez
version takes five minutes less than Atherton's, which
is quite alot in awork lasting half an hour. The Boulez
version is coupled with Berg's early sonata and clarinet
pieces. Not that the London Sinfonietta give bad
performances of both works; it is just that Boulez is
clearly superior in the Berg. (
A/B: 1/2]
Humphrey Searle
BOCCHERINI: Six Quintets
Sarah Francis ( obo) IAllegri Quartet: Peter Carter and
David Roth ( vim), Prunelle Pacey ( via), Bruno
Schreker ( v/c)
Argo ZK 93
One does not expect profundity from Boccherini: one
looks for tuneful charm, much fun and occasional
wistfulness. That is what we get here. The six quintets
Op. 45 are designed for either oboe or flute, with string
quartet. Sarah Francis deploys atone somewhat less
rich than some oboists. She has afine style and sense of
phrase, with alingering cantilena where the music so
directs. This is not truly virtuoso stuff: it is rather easy
listening, with few surprises and no disappointments.
The Allegri, similarly, is under no stress, and can
expand freely and enjoyably—enjoying themselves
and pleasing us. There is nothing strenuous here: it is
the kind of music we all need from time to time when
lacking strength for more serious avocations.
This is apleasant enough recording. To my ear the
soloist is mostly too detached and forward, where the
music calls for more integration: these are not concerti.
The quartet lacks something in separation—due perhaps to the previously- mentioned trait—and the lower
strings are balanced more distantly than the upper. We
get some very pleasing string- tone, but the whole
sound- picture is somewhat washy and undifferentiated. Iwas left with the feeling that these pieces may
be more distinguished than they seem to be in this
presentation. [
13:2]
Peter Turner
BRUCKNER: Symphony 3 in d ( ed. Nowak)
Staatskapelle Dresden IJochum
HMV ASO 4009 (f5-40)
Jochum's previous version of the Third Symphony
appeared in the complete DG set in December 1967—a
fine, indeed thrilling performance, with the Bavarian
Radio SO. He has now reached that work in his new
Dresden series. Imust say at once that Ifind this new
version even more splendid. Icannot help wishing that
he had used the 1876-77 score, rather than the
truncated 1888-89 revision as published in the Nowak
edition. But the performance has stunning power and
beauty. It is marginally more leisurely than the 1967
account, though the finale especially is still distinctly
fleet of foot by comparison with other recorded
performances—the raw vitality arguably helps reconcile one to the cuts, if they are to be made. Jochum
plays each episode for all it's worth, speeding up or

slowing down as is his wont—yet so persuasive is his
control, so infectious his enthusiasm, that criticism
falters. The orchestral playing has great breadth and
splendour, and the recorded quality is outstanding
through two Tong sides. [
A: 1] Peter Branscombe
CHOPIN: Piano Concerto 1 in e, Op. 11
Perahia INYPO IMehta
CBS 76970
The predominant impression here, apart from an unfailing beauty of sound, is of afaultless sense of proportion. This is richly apparent in matters of dynamics: in
bar 58 of the slow movement, where many respond to
Chopin's con fuoco restatement with apowerful, even
vehement surge of feeling, Perahia shapes the embellishment with alyrical intensity. There is at this point a
subtle rubato more potent than any 'speaking ouf
characterisation (apity that Mehta's accompaniment is
not always comparable in this matter of dynamics- incontext; the fchord in bar 464 of the Finale, to mention
a typical instance, sounds frankly brutal beside
Perahia's own forte). There is, too, proportion of phrase
against phrase, episode beside episode. Never does the
reflective music stand in danger of hanging fire ( it is
occasionally slower than many, but that is adifferent
matter) and nor, as is sometimes the case, is there any
feeling of haste with the onset of more brilliant writing.
Admittedly, there is asense of moving forward in the
sequence beginning at bar 179 of the first movement,
but the impression derives solely from inflection, from a
softening of tone, an easing of the tension of the
preceding con forza bar. Throughout, there is asuperb
rhythmic sense; not. Ihasten to add, merely well-drilled
rhythm ( anyone can produce that), but areal awareness of the feeling and movement behind an irregular
phrase mark. For genuine rhythmic urgency, an irresistible sense of being carried forward, listen, for
example, to the passage in semiquaver tenths immediately before the first movement reprise.
Reservations apart, Zubin Mehta's accompaniment
sounds to me generally sympathetic, although on more
than one occasion Ifelt uneasy about the New Yorkers'
wind intonation ( horns in bar 12 of the Romanze, for
instance, and woodwind rather too often elsewhere).
The recording is warm and decently recessed,
although, incongruously, the impression is sometimes
of instrumental lines jostling for attention in confined
spaces. There is, however, agood, firm double- bass
line ( one of the less happy features of the balance on
Zimerman's distinguished record, 2531 125, reviewed
6/79), and even at this stage Ihave no doubt that this is
the recording of Chopin's Eminor Concerto to which I
will most often return. [A: 1*)
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Sonata 2in bb D Prelude in
Op. 460
Scherzo in ce, Op. 390 Nocturne in Er ,,Op. 55/20
Etude in F, op. 10/8 p Etude in A7, Op. 10/10
Etude in ge, Op. 25/6
Ivo Pogorehch (
pno)
DG 2531 346
Here, with signal rapidity, is the début recording of the
young Yugoslav pianist ( b. 1958) whose acquisition of
'Special' instead of First Prize at the 1980 Warsaw
Chopin Competition prompted Martha Argerich to
dissociate herself from the Judge's Panel. After hearing
him, Ican understand why: Argerich, clearly, had
recognised a kindred spirit, a temperament of comparable impulsiveness, fire, waywardness and personal
magnetism. This is tremendously strong-willed playing
which defies the attention to wander; the ear is
constantly drawn into this or that layer of texture, to an
element of rhythm unexpectedly pointed. Not everyone
will respond to such constantly exposed mental activity (this is not arecord to put on after aterrible day at
the office!), and Imust admit to finding one or two
gestures alittle disproportionate. In the early stages of
the Sonata's first movement development, for instance,
the principal subject is made to stand out in jagged,
agogic relief—yet even here Ifound myself marvelling
at the potent sense of menace, the charged quality of
the rests, each of them fractionally longer than marked.
This is reading behind the notes at its simplest and most
imaginative; whether or not you will consider the effect
inappropriate is amatter of taste, or even, Isuspect, of
mood—but the conviction is unmistakable. Similarly,
Pogorelich's way with the solitary quaver among
crotchet octaves in the main theme of Op. 39 (
cg. bar
31) may strike some as marginally over- pointed, yet the
inflection seemed to me just right, a proud, barely
discernible toss of the head.
The middle section of the Funeral March is, by any
standards,
of spellbinding
concentration
and
eloquence ( the recording, bright and luminous, if a
little widely spread between the speakers, sounds most
beautiful here). There is aquite mesmerising gradation
of the crescendo after the central double bar, and if the
remote, yet pinpoint sonority of the music just before
the reprise is entirely Pogorelich's own ... well, all Ican
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say is that I've never heard anything quite like it at this
point. The second half of this middle section is,
incidentally, played only once—just as well. Ithought,
for quiet intensity such as this—and at such a deliberate tempo—does not bear repetition.
A feel more strongly about the omission of the first
movement repeat; apity to leave it out, Ialways think, if
for no other reason than that without it, we hear the first
subject only once in the course of the entire movement.
The three Studies reveal many surprises of accentuation and inflection; there is an especially cheeky left
hand at bar 27 of op. 25/6. Yet beware of taking
Pogorelich's gliding, even bland account of the opening at face value. There is, he seems to be saying, more
beneath this unruffled surface than meets the ear. Here,
then, is a young individual ( in itself a comparative
rarity) with something to say. How. Iwonder, will he
develop? [
A: 1]
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: The Four Ballades n Variations
Brillantes, Op. 12 u Allegro de Concert. Op. 46
Hamish Milne (pno)
CRD 1060 (£ 5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
This is very private Chopin playing—by which Imean
that the listener feels as if eavesdropping on an artist
playing in the solitude of his own room, or perhaps to a
single person. The style is eloquent, improvisatory and
confiding. Occasionally, for all the beauty of sound. I
wondered whether things weren't in danger of becoming amite self-absorbed. Need the diminuendiafter bar
88 of Op. 47 be quite so consciously shaped as they are
here, with each rest fractionally longer than its quaver
value? Ithought not, and then was utterly won over by
the tender way in which Hamish Milne eased into the
semiquaver arabesques some thirty bars later. Equally
captivating are such things as the opening of no. 2,
truly sotto voce (
each note, however quiet, 'carries' to
the next—evidence of great technical refinement), or
the nobility of the first climax of the G minor. Idon't
think that Ihave ever heard the opening page of this
Ballade emerge with such tragic restraint.
Comparison, as far as Iam concerned, continues to
lie with Ashkenazy ( SXL 6143). The two interpretations are worlds apart, and the difference may be
summed up by playing one after the other in the
approach to the coda of no. 3 ( bar 182 et seq.). In
Ashkenazy's hands, those LH figurations positively
smoulder, bottom A sharps and Bs thrillingly pointed to
bring out the harmonic 'lie' of the writing. The menace
is apparent in Hamish Milne's reading, too, but it is
latent, a veiled undercurrent. There is room for both,
and anyone who adds the two discs to his collection
will become considerably wiser about this music. The
CRD recording ( Rosslyn Hill) possesses vividness and
bloom, and there is a fine, natural sense of space
around the image. [
A: 1/1*]
Andrew Keener

COPLAND: Complete Music for Solo Piano
Leo Smit (pno)
CBS 79234 (
2 records) ( full price)
This set is the product of one recital given by Leo Smit
at Harvard in November 1977 at which the composer
was present. His enthusiasm for the performances may
be deduced from his remark about Smit's 'brilliant and
perceptive performances' quoted on the cover. The
wordy dialogue between the two which fills the rest of
the sleeve might have been better heard than read. The
recording itself was made in the studio two months
after the event—which, if it was as good as the
recording, must have been atriumph. And something
of a marathon too for pianist and audience, with a
dozen works in the programme, at least three of them—
the Variations, the Sonata, and particularly the profound and very demanding Fantasy, making heavy
calls on the concentration. The music covers half a
century of Copland's work from the raggy little Scherzo
of 1920, The Cat and the Mouse, to the elemental and
percussive Night Thoughts (Homage to Ives) which
was written in 1972. The Four Piano Blues are interestingly varied in style, and the Midsummer
Nocturne, Sunday Afternoon Music, Down aCountry
Lane and In Evening Air offer gentle contrast to the
hefty Passacaglia and the aggressive Young Pioneers.
In Evening Air is claimed as afirst recording. It may just
have predated Peter Dickinson's 1978 Unicorn version
which also included Night Thoughts. It is unlikely that
we shall be offered another opportunity to study
Copland's piano music in toto like this, and certainly
not as well performed or recorded. This is a finely
executed and well deserved tribute to the composer
who is still technically celebrating his 80th year
though, CBS apart, not many record companies seem
to have noticed the fact. [
A: 1] Kenneth Dommett
DELIUS: Appalachia CI Sea Drift
John Shirley- Quirk ( bar) ILSO chorus IRPO IHickox
Argo ZRG 934 (
texts included)
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Appalachia, the old Indian name for North America,
was Delius' grandiose celebration, aseries of variations
on a slave song he had heard at the Virginia tobacco
factories. Delius had gone to America almost acentury
ago; one of the problems for us, in 1981, is that the
musical language he adopted has become trivialised by
use in Hollywood epics, television films etc. In this new
sponsored recording the Royal Philharmonic plays
with distinction and feeling for Richard Hickox, but I
do not think he is wholly successful in repelling
suggestions of banality in the musical material. Delius'
big pronouncements can seem corny. In the recently
reissued Hallé/Barbirolli recording ( ESD 7099) the
conductor's possessive way with ascore he cherished,
miraculously lifts the themes free of associated images
and ideas ( of the fictional ' Deep South'). He was of
course helped by sound of considerable presence.
Both versions were done at Kingsway Hall, but the
Argo couplings play for 66'26", so perhaps the transfers
have softened the potential of the tapes. This is,
nevertheless, an attractive release—Sea Drift having a
Debussian glitter, for all the sleeve's claims that this
music relates to no other composer's. Canon sponsorship is also elaborated at length: wouldn't Du Maurier
have been interested in Appalachia? [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
MUSIC BY JOHN DOWLAND
The Extempore String Ensemble ( Robin Jeffrey,
Rosemary Thomdycraft, Janet Trent Peter Trent.
George Weigand)
Hyperion A44010 digital (£4.99) ( Lugton's/
Unicorn)
The Extempore String Ensemble is so called because it
seeks to re-create the extemporizing style of its chosen
period: the 16th and 17th centuries. Extemporization at
that time comprised three main elements: 'descant'—
the addition of one or more melodies; 'division'—the
breaking up of long notes or slow passages into
shorter, faster ones; and 'ornamentation'—the free
embellishment of the written music. These elements
were not, of course, exclusive: they could be, and are
here, combined. The practice of this ensemble is based
upon careful research and is in no sense capricious or
arbitrary; nevertheless, as with all ancient music, it is
not possible to know how the music of the period
sounded. This music is enchanting, even if its spell
differs somewhat from what the first Elizabeth enjoyed.
The performers deploy variously a consort of viols,
with lute, theorbo, violin, mandore, bandora, orpharion
and a b- course guitar. Such a variety of instruments
can be applied cunningly to the nature of the individual
piece: alto viol and two bass viols played chordally, for
example, to mourn at 'Sir Henry Umpton's Funerall'. I
found the whole absorbingly interesting and aurally
delightful, particularly as these players are so very
good, and combine together with such freedom and
ease: there is no sense of hard work about this recital;
much sense of enjoyment and involvement.
We also get an exemplary recording: the clarity is
outstanding, separation excellent. The varied instrumentation can be instantly appreciated and identified
in place and sound. The whole is lively, full of presence.
Ido not know of a better recording of renaissance
instruments than this one. Such music, so reproduced,
leaves little to desire. [
A*: 1*]
Peter Turner
DVORAK: Czech Suite, Op. 390 Prague Waltzes
D Polonaise in Eb D Polka ' For Prague Students',
Op. 53A/1 O Notturno in B. Op. 40
Detroit SO IDorati
Dacca SXDL 7622 digital
It is interesting to compare this American digital
recording with Decca's Viennese Janacek. The contrast in spaciousness, coloration and brilliance is
surprising even taking into account the difference
between Janacek's and Dvorak's orchestration. This
stands closer to the more usual sound one gets from
records, without the searing brightness and the closeup attention to woodwind detail which is afeature of
the other issue. The general quality is very high,
nevertheless, and it is perhaps a pity that one has to
hear the two virtually one after the other. As to the
playing Dorati, who is not much associated with
Dvorak on record at least, has given us alilting account
of the Czech Suite, surely one of the composer's most
attractive minor works. But the interest lies primarily in
the rest of the programme, most of which is being
recorded for the first time as far as Ican tell. Certainly I
have not encountered the spirited Brahmsian Prague
Waltzes before, or the Polonaise and Polka. All of these
date from about the time of the Suite ( 1879-80) but
were not published until 1961. The last two are
sprightly essays reminiscent of Smetana and immensely attractive, as are the Waltzes. The Nottumo has, of
course, been known for along while and there are two
other recordings available. The attractiveness and unfamiliarity of the rest of this side, to say nothing of the

high quality of the playing, is likely to tip the balance in
favour of this new release. (
A/A*: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Quartet in F, Op. 96 ' American' /
MENDELSSOHN: Quartet in E,,Op. 12
Orlando Quartet
Philips 9500 995
The Orlando Quartet has received high praise for its
public recitals, and if this sample of their work is typical
it is not difficult to see why. Their playing, particularly
that of the leader, Istvan Parkanyi, is vibrant with
warmth and emotion, and rather heavy on vibrato. This
would make aconsiderable impact in the concert hall
but whether it will continue to pay dividends on record
may be open to question. Mendelssohn's quartet, in
which the players'. mannerisms seem to be most
pronounced, gives some scope for this kind of interpretation though the tendency to elide phrases and to
apply anoticeable rubato here and there, but mostly in
the first movement, becomes distracting. To counterbalance this somewhat old-fashioned style is their full
tone and secure intonation and, in the Dvorak, afirm
grasp of the music's rhythmic fluctuations. In fact this
performance has a welcome muscularity not always
hinted at in other performances, let alone realised. The
inner detail is well defined in arecording that is full of
presence, reasonably distanced and well balanced. [
A:
1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR:
Cello
Concerto,
Op.
85 /
TCHAIKOVSKY: Variations on a Rococo
Theme, Op. 330 Pezzo Capriccioso, Op. 62
Lynn Harrell ( v/c) Cleveland IMaazel
Decca SXL 6985
Far be it from me to suggest that only those who have
wandered over the Malvern Hills can hope to do justice
to the very personal feelings Elgar expressed in his
Cello Concerto, but this all-American performance
sounds, for all its technical mastery, as though neither
soloist nor conductor possesses more than a nodding
acquaintance with the rest of Elgar's output. Indeed,
the first movement appears curiously over- cautious
and fragmented, the Scherzo contains some deft details yet fails to reveal its essential capriciousness and
the lovely Adagio seems generalised for want of that
autumnal, valedictory note. The more extravert Finale
fares better, on the whole, but the entire reading strikes
me as piecemeal and somewhat un-Elgarian in its
accents.
There may be those, of course, who will relish a 'fresh
approach' to a familiar masterpiece, and such people
should enjoy Lynn Harmll's instrumental virtuosity, not
to mention Maazel's alert response to many adetail in
Elgar's score. The Tchaikovsky side, by contrast,
should please most listeners, for the attractive and
brilliant Rococo Variations are played with admirable
panache, as is the less showy Pezzo Capriccioso.
Decca's recording, made in Cleveland's Masonic
Auditorium, is beautifully crisp, clear, full-bodied and
finely balanced. [
A: 2/3/(Tchaikovsky)1 j
Thomas Heinitz
ELGAR: Cello Concerto in e, Op. 85 / WALTON:
Cello Concerto
Ralph Kirshbaum ( v/c) ISNO IGibson
Chandos ABRD 1007 digital (£ 6-50) ( Lugton's /
H. R. Taylor)
Kirshbaum's edgy tone and characteristic dynamic
understatement are ideally suited to Walton's Cello
Concerto, a work scandalously under- represented in
the catalogue. In its brooding meditations, the cello
sound is detached and cool, producing effective contrast with some of the lush orchestral textures; in the
more vigorous passages, it is firm and clear. With
excellent, precise playing from the SNO under Gibson
the whole performance impresses with its assurance
and aptness. This is beautifully captured by the
Chandos engineers, the sound having those best
features of digital encoding without the string sheen
that sometimes results. The general level of recording is
low, necessitating afairly high volume setting for the
full effect of the work, but even so noise levels are not
increased to a disturbing degree.
If only this praise could be equally applied to the
Elgar Concerto on Side 1, then this disc would be fully
recommendable, but the first striking feature of this
recording is the increased reverberation and, unfortunately, the associated decrease in clarity, especially in
the thicker orchestral textures. An unnatural edge is
added to the upper frequencies and the whole, compared with Side 2, sounds less clean. The performance
itself appears less well rehearsed, with scrappy ensemble and co-ordination between the soloist and
orchestra on occasions. Kirshbaum's view of the languid first movement is too slack and fails to engross the
attention; the rest of the performance has nothing
distinctive to say about the work. With a coupling of
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dassicaL

two such different performances and recordings a
recommendation is difficult. [A*/13: 1*/ 3]
Doug Hammond

Nimbus productions. Iwould have preferred acloser
focus on the accompaniments. [ B: 2]
Christopher Breunig

GERSHWIN: Porgy and Bess ( arr.
Bennett) ci Second Rhapsody D
Overture
'Cristina Ortiz (
pno) ILSO IPreto'?
HMV ASO 3982 digital

HANDIEL: Cantata 36, Nell' Africano selve Ei
Cantata 37, Nella stagion che, di viole e rose D
Duet X, Tacete, ohime, tacetel D Duet XV, Quel
fior che all' alba ride° Duet XVI, No, di vol non
vo' fidarmi ci Trio 1, Se tu non lasci amore
Emma Kirkby & Judith Nelson ( sops) IDavid Thomas
(bass) I Christopher Hogwood (hpd) I Susan
Sheppard ( v/c)
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 580

R. R.
Cuban

The reason why Gershwin's Second Rhapsody has
never achieved the popularity of the Rhapsody in Blue
or the Concerto in Fis almost certainly because it is not
as good as either. Apologists have argued in favour of
its tauter construction, even of the astringency of the
orchestration, but it remains a Cinderella among his
works and afairly unmemorable one at that. Its original
title ' Rhapsody in Rivets' gives some idea of its general
character, aclattery, percussive piece redolent of an era
that
produced
Antheil's
Ballet
mechan/que.
Mossolov's Steel Foundry and Prokofiev's Pas d'Acier
among others. This performance does practically everything that could be done for it—brilliant piano playing
from Cristina Ortiz, sparkling playing from the orchestra
and, of course, sheer theatrical verve from the conductor. His gifts lift another of Gershwin's 'also rans', the
Cuban Overture, out of its class by stressing its showbiz
origins and its infectious pre- Castro colour. But it is still
too long, particularly its central section. Richard
Russell Bennett's suite from Porgy has now established itself as the most popular of the orchestral
arrangements from the opera, more ' Hollywood' than
Gershwin's own but effective nevertheless. It receives a
spectacular performance to which the digital recording
gives great 'presence'. In fact the entire programme is
so full of colour and clatter that the few restful bits in
the suite come as aprofound relief. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
GRIEG: Symphony in c
Bergen SO IAndersen
Deese SXDL 7537 digital
It is sad to reflect on the wealth of potential talent
displayed in this symphony by the twenty-year- old
Grieg, performed here for the first time for over a
hundred years. Although I am not sure that the
symphony is the 'major work' claimed in the sleeve
note, Iam sure that the composer was misguided to
condemn it by writing ' Must never be performed' on
the title- page of the score. It displays in embryo amajor
composer of symphonic music and it is perhaps a
tragedy that this potential was only realised by the
mature Grieg in asmall handful of works.
It was the Bergen SO who gave the last previous
performance of the symphony in 1867, and their
latterday colleagues, under the baton of Karsten
Anderson, produce here an assured and moving account of the work. On the strength of this performance
it could have been assumed, had we not been told
otherwise, that the piece had continued in their repertoire since 1867. The recording is well balanced with
moderate reverberation and apleasantly close sound.
Clarity is good but not exceptional and there is nothing
here to suggest that the disc is other than a wellproduced analogue record, except for the 'digital' label
on the sleeve. However, this criticism should not weigh
too heavily against this issue as the recording reproduces the music cleanly and without strain. Ican
strongly recommend this disc on all counts. [A: 11k]
Doug Hammond
GURNEY: Ludlow and Teme / VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: On Wenlock Edge
Martyn Hill ( ten) IGraham Jones (pno) ICoull Quartet
Hyperion A66013 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / Unicorn)
Vaughan Williams' small masterpiece On Wenlock
Edge is coupled here with further, slighter settings from
Housman's 'Shropshire Lad', also scored for voice,
piano and string quartet, by the Gloucester composer
Ivor Gurney—a World War 1 victim, whose mental
health deteriorated. Gurney died in 1937, after fifteen
years confinement in Gloucester asylum. He had
studied under Stanford, and later under Vaughan
Williams. Incidentally, we had two recent records (Tear
/EMI, English / Unicorn) of the orchestral setting of
Wenlock Edge—how much more evocative are the
'Bredon' bells tolling with the smaller-scaled
accompaniment!
Idid not enjoy this record as much as Ithought I
might. Martyn Hill gives a highly intense—or overintense, acolleague suggested—account of Wenlock
Edge, and the voice is balanced rather forward; as the
levels increase the sound gets harder, and Hill's use of
vibrato produces an uncomfortable effect. Added to
this, the quartet / piano balances seem somewhat at
variance in the first song with the balance of the cycle.
The acoustic is generally reverberant (though on a
different system, with Quad ESL- 63s, the hall sound
was rendered more neutrally), reminiscent of some
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The Duets, Trios and Cantatas are representative of
Handel's most intimate style. Basically, the Duets can
be traced back to three periods: Italy, 1707-9; Hanover,
1710-12 and London, 1740-45. It is interesting to
observe that Handel later adapted some of his early
material for use in subsequent works. To what extent
Handel consciously wrote the early Chamber Duets
and Trios in aform that could be re- worked at alater
date must remain a matter for conjecture. However,
there seems little doubt that the Duets of 1741 were
specifically composed as prototypes for the Messiah
Choruses And He Shall Purify, For Unto Us, His Yoke is
Easy and All We Like Sheep. Those familiar with these
choruses will find it interesting to compare them to the
originals.
These are committed performances. Emma Kirkby
and Judith Nelson are perfectly matched in the duets,
both singing with fine tone and demonstrating afirm
grasp of Handel's musical language. David Thomas
gives an agile display of vocal acrobatics in the Cantata
Nell' Air/cane selve. His rich vocal timbre and stylish
technique are a source of constant delight. The accompaniments are tasteful yet discreet, the Kirckman
harpsichord is beautifully voiced and entirely appropriate to music of this genre. The recording is
admirably clear and achieves a pleasing balance between the soloists. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
HAYDN: Cello Concertos in C and D
Yo Yo Ma ( v/c) IECO IGarcia
CBS 76978
Considering the popularity of Haydn's two Cello
Concertos, it is surprising that there are not more
recorded couplings of them. Of the two previously
available, the Rostropovich version with the ASM on
HMV is much to be preferred to the one made by Varga
and Dorati on Turnabout ( with the undistinguished
Bamberg Orchestra). But these excellent new performances by the young American cellist Yo Yo Ma and the
ECO are going to run the Rostropovich very close. In
one important respect the 1976 HMV disc is to be
preferred to the new CBS: the orchestral strings are
better focused, more clearly defined. Reasonably
enough, both versions have the cellist well forward—to
the extent that sniffs, and rasp of bow on strings, are
clearly audible. But there is greater sonic depth to the
HMV, which may or may not reflect aricher, warmer
tone from Rostropovich. Yo Yo Ma plays incisively and
neatly in the ( often taxing) fast movements; in the
Adagios he produces tender, pure phrasing and asoftly
veiled tone. The greater commitment of Rostropovich,
and the fresher, cleaner sound of the HMV recording,
incline me to prefer the older version, though there is
much to enjoy and admire from Ma and the ECO. [ 8:1]
Peter Branscombe
HINDEMITH: Symphonic Metamorphoses /
ORFF: Carmine Burana
Judith Blegen (sop) IHakan Hagegard ( bar) IWilliam
Brown ( ten) IAtlanta SO & Choruses IShaw
Telarc D010066/7 digital ( 2 records) (£ 13.75)
(Unicorn)
This over- recorded twentieth-century work (eleven
listed alternatives) now comes in athree- sided de- luxe
format, at roughly the same cost as the MSFL
transfer of Previn's 1975 analogue recording. Previn's
LSO version is understandably popular, but the choral
singing is inferior to that of the New Philharmonia
Chorus on Frijhbeck's 1966 Carmina Burana. That disc
now shows its age, regrettably. Jochum's slightly later
remake, very wide in range and vital in performance, is
no longer in the catalogue—Privilege' transfer due?
Robert Shaw's offers impeccably trained choruses, a
soprano who has recorded the part before ( Tilson
Thomas, CBS), outstanding in No. 21 but finding No.
23 barely within reach, an American tenor, poor in No.
12, who sounds as if he would be better suited to
modern music- theatre roles, and an accomplished
Swedish baritone. The orchestra responds warmly, in
sessions following the first Atlanta subscription concert performances.
Iam afraid these forces do not give us the foottapping, pointful Carmine Butane one wants.
Whenever Iturned to comparative recordings Ifound
myself responding more immediately ( even to the

recorded sound) to the analogue versions. The digital
set has that wonderful smooth clean quality, the
extended bass one expects and sparkly top, but the
scale does not seem as apt as in either the DG or EMI
productions. In fact it is Side 4that brings real pleasure,
a demonstration- worthy orchestral recording of
Hindemith, albeit sounding less forbidding than Szell
made it ( and his Cleveland Metamorphoses sounds
pretty authentic in manner). There is a depth to the
staging here in addition to the expected Telarc virtues,
earning a 'star'—stereo purists may recall previous QM
strictures on their mike techniques. The jazzy Atlanta
inflections would be hard to resist, and the added
percussion makes this an audiophile must! [A/A*:
2/( Hindemith) 1*]
Christopher Breunig
HOLST: The Planets
Philharmonia IAmbrosian Singers IRattle
HMV ASD 4047 digital
Rounding off my review of the recent Chandos digital
Planets with Sir Alexander Gibson and the Scottish
National, Isuggested that it might be worth hanging
fire until EMI's new digital recording under Simon
Rattle appeared. Well, here it is—full of marvellous
things, if not quite the unqualified winner that Imust
confess Ihad anticipated. But then, to acertain extent,
one has been spoiled for choice with The Planets on
disc, EMI itself having dominated the field, in my view,
with its two memorable Boult recordings—the second
of these in analogue sound which could happily hold
its own with any digital recording, including the
newcomer.
To take sound first, then. This is most impressive: a
big, well spread picture, of exciting immediacy in the
brass but with no loss of depth or perspective as a
result. The bass lines are good and firm, the organ pedal
registers telling superbly in ' Mars' and ' Saturn' and
quite sensationally in the first of the two fortissimo
chords crowning the last appearance of the magician's
four- note motif in 'Uranus' (though once again the
sweeping organ glissando doesn't really register at the
climax). Especially sensitive is the way Holst's subtlest
colouristic touches from harp, celeste and percussion
are integrated into the texture. No undue prominences
here ( Chandos' otherwise unbeatable recording was
slightly marred in this respect); the mysteriously undulating sonorities of ' Neptune' are for once truly
intangible, other-wordly. The wordless female voices,
at first barely discernible, really do drift magically in
from nowhere, their fade into infinity being equally well
managed. One minor, but Ithink crucial, balance detail;
the ominous tolling bell at the climax of 'Saturn' is
virtually inaudible.
Rattle's reading is wonderfully alive to the work's
interrelation of colour and mood. Only in 'Jupiter' was I
disappointed by what can only be described as a
curious lack of 'joyful' spontaneity; the bustling string
figurations at the opening sounding a touch metronomic, almost too precise, to fully realise this effervescent effect Hoist intended. Likewise, his handling of
tempi at one or two points within the movement (the
accelerating one- in- a- bar theme on the horns struck
me as somewhat sluggish). Even so, the big tune to
some extent redeems all: firm, forward- moving, nononsense, with gloriously full tone from the
Philharmonia. Elsewhere, Ihave no misgivings. ' Mars'
is urgent and angry—superbly brazen- edged brass to
the fore—though, like me, you might prefer the more
measured, relentless approach of Boult or Haitink;
'Venus' offers sweet repose indeed, the Philharmonia
strings at their warmest and exquisite, liquid horn solos
from Michael Thompson; ' Mercury', all to often heavyfooted, is most deftly brought off, as though the players
themselves might actually be treading air; the ' Saturn'
landscape is bleak and unyielding ( lethal brass chording at the climax which probably accounts for the
obliteration of the aforementioned bell), and 'Uranus',
suitably galumphing and noisily extravert.
Clearly, then, the superiority of the Philharmonia
alone gives Rattle a substantial headstart over the
largely admirable Gibson/SNO disc. If the later Boult
will, for me, continue to occupy aclass of its own, there
is no doubt that Rattle does provide amost stimulating
alternative. Have both if you can afford the luxury. [
A*:
1]
Edward Seckerson
HUMMEL: Septet in C, op. 114, ' The Military' /
KREUTZER: Grand Septet in 27, Op. 62
The Nash Ensemble
CRD 1090 (£ 5.50) ( Unicorn)
The Nash Ensemble and CRD deserve every success
with their latest offering, which again puts in their debt
lovers of unfamiliar but delightful music. Both performances and recordings are of excellent quality—Igladly
overlooked touches of congestion in if passages in the
last movement of the Hummel, and rather thin string
tone in the finale of the Kreutzer ( a particularly long
side, this—measured strictly by the watch, for the
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music does not last amoment too long). The Hummel
will be familiar to many readers; it receives areading of
outstanding liveliness and sensitivity, with aglowing
account of the Adagio. Both here and on the other side
balance is natural and apt, with clean, forward placing.
The Kreutzer side was slightly less clean on my copy,
with an annoying touch of pre- echo—but the work is a
joy, rich in invention in most of its six movements, and
giving opportunities to shine to the players ( clarinet,
horn and bassoon, with one of each stringed instrument). Although it is not long since it was available in
versions by the Consortium Classicum and the Vienna
Octet it is likely to be a very long time before this
charming issue has aserious rival. [
A: 1]
Peter Branscombe
JANACEK: Sinfonietta o Taras Bulba
VP0 IMackerras
Decca SXDL 7519 digital
The Sinfonietta is one of the most stunning works in
the repertoire, with its brilliant brass fanfare introduction and finale and amyriad of fascinating orchestral
innoviations in between, and it has had anumber of
exciting recordings. But it is doubtful whether it has
ever been as excitingly presented as it is here. Much of its
tremendous and immediate impact is due to the record ing, which is as clear and detailed as any Ihave heard.
Whether this clarity is quite ' natural' is hard to determine, though one could conceivably hear the work
like this in an auditorium in awell-nigh perfect seat.
The long-term value of this particular issue, however, is
the performance itself—and these remarks apply
equally to the stupendously successful Taras Bulba.
Mackerras is without question one of the most perceptive present day conductors of mainstream Czech
music and possibly the finest interpreter of Janacek
alive. His response to every nuance in both scores is a
constant source of delight; phrasing and dynamics are
controlled with meticulous attention to detail and a
compelling sense of the structure of the music as a
whole. Taras Bulba is slightly more conventioné. ut is
a taxing and very colourful score all the same. The
sound strikes one as being slightly more realistic and
the frisson created just as great. The record, advertised
for release earlier this year, has been well worth waiting
for and will certainly take its place in the archive of
classic performances. [
A*: 1*] K
th Dommett
JANACEK: Piano and Chamber Works
On an Overgrown Path' 0 Theme and
Variations' D Piano Sonata' D in the Mist O
Violin Sonatal• O Dumka' • 0 Romance". 0 A
Tale'
El Presto' •
o
Rikadle• 6 D Mladi° o
String Quartets 1 & 2' o Capriccio'
Concertino' °
Recollection'
1. Paul Crossley (pno) I2. Kenneth Sillito ( yin) I3.
Christopher Van Kempen ( v/c) I4. Brian Burrowes
(ten) and London Sinfonietta Chorus I 5. London
Sinfonietta IAtherton I6. London Sinfonietta Wind
Sextet I7. Gabrieli String Quartet
Dacca D223D6 (
5 records) ( full price)
2

3

2

2

3

This is perhaps the most comprehensive survey of a
20th century composer's chamber music since
Atherton performed asimilar service for Schoenberg,
and if possible, the results are even better. Without in
any way denying the very real achievements of any of
the players, honours must go to Paul Crossley for his
sympathetic and frequently dramatic performances of
the solo piano music as well as for his role as soloist in
the two concertante works written at the close of
Janacek's life, and for his support in the various pieces
for violin and cello. The album covers along period in
Janacek's career beginning with the Romance for
violin and piano and the Zdenka Variations of around
1880, to the Second String Quartet completed shortly
before his death in 1928. The recording of the two
quartets is, incidentally, the only reissue, being that
originally released in 1978—and the only part of the set
that comes in for serious competition from other
sources, though there is a strong rival in Suk and
Panenka's recording of the violin and piano music.
Crossley's account of the incomplete Sonata is more
restrained than Firkusny's was, but it glows with
passion: so do his performances of the two series of
short autobiographical pieces, On An Overgrown Path
and In the Mist, the latter a sad and wistful composition. The Capriccio, written for the left handed
Hollman in 1926, is astrange and uniquely orchestrated piece which fully deserves its title, and for most
of its length is possibly more interesting than strictly
enjoyable. It reflects the composer's lively interest in
the contemporary music of his time, especially in
Stravinsky, though the result is wholly original. The
earlier ( 1925) Concertino is less problematical and
perhaps more convincing. Of the remaining major
works, Mladi, the wind sextet, currently otherwise
represented by only one other and not really satisfactory recording, receives amagnificently alert performance here, while the curious but delightful Nursery
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Rhymes (Rikadla) will come as apleasant surprise to
those who have not heard the finely performed
(though less well recorded) Supraphon issue of 1976.
Space does not permit afull investigation of everything
in this set, which, on balance, presents the fullest and
best recorded survey of Janacek's uniquely conceived
chamber music to date. Performances throughout can
be unreservedly recommended [
A: 1/1*1
Kenneth Dommett

Macal's excellent Dvorak record released last January,
so perhaps there is something to be said for cigarettes
after all, for this is excellent value. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

MENDELSSOHN:
Symphony
3,
Op.
'Scottish' El Symphony 4, Op. 90, ' Italian'
ASM IMarriner
Argo ZRG 926

The 17 single- movement pieces for organ with strings
and sometimes with added wind instruments which are
variously known as Church Sonatas, Epistle Sonatas
and even Organ Sonatas were composed between
1766 and 1780. They were intended as interludes in
the Mass and were played after the Credo and before
the Epistle. For the most part they are unambitious
sonata movements in which the organ has an entirely
subordinate role. Anyone expecting virtuoso organ
works will be disappointed, though there is no reason
why they should not be pleased by the music. The three
solo pieces were composed at the end of Mozart's life
and were for use in musical clock mechanisms. These
have not survived so it is not possible to hear them as
the composer intended, and the organ transcriptions
are as near as we are likely to get to the originals. Lionel
Rogg, one of the most sensitive of organists, plays
them with total appreciation of their source and never
overloads the registration. Recorded on the organ of
the Reformed church at Lutry which was built in 1791,
the sound is clear, sweet and atmospheric. The sonatas
were recorded in Salzburg Cathedral on the organ
Mozart used. Its delicate texture blends admirably with
the orchestra, and though the playing is vigorous and
alert it does not lack charm. The venue, however, is
somewhat reverberant but the effect is realistic. There
are other versions of the solo items but apparently none
of the sonatas outside Philips' complete edition. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett

56,

In order to squeeze these two works onto one disc the
exposition repeats in both first movements have been
omitted. This does destroy the intended balance of
these movements in the overall design of the works, but
some listeners may well prefer the onward push that it
produces. That said, these performances by ASM/
Marriner are very fine, with excellent ensemble, precise
articulation, beautiful balancing of the woodwind and
strings, and atmospheric, equally idiomatic readings of
both pieces. In his interpretation of these works
Marriner concedes nothing to his rivals in depth of
understanding and, more than most, he manages to
retain weight in the orchestral sound without also
incurring stodginess or pomposity.
The recording is clean and smooth in most respects,
but has in quieter passages an over- emphasised bass
with some boom to it. The orchestra is well placed at a
distance and in moderate reverberation so that the
effect is that of aspacious concert hall ( Walthamstow
Town Hall was, in fact, the recording venue) and the
coolness sometimes associated with such setups has
been avoided. Detail has not been obscured by the
distancing and overall the sound quality is very acceptable. As with all new issues of works already well
represented in the catalogue, one has to ask if this one
is really needed. Noting the concessions made to sidefilling the answer must be in the negative, but Iam sure
that on the strength of its qualities this record should,
nevertheless, sell well. [
A: 1*]
Doug Hammond
MOZART: Symphony 21 in A, K1340 Symphony
31 in D, K297 ' Paris'
RIAS Sinfonietta Berlin IKuhn
HMV ASO 4014 digital
These are rather colourless performances. The A major
symphony is less popular than its companion pieces in
the same key, K114 and K201, yet it is quite an
ambitious work in Mozart's limpid operatic style of
1772. In this recording the effect is of limpness rather
than limpidity, and one could certainly expect tauter
rhythm and more sparkle in strings which here sound
thin and wiry. The spirited version by the Academy
under Marriner is much to be preferred. And the ' Paris'
also sounds undernourished. This was conceived for a
very large orchestra—about the size of many modern
symphony orchestras—and demands good volume of
string tone, which it does not get here. As often
happens the alternative, or rather original, slow movement is tacked on at the end as akind of supplement.
This has the advantage of giving the listener the chance
to decide for himself which slow movement he prefers.
The playing of this symphony is more stimulating than
that of the Amajor, but on balance Macal's CFP version
(below) offers better value though, of course, there are
many others to choose from. [
B: 2/3]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Symphony 39 in Et', K543 0
Symphony 31 in D, K297 ' Paris' D Symphony 32
in G, K318
LPO IMacal
CFP 40354 WI - 99)
One does not readily associate Zdenek Macal with
Mozart, but he gives avery stylish account of all three
symphonies. The' Eflat receives ameasured and serious
reading, and the beginning of the Allegro after the slow
Introduction sounds very sober, but it quickly becomes
clear that this is a performance which has been very
carefully considered in matters of pace and architecture, which puts the work securely in its place in the
company of its two great companion symphonies, the
G minor and the Jupiter. The Paris is more lightly dealt
with, as befits a work designed to impress with its
brilliant effects and orchestration. It is amore relaxed
performance than that of K543, though still aweighty
one and very much in character. The approach to the
single- movement G major is perhaps alittle severe, and
some of the sparkle seems to have been dampened
down. Nevertheless it is an acceptable reading given
the assumed premise of the conductor and is consistent
with his performance of the other two. The LPO play
with considerable panache and the recording is very
good indeed. This is one of the Lambert and Butler
recordings sponsored by W.D. & H.O. Wills, as was

MOZART: The Church Sonatas' D Andante in F,
K8160 Fantasy in f, K608 0 Adagio, Allegro and
Adagio in f, K594
Lionel Rogg ( org) I ' Lausanne CO IGerecz
HMV SLS 5218 (
2 records)

MUSSORGSKY ( Orch.
Rimsky-Korsakov):
Scenes from ' Boris Godunov'
Nesterenko ISokolov IChorus and Orchestra of the
Bolshoi Theatre ISiminov
HMV ' Melodiya' ASD 4006
There is no getting away from the thrill of a truly
idiomatic Russian sound in Russian music, ungainly
though it may be. Take the ' Coronation Scene' here.
The chorus are none too ingratiating vocally and a
touch ragged in ensemble, but their sheer unaffected
fervour allied to this unmistakable ring of authenticity
sweeps all before it and one ends up being stirred as
one rarely is by awestern performance, of whatever
quality.
Ionly wish that Icould spirit this single disc of
familiar highlights into a complete recording of
Mussorgsky's starker original version—now that
would indeed be something in the hands of Russian
performers. As it is, though, the principal purpose here
is clearly to give us asample of Nesterenko's commanding ' Boris'. And most impressive it is, too: dark
and resolute, rising magnificently to the climaxes in
true Bolshoi fashion, though happily steering clear of
excessive Bolshoi melodrama in the 'Clock' and
'Death' scenes. The selections may not be overly
generous but do offer the essential ' Boris'—as a
character, that is—including the whole of his last scene
right through from Pimen's narrative.
Soundwise, the disc is characteristically bright
Melodiya though of ample bloom in the bass frequencies. Of its kind, the close balancing is actually rather
exciting—in the 'Coronation Scene', certainly—but I
did long now and then for a true pianissimo, which
wasn't forthcoming. [
B/C: 1/2]
Edward Seckerson
MUSSORGSKY: ' Songs and Dances of Death':
'Song of the Flea' / RACH MANI NOV: ' How fair
this spot' , ' 0 stay my love, forsake me not'
'The Harvest of Sorrow' Cl 'A Dream' ' Night is
mournful' El '
When yesterday we met' li '
Oh
never sing to me again'D'Christ is risen'
Martti Ta/vela ( bass) IRalf Gothoni (pno)
Decca 8XL 8974
The songs of Mussorgsky and those of Rachmaninov
belong to different generations and are poles apart in
their general approach, but they have in common a
quality of underlying melancholy. This recital could
easily have become monotonous for that very reason in
less experienced hands than those of Martti Talvela,
but he varies his vocal colouring and dynamics with
much skill and uses his apparently huge bass voice
with great artistry. The only light relief is the famous
'Song of the Flea', which he sings with tremendous
verve, but throughout this disc his personality and
his great powers of characterisation maintain one's
interest. His well- controlled legato singing and his
mezzo voce are always in evidence and he is ably
partnered by Ralf Gothoni.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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dassical.

The recording is forward and vivid, giving the
impression of a huge voice projected into a large
auditorium, with just the right amount of ambience and
an excellent balance between the voice and piano.
[A: 1*]
John Freestone

PROKOFIEV: ' Classical' Symphony O Love of
the Three Oranges—suite I: Lieutenant Kije—
suite
LSO /Marriner
Philips 9500 903
A generously filled disc, to be sure, and crisp, clean
analogue sound very much in keeping with the nature
of the performances. What is clear straight away is that
the piquancy and refinement of Marriner's approach is
likely to prove more appropriate to the elegant contours
of the 'Classical' symphony than the raucous goingson of Love of Three Oranges or Lieutenant Kije. Indeed,
that turns out to be the case.
Take the clattering brass fanfares shortly after the
opening of Kije, for instance—dapper certainly, but not
what Ifancy Prokofiev had in mind given the hefty
thwacks on the bass drum which underpin them
(splendidly caught, incidentally). Likewise the exhilarating 'Troika"—hardly the bracing open-air ride
that one has ideally come to expect. As for the multicoloured extravagances of Love of Three Oranges,
what Imiss here is a taste of the opera's gaudy
pantomime satire. This is all alittle polite and—dare I
say it?—'musicanly.
The symphony, as Iimplied earlier, fares better but
even there Ihave my reservations. Marriner's fairly
sedate tempi in the outer movements do tend to deny
the music its potential buoyancy. No amount of fresh
pointing from the LSO (and there is some lovely work
here—notably the oboe's exquisite counterpoint in the
slow movement) can quite compensate.
For economical reasons, then, one might be tempted, but far better versions of all three scores are to be
found elsewhere: Weller in Love of Three Oranges and
Abbado in K,/e, for example. [A: 2]
Edward Seckerson
PUCCINI: 'Le Villi'
Scotto (sop) IDomingo ( ten) INucci (bar) IGobbi
(narr) IAmbrosian Opera Chorus INat. Phi Maazel
CBS 38889
Puccini wrote Le Villi when he was 24, and it was first
produced at the Teatro dal Verme, Milan, on May 31st
1884. Later, on the advice of Ricordi, the original oneact work was expanded to two short acts, which
comfortably fit onto one well-filled LP. It is the revised
form which CBS have now recorded with a distinguished cast including the veteran Titto Gobbi as
narrator.
The music is full of melody and at times sounds rather
like Massenet, but the influence of Verdi and Boito is
also plain. The love duet is quite charming and promises well for the splendours to come in the composer's more mature works.
Scotto sings the role of Anna with deep conviction
and sensitivity and makes much of her opening solo 'Se
come voi piccina', while Domingo is in splendid voice
as Roberto. The other singing role, that of Guglielmo,
Anna's father, is rather acolourless one, and Leo Nucci
probably does all that is possible with it. The
Ambrosian Opera Chorus are in fine form and the
National Philharmonic Orchestra under Lorin Maazel
give excellent support to the artists, adding greatly to
the overall dramatic effect.
The recording is smooth and well balanced, the
voices being well integrated with the orchestral sound,
and the stereo spread is wide with good definition. It is
above all a very natural sounding acoustic within a
fairly limited dynamic range.
An earlier recording of the work, coupled with Act 2
of Puccini's Edgar, was issued on RCA ( now deleted),
and an excellent Chandos recording was reviewed in
February. The present release is certainly also to be
recommended. [A/B: 1]
John Freestone
PURCELL: Choral Works
Choir of Christ Church Cathedral, Oxford IPreston I
English Consort IPinnock
De 'Archly' 2723 078 ( 3 records) ( full price)
When one considers that Henry Purcell lived only 36
years, his achievement becomes the more astonishing.
This issue is acollection of his choral works: church
music which contains two services (
Magnificat and
Nunc Dimittis), canticles, Te Deum and Jubilate Deo,
and acollection of anthems, both 'full' and in the style
which was coming into fashion, with soloists and
continuo. The choir is augmented by a bass soloist,
David Thomas, in two anthems which require avirtuoso bass part, and by strings of the English Consort
with, for the Te Deum and Jubilate, two trumpets. All
the instruments are of the period, and the effect of the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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trumpets is magical. One anthem is unaccompanied;
the rest are supported by very discreet organ- parts.
The recordings were made, not in the Cathedral, but
in the Henry Wood Hall (Trinity Church). This wise
move must have added considerably to the engineers'
control of the sound. At any rate, this is the best
recording of the Christ Church choir Ihave heard: the
sound has excellent clarity and balance, with the voices
intelligibly separated. Soloists are not exaggeratedly
pushed forward, and the excellent diction enables little
use to be made of the texts. The overall standard of the
choir is in the highest class, very few blemishes being
apparent over such arange of items. To pick nits, the
sound is very unresonant, and the atmosphere might
have been more appropriate with atrace more air: these
are somewhat 'concert' performances—which was
doubtless the intention. Here are hours of marvellous
music, beautifully rendered. [A: 1]
Peter Turner

RACHMANINOV: 'The Bells', Op. 36
Soloists IRSFSR Choir IUSSR SO ISvetlanov
HMV ' Melodiya' ASO 4005
The two available recordings of this choral work (texts
by E. A. Poe printed with both EMI discs) offer the
option of an incisive iodimatic Russian performance,
primitively reproduced by the ' Melodiya' team, or a
blander Westernised view of the work, well produced
in London. Previn's LSO disc—ASD 3284 e—also has
the orchestrated Vocalise as fillup. Ifound neither
version as involving as the deleted Kondrashin Bells,
and Ihad only an appallingly noisy M.K. mono pressing
for comparative purposes. Of Previn's soloists, ShirleyQuirk in ( iv) sounds the most authentic. Svetlanov's
tenor Maslennikov is sympathetic to the Rachmaninov
line; the soprano Pisarenko will be acceptable to those
whose equipment can cope with the forward presentation. But even on the best systems the choral Presto
sounds harsh and unpleasant here. This would govern
my own choice. Generally ASD 4005 offers sound that
is dynamic but hard- edged; the first choral entry is
marred by pre-echo and the subsequent left- right
division of voices is crude by 1981 standards. [A/C: 1 ]
Christopher Breunig
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloe—complete ballet
Montréal SO & Chorus IDutoit
Decca SXDL 7528 digital
The sonic excellence of this record is apparent straightaway from the quiet opening string chords, woodwind
calls and intoned choral writing; all three are balanced
to perfection, and there is a gorgeous warmth and
lustre to the overall sound. After the first climax, the
double bass line is cleanly and glowingly 'there', with
no hint of false emphasis. The whole image registers
against an uncannily silent background; those quiet
last five minutes of the first scene emerge with more
delicacy of feeling and magic ( marvellously played,
this episode) than Ihave previously heard on disc.
The performance is beautifully paced, too. As I
pointed out last month, this orchestra is at present
comparable with other world- class ensembles. How
seductive the violins sound in the music portraying
Daphnis" part in the dancing contest, and the jagged
brass writing in the early stages of Scene 2possesses
character, assurance and tonal focus. A minor black
mark, however, for using a take of the work's final
pages in which the excellent chorus becomes fractionally behind the beat; the effect on so brilliant and
rhythmic an account of the ' Danse générale' is mildly
irritating. Little matter, though. Not, Iventure, since
Decca's earliest and distinguished offering of the
complete Daphnis (Monteux, JB 69) has this score
been recorded with such a sure feeling for climaxbuilding, such care of preparation, or with such avivid
dramatic sense. Were the Bomb about to drop, allowing one hour for adigital recording with comparable
artistic and sonic distinction, this would—so far—be
the one to which Iwould turn. [A*: 1*]
Andrew Keener
RAVEL: Sheherazade CI Cinq melodies populaires grecques, 1 & 5 CI Deux melodies hebraiques Li Chansons madécasses"
Frederica von Stade ( m- sop) IBoston SO IOzawa
Doriot Anthony Dwyer (fit) IJules Eskind ( vIc) I
Martin Katz (pno)
CBS 34865 digital
A taped concert broadcast, courtesy of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra Transcription Trust, alerted us
some months ago to the possibility of aforthcoming
Shéhérazade from these artists. It was aperformance of
luminous orchestral texture and vocal allure which at
the same time avoided any trace of over- indulgence in
Tristan Klingsor's sensual imagery. Comparison with
the radio performance reveals these virtues afresh.
Connoisseurs of this singer will recognise the appealingly light, quick vibrato ( no saturated 'mezzo'- ish

character here) and the pure quality at such potent key
changes as the one at ' . . la Perse, l'Inde et puis la
Chine' in the first song. How exquisitely, too, can
Frederica von Stade 'float' aquiet line, yet once again,
how pure the tone remains: the first vocal entry of ' La
flûte enchantée' somehow contrives to combine forward flow with the most subtle inflection.
A very different approach, then, from that of Marilyn
Horne ( also on CBS: 76707, now deleted), whose
seductive, sighing detachment of the last two words of
'L'Indifférent' from the rest of the line offers an eloquent summary of the distinctions between the two
versions. There is, too, a full minute's difference
between von Stade and Home in this final song ( 3'34"
and 434" respectively; the gap is wider still in 'Asie").
Frederica von Stade's seems to me the finest Chansons
madécasses currently available, combining vocal
beauty with fire: pitch and tone are superbly focused in
the battle cry of the second song.
There is, too, athird consideration, for try as Imight, I
could not make this new digital recording sound quite
as vivid as Ifeel it ought to. Comparison at almost any
point with CBS' engineering for Marilyn Home reveals
the fresher, more open quality of the analogue recording; the vocal image seems less monophonically
'panned', and is surrounded by a greater sense of
space. On the newcomer the sound is warm and deeptoned enough, but in the last analysis it fails to expand
in the way that the older recording did. Perfectly
acceptable, none the less—and some lovely performances. [
B/C: 1]
Andrew Keener
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjuez D Fantasia
para un Gentilhombre
Carlos Bondll (gtr) IMontréal SO IDutoit
Decca 8/(1)L 7525 digital
Another! It would seem that every guitarist needs to
establish his reputation with what has become—
rightly—the most popular and successful Guitar
Concerto yet to be written. Iam glad Carlos Bonell
already has afine reputation, as Idon't feel that this
issue would otherwise have created it. Compared with
performances by Bream, Williams, Romero, Lagoya—
in places, Yepes— this seems to me undistinguished,
lacking fire and imagination; at times even dull and
tentative. Technically and musically, this issue does not
stand up to the solo- recital Guitar Music of Spain (
ASV
ACM 2003), though the Fantasia is agreat deal happier
than the Concerto. Note that Iam comparing these
performances with the finest.
If Ihave to say, sadly, that this is not an interpretative
triumph, it is certainly the finest recording of these
works—and most others—that Ihave come across.
Like many listeners, Ihave reservations about 'digital';
but precious few about this one. Hitherto, Ihave
regarded Romero ( with Andaluz) IASM / Marriner on
Philips 9500 563 as the finest recording of the
Aranjuez. It still has asmooth radiance about it which I
love, and it achieves the finest balance between soloist
and orchestra; but what distinguishes this new one is
the clarity of detail. Rodrigo's scoring is never thick and
opaque, but there is so much going on in the way of
inner detail that most recordings hide. Not this one: it is
revelatory. Add to this a superb string-tone, and
woodwind rendered breathtakingly real, but without
pulling- forward or other signs of 'engineering', and
you have the source of joy. There is no sense of
'demonstration hi-fi' about this issue: listening to it,
one grows in awareness that here is something remarkable. The direction lacks the subtlety of Marriner,
but the orchestra is splendid. [A*: 2] Peter Turner
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9in C 'The Great', 0044
Boston SO IC. Davis
Philips 9500 890
The very nature of this work, the hanging together of
four great movements that could each exist satisfactorily on its own, seems to defeat the attainment of
perfection. Iknow of many imperfect performances;
Toscanini's comedy version for instance, which, remarkably, survives in the catalogue and only proves
what an insensitive conductor he could be without
trying very hard; and several more of the innumerable
versions past and present. Colin Davis, being extraordinarily sensitive to the easily crushable spirit of
music and amaster of holding things together, produces a performance that really does nothing vitally
wrong, choosing the right tempi from apossible choice
of extremes, appreciating Schubert's lyricism, underlining the drama, keeping the whole thing on the boil.
He handles the two inner movements, the real heart of
the work, with both sensitivity and spirit. It is agood
and likeable performance. But Ithink it just fails to be a
great one partly through circumstances that are not
considered in this day to be the conductor's province.
There are orchestras that sound Schubertian. The
Boston orchestra, however accomplished, is not quite
Schubertian. One would expect the Vienna orchestras
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to be supreme; however, it is the Berlin musician who,
on existing evidence, seems so often to get to the heart
of Schubert. The Berlin Philharmonic orchestra in the
recent recording under Karajan sounds magical not
only as aunit but in its individual strands. Here also is a
crispness of sound that the new Philips recording does
not offer, being much more of an inseparable block of
noise with heavy bass undertones, though not unmusical. The best recording, soundwise, that Ihave
heard is the Denon digital under Rogner ( Berlin Radio
Orchestra)—but that does not seem to be generally
available here and, anyway, gluttonously takes up four
sides. Even the spirited old Krips recording which I
have always liked ( SPA 467) is crisper. The strongest
modern rival to this new recording comes, perversely,
from Philips themselves in the very sensitive, though
sometimes languishing. Haitink version ( 9500 097).
The nearest to atruly great performance, Ithink, is the
1941 Furtwangler but, of course, it is old in sound and
is not currently available. It had a vitality in repose
seldom equalled. Having thoroughly confused
matters—yes, Ilike this new Davis recording, enjoying
most of it and finding his cohesive handling of the
Scherzo cumulatively effective. [A/B: 1]
Peter Gammond
SCH UBE RT: ' Rosamunde'—incidental
music,
D797
Katherine Montgomery (sop) IChorus of St. Hedwig's
Cathedral, Berlin IBerlin RSO IKuhn
HMV ASO 4012 digital
Such amenable music as Schubert supplied for
Rosamunde (
said to have been written in five days)
tends to get well performed and there have been
several excellent complete versions. Of those still in the
catalogue Ithink the Haitink version is as good as any
(Philips 6570 053) and mid- price, but this new digital
version is also very commendable and has alikeable
sound quality which almost merits astar. Here we have
the complete music, vocal and instrumental, packed, as
is now usual, onto one disc. In earlier days it generally
took at least three sides, for it means getting around
thirty minutes of quite solid sound on to each side of a
single record. This version has the usual Zauberharfe
overture. Schubert wrote no new overture ill his hurry
and at first used the one to Alfonso and Estrella. In later
arrangements he substituted the one now generally
heard and generally referred to as the Rosamunde
overture. There is also an interesting theory that the
substantial first entr'acte in B minor was originally
intended as one of the missing movements of the
Unfinished symphony. It fits in spirit and in orchestration and key, but it is still an unproven theory. The
real charm of acomplete Rosarnunde, as compared to
the innumerable orchestral suites, is hearing the delightful vocal music. If ever anything proved that
Schubert ought to have achieved asuccessful opera it
is the typically lyrical four- minute Shepherds' Chorus.
Otherwise it is no more unified than most incidental
music; the first half containing all the solid meat; the
second most of the jolly tunes. I have remarked
elsewhere on how good the Berlin orchestras seem at
Schubert and here again we have the Berlin Radio
Orchestra proving itself eminently Schubertian in
sound. EMI are making a point this month of introducing us to the young ( born 1947) conductor Gustav
Kuhn, Austrian born and trained at the Salzburg
Mozarteum, one-time pupil of Karajan. His main work
has been with the Vienna State Opera. He shows
himself here as an understanding Schubertian and, in a
way that reminds me of Carlos Kleiber, has akeen ear
for telling detail without losing the momentum and
spirit of the whole. This is a satisfying performance
helped by aclear-cut recording. [A: 1]
Peter Command
SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C, 0956
Chilingirian Quartet IJennifer Ward Clarke ( v/c)
CFP 40361 (£ 1.99)
You would think that the fact that there were at
least fifteen versions on the market already would act as
arestraining consideration. There is the classic set that
offers Casals and Tortelier as the cello duo, which Isaw
Abbado recommended in print as one of the truly great
recording sessions—which many of us have been
saying for along time. There are fine versions by nearly
every great chamber ensemble you care to mention
padded out with distinguished cello guests such as
Rostropovitch, and they came along with demanding
frequency; and many more have passed into the limbo
of deletion. The allure, of course, is precisely that it is
such demanding and rewarding music. And presumably there is asteady demand from the public otherwise
it would not be done. The first obvious merit with
regard to this new set is that it costs just less than £ 2.
The second point is that it is avery good performance
that one could recommend at full price. Ihave criticised
the Schubert of the Chilingirian Quartet recently for
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the rather trying intensity of their style; an inclination to
dig into every note with an over- emphasis that inevitably falls away and induces asort of musical seasickness. This was supported and perhaps encouraged by
their previous label and the rather overwhelming recordings that Nimbus gave them. Here the bad habit
has been almost entirely controlled; not completely but
the emphasis is reserved for moments when it is needed
and effective. The long and finely balanced first movement is kept nicely on the boil. There is plenty of
freedom for individual probing 'asides' within the
framework of a team that now works together with
assurance. The delicate slow movement is yet another
stern test which the Chilingirian players and their guest
make as lyrical as Ihave heard it for several versions.
With almost a release of tension they dash into the
savage scherzo, at which point Iwas afraid they might
be relapsing into bad old habits, but matters are
controlled and the dark middle of the movement is
sensitively handled. To find aperformance of this work
where you would not have something done otherwise
is almost impossible. Ifound myself agreeing with the
present team 90% of the time, which means a good
rating. The sound is not of star quality but it avoids the
customary excesses of string recording and has been
balanced into apleasant overall sound that does justice
to all the participants. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond
J. STRAUSS II: 'Aschenbroder ('Cinderella')—
ballet CI ' Ritter Piemare—ballet music
National Phil IBonynge
Demo D225D2 digital ( 2 records) (full price)
It is very difficult to apply proper judgement of newly
heard music by acomposer like Johann Strauss with
the intensely familiar strains of his well-known music in
mind. It is only too easy to dismiss it as being of inferior
quality. In the excellently detailed notes that accompany this set, written by the Strauss expert and
enthusiast Peter Kemp, we can learn all about the
background of the work. Naturally he puts in astrong
plea for its long overdue acceptance and rightly says
that we don't appreciate its qualities because we have
not heard it. Of course, the reverse might equally be
true. It was written by Strauss, somewhat reluctantly, in
the last year or so of his life long after the failure of his
opera Ritter Pásmén at the Vienna Court Opera. Initially
he was encouraged by Mahler and Hanslick, among
several judges of acompetition to find a libretto. He
died with the first act completed and only sketches of
the rest. The work was completed by the Court Opera's
ballet director Joseph Bayer. But by now Mahler had
lost his enthusiasm for the work and thought it not up
to the Strauss standard. It had its première in Berlin in
1901, where it had agood reception, and was not seen
in Vienna until 1908, when Mahler had been replaced
by Weingartner. After this it was generally neglected
and not heard in Britain until 1979. Ballets since
compiled, using Strauss' more familiar tunes, have
been agreat success. Cinderella has not had the same
acclaim, probably because it is amuch more integrated
score and its parts are subservient to the whole.
Perhaps there is no absolutely clear hit tune but the
Tauben waltz ought to be better-known and the score
has many delights. There seems to be no real reason
why it should not now become known and loved. The
ballet- music to Ritter Pásmán, highly praised by
Hanslick, is already more familiar, and it has the
strength of brevity and some excellent tunes. Certain
no Strauss enthusiast will want to miss this recording.
Cinderella has been further revised and edited by
Douglas Gamley and, if there is one due criticism, it is
that the music sometimes shows that hands other than
Strauss' have had ago at it. The performance under
Bonynge could hardly be bettered and offers utmost
persuasion and delight. Decca's digital recording is
also first class: rich, full-blooded and clear. This is an
ambitious and daring production and I hope that
Decca's faith in it is justified by healthy sales among
Strauss enthusiasts so that other such ventures will not
be discouraged. (A*: 1*)
Peter Gammond
SZYMANOWSKI: Symphony 20 Symphony 3,
'Song of the Night"
Ryszard Karczkowski (ten) I 'Kenneth Jewell Chorale
IDetroit SO IDorati
Dee« SXDL 7624 digital
This record offers a rare and splendid opportunity to
sample two major works by one of this century's
virtually forgotten composers. Karol Szymanowski's
two middle symphonies belong to 1910 and 1914-6
respectively and are quite different in style from one
another. The Second, in Bflat, still shows the influence
of Wagner, and through him, of Strauss and Mahler. Its
two movements have aslightly haunted quality, the
first especially so, though there is more variety of colour
and rhythm in the second, aset of variations culminating in aremarkable fugue. The scoring is opulent and
dense; so is that of the Third. Here the German

influences have given way to French ones, to Debussy,
to the Stravinsky of Firebird, and to the Ravel of
Daphnis and Chloé. And there is a touch of the
Russians too in the opulence and orientalism of the
music. There is an element of the fantastic in this
setting of part of apoem by the Sufi poet Djalal - al- Din
Rumi but its orientalism is generic, not imposed, as it is
in, say, the music of Granville Bantock. Szymanowski
insisted on atenor soloist but permitted the chorus to
be dropped. The work is often heard with asoprano
soloist, but in this performance it is as Szymanowski
intended. It is afine performance—there is another by
•
Rowicki, less well recorded on aPolish label—but the
density of the scoring does not allow much detail to
come through or the words to be heard with any clarity,
and no text has been included. Dorati's advocacy of the
music is to be applauded and the engineers have
probably done as well as could be expected outside a
recording studio—this was made in the United Artist's
Auditorium in Detroit last year. Apart from the recording already retailed to neither work is otherwise
available. [A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 in b, Op. 74,
'Pathétique'
Ph//harmonía IAshkenazy
Deere SXL 6941
The eagerness with which famous instrumentalists and
even singers nowadays take up the baton clearly has its
roots in the remarkable rise in orchestral standards over
the past fifty years. Unlike their illustrious predecessors, who often sweated blood simply to secure
reasonably accurate playing, today's conductors find
their task almost 4Jangerously easy—certainly much
less onerous than playing ataxing concerto or singing a
major operatic rolel Ashkenazy, as everyone knows, is a
splendid pianist and afine musician; he also appears,
on the evidence of this and several other discs, to be a
pretty useful conductor, though Isuspect that the
success of the present performance owes agreat deal
to the remarkable skill and sheer professionalism of the
Philharmonia Orchestra.
As a reading, this Pathétique is both thoughtfully
conceived and passionately felt. The passion is fairly
obvious, since it finds expression in lyrical tenderness
no less than in grandly conceived climaxes; the
thoughtfulness lies in the convincing shape given to
each movement, the way in which basic tempi relate
and the subtle variations of pace within each movement. The playing as such is not always as tidy as it
might be, but it is never short of vitality and, in the case
of the third movement, genuinely exciting. Here and
there, control of balance and dynamics is not all it
ought to be, yet, viewed as awhole, this clearly is a
Pathétique to be reckoned with.
What, for me, puts Ashkenazy decisively on the side
of the angels is his recognition of apoint close to my
own heart, yet ignored by virtually all modern conductors: this work must be performed with the strings
disposed in the 'old-fashioned' way (
le, second violins
to the conductor's right) if Tchaikovsky's convoluted
part-writing at the very opening of the Finale is not to
be robbed of its purpose. The decision to re- seat the
orchestra for this symphony must be applauded, and I
only wish that the practice might spread!
The recording, though not 'digital', is quite magnificent, offering sound that is warm, yet incisive and
beautifully transparent over avery wide dynamic range.
As ever, Kingsway Hall provides anear- ideal ambience,
and the admirable yet unexaggerated stereo separation
allows the listener to savour the benefits of the conductor's positive thinking about orchestral geography.
[A*: 1]
Thomas Heinitz
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Trio in a, Op. 50
Vladimir Ashkenazy (
ono) Iltzhak Perlman ( On)
Lynn Harrell (
vIc)
HMV ASD4036
Never really at home in the world of chamber music,
Tchaikovsky composed his only Piano Trio in memory
of Nicholas Rubinstein and also to please his benefactress, Madame von Meck, who happened to love this
instrumental combination. The composer, on the other
hand, heartily disliked the characteristic sound of such
an ensemble, yet this did not prevent him from producing for it awork of real substance, splendidly laid out
for the three instruments ( the dedication made it
inevitable that the pianist would be primus inter pares).
The trio does not fdllow the conventional, classical
pattern, but consists of two lengthy movements—an
expressive and passionate Pezzo elegiace and an
elaborate Tema con variazioni, the latter said to depict
episodes from Rabinstein's life.
When, as here, the piano part is in the hands of an
outstanding, Russian- born virtuoso, steeped in
Tchaikovsky's music, and he has the support of two of
the world's leading string players, it would be surprising indeed if their collaboration did not produce an
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outstanding
performance, the more so since
Ashkenazy and Perlman are an established sonata
partnership. In the event, the playing is truly magnificent, alike in its technical mastery and in terms of
musical insight. There is no lack of passion here, but
also an impressive sense of discipline which prevents
the opening movement from becoming overheated and
brings to the variations a feeling of unity within the
diversity of moods.
Icertainly cannot recall any previous performance on
disc of this trio which impressed me so much, nor a
recording as splendid as this one. The sound of each
instrument has been captured to a nicety, *
while the
balance between them is finely judged. Stereo separation, too, is just as it should be ( Idislike trio discs
which place the instruments too far apart!) and the
acoustic combines warmth with intimacy. [
A: 1*]
Thomas Heinitz

quality in the interpretation. Tempi are, for the most
part, lively and well chosen. Not completely successful,
regrettably, is the largo of the Recorder Concerto,
which is robbed of its picturesque beauty by virtue of
the fact that the tempo is too fast. The larghetto of the B
minor concerto also fails to please because it is devoid
of any form of dramatic impetus. The allegros, however,
are full of warmth and vitality.
The recording is fairly good but occasionally the
soloists tend to be drowned by the orchestral accompaniments. Further, it is possible to discern the
piecemeal recording technique employed in these
performances because the editing has been carried out
in a way which precludes natural studio ambience
between movements. Nevertheless, at a mere f1 . 99
this disc is remarkable value for money and, as such,
must be recommended. [
13: 2]
Victor McAloon

TELEMANN:
Methodical Sonata in
D
Fantasias 4 & 6 -; Sonata in C from Essercizii
Music E Partita 2in gr] Sonata in FD Sonata in
B7 for recorder, Harpsichord & Continuo
Michala Prtri ( rrc)
Hanna Petri ( hpd) IDavid Petri
(vie)
Philips 9500 941

JOHN WARD: Madrigals 1613
Consort of Musike IRooley
Oiseau-Lyre 0238D2 (
2 records) ( full price)

No musician composed more authoritatively for the
recorder than Telemann. The way in which he exploits
the tonal possibilities of the instrument while at the
same time concealing its limitations commands
admiration.
These interpretations are delightfully fresh, the embodiment of sensitive and stylish playing. The slow
movements are beautifully ornamented and the
allegros sparkle with virtuosity and vitality. Miss Petri
displays admirable breath and finger control in the
unaccompanied fantasias and tempi are always alert
and well considered. The one disappointing moment in
the whole recital comes in the Fmajor Sonata from Der
getreue MirsikmeiSter where Miss Petri avoids the high
C in the last movement.
The accompaniments are tastefully rendered but it
should be borne in mind that the continuo realisation is
in fact by Walter Bermann and does not emanate from
the imagination of the present artist. The recording
places the solo instrument too far to the fore and this
results in some occasional distortion. The acoustic, too,
is a little overpowering and the continuo instruments
are not given sufficient prominence. [
B: 1]
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
Yehudi Menuhin ( yin) ICamerata Lysy
HMV ASD 3964 digital
There can be few Violin Concertos which are as
compelling or as magical as Vivaldi's Four Seasons and
it is for this reason that all great violinists are ultimately
drawn to them. Yehudi Menhuin, although a comparative latecomer where committing these concerti to
disc is concerned, offers athoughtful and individualistic account of these inspiring works. Mr. Menuhin's
tone is sweet and firm and his interpretations are both
musical and scholarly with some pleasing ornamentation in the slow movements. Of the four concertos I
feel that the 'Autumn' and Winter' receive the most
interesting performances. Here the virtuoso element is
predominant and tempi are lively and well conceived.
The Camerata Lysy render crisp, stylish accompaniments with dynamics tastefully managed. There is
some excellent continuo playing in the storm episode
of the 'Spring' Concerto but Iwas surprised to find that
the harpsichord had been suppressed in the ritornello
which opens the 'Winter' Concerto. This work, commencing as it does with abass line of repeated quavers,
cries out for harmonic support from the keyboard. This
apart, Ifound these performances to be most enjoyable.
The recording is well engineered and nicely balanced.
Unfortunately my ( German!) pressing was persistently
noisy on both sides. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
VIVALDI: Concerto in b for 4 violins OP. 3/100
Concerto in g ( La Notte) for flute Op. 10/2 0
Concerto in C for 2 trumpets Op. 46/1
Concerto for recorder Op. 44/1113 Concerto in C
for mandoline D Concerto in G for 2mandolines
Michele Sanvoisin (tac) IMichel Debost (flt) IAlbert
Calvayrac & André Bernes ( tpts) IAndre Saint-Clivier
(mnd) Toulouse CO IAuriacombe
CFP 40353 (
El . 99)
Readers who are building arecord library on aseverely
limited budget will find that this album represents an
excellent introduction to the Vivaldi concertos. The
programme offers plenty of instrumental variety and
the soloists play with enthusiasm and ahigh degree of
technical skill. The accompaniments of the Toulouse
Chamber Orchestra are, however, serviceable rather
than outstanding. There is insufficient light and shade
and at times one senses arelentless, almost mechanical
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By this time, I have come to expect that à new
Florilegium issue is going to be superb; nor was I
disappointed with this one. John Ward came in the
latter part of the great English madrigal period, but his
music is characterised by a much deeper seriousness
and intellectual content than all but the greatest of the
others. It became clear to me as Iprogressed through
these four sides that Iwas in the presence of agenius.
At times Ifound myself looking forward to the great
composers of lieder, so close aunion did Ward achieve
between music and words. He is almost totally free of
that superficiality and cultivated melancholy one often
finds in his contemporaries: somehow, his melancholy,
even when addressed to the conventional coy mistress,
has a depth of truth which makes it very moving:
Ward's better moments are great music by any
standard.
To perform it, the Consort consists of twelve singers
and six violinists. There is one singer to apart, making
six for the most complex scores. These are chosen for
the aptness of their voices to the particular piece, which
makes not only for variety but for an exquisite appropriateness of ensemble. The singers include prominently the peerless Emma Kirkby, but she is far from
being the only outstanding musician. Four Fantasias
for viol consort are included in the programme. The
singing is unaccompanied save for the first and last
pieces—the last being a lament for Prince Henry:
Weepe forth your teares', a breath- holdingly lovely
work which leaves one eager for more.
This is a typical Florilegium recording, seemingly
designed for intelligibility and musical transparency,
eschewing all hi-fi gimmickry while giving very
adequate presence, clarity and detail. The more musical
demonstrator could well use it: this is yet another issue
which deserves sincere gratitude. [
A: 1*]
Peter Turner
WASSENAER?: music previously attributed to
PERGOLESI and RICCIOTTI: Six Concerti
Armonici
Camerata Bern IFun
DG 'Archly' 2533 456
Regardless of the controversy surrounding the authorship of the music on this record, in its own right it is a
superb production. These works appear in the catalogue, admittedly with some doubt, as being by
Pergolesi. However, recent work by the Dutch musicologist Albert Dunning has identified the composer
as the Dutch nobleman Count Unico Wilhelm van
Wassenaer, an important figure in early eighteenth
century military, commercial and political affairs in the
Netherlands. But a paradox remains. This is not the
music of adabbling amateur, acasual pan- time composer, but has the hallmarks of greatness. It is intensely
individualistic, remarkable in a number of ways, and
prophetic of what was to come much later in the
century. And yet, so far there appears to be no evidence
that the Count wrote anything elsel All the music is
thoroughly compelling; much of it remarkably beautiful. It is extraordinary how, in the middle of apassage
fairly typical of the late baroque, suddenly acello solo
melody will emerge and take you by surprise by its
intensely romantic quality.
The playing is splendid, and really cannot be faulted.
The phrasing is careful and meaningful, there are lovely
dynamic touches here and there, and there is asense of
occasion about the performance. Each of the six
concerti offers something new—even novel—and
many listeners, Iam sure, will be quite happy to play the
record through and listen to one concerto after another.
The sound is up to the usual Archly standard, with a
pleasing spread of sound, and a lovely clear string
sound, perfectly balanced. Icannot recommend this
fine record too highly. Perhaps eventually we shall
discover who really wrote these concerti: whoever was

responsible for them was undoubtedly one of the most
significant voices in early eighteenth century music.
[A*: 1*]
Colin Evans

dassicaL
coLLections
Vocal

DUETTI DA CAMERA
Emma Kirkby and Judith Nelson (sop) I Consort of
Musicke IRooley
Oiseau-Lyre DSLO 588
At the beginning of the 17th century, in Italy, there
arose arenewed interest in the solo voice and the duet,
as distinct from madrigal-singing and other forms of
ensemble- music. This recital gives numerous examples
of the 'new' genre, by such masters as Montiverdi
(regrettably, only one: to my ear the finest of the
collection), Sabbatini, d'India, Frescobaldi and others.
The standard is exhilaratingly high. I'm sorry to keep on
about this, but truly the musical culture of the period is
dazzling and amazing: this recital is a continuous
source of high pleasure, delighting the ear and satisfying the mind. Ihave had constantly to return to it, and
should certainly take it to that desert island.
Great music is not enough, save for those happy few
who can ' perform' scores in their heads: one needs
adequate performance. Here are two ladies with pure,
beautifully- tuned voices which combine together to
perfection, accompanied by a lute, sometimes with
bass viol as well. They combine ascholarly knowledge
of the period, backed by the learning of Anthony
Rooley, with an exquisite sense of phrase and cadence.
The result is joy unconfined: Icannot imagine anything
better.
We also need a fine recording, and get it. This
Florilegium series, soundwise, has so far been
extremely good as a whole: natural perspective, low
distortion, excellent detail. Thus, here: nothing obtrudes between the listener and the music. What more
could one ask? Complete text and translation, with
scholarly notes, are included. [
A: 1*] Peter Turner

CELEBRATION OF THE FEAST OF ST. IVAN
Monks' Choir of the Rila Monastery, Bulgaria
DG Archiv 2533 457
It would not be wholly inaccurate, Isuppose, to say
that this recording corresponds to First Vespers and
Lauds of a patronal feast in the Latin rite. It is
fascinating to try to catch common ancestry and
influences between Eastern and Western chanting. The
singing in the Orthodox churches is always unaccompanied: no instrument is regarded as worthy of use
in divine worship. Authentic plainchant is similarly
austere—though Ihave never heard the same reason
advanced. A casual listener may find a degree of
monotony in the music of these services, though the
chant is harmonised, as it has been for a long time—
contrary to the Gregorian tradition. There are excellent
notes on the services and Eastern liturgy in general.
The singing reaches a very high standard, though
this choir does not exhibit the richness of basses which
many Orthodox choirs do. Since men do not enter a
monastery with aview to becoming musicians, but in
order to serve God, the training and discipline required
to produce this standard must be rigorous: every phrase
speaks of dedication, and the effect is most impressive.
This is a live recording, so be warned that there are
sundry coughs and extraneous noises ( though any
congregation present was notably restrained and quiet)
which may become irritating on repeated listening. For
the rest, the atmosphere and acoustic of the church are
caught outstandingly well. Soloists are not panned
forward, but have a very natural location and prominence: there is no audible sign of backroom tinkering
with the sound. Indeed, this is amodel of how to make
alive recording. A record, then, of somewhat specialist
interest, but avaluable experience for all of adifferent
culture and approach to worship. [
13: 1]
Peter Turner
PASSION OBERAMMERGAU
Choir, Children's Choir, Soloists and Orchestra of
Oberammergau
Polydor 2437 820 (
Import Music)
There must be many who have found the Passion Play
at Oberammergau aprofound experience and who will
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be glad to have arecording of the music. It is necessary
to recall that this is an amateur production: all the
performers here remain anonymous, and are drawn
from local residents. There must be few amateur
performances anywhere which attain this standard;
nevertheless it should not—and need not—be compared with professional accounts of the Passion. The
soloists, in particular, though worthy and in no sense
difficult to listen to, are not the equals of the great
exponents of oratorio.
Ido not, for my part, find the music particularly
inspiring or strikingly original; but Ihave never been to
Oberammergau and Ican well believe that, heard in the
context of a moving play, it could attain an impact
which it has not on arecord. Although the Gospel story
has inspired arguably the greatest art in the West ( and
East for that matter), Rochus Dedler was not agreat
composer and people do not go to Oberammergau as
they do to Salzburg or Bayreuth.
The recording is not outstanding, but perfectly
adequate. It is somewhat lacking in presence and
depth, but free from distortion and obvious manipulation: it will. I have no doubt, recall vividly the
experience of the play to those who have participated
in it. Those of us who have not, but have often
wondered about it, have now the means to glean
something of the spirit of this remarkable achievement.
(Text in German, with English translation & notes.)
[B: 2]
Peter Turner
0 PRAISE GOD IN HIS HOLINESS
Chichester Cathedral Choir IAlan Thur/ow IJeremy
Suter and Kenneth Sweetman ( org)
Alpha APS 317 (£5-50)
Chichester is not one of our vaster cathedrals, so that
the relatively small size of the choir ( nominally twelve
boys and six men) is appropriate to the acoustic. The
standard of singing here is very high: Ihave not noticed
one unfortunate moment, which is very rare. This may
have something to do with the choice of repertory,
which includes nothing of outstanding difficulty. We
are given avaried selection of pieces from the sixteenth
century onwards to our own, including William
Albright's Chichester Mass, written for the 900th
anniversary of the cathedral in 1975: awork perhaps
best described as 'interesting'. There is one short piece
from Weelkes, and an elegant hymn by Grayston Ives.
There are two, quite pleasing, examples of plainchant.
No full text is given. Ifound this issue most enjoyable: it
is unpretentious, highly competently executed, and the
programme catholic.
The recording is in the company's best manner;
indeed, it is one of the best to come my way. There
appears to be no antiphonal division of the singers, but
the balance with the very discreet organ accompaniment, where present, is splendidly judged. Pitch and
ensemble are precise; individual voices in the small
choir can be distinctly heard; there is no audible
distortion; and the overall sound is full, clear and
natural. There is little sense of cathedral space; but this
may simply reproduce the actual sound ( Ihave never
visited the cathedral while singing was taking place); in
any case it is unobjectionable. There is atrace of preecho, and on my copy the hiss- level is high—which
cannot be the blower as the organ is described as a
'computer' type. [
A/B: 1]
• Peter Turner

Not Vocal

INVITATION TO BAROQUE MUSIC
Items by Albinoni, Bach, Marcello, Handel &
Pachelbel, some in arrangements
Ole Rahn ( yin) IJol rgen Skyttegaard (obo) I Ove
Petersen ( org) I Karen Englund (hpd) I Societas
Musica CO Copenhagen IHansen
Denon OX-7061- ND digital (£ 7.50) ( Unicorn)
The digital recording, made by Denon's much
-publicised PCM process, gives agood, clear, impression with appropriate spread, tonal palette and general
'presence': however, it has taken along time for this
series of records to be issued here ( original recording in
January 1976), and Icannot really pretend that Ifind
any marginal improvements on, say, ordinary DG or
Philips analogue recordings to justify an extra £2. Even
if one does admit to some improvement—which Ithink
Ido, just—Iam surprised that Denon have chosen to
give their 'super- treatment' to such an ordinary recital
of semi- pop baroque classics': such arecital does not
really depend all that heavily upon niceties of precision
in either performance or musical arrangement for its
appeal: a concert involving authentic forces for the
music of any period (
cg. Schumann or Chopin piano
music well played on a contemporary instrument)
would benefit from it far more.
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The Societas Musicas Orchestra prove to be sound
players, with atone- colour and an interpretation that
seem to be modelled upon those of the London ASM;
they are not quite as silky- smooth ( and not as numerous as the usual ASM strings, Iguess), but the effect is
similar, which, in arecital of this kind, will please many
collectors. Documentation is minimal regarding the
actual music (
which Handel Menuetto and Aria?;
which Bach Largo?; whence come the Albinoni and
the Pachelbel, and whose are the arrangements 7).
These omissions just won't do, and the fact that they
occur in several languages including Japanese doesn't
improve anything. [
A: 1/2]
Stephen Dow
THE DEVIL'S TRILL
DVORAK-KREISLER: Largo ( Symphony no. 9)
O Slavonic Dance in e, Op. 72/2 ISongs my
mother taught me / MIYASHITA: Yoru No
Shirabe " Nocturne" /
SARASATE:
Zigeunervveisen / TARTIN I: Sonata in g—
'Devil's Trill' / YOSH I
ZAWA-MIYASH I
TA:
Chidori No Kyoku ' Tune of Plovers'
Vaclav Hudecek ( yin) IJosef Hala (pno) ISusumu
Miyashita (koto)
Varese Sarabande VCDM 1000.60 digital (£7-97)
(Unicorn)
Prepare to be knocked sideways by the first violin entry
of Zigeunerweisen. This fiery young Czech player is
hardly short of inhibition when it comes to gypsyinspired music—wide, pulsating vibrato high on the
bottom string, full- gutted attack and deliberately ( I
hope) sharpward intonation all contribute towards a
larger- than- life impression. Would Hudecek, I
wondered, be willing to allow time for the longbreathed melody of the Dvorak Slavonic Dance to
expand, to introduce ebb as well as flow into his
rubato? Would he, in short, find a corresponding
repose? The answer, as Ifeared, is no. To turn to
Shlomo Mintz in the same piece ( 2531 305, enthusiastically received in April by CB) is to enter an
altogether more subtle world of imagination and
surprise, of colours varied and, it seems, intuitively
chosen. The Varese Sarabande recording (JVC system)
is arresting in its projection and solidity, catching every
bow attack and change of position with startling
vividness. Very hi-fi, and, with its absence of background noise, highly impressive for aminute or two...
but how loud it all is. [
A*7: 3]
Andrew Keener
FANTASIA—favourite selections from the film
Music by J. S. Bach, Tchaikovsky, Dukas, Ponchielli,
Mussorgsky, Schubert
Philadelphia IOrmandy
CBS 61548
Clearly aimed at people whose major or sole contact
with the classics arose from that almost uniquely
musical use of avisual medium, the Disney/Stokowski
film Fantasia, this is hardly arecord for the connoisseur.
Originally issued in the US in 1970 but now making its
first appearance here, this collection includes The
Sorcerer's Apprentice (
Dukas), Dance of the Hours
(Ponchielli), three dances from The Nutcracker
(Tchaikovsky), Night on Bald Mountain (Mussorgsky)
and the Schubert Ave Maria starting with Ormandy's
own arrangement of Bach's Toccata & Fugue in
minor, which seems not to differ significantly from the
famous Stokowski version. Beethoven and Stravinsky
are not honoured.
Performances are lively and should give much
pleasure to classical 'beginners', although by hi-fi
standards the recording is only moderate: clean and
well spread, but strident and set in an unconvincing
ambience, with rather constricted dynamics. But this
would hardly matter on a cheap disc player, so the
record might well suit children wishing for something
to remind them of the film. [C: 1 ]
John Crabbe
FOR ELISE and Other Beautiful Flowers of
Piano Music:
BEETHOVEN: Fur Elise / SCHUBERT: Moment
Musical in f, Op. 94,3 / DEBUSSY: Clair de Lune
/SCHUMANN: Traumerei, Op. 15, 7' Romance,
Op. 28, 2 / HANDEL: The Harmonious
Blacksmith / CHOPIN: Nocturne in E Op. 9, 213
Nocturne in e, Op. 72, 1 / SIBELIUS: Romance,
Op. 24, 9 / MOZART: Turkish March, KV 331
Fantasia in d, KV 397
John O'Conor (pno)
Denon OX-7177- ND digital (£7.97) ( Unicorn)
John O'Conor first founded his reputation on early
performances of Beethoven. He returns to that composer for the title piece of this recital but, unfortunately,
fails to find his form in these popular classics. Passing
quickly over the nauseant subtitle of this collection to
John O'Conor's performances, they seem to range

from the stilted ( the LH triplet chords of the Chopin Et,
Nocturne are played with almost equal emphasis with
the melody dully imposed on top), through the
mechanistically neat ( Far Elise and the Schubert
Moment Musical) and the simply and effectively
competent ( the Schumann, Sibelius and Mozart) to an
awed performance of Clair de Lune that makes the
listener breathe shallowly to catch every subtle nuance.
Iget the impression that O'Conor is trying to avoid the
clichés of expression associated with these favourite
morsels but in so doing sometimes crosses the
boundary between art and science in the wrong
direction. He certainly does not want for technical
ability—his precision and tone control testify to that—
but there is aheavy predetermination about many of his
expressive gestures.
The recording is very clear but is rather too close and
lacks finesse. This is not too much of aproblem in the
quietest pieces where intimacy is appropriate, but in
the more forceful works the sound becomes a little
harsh and ungiving. Despite the fine Debussy performance, this is not arecord Icould recommend. (
B/C:
1*/2/3/4]
Doug Hammond

FOUR TRUMPET CONCERTOS
ALBINONI: Concerto in d, Op. 9/2/ BARSANTI:
Concerto Grosso in D, Op. 3 no. 10 / HANDEL:
Sonata in F, Op. 1 no. 12 / OTTO: Trumpet
Concerto in Eb
Maurice André ( tpt) IWarttemberg CO IFaerber
HMV MID 4030 digital
What gives this record adistinction, indeed afascinating quality, not always to be expected in mixed recitals
of works arranged for trumpet, is the inclusion of a
rarity of real musical worth: a concerto, tentatively
dated here to about 1750, by one Luigi Otto. It is afirst
class concerto, discovered in the music collection of
the Princes of Bentheim and Steinfurt and edited by
James Brown. It seems to be scored for pairs of oboes
and horns with strings and abrilliant solo trumpet part
(for this work alone the scoring is not given on the
sleeve). Even if it dates from adecade or two after 1750,
as on the basis of an all- too-short acquaintance with
this recording Imight have thought, it packs agood
deal of musical substance into its three quite brief
movements. It is astylish, highly competent piece,
mainly virtuosic but tender in places—areal discovery.
But who was Luigi Otto?— The New Grove and MGG
know him not. Otherwise Maurice André gives us more
or less suitable arrangements of baroque concertos and
a sonata, all of them available in other and more
conventional form. The accompaniments are neat and
self-effacing, M. André is vivid yet not immaculate ( his
tone sometimes spreads in the search for expressiveness in the slow movements, the odd flourish does not
quite come off). Though the German pressing is clean,
the texture is thick, inclined to coarseness at times, and
the harpsichord is unhelpfully distant. [
13/C: 2]
Peter Branscombe

TRUMPET CONCERTOS
TORELLI: Concerto in D ( ed. Thilde) ( Giegling
n.n.)O Concerto in D ( Giegling 2/3)0 Sonata in D
(G. 5) TARTINI: Concerto in D / ALBINON I:
Concerto in Elb
Jean-Luc Dasée ( tpt) I IFilarmonici di Bologna I
Ephrikian
Harmonie Mundi HM 1049 (£ 5-50)
This is the third of aseries of recordings sponsored by
the regional sponsoring foundation 'Création en Val de
Charente'; the aim is to feature promising young artists
from the area, which is notable also for its flourishing
Cognac industry.
Jean-Luc Dassé proves to be a promising young
player who has already enjoyed outstanding success in
Maurice André's class at the Conservatoire Nationale
Supérieur in Paris; his sejr_wof rhythm and his ability to
project aline recall the skills of that famous teacher. The
only fault in his playing on this record is his failure to
play the less- accented notes in really good tune; to my
ears, which are becoming specially critical of tuning as
Ibecome more interested in the history of temperament, this is maddening—but less sensitive listeners
may not be bothered much by this, since the pitchinaccuracies are very slight.
Otherwise, the record is most interesting and
musical; recording is clear and rounded ( quite a
resonant room was used for the recording), documentation is quite helpful, although the English of the
translation is unstylish. Particularly I enjoyed the
delicacy of Ephrikian's treatment of upper- string
melodies, which seem to me to have aspecial beauty
that no other conductor can quite catch. There are
traces of unnecessary pre-echo before various tracks.
[Et: 1/21 according to ones sensitivity to
temperament.
Stephen Daw
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A reissue roundup by members of the record review team
cellent originals of Nos. 1 ( 1975) and 3
(1977) with even cleaner and brighter
HE ABSENCE of John Ogdon from results. Despite the substantial time span
(the 2nd dates from 1973), all three discs
the concert platform and recording
studios has been asad loss, which the still sound surprisingly well matched.
[A/A*: 1*]
ES.
reissue of two of his best performances
testifies to. Bartok's Third Piano
Bournemouth SO/Berglund Sibelius
Symphony 1 ( 1974) loses its star for
Concerto conducted by Sargent, and
in
transfer
to
EMI's
Shostakovich's
Second
under recording,
Lawrence Foster, both with the New
'Greensleeve' label ( ESD 7095), recoupled with Symphony 7. In that 1972
Philharmonia, date from 1968 and 1971
Southampton
Guildhall
version
respectively ( HMV
SXLP
30514,
Berglund had worked from the manuBoth works are adequately represented
but these versions, previously released script, correcting many small errors in the
Hansen printed score. Two committed
with other couplings, stand up well from
performances in the familiar sturdy
the point of view of the sound as well as
manner; if anything the Seventh now
of the playing by pianist and orchestra.
sounds smoother than before: [
A/B: 2],
The Bartok is particularly worthy of inthe E- minor still decent, but without the
vestigation. [
A: 1 ]
K.O.
From
1968 'Angel'
cycle
of depth and vividness of the ASD ( SQ)
original: [
A: 1 ]. Meezel's VPO First has
Beethoven Piano Concertos, Gilels/
panache—an
outstanding
Cleveland/Szell ( released here as WRC greater
'Jubilee' bargain.
C.B.
set), the 6> and G are recut on one disc,
EMI have very sensibly coupled toHMV
SXLP 30515—a saving of
well over aside, without too much sonic gether for the first time their two quite
marvellous recordings of the first
compromise. The close orchestral balShosiakovich
Violin
and
Cello
ances are somewhat softened here.
Concertos with Oistrakh and the New
Incisive accompaniments from Szell, yes,
Philharmonia
under
Maxim
but how gentle is the approach in the
Shostakovich
and
Tortelier
with
outer movements of 2and in 4( i). There
Berglund
and
the
Bournemouth
Gilels plays the shorter, less flowing
Symphony, respectively ( HMV ASD
cadenza; so do Brendel and Pollini. If you
4046). The treasurable Oistrakh performwant the lyrical alternative there is
ance of the Violin Concerto—one of the
Bishop-Kovacevich on "Festivo", and
composer's most searching creations—
Kempff, who performs his own cadenzas,
originally appeared spread over two
has the same coupling on 'Accolade'. All
sides. Even so, it was cheap at the price.
three discs pf exceptional distinction, but
Now, with if anything an improvement
Gilels arguably listening as a chamberin quality—certainly no loss—it has been
musician, adapting the part more subtly
accommodated complete on one side. I
than the others. [
A: 1*]
C.B.
well remember the classic Festival Hall
The mediocre LSO/Palta performance
(and somewhat brash recording) of
performance which preceded these sessions in 1973; it was all that one might
Berlioz's Fantastic Symphony, which
have expected from the work's dedicatee,
appeared here briefly on the French
Decca label in 1979, now forms one of a given too the electrifying impetus supplied by the composer's son. Suffice
batch of Pea reissues on the Swiss
it to say that this recording still conveys
Lodia label ( LOD 777, £ 5-25), but retains
the essence of that occasion as though
our original unenthusiastic rating: [
C: 3].
More Berlioz from Pea (
Roman Carnival it were yesterday. Hardly less satisfying is Tortelier's impassioned acOverture) joins overtures by Beethoven
(Leonore 3),
Brahma
(
Academic
count of the Cello Concerto; and what
a stunning accompaniment Berglund's
Festival) and Wagner (
Rienzi) on LOD
Bournemouth Symphony provided here.
771, with the Netherlands Radio
[A: 1 ]
ES.
Philharmonic Orchestra. The motley colEvery now and again, listening to relection fares rather better, with lively if
issues of recordings made about two
not particularly searching readings which
decades ago, one wonders how much
should please the average classics lover
who just wants good performances of a progress has really been made since the
early days of stereo. From EMI comes an
few famous overtures. Ifelt that Palta let
things get just alittle too jaunty in places, exceptionally generous Tchaikovsky
coupling—the C minor Symphony
but it's agood collection and is served by
(tittle Russian') and Francesca da
some creditable if not outstanding
Rimini—featuring
Giulini
and
the
sound. [
B: 2]
J.C.
Johnny Cash in Deja vu? He drawls an
Philharmonia ( HMV SXLP 30509). The
originals date, respectively, from 1958
eleven minute postlude, 'A Day in the
and 1963 yet, quite apart from the fact
Grand Canyon', with sundry crickets,
that
the performances are exceptional by
mules, and rainstorm noises, to Grofies
any standard, anyone hearing the disc
Hollywood view Grand Canyon Suite—
rendered in the inimitably polished
might be forgiven for assuming that it is
of much more recent origin. The backmanner of Andre Kostelanetz and his
ground may not be quite as silent as on
Orchestra. Some of the sound-effects are
most modern recordings, especially
worked into the recording ( CBS 61835),
and the equine snuffles which preface
those made from digital tapes, but the
sound itself is really quite splendid—
'On the Trail' should puzzle urban neighi
ndeed, in terms of orchestral timbres and
bours. 'Neigh- burros', Mr Cash might
.say! Much use is made of channel separtextures, it is arguably more natural, more
'lifelike' than many amodern miracle of
ation. Written for Paul Whiteman, this
technology. [
A: 1]
T.H.
Suite was once recorded by Toscanini.
[A/B: 1 ]
C.B.
On CBS 61834 we have music from
the film La Prisonière. The film tries to
Every time Ireturn to André Previn's
deal with the problems of freedom and
readings of the three Rachmaninov
Symphonies ( all with the LSO and boxed
evil: very French topics handled in a
now on SLS 5225, 3 records), Igrow
typically French way. For music the producer chose Webern's Five Pieces for
more convinced of their classic status.
Time will tell, of course, but Previn does
Orchestra Op. 10 (
conducted by Pierre
display a rare instinctive feeling for the
Boulez); the third movement of Mahler's
ebb and flow and, above all, the sound of
Symphony 4 (
NYPO/Bernstein) and
these scores. As for the LSO. Iam sure
Luciano Berio's musique concrète treatno-one would disagree that this is
ment of the voice of Cathy Berberian
among the finest work that the orchestra
which he created in 1961 and called
has yet put on disc. EMI have now reVisage. Well advertised on the record
sleeve, the performances are very good.
mixed and retransferred their already ex-

Orchestral/Concertos
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The recordings vary a little in quality—
Visage is excellent, while the Mahler is a
little brittle in the treble: overall [
A/B:1 ].
B.S.
Like one of Stokowski's Ring syntheses, Morton Subotnik's amusing electronic doodles link the music chosen for
Kubrick's film '
2001'—Zarathustra, Blue
Danube (
Philadelphia/Ormandy); Lilted
(NYPO/Bernstein) etc—to provide a
continuous space-age sonic meander.
On CBS 61772 this is backed by a
clinically sharp Swedish Radio music
concrète adaptation of music from
Blomdahl's prophetic opera Aniara.
This reissue incorporates Bernstein's recording of Ligeti's Atmospheres—although it lacks the huge dynamic expansiveness of Bour's ( on Wergo).
[A*/B: 7]
C.B.

Incredibly, the same four players still
constitute it. DG have issued a commemorative record under their 'Accolade'
label ( 2542 159) which gives us 'an
evening"—well, almost an hour—of recordings dating from 1960 to 1980, and
selected by the players: Mozart,
Haydn,
Beethoven,
Schubert,
Tchaikovsky, Dvorak. These are excerpts only: not one complete work. They
do, however, convey the unique
Amadeus sound and style, and that's
what the issue is all about. Inevitably, the
recordings vary over that long aperiod—
the earlier ones being distinctly shrill.
This doesn't matter and could not be

works on Hungaroton ' Budapest' FX
12295 (£ 3.25, Parnote) which was first
issued here in January 1969. Those with
an ear for the curious will be interested by
asonata for three oboes and aconcerto
for five flutes—though in fact the more
conventionally scored pieces are marginally the more interesting and substantial. Nicest of all is agrave- toned trio
Sonata in D. though Iam not sure that its
instrumentation (string trio plus harpsichord continuo) is authentic. The recital
ends with apretty little concerto for two
oboes, harpsichord and strings. The performances are neat and musicianly, the
recording rather rough though adequate.
[B/C: 2]
P.B.
Hoist's Suites 1, 2 and Vaughan
Williams' music for wind band, ' English
Folk Song Suite' and Toccata Marziale
were recorded ( 1978) in Tony Faulkner's
distinctive way. Newly transferred to
ASV ACA 1002 ( PRT Sales), attractively
sleeved and cleanly pressed—excepting
one or two 'ticks'. Denis Wick's ensemble
contains many 'star' London musicians,
but it must be said the performances
sound rather cautious, and frankly the
two de- luxe Telarc releases, by the
Cleveland Symphonic Winds/Fennell,
outclass this ' Enigma' original. [
A: 1/2]
C.B.
Originally released separately, then as
a set, and again as part of the consolidated Complete Mozart Edition, the
Quartetto Italiano's recordings have had
plenty of opportunity to establish their
claim to being among the classic recorded versions. The further reissue of
Mozart's Prussian Qaurtets ( K575,
589-590), together with the solitary

avoided. The Amadeus has areputation
never excelled by any other string quartet, perhaps: it may not be your favourite
(it isn't mine), but its astonishing
achievement deserves commemoration.
Here's to the next third- century! [
A/C:
1]
P.T.
Beethoven's five late quartets ( with
the disc devoted to Op. 130 including the
Grosse Fuge as well as the alternative
Finale) come in anew album, played by
the Vegh Quartet on Valois CMB 33 (4
records, £ 18.40, Harrnonia Mundi). Yet,
since the recordings were made in 1973,
it seems safe to assume that this is a
reissue of the set previously brought out
by Telefunken in the autumn of 1974.
Undeniably, the performances are deeply
impressive—indeed, one has to go back
to the famous Busch quartet recordings
of the thirties ( most of which can be
found in apair of 2-disc World Records
sets) to hear these exalted, visionary
works interpreted with such consistent
insight. Unfortunately, the sound quality
is no more than adequate: pleasant
enough for the most part, if not always
properly focused, but occasionally disfigured by the kind of 'crunchy' distortion
which seems to emanate from neighbouring grooves. Those who set greater
store by sonic excellence than Ido in
such music will probably find the
Calliope set by the Talich Quartet a
preferable alternative but, while the ' historic' Busch recordings still give me the
deepest satisfaction, this reissue would
be my first choice, warts and all, among
existing stereo versions. [
B/C: 1 ] T.H.
It is good to welcome back the pleasing selection of Boismortier chamber

'Hoffmeister ( Philips 6770 042, 2 records) gives those who have not yet
acquired them admirable performances
of integrity and classical restraint. There
have been many versions of these quartets since 1971 when these first appeared, though however fine, none has
eradicated the impression made by these.
The recording quality remains fully acceptable, and the box makes an attractive
proposition. (
A: 1/1*)
Another
excerpt
from
Philips'
Complete Mozart Edition, 'The Three
Great Wind Serenades' ( Philips 6770
047, 2 records), brings back into easier
circulation the highly esteemed performances of K361, K375, and K388 by the
Netherlands Wind Ensemble under Edo
de Wean. Originally released in 1971 and
1972, the performance of the Serenade
for 13 Wind Instruments ("Gran Partita')
predated the discovery of the original
version first recorded by Barenboim in
1978, but so does Brymers equally well
thought- of version on Decca. Textual
purity apart, De Waart's men offer performances of merit worthily recorded.
[A:1]
K.D.
A Schubert/Mozart pairing ( CEP
40356, £ 1.99) brings back a 1971 recording of the Death and the Maiden
Quartet ( No. 14, D810) and Mozart's
Oboe Quartet in F, K370 ( recorded 1967)
both by the Gabrieli quartet with Ian
Wilson on oboe. A pleasant- sounding
recording of the Schubert offers arecommendable opportunity to get this work at
areasonable price and the performance
compares well with any currently available; about ten versions at present. But,
although it occupies aminor part of the

Chamber/Solo
EAMAD EUS String Quartet gave its

T
I first concert on 10th January, 1948.
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Jim is listening to arock-singer, electric guitars,
bass, keyboard, drums and achorus of thousands...

...Jane isn't listening.

'4\
The great thing about stereo headphones is
that you can get your head into the loudest
sounds around without disturbing your nearest
and dearest.
And that's some sound on apair of Ross
RE 244's. They look lightweight because they
are light- in every way except performance.
New Samarium Cobalt Supermagnets*,
producing 3times the energy of the same sized
conventional magnets, bring miniaturization to
headphone listening.
Ross RE 244's.
Incredibly comfortable.
Distortion-free.
Stunning stereo power.
When you want music, and she wants to get
her head down- get your head into apair of
Ross RE 244's.
te ROSS 1981

•Irtroduced in the UK by Ross Electrones

F

Ross RE 244 Type: Open bad.
NOM,Ildi Imp: 32 ohms
Matching Imp: 4to 150 ohms
Frequency response: 20 to 20.0CC HR.
Sensitivity: 98 db SPL at 1,000 Hz
Weight. 40 gm ( 1.5 oz) less cz-ble
Price: Around £ 15.00

ell me more about the new range of Ross stereo headphone:71

I

Address

le ROSS

makes sound sense
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Name

I Ross Electronics,49/53,

Lfel: 01-278 6371

Telex:

Pancras Road, London, NW1 2QB.

22747

Preros, Ldn.
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disc, the Mozart work is amajor attraction, less easy to come across in agood
domestic recording. The sound here is
actually brighter, though marginally
older, and it is avery lively performance
indeed. One small criticism is the un varied brightness of the oboe tone, which
gets alittle obsessive, but otherwise it is
an excellent performance. [A: 1/2] P.G.
Two of the best-known chamber
works in the repertory are offered by
HMV SXLP 30523: Schubert's 'Trout'
Quintet, played by Hephzibah Menuhin
with members of the Amadeus String
Quartet and Edward Merret (d- bass); and
Beethoven's 'ghost trio played by the
same pianist with Yehudi Menuhin and
Maurice Gendron. The quintet's 1959
recording does sound rather antique, yet
surprisingly good in transfer there is an
overall thinness of tone, with a very
unresonant piano which sounds wooden
in the upper range and with no real bass;
the double- bass gets túbby in its lowest
notes. These shortcomings are easily
tolerable in order to enjoy aperformance
of driving
rhythm
and
immense
enthusiasm. The trio •(
1966) has amore
complete sound, but the violin is somewhat reedy in tone, and the piano,
though more recognisable here, has no
true bass end. The cello is on the thin
side, but is most beautifully played. Here
again, the performance is thoroughly
enjoyable and well worth reissuing. [C:
1]
P.T.
Two of the ' Living Baroque' series
reappear on Philips 9502 009 & 012:
Tardai: Four Sonatas for Violin ( including the Devil's Trill' and ' Dido
Abandoned')
played
by
Roberto
Michelucci (vin) with continuou from
Franz Walter (vIc) and Marijke Smit
Sibinga ( hpd). There is nothing about the
1972 sound of this record to suggest a
reissue: it is excellent, with an almost
tangible violin, though the accompaniment, which is often more than just that,
somewhat too reticent. This hugely enjoyable music receives performances of
committed ardour and stylish panache
which make it highly recommendable.
The other issue is of Sonatas by
Albinoni, Op. 9, played by IMusici with
Heinz Holliger ( obo) and Maria Teresa
Garatti ( hpd). The presence of IMusici
guarantees asuave style of playing with
impeccable tone and ensemble; that of
Heinz Holliger that degree of technical
mastery which allows the unselfconscious interpretation attained only by the
very few. Maria Garatti supports effectively. Once again, the sound shows no
sign of age, that of the oboe being as
ravishing as perhaps only Holliger can
produce; the string tone is smooth and
lovely. Separation is very good. The
music is undemanding intellectually but
vastly easy on the ear all in the usual
allegro- adagio- allegro form, but varied
and melodically remarkable. These are
two splendid issues. [A: 1]
P.T.

Voce/Operatic
to the immensely proEmllificpayandtribute
tragically curtailed creative

career of David Munrow in athree record
collation of tracks from almost all of his
previously released recorded output: The
Art of David Munrow, SLS 5136. The
music which is grouped roughly by
genre, 'Secular and Sacred Music', 'The
Large and Small Consort'. ' Film Music'
and ' Munrow as Soloist', is performed by
David Munrow and the Early Music
Consort, the ASM and the St. Albans
Choir, and ranges from anonymous 13th
century
English
Dances
through
Josquin, Dufay, Purcell, Holborne,
Handel, Bach to Corelli. These superb
performances need no further commendation here, and the 70's recordings still
show up very well indeed. There are afew
changes in imaging and reverberance
between tracks taken from different
issues, but overall the sound is very clear
and vibrant, full in tonal and dynamic
ranges. [A*/A: 1*]
R.B.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Music of the Gothic Era (Archiv
'Privilege' 2547 051) is taken from the
superb DG 'Archly' 3- record set which
Munrow and his Early Music Consort
recorded in 1975. It has lost none of its
freshness and vitality, and the record
includes some of the more interesting
pieces
from
the
original
album.
Particularly beautiful are the ethereal
organs of Leonin and Perótin with small
bells sounding at the beginning of
phrases, as well as Machauts deeply
moving motet on marital unhappiness. At
the other end of the scale is the anonymous and licentious Clap, clap—Sus
Robin, with its rustic double-entendres.
Lovely clean and focused sound, too.
[A*: 1*]
C.E.
Boulez's performances of all three of
Bartok's
Stageworks-8/uebeard's
Castle, The Miraculous Mandarin, and
The Wooden Prince (CBS 79338, 3 records, mid price) appeared in the early
1970s, with the Dance Suite as afiller for
the Mandarin. All are performed with
meticulous attention to detail, but one
misses some of the warmth that infuses
other performances. Troyanos and
Nimsgern sing Bluebeard with the BBC
orchestra, the other works being with the
NYPO. Recording quality varies, the
American ones, particularly of the
Mandarin and Dance Suite, being
slightly edgy. [ B: 1] overall.
K.D.
Twenty years of achievement in scholarship
and
performance
by
the
Accademia Monteverdiana are celebrated on HMV HOS 1434. The genius
behind this work is Professor Denis
Stevens, an academic scholar who is
also asuperb performer, responsible for
important additions to knowledge of
medieval and renaissance music. The
selection on this record is wide and
catholic, ranging from troped plainsong
to Beethoven by way of the Gabdells.
Mo
rdi, Lassus to the madrigalists: all enjoyable, some marvellous.
Performers include the Ambrosian
Singers,
and
many
distinguished
soloists. The sound overall is bright, full
and appropriate; but as the recordings
date from 1963 they do sound dated at
times, with a tendency to roughen on
climaxes. Nowhere is the sound less than
acceptable, and as the performances and
the music are very fine, it would be folly
to reject this issue because it isn't anew,
digital masterpiece. [ B: 1]
P.T.
Presented under the general title of
Veni Sponsa Christi', the choir of St.
John's College, Cambridge perform a
selection of Palestrina's motets, spiritual madrigals, the Magnificat VI Toni
and the mass indicated by the title of the
record (Argo ZK 69). George Guest gets
some hearty singing ( perhaps, in
Hymnus in Adventu Dei, a little too
hearty), but this is balanced by some
beautifully poised and controlled work
from the upper voices in the hymn Tua
Jesu Dilectio. The music moves at afair
pace, but the overall sound has arather
distant quality, which perhaps is appropriate. [ IL: 1]
C.E.
Decca have provided further permutations of Pavarotti's already published
recordings in a selection entitled
Pavarotti— my own story, and no
doubt intended to illustrate his recently
published biography ( Decca D253D2, 2
records). The earliest bands date from
1968 and the latest from 1981, and most
of his well-known interpretations are
included, some of which are quite thrilling. A particular highlight for me is his
version of '0 muto asil' from Guglielmo
Tell, which he has not yet sung on the
stage. The recordings vary marginally in
quality, but Iwould suggest an average
[A: 1/2].
J.F.
Rameau's operas, usually bulky packages, come now on two useful single
discs. From the 1972 complete recording
of Castor et Pollux awell-chosen selection is made on Telefunken AO6 42024
(Polygram). The authentic instruments of
Vienna's Concentus Musicus under
Nicolaus Harnoncourt support an able
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cast including Gérard Souzay. It is
brightly, perhaps too fiercely, recorded:
[111: 1], and has one major snag: no texts
provided, only asynopsis which takes no
account of separate numbers. The oneact Pigmalion returns in an older ( 1962)
recording on Archiv 2547 047 without
'period' instruments but with a highly
persuasive tenor title- role from Eric
Marion. Marcel Couraud's conducting is
rather charmless and the soundrecording is on the dull side: [ Et 2], but
the music is strong and not unworthily
treated. Texts and translations provided,
with excerpts from Les Indes Galantes
agreeably making up the disc.
A.J.
A perennial favorite with the record
buying public (and with the record companies!) is arecord of choruses from the
operas of Verdi. A particularly fine example is offered by HMV on ASD 3979.
It's quality is twofold: the recording is
very good and the performances that
Riccardo Muti elicits from his forces is
excellent (various soloists, Ambrosian
Opera Chorus, Covent Garden Chorus,
Phil harmonia Orchestra, etc). The second
merit of the record is that it has more
sense and form than such selections
usually display: instead of a rag- bag of
'favorites' we are given fuller examples of
Verdi's choral treatment in five operas:
Nabucco, ILombardi, Il Trovatore—the
everlasting Anvil Chorus and its Soldiers'
counterpart—and La Traviata. A very full
sequence from Macbeth fills most of Side
2, which ends with a bonus of a brisk
performance of the chorus and Grand
March from Afila. For those who need an
introduction ( or merely wish to re- live
some happy moments) this is avery good
buy. [A: 1]
B.S.
Another selection of Verdi is provided
by Decca on SET 632. On this occasion
the record has extracts from only one
opera: Otello. The full recording ( DI 02D)
received much praise. Its virtues are pre-

served ( even if the integrity of the full
performance inevitably suffers). We have
the thrilling opening of the work ( up to
and including Cossutta's heroic entry).
After this the work is filleted to include
some of the 'best bits': the Brindisi; the
love duet; lago's Credo (
well sung by
Gabriel Bacquiter); Otelles breakdown
in Act Ill, the Willow Song, powerfully
delivered by Margaret Price, and Otello's
death in the final act. Soles direction is
finely detailed yet tensely driven. The
singing is good and much of the characterisation is fine. If you can't ( or prefer
not to) indulge the complete recording
then this is good value. [A: 1]
B.S.
On HMV SLS 5226 ( 3 records, midprice) reappears, at last, the 1960
Electrola/WRC
Wagner
Flying
Dutchman.
Fischer- Dieskau,
Frick,
Schock,
Schech,
Wu nderlich
and
(Sieglinde) Wagner appear with German
State Opera forces/Konwitschny in a
recording that wears its 21 years well.
Penny- in- the-slot reactions: of the main
contenders. Klemperer is let down by a
stolid Dutchman, aSenta no better than
here, and athickish recording; and Solti
by a poor chorus and lack of stage.
effects. Which leaves Konwitschny's ( or
rather, Fischer-Dieskau's) Hollander as
favourite on points. Orchestral recording
a little soft and distant, with some
Electrola-style vocal ringiness, but good
by any standards. Konwitschny lacks
Solti's driving forcefulness but has great
lyrical effect (Klemperer even more relaxed); Schech an adequate if not outstanding
Senta;
but
Frick
and
Wunderlich are superb and Dieskau
makes the work his own. For me the sole
Hollander on record, and if you already
have another then buy this one too.
Sound of excellent stability if abit widestaged, with fine clarity down to low
levels, where some tape hiss limits.
Lovely. [A/B: 1*/1/2]
G.J.

cassettes
reviewed by Peter Gammond

Although this section uses the same technical rating system as our disc record
sections, readers should be aware that mass production techniques can degrade
cassette sound quality between samples, and that the 'recording' ratings given here
apply only to our review copies. KEY: P—Performance; R— Recording; D—Original
review of disc version, when discoverable.
BOXED SETS
BOYCE: 12 Overtures Cantilena I
Shepherd— Chandos
DBT2002 ( 2
cassettes)
D: 1981. R: Bold, resonant, clear. P:
Precise and lively. [
A*/A: 1*]
MAHLER: Symphony 9-8P0 I
Karajan— DO 3370 038 ( 2cassettes)
D: 1981. R: Vivid, clear, slightly edgy. P:
Superb, masterly. [A: 1*]
BAROCKFESTIVAL:
Music
by
Albinoni,
Bach,
Durante,
Galuppi,
Handel, Locatelli, Pachelbel, Pergolesi,
Scarlatti & Vivaldi— iMusici—Philips
7660 067 ( 2 cassettes)
D: 1960-80. R: Generally good, smooth
quality, some tape noise. P: Baroque in a
lyrical vein, generally good. [A/B: 1]
(average)

SINGLE CASSETTES
J.
S.
BACH:
Brandenburg
Concertos 1,2 & 6—ASM/ Marriner—
Philips ' Living Baroque 7313 014
D: 1971. R: Full, warm, some echo. P:
Bright and cheerful. [
A: 1]
J. S. BACH: Goldberg Variations—
Kirkpatrick—Archiv '
Privilege' 3347
050
D: 1959. R: Rich and bold. P: Stylishly
enjoyable. [
A*/A: 1]
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1 & 2—
ASM IMarriner—Philips '
Sequenza'
7311 074
D: 1971. R: Smooth, natural, limited

range. P: Sparkling, lightish. [A/B:
1*/1]
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 3—
Haskil I Lamoureux I Markevitch—
Philips 'Sequence' 7311 090
D: 1960. R: Clear but thin top, heavy
bass. P: Sensitive, lyrical. [ B/C: 1]
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 6
'Emperor'— Arrau I Concertgebouw I
Haitink—Philips Sequence' 7311 056
D: 1964. R: Piano good, orchestra
slightly congested. P: Crisp and fresh.
[B: 1 */1 ]
CHOPIN:
26
Preludes— Arrau—
Philips 'Sequenza' 7311 091
D: 1974. R: Vivid, close. P: Very personal,
intense, applied. [
A: 1/3]
HANDEL: Music for the Royal
Fireworks—suite El Water Music—
suite— ECO
I
Leppard—Philipe
'Sequenza' 7311 047
D: 1970, R: Spacious, resonant. P:
Spirited, grandiose. [
A/B: 1]
HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op. 3—
ECO
I Leppard—Philips
'
Living
Baroque' 7313 006
D: 1972. R: Impressively clear and vivid.
P: Zestfully refined. [
A*: 1*/1]
HARTY: An Irish Symphony D A
Comedy Overture—Uister Orchestra I
Thomson— Chandos digital ABTD1027
_
D: 1981. R: Good quality. P: A commendable account. [[A: 1]
LISZT: Piano Concertos 1 & 2—
Janis I Moscow PO I Kondrashin I
Moscow RO
I Rozhdestvensky—
to page 83
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XIX INTERNATIONAL IMAGE, SOUND AND ELECTRONICS SHOW

TO SEE AND HEAR

• All Prices inclusive of VAT at 15% •
•
Two Year Gaurantee •
•
Comparator Demonstrations •
AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA410 . £59-00
Pioneer SA510
£94.00
Pioneer SA610
£129-00
Technics SUZ2
P0.A.
Technics SUV2
P 0.A
Technics SUV4
P.O.A.
Technics SUV6
P.O.A.
JVC AS5
P.O.A.
JVC. New Range
P.O.A.
Armstrong, Rotel
P.O.A.
Ouad-Trio-JVC
P O.A.
Yamaha-Hitachi
PO.A.
Sugden-Revox
P0.A.
Technics New Range
PO.A.

TUNERS
Pioneer TX410L
Pioneer TX710L
Technics ST8011L
Technics STS1 L
Technics STS3
Technics STS7
JVC New Range
Sony-Sugden
Trio-Quad-JVC
Yamaha
Hitachi-Rotel
Technics New Range

RECEIVERS
BEOMASTER 1500
Aiwa AX7800
Pioneer SX600
Pioneer SX700
Technics SA 101L
Technics SA 202L
Technics SA 303L
Sony-Goodmans
Hitachi-Aiwa
Yamaha-JVC
Bang and Olufsen
Technics New Range
Rotel

CASSETTE/TAPE
Pioneer CT200
Pioneer CT300
Pioneer CT400 .
Aiwa ADLA50
Aiwa ADR500
Aiwa ADM800
Aiwa New Range
Hitachi New Range
Sony-Yamaha
Technics
Bang and Olufsen
JVC
Revox
Nakamichi
JVC KDS201

£ 29-00
LINGO

on•oo
aseoo
P0.A.
P0.A.
POA.
P O.A.
P OA.
PO.A.
POA.
P OA.
P OA.

neeo

£ 29-00
ROSA.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O .A.
P.O.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.

., „, .,

4LARGE EXHIBITION PALACE& DEALING WITH

TURNTABLES/CARTRIDGES
Pioneer PL100X
£64.00
Pioneer PL200X
£89.00
Pioneer PL300X
£ I09.00
Technics SLB2
PO.A.
Technics SLD2
POA.
Technics SLO2
P OA.
P.O.A.
Dual CS506 a/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS606 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS7140 c/w cart.
P.O.A.
Dual CS731Q c/w cart.
. ' P.O.A.
Bang and Olufsen . . ..
. P.O.A.
Sony-Yamaha-JVC-ADC
Thorens-Shure-OrtofonRevox
P OA.
Revox-STD-Entre etc
P OA.
SME 3009ND Arm
P O.A.
SME 3009 III arm S
£ 9.00
Technics Range .....
P 0.A.

Hi-Fi Racking Systems from
Sony-Rotel-Technics
National-JVC-Pioneer . . P.O.A.

CASSETTES ( price each)
BASF LH C90
BASF Super C90 ( SM)
MK AD C90
TDK SA C90
Maxell UD C90

lat

mein

• P OA.
P0.A.
P OA.
P0.A.
P 0.A.
P 0.A.
P0.A.
POA.
P OA.
P 0.A.
P.O.A.
£189.00

SPEAKERS (
pair)
Celestion 332
£225-00
Celestion Ditton 130 . .
Celestion Ditton 150 . . £
149.00
Celestion Ditton 200 . .
Celestion DiKon 300 . . £
231)-00
Wharfedale Laser 40 • . . £
15-00
Wharfedale Laser 60 • . . £79-00
Wharfedale Laser 80 • . . £99.00
Wharfedale E30
P0.A.
Wharfedale E50
P 0.A.
Wharfedale E70 ..... P DA
Goodmans X625
£89.00
Goodmans XB35
£109-00
Goodmans X645. . ...
£128.00
Audiomaster
P0.A.
B & W-IMF
P0.A.
Quad-Lenteck
PO.A.
Monitor Audio
P0.A.
Castle-JR-AR
P 0.A.
Videotone-Spendor
P 0.A.
Mordaunt-Shon
P 0.A.
Bang and Olufsen .
P.O .A.
Tangent-Mission
P0.A.

£194o
tubs«

5 rate
10 rate
£0.83 £0-82
£1.37 £1.34
£.11../11
il
f
l :1
67
3
£1.36 £1.33

POSTAGE: 76p per five, £ 110 per ten
S.A.E. FOR CASSETTES AND TAPE PRICES
PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
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£89-00
CMGS

40"

ra

1 R
A
cdi ni
C'ifaFte rs c.f TV,
Recording and
play bock equipment

2

Fleisroerre
Electronics.

1

pr
.
4
L 2
_
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Hi Fi, Sound and Vision,
Recording,Musicol
Instruments and Spectacular
lighting systems.
Symposiums,Conventions,
Meetings,
Hi Fi and Video
demonstrations.

BARCELONA (SPAIN) 28th SEPTEMBER - 4th OCTOBER 1981

Fria de Barcelona

INFORMATION: PLAZA DE ESPAÑA S/N
BARCELONA 4 ( SPAIN)
TEL. 223 31 01 - TELEX 50458 FOIMB-E
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JORDAN
50 mm modules and system designs

JORDAN 50mm modules have now achieved
international recognition as the most outstanding
loudspeaker units ever produced.
JORDAN 50 mm modules and system designs
permit the home constructer to build loudspeaker
systems with performance features far in advance
of any commercially built systems currently
available.
PLEASE WRITE for free brochure or send
£2.50 for your copy of the JORDAN Manual.

TEL 71935

54 chapel st. chorley, lancashire.

rewai
Isozgai
inuLyffl

E. J. JORDAN LIMITED
STONYWAY BOVING DON GREEN
MARLOW BUCKS SL7 2J H
Telephone: Marlow ( 06284) 2526
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It's straight down the line, and well
worth seeking out. [
A: 2]
Maybe the genius of Bill Evans
will start to become more acknowledged now he's dead and gone.
Certainly when he was alive his
playing tended to be overlooked.
His style, generally soft and subtle,
didn't fit into punters' idea of what a
hip jazz pianist should sound like.
He didn't make it easier by playing
standards much favoured by cocktail bar players. But Evans—as you
can hear on Bill Evans at the
Montreux Jazz Festival—had
much more to his playing than
cocktail bar panache. His twists and
turns of phrase and his way of
Ken Hyder
throwing the time about were executed subtly in such a way that
ILLY HARPER's Soren-Bushi
casual listeners were fooled. This
on the Japanese Denon label
live album shows the tricks. He's
YX 7522 ND is the sort of album
accompanied by Eddie Gomez on
which speaks loudly from the first
bass and Jack deJohnette, drums,
few bars. Harper is a particularly who play the game with easy grace
robust and fluent tenor player and swing. This trio makes it sound
whose playing owes a lot to the
all so easy to perform, and like so
Coltrane era, which spawned a many exquisite things, it doesn't
whole host of strong tenorists.
come that easy. This is lovely floatWhile he may not have achieved as
ing music, and an excellent intromuch acclaim as others in this area,
duction to Bill Evans for those who
Harper can more than hold his own.
are yet to be bedazzled. It's on Verve
His advantage is that while many of
POL 340. [
A: 1]
the post- Coltrane generation conThe trio of Collin Walcott, Don
centrated on the abrasive aspects of
Cherry and Nana Vasconcelos is an
the new approach, sometimes to the
unusual one, taking in awide backcomplete exclusion of the gentler ground of varied musical exside, Harper cuts it both ways. On
periences.
What
emerges—on
Trying To Get Ready, which opens
Dodoes' 2 (ECM 1177)—is asynthe album, he flies at it head- first,
thesis of world folk music. Cherry's
bubbling and bursting with energy jazz lineage—he worked with
and ideas. His lead inspires a full
Rollins, Coltrane, Coleman and
response from his sidemen, Everett Ayler—is not immediately apparent.
Hollins, trumpet, Harold Mabern,
But over the years he's moved much
piano, Greg Maker, bass, and
more into improvised ethnic music.
Horace Arnold and Billy Hart, Walcott makes his most telling condrums. Loverhood sees the tenorist tributions on sitar, and Vasconcelos
solo in ballad territory. But it's a provides much of the atmosphere
ballad with edge and surging paswith an extensive armoury of persion ... it never sinks into lush slush.
cussion. At times the music gets
The title track starts off with oriental
swamped with its own precioussounds before slipping into ahardness and studio awareness. The
swinging hard bop groove. This is final track on the album, for experhaps not as strong as the other ample, is rather spoiled with an
two tracks, but it nevertheless comexcess of jungle sounds. It's true
pletes an impressive no-nonsense that the recording quality is more
album of mainstream- modern jazz.
than superb. Indeed the super-

clarity gives the impression that conceived some time ago ( in 1968),
what you hear is far too refined to and there are sections which sound
have been created by human dated, especially where they involve
beings. Although this music is in ostinato bass riffs of the funky
danger of becoming too pretty, it variety. But other passages hold
has a light amusing charm which great interest. There's an electronic
can be attractive. [
A*: 2]
flavour running through the album,
Ifind myself out of line with my and also hints of different ethnic
fellow jazz critics on a number of musics. It's a fascinating record.
matters. And Ithink that The Rest There are bits which don't particuOf Oil Evans Live At The Royal larly grab me, and others which
Festival Hall London 1978 is a make magic moments. The use of
good case in point .Most critics pre-recorded tapes to build up a
have been raving over this album— sound collage is not new, but here
on Mole 3—and the previous Gil it's done with style and taste. It
Evans album from the same concert. takes some time to get into the
Isuppose it comes down to the density of this music, but it's well
qualities you look for in the music. worth the effort. [
A: 2]
British jazz enthusiasts have tended
There was a time when Archie
to be impressed by European musi- Shepp played like an angry young
cal values like composition and man, but these days he's more likely
technique above spiritual and emo- to lay it on you straight down the
tional expression. British audiences line. On Green Dolphin Street—
can be frightened off by extremely Denon YX 7524 ND—is like that;
intense musical performances and, good,
old-fashioned/new-fashthat being the case, there's a lot in ioned modern jazz ( depending on
this album which suits the British where you're coming from). There's
taste. Ihave to admit that I'm an a lot of quality stuff going about
admirer of Gil Evans, but the truth is from this genre—for example, think
that there should be more to ajazz of what the band's drummer Billy
performance than attractive com- Higgins has been involved in over
positions and arrangements. And the past year or two. Here, Shepp's
that's exactly where this album falls in good company with Walter
down. For a start, there's much Bishop Jr, piano, Sam Jones, bass,
synthesiser doodling which gets up and Joe Chambers, drums. The title
the nose in the worst possible sense. tune has become a modern jazz
The high-pitched excitement that I standard/cliché, and while this perexpected just isn't there, for me at formance is a pleasure to hear, it
least, and Isuspect that this wasn't a hardly constitutes adifferent treatparticularly good gig for them and ment. Shepp can be amarvellously
that their usual performance might fluent player in asolid, hard- edged
have a bit more bite to it. Anyway, kind of way. He shifts his attack
you pays your money and you takes wildly for effect. Sometimes he's all
your choice—it might be just what breathy and almost smoochy, then
you're looking for. [B: 2]
he'll slip in some split notes and
George Russell may be seen as greasy smears just to show how
being in asimilar bag to Gil Evans, nasty he can play. But for me, it's
that is to say the jazzman as or- Jones who holds the attention with
ganiser. His Electronic Sonata relaxed simple bass playing which
For Souls Loved By Nature on pivots the whole band and makes it
Soul Note SN 1009 is played by a float: [
A: 2]. The pianist has his own
sextet of Russell, keyboards, Lew album out on Owl records 020 with
Soloff, trumpet, Robert Moore, the enigmatic title 400 Years Ago,
reeds, Victor Comer, guitar, Jean Tomorrow. He's never been a
Francois Jenny Clark, bass, and technique- freak piano player and he
Keith Copeland, percussion. The tends to get to the guts of the
work, which covers both sides, was
to page 87

CASSETTES from page 81

WAGNER: Overtures & Preludes—
VP0 IBohm—DG 3301 288
D: 1981. R: Good quality. P: Generally
good but lacking fire. [
13: 2]
WAGNER: Overtures & Preludes—
NPO IParia—Lodie LOC770
D: 1969. R: Excellent. P: Straightforward,
robust. [
A: 1]

B

Lyrical. [
El: 2]
SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet 'The
Philips 'Sequenza' 7311 048
Trout' 0 etc—Rhodes I Hortnagel I
D: 1963. R: Spacious 1960s demo
Beaux Arts Trio—Philips Sequenza'
sound. P: Swaggering, assured. [
A/C:
7311 075
1/2]
0: 1974. R: Warm but clear. P: Probing
MAHLER: Symphony 4—SNO I togetherness. (
A/B: 1]
Gibson—Chandos digital ABTD1025
TCHAIKOVSKY: Capriccio Italien
D: May 81. R: Clear and natural. P:
Nutcracker Suite o etc—LPO I
Freshly lyrical and clear. [
A*: 1*]
Stokowski— Philips '
Sequenza' 7311
MENDELSSOHN:
Octet
0 079
Symphonies 10 & 12—/ Music—
D: 1974. R: Moderately good to good. P:
Philips 'Sequenza' 7311 076
Eccentric, variable. [
II: 1/3]
D: 1966/74. R: Rather confused. P:
TCHAIKOVSKY: 'Swan Lake' 0
Pleasantly bland. [
B/C: 2]
'Nutcracker' 0 '
Sleeping Beauty'—
PURCELL: Overtures—Boumemouth
excerpts—LSO / Montreux I Dorati I
Sintonietta
I Thomas— Chandos
Fistoulari—Philips '
Sequenza' 7311
ABT1024
065
0: 1981. R: Stridently bright. P.
D: 1962. R: Passably good. P: Generally
Conventional. [
A: 2]
good, but variable. [
WC: 2]
RAMEAU: Pigunalion' 0 ' Les Indes
VAN MALDERE: 4 Symphonies—
Galantes' —dances—Lamoureux CO I Soloists of Liège I Jakus—Archiv
Couraud—Archiv ' Privilege' 3347 047
'Privilege' 3347 052
D: 1962. R: Reasonably good. P: Stylish,
D: 1966. R: Clear and well balanced, but
generally well balanced. (
B/C: 1/2)
thinnish. P: Moderate. [
13: 2]
RODRIGO: Concierto de Aranjum 0 VERDI:
Overtures—NPO /
Fantasia pare un gentilhombre—
Markevitch— Philips '
Sequenza' 7311
Lagoya IMonte Carlo Opera IAlmedia— 078
Philips ' Sequenza' 7311 058
D: 1968. R: Fine sound. P: Untheatrical
D: 1972. R. Mellow, slightly cloudy. P:
but refined. [
A: 1]
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Good general average. [
B: 1/2)
ITALIAN CELLO CONCERTOS:
Music by Boccherini, Tartini & Vivaldi—
Fournier I Mainardi I Storck I etc—
Archly 'Privilege' 3347 046
D: 1959-63. R: Reasonable average. P:
Generally good. [
El: 1)
MUSIC OF THE GOTHIC ERA:
Music by Leonin, Perotin, Machaut,
COLLECTIONS
etc.—Early Music Consort of London I
Munrow—Archiv '
Privilege' 3347 051
CHAMBER
MIMIC:
Music by D:
1976.
R:
Good quality.
P:
Boismortier, Couperin & Leclair— Exceptionally good. [
A: 1*]
Brandis ISchaeffer IUlsamer IKoch I REGINA CAELI: Gregorian Chant—
Grebe—Archiv '
Privilege' 3347 048
Benedictine Choirs of St. Maurice & St.
D: 1960. R: Lifelike. P: Togetherness and Maur—Philips 'Sequenza' 7311 073
moderation. [
A: 1)
D: 1980. R: Excellent. P: Reverent.
FUR
ELISE:
Piano
music
by [A*/A: 1]
Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart, Schubert & SERVICE HIGH AND ANTHEMS
Schumann—Kempff IDemus IGiles I CLEAR: Music by Wesley, Stainer,
Francesch—DO '
Special' 3336 608
Attwood, Parry, Stanford & Wood—Dy
D: 1960-74. R: Generally acceptable. P: Cathedral Choir I Wills—Hyperion
Good to excellent; nice collection. [
A/B: digital KA66012
1]
D: 1981. R: Exceptionally good choral
INVITATION TO THE DANCE: sound. P: Exultant. [
A*: 1]
Music by Gounod,
R.
Strauss, SPANISH HARP MUSIC: 16th &
Tchaikovsky &
Weber—Fricsay I 17th century composers—Zabaleta—
Rowicki I Leitner I Bólun—DG Archly ' Privilege' 3347 048
'Special' 3335 403
D: 1970. R: Good. P: High standard. [
B:
D: 1960/63. R: Reasonably good. P: 1]
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Raising
standards
The Quad
ESL-63 at Harrogate
For aquarter of acentury
leading recording,
broadcasting and
loudspeaker engineers have
used the Quad electrostatic
loudspeaker as astandard of
reference. Its influence on
the quality of reproduction
which we have come to
expect has been
considerable.
The introduction of its
successor, the Quad ESL-63
is an event of great
significance, destined to set
the standards for the future.
It is no coincidence that the
first customers for the Quad
ESL- 63 have been recording
and broadcasting engineers
and loudspeaker
manufacturers.

QURD
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is aregistered trade mark.

The Quad ESL-63 will be
on demonstration at the
Harrogate International
Festival of Sound August
15th- 18th in the Duchy
Room-Cairn Hotel.
Complimentary tickets
for demonstrations
may be obtained in
advance
by writing
to or
telephoning
The Acoustical
Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., stating
day and time preferred.
Demonstrations will be
held every twenty minutes
from 11.00 a.m. to 7.40 p.m.
on Saturday 15th and Sunday
16th August and at the same
times on Friday the 14th.

Please note that the
exhibition is not open on
Friday the 14th, but by
kind permission of the
organisers we are opening
aday early to give
members of the public
an opportunity
to listen
to the Quad
ESL-63 in
comparative
tranquility.
The Acoustical
Manufacturing
Co. Ltd.,
Huntingdon,
Cambs., PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561

UAD

for the closest approach
to the original sound

ROCK

Fred Dellar
IT'S THE old, old problem with
I floger Taylor's Fun In Space
(EMI EMC 3369). Here we have a
good musician with areasonable, if
non- distinctive, vocal approach,
failing
at
that
Beecher's
of
Beecher's—the true ( or almost) solo
album. So what does it matter if the
Queen drummer and his lone helper,
keyboardsman David Richards, can
produce able synth sounds on the
title track or fashion akind of Sandy
Nelson update on My Country? For,
in the final analysis, everything's
down to the songwriting and in this
department Taylor shows adistinct
lack of true talent, only Future
Management. his hit single, being
less than totally faceless. 'This is my
very own album. Ilike it, if you
don't, then sod you!', reads Taylor's
personal sleeve note. So consider
me sodded. Over and out. [
B: 3]
There's
not much
compensation to be gained from listening to
Gino Vannelli these days. Currently
he's making out like Canada's lacklustre answer to Barry Manilow.
Nightwalker (
Arista Spart 1148),
Gino's first album release for over
two years, merely illustrates the
point, being acollection of classilyproduced but so-so songs that
might sound heavy to those who
think of Linda Ronstadt and Billy
Joel as being rock lynch- pins—
though Idoubt even this. A pity
really, for Vannelli does possess a
good voice and his 'brother Joe has
always served him ably in the keyboards division. But the . best
Vannelli albums still remain the
jazzy. Crazy Life, of '73, and
Powerful People, which provided
Gino with his People Gotta Move
hit single in 1974. [
A: 2/3]
Not wishing to remain agrouch,
I'll move onto the more cheerful
subject of the month's reggae releases, which include Aswad's
Showcase (Island/Grove Music
Aswad 1) and The King Kong
Compilation (
Island TSRP 12).
The last named, atribute to the late
Leslie Kong, a Chinese- Jamaican
producer who hit a winning streak
in 1968-70, contains many of his
greatest
successes,
including
Desmond Dekker's wonderful, if
lyrically
incomprehensible,
Israelites
and
It
Mek,
The
Melodians' Rivers Of Babylon and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

The rvlaytals' Monkey Man. And
though none of Kong's Jimmy Cliff
productions are featured—I wish
someone had slotted in Vietnam—
the compilation is otherwise beyond reproach: [B: 1]. So too is
Showcase, which offers remixes
of three Aswad
tracks from
1976-78 (
Back To Africa, Three
Babylon once It's Not Our Wish) plus
Rainbox Culture, Babylon and the
nearly- famous Warrior Charge by
the band's more recent line-up. It
may be that Aswad's relatively
sophisticated musical approach will
alienate strong-arm reggae aficionados, while their lyrics, which
are more uncomprising, will fail to
endear them to the other end of the
market. But if this British- based JA
music band should fall between two
stools, then that indeed would be a
pity, for they most surely deserve to
succeed. [
A: 1*]
One praiseworthy unit that's already dropped out of the race is the
Dwight Twilley Band, which provided us with some remarkably fresh
power- pop in best Raspberries
tradition towards the end of the
'70s. But while the Twilleys could
usually be relied upon to come up
with the goods on disc, stagewise
they proved a shambles, drummer
Phil Seymour often being reduced
to merely kicking atom-tom in order
to supply some sort of percussion as
he struggled to donate vocal lines
too. Happily. Seymour, who helped
out 20/20 for a brief spell, has
managed to revive the Twilley
sound
for
Phil
Seymour
(Boardwalk/Epic EPC 85000), a
solo album which once more finds
him working in cahoots with former
DTB guitarist Bill Pitcock. The result
is a collection of sharp, danceable
originals that line-up alongside a
fresh- thrash version of Bobby
Fuller's Let's Dance and a bluesy
Trying To Get You, atune that the
first Elvis once committed to vinyl.
But if you're likely to attempt aonetrack try- out then plump for the
wonderfully invigorating / Found A
Love which sports such an insistent
riff that it virtually screams hit single.
One listen and you'll be hooked_
And that's a promise!' [
A*: 1]
Already successful is A Certain
Ratio's To Each... (Factory FACT
35), which climbed to the top of the
JULY 1951

various Independent charts within a Kraftwerk, those four made- infew days of release. But its attrac- Dusseldorf mechanical men who
tions are not obvious ones. The fail to abide by Asimov's first law of
sleeve contains little in the way of robotics by boring mere human
information, 'songs written by ACR, beings to death. Kraftwerk's repuall instruments played by ACR' be- tation virtually hinges on one fair
ing the sum total of the revelations 1974 single in Autobahn, recent
offered, while label- copy is con- events in the futurist field also regalspicuous only by its absence. And ing them with some sort of place in
the music offers its own share of pop history. But Computer World
frustrations, being a kind of awry (EMI EMC 3370), their latest album,
funk, punctuated by jagged brass proves Florian Schneider's batterythat comes and goes in almost dub driven lack- of- action- men to be
fashion, while any vocals are music- makers of little real consepushed so far back in the mix that quence, light worlds behind such as
it's easy te believe they filtered Yellow Magic Orchestra and other
through from asession in the studio plug- users in their use of dit dot,
next door. Aided by a crisp Martin tick-tock, Deutsch disco, all of
Flannel production job, ACR's which is clearly aimed at the execuStateside
recorded/Manchester tive toy market. Pocket Calculator, a
mixed soul sounds are intriguing track supposedly played on Casio
enough on initial approach. But andTexas music- note- facility pocket
nothing develops; all is left at back- calculators, may cause a smile or
ing- track level and the listener is two among those who exercise their
ultimately left feeling as though he digits on such instruments. Then
or she is being interred in some again, such a human trait might be
musical maze where all paths, how- somewhat out of place in these
ever tempting, end up at the same circumstances. [
A: 3]
non- inspiring starting point. So
why does the album sell? Frankly, I
1
don't know. Perhaps it's just that
many people are looking for the
Boyd Bennett: Boyd Bennett
urtimate mystery dance. In which
(King 594). A dozen examples of
case, 'To Each...' fulfills a certain
healthy early rock from Bennett,
need, [
C: 3]
whose Rockets provided the King
Equally infuriating in some ways
label with some answer to Haley's
is Spirit's Potatoland (Beggars
Comets. The accompanying handBancguet BEGA 23), Side 2of which
out suggests that the disc is only
provides us with Randy California
available through the HMV record
and Ed Cassidy's long- promised,
shop chain, though I'm certain other
metaphorical tale of a land where
stockists will have supplies. [ C:
skies are filled with giant eclairs and
1/2]
bad potatoes are lugged down
Good Rats: Great American
French Fry Road to await their
Music (Logo 1027). New Ycrk
greasy end. Originally concocted in
City's band of stayers opt for amore
1973, when such an idea would still
direct, hard- rock approach—and
seem to be at least seven years outmaybe it'll be the rght one incomeof-date, ' Potatolaracr comes stuffed
wise. But, personally, Iprefer trie
with hippy-trippy dialogue that's
more wayward but musically reembarrassing in its Cheech and
warding multi-directionw albums
Chong meet Disney. Happily, the
the Marchello brothers dreamt up in
songs—especially those on the
the past. [
A: 3]
sans- chat Side 1—are generally deThe Actior. The
Ultimate
lightful, melodic and arranged in a
Action (Edsel ED 101). Ten George
manner that exudes love and care. A
Martin- produced tracks originally
belated trip to Pepperland, Iguess,
released on Parloohone, plus four
and one that's enjoyable even
previously unissued sides, by one of
though that yellow submarine is
the best R&D outfits gracing the K
getting kinda rusty. [
B: 2]
scene during the ' 60s. Paul Weller's
At least Spirit, despite their faults,
sleeve notes are suitably praiseam all flesh and blood—which is
filled. [
C: 1/2]
more than can be said about
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THIS IS WHERE IT'S
ALL HAPPENING
THE EXHIBITION CENTRE
THE ROYAL HALL
THE CAIRN HOTEL
THE CROWN HOTEL
THE MAJESTIC HOTEL
THE OLD SWAN HOTEL
THE PROSPECT HOTEL
THE ST. GEORGE HOTEL
All within 3minutes walk
of each other.

CARLOS ROMANOS SOUNDS LATIN
in The Royal Hall 11.15a.m. and 3.00p.m. on August 15th
OPENING TIMES
Sat. 15th Sun. 16th Aug ( Public) 11.00a.m. - 8.00p.m. Admission Free
Mon. 17th Aug. (Trade) 10.00a.m. - 8.00p.m. I
Ticket Only
Tues.18th Aug. (Trade) 10.00a.m. - 6.00p.m.

Exhibition and Conference Services Ltd
Claremont House Victoria Avenue Harrogate Tel. 62677

folk

Paul Oliver
IN MEXICO CITY there are a
I number of squares where you
can hire an electrician, a maid, a
gardener—provided you go to the
right plaza for the labour tnat you
want. Garibaldi Plaza is the place
you go to for musicians. Recently I
was in Mexico and was, naturally,
soon in Garibaldi square. I was
fearful that the old tradition might
have died but, happily, this was far
from the case. On aSaturday night
twenty to thirty bands would be
playing in the square after midnight
and any evening it would be alive
with music. It is famous for its
mariachis, resplendent in their ranchero costumes with silver mountings on their trousers and jackets. It
was remarkable to see how quite
poor people would pay 50 to 100
pesos (£ 142) for asingle tune to
serenade adelighted woman.
But it wasn't only the mariachis
that interested me; Iwas struck by
how many bands there were from
other states—eve n ' Musica Nortena'
musicians from Monterrey and the
Border, playing what is probably the
most popular form of Mexican
music today. Well, there's not too
much Mexican music currently
available here, but we can still get a
good idea of some of it. Son«

Jarochos ( Arhoolie 3008) represents the music of Veracruz, played
by alocal band from Boca del Rio.
The musicians include afisherman,
afarmer and acharcoal burner, but if
this might suggest rather rough
country music Imust assure you
that this is folk music of a most
accomplished kind. Improvisation is
of the essence of the music and the
way the players interweave on El
Tilingolingo or La Guacamaya (
a
brightly plumaged bird) is exhilerating. The final items were recorded at
a spontaneous party and give an
excellent impression of the skill of
the players and their ability to improvise verses, especially on El
Torito Jarocho. An absolute delight.
[A: 1*]
Bones Huastecos (Arhoolie
3009) comes from the neighbouring
state and is mestizo music recorded
in Tampico. The band, ' Los
Caporales de Panuco' ( the 'Top
Cowboys of Panucol, is just atrio,
but they play with afull sound and a
sense of dynamics that gives the
impression of alarger group. Listen,
for instance to La Gata with its
intense violin playing, sonorous
huapanguera (
8- string guitar bass)
and overlapping vocals. The technique of repeating verses by overlapping vocals is one of the features
of the singing of the copies, as is the
use of falsettos and head tones—
both brilliantly demonstrated on the
rhythmically fascinating El Llorar.
Hard to choose between these two!
[A: 1*]
Mexican music is to be seen as
well as heard; the vivid characters of
many of the musicians, their relationship when playing together,
and the diversity of instruments and
techniques make this a very
visual music. Chulas Fronteras
(Arhoolie 3005) is from the soundtrack of a film of the same title ( it
means ' Beautiful Borders"), made by
Chris Strachwitz and Les Blank. It is
a documentary of the music and
culture of the Chicanos, the migrants from Mexico to South Texas,
whose Norteno ( Northern) idioms

all seems to rest on the fact that
Ellington was a Duke who wrote a
suite for the Queen of England and
Chaplin was somewhat belatedly
knighted by Her Majesty. There is
certainly nothing musical in common and Icannot imagine that any
devoted follower of Ellington would
much appreciate his music souped
up by André Kostelanetz. Mood
indigo with sweeping strings and
harp glissando! Occasionally alittle
of the spirit of Ellington survives,
but very little I'm afraid, and one can
only assume that this is Ellington for
those who cannot take the real
thing. Granted Kostelanetz does
draw Chaplin closer to Ellington by
making them sound much alike at
times. Chaplin was not a distinguished composer and we can't be
Peter Gammond
sure what his style was, so it doesn't
YFIRST record this month is a matter so much that it comes in the
rather perplexing one, in that shape of tasteless pseudo- ragtime
Idon't really know who Icould or more moony strings. A rather
recommend it to Kostelanetz nasty record, except for the devoplays the music of Charlie tees of Kostelanetz and Terry's
Chaplin and Duke Ellington theme from ' Limelight'. [ A: 3]
(CBS Classics 61773) does not find
Film background music is an
much common ground between its equally difficult area of entertaintwo musical idols in spite of des- ment to recommend. In its proper
perately hard work on the pan of place as background to the film it
sleeve- note writer Mort Goode to plays avital though sometimes, to
try to prove something of the sort. It my mind, too obtrusive part. Many

M
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have spread even to South America.
This record includes one of my
favourite groups, ' Los Pinguinos del
Norte', who play atypical ranchera,
and a corrido, Mexico Americano.
The corridos, or ballads, are among
the most powerful of the Norteno
traditions and Los Pinguinos sing a
fine one to the Chicano leader,
Cesar Chavez. Also to be heard is
the Memphis Minnie of Norteno,
the great Lydia Mendoza, singing
Mal Hombre to ahighly appreciative crowd; and the famous accordionist, the ' hurricane of the Valley',
Narciso Martinez. [A: 1/2]
In a later feature I'll discuss the
historical recordings that give the
background to border music, but to

conclude now, the Trio San
Antonio ( Arhoolie 3004) gives a
good impression of the amalgam
that has taken place through contact with Texas polka and accordion
bands. Fred Zimmerle actually has
part- German ancestry, but the four
other casual members of the 'trio'
are all of Mexican origin. Their
music ranges from spirited polkas
like La Piedera, to cancidnes that
include the humorous Borracho
Perdido (
the lost, or wasted drunk!).
Tu Pensabas Hacerme Sufrir (
You
thought you'd make me suffer) is
sung here by veteran Andres
Berlanga, who first recorded it over
forty years ago. Great music from
San Antonio's West Side. [A: 1 ]

JAZZ from page 83
matter. The opener and agood few
other tracks rely on a strenuously
stated rhythm and bags of good
humour to get them off the ground.
And it works. Davis Jr has been
around for years, never quite getting
the first division treatment; but here,
while he fails to be outstanding, the
music he delivers carries with it a
human quality which transcends
the form. It's that total honesty in
the music, acomplete lack of pretension, which make this such an
attractive record. At a time when
thousands of musicians are making
albums with one eye on fashion, it's
refreshing to hear someone doing
what he does because that's what
he does. [A/B: 2]
That magic quality—fire, energy,
intensity—whatever you call it, it's
there on Waltz Of The Demons, a
superb reissue album on Affinity
AFF49. In front are Frank Strozier
and Booker Little, and moving it
along are Wynton Kelly, piano, Paul
Chambers, bass, and Jimmy Cobb,
drums. When this was recorded in
1960, altoist Strozier and trumpeter
Little were youngbloods to watch.
Little died at the. age of 23, and
Strozier is still about, and still wait-

ing for the recognition he deserves.
(He was at the Bracknell Festival
last year with George Coleman's
band.) The power of the music hits
you right away. These players were
getting their chance and they were
taking it. On the title track, Little
takes the first solo, and right away
he establishes a warmth in a few
simple phrases. His solo moves into
amore agitated area before ending
almost as he began, but now with a
plaintive edge. While Cobb isn't as
strong as, say, Philly Jo Jones, this
Miles Davis rhythm section works
with uncanny affinity, serving as an
example of how this music should
be executed. The horn players respond accordingly, and it all adds
up to a good album of that era.
Incidentally, it's also areminder of
the way jazz records used to be
recorded—in America at any rate.
You can here everything that's
going on, and there's separation in
there too—but it goes down like it
happens. The instruments and the
band as awhole sound, well, like a
band playing in aroom. These days,
it can sound like dehumanised instruments recorded in a room that
would be impossible to construct.
[A: 1/2]

film publicists make quite athing of
the occasional bouts of sweet
silence that infrequently occur!
Laurie Johnson's music from First
Men in the Moon ( UnicornKanchana digital DKP9001) is impressively appropriate to its setting
but nothing distinctively memorable comes out of it. We are simply
left groping for the film. You should
always see the film before buying
the background music! There are
also excerpts from Laurie Johnson's
scores for Dr. Strangelove, Captain
Kronos— Vampire
Hunter
and
Hedda. Two sides of rather pretentious music are presumably
authentically interpreted by the LSO
under the composer and effectively
pumped out in digital / stereo /
ambisonic UHJ 2- channel encoded
sound. [A: 1]
Fortunately ancient jazz, the sort
with which Ibegan, has now become so quaint and neglected that it
can quite easily be drawn into the
ambit of a ' Light' column without
disturbing anybody particularly.
Suffocated by Kostelanetz and battered by Johnson, Imove into the
placid and now rather innocent
waters of New Orleans jazz like a
ship surviving a tornado. The four
volumes of The Louis Armstrong

Legend ( World
Records
SH404/5/6/7) are a documentary
treasure basic to all jazz appreciation. Here are all the Hot Fives and
Sevens ( and a few under other
titles) issued between 1925 and
1929. What riches and delights lie in
these four records, particularly for
those of us who had to try to collect
them all on isolated 78s and never
got anywhere near to having them
all. Vol. 1 ( 1925-26) finds the Hot
Fives
with
Ory,
Dodds,
Lil
Armstrong and St. Cyr still sounding
very much like the King Oliver band
in which they were nurtured. Vol. 2
(1926-27) sees the distinctive
Armstrong sound emerging, still
potently in the old style. Vol. 3
(1927-8) sees some marginal
sophistication, the simple effectiveness of tracks like Savoy blues and
the telling appearance of Earl Hines.
Vol. 4 ( 1928-29) starts with that
imperishable masterpiece West End
Blues and finishes with the extraordinary Knockin' ajug. There is so
much beauty and imagination in
this collection, and Ican't think of
any chunk of jazz history that is
more vital, important and fascinating. How fortunate the modern collector is to be able to possess it so
easily and cheaply. [ H: 1*/1 ]
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`The quality remains
after the price is forgotten'
Henry Royce, ounder of Rolls-Royce,1906

'Exactly!
Zeros at Components,1981

A?t.,,:e0STAT"

DISCWASHER®

DISC KIT

)

Complete with all products
as shown.
DISCWASHER',

DISCORGANISEWg
Storage tray and cover
only.
DISCWASHER''

DISCWASHER"

D4 RECORD
CLEANING SYSTEM

SC-20 STYLUS CLEANER

To: Zerostat Components Ltd., Burro! Rd., Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE174LE (Reg. Office)
Please sendme your range leaflet D

.
talrrost

good hi-fi s

Please sendme the following items:
Price

Quantity
Zerostat Anti Static Pistol
2-Track Tonearm/Cartridge Damper
D4 Record Cleaning System
SC-2Stylus Care System
Disckit
Discorganiser
D4 Refill Fluid la1.25ozD 6.0oz ID 16.0oz
SC-2Stylus Cleaning Fluid
0-Stall 1Turntable Mat
VRP Record Protection Sleeves (Pack of 1
Gold-ens Connection Leads:
2phono2phono1110.5m El 1.0m
2.0m
5Pin Din - 4phonotOm
Phono-Phono Coupler (Pack of 4)
Smoglifters Loudspeaker Cables:
:13.0m1:16.0mQ10.0m
Discfoot Turntable Isolation System
Plus postage and packing

ct)

D

e
£00.30

TOTAL

Ienclose cheque/PO. value £
Please allow 21 days desivery
Please make chegue/P.O, payable to Zerostat Components Ltd.
Name
Address

ZEROSTAT
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The complete range of Zerostat/Oiscwasher hi-fi accessories
Zerostat Anti Static Pistol £ 7.95 Z-Track Tonearm/Cartridge Damper £9.95.
Discwasher 04 Record Cleaning System £7.95. SC-2Stylus Care System £4.45.
Disck4 £26.50. Discorganiser £995. Discwasher D4 Refill Fluid:1.25oz £1.15, 6.Doz
£4.95.16.0oz £9.25. SC-2Stylus Cleaning Fluid 90p. WSW 11 Fibre Turntable Mat
£2.95. VRP Record Protection Sleeves (Pack of 10) £1.95. Gold-ens Connection
Leads: 2phono2phono 0.5m £5.95,1.0m £6.95, 20m £795,5 Pin Din- 4Phono1.0re
£9.95, Phono-Phonc Coupler (Pack of 4) £750. Smogliflers Loudspeaker Cables:
3.0m £12.95 pair, 6.0m £23.50 pair, 10.0m £19.95 each. Discfoot Turntabie Isolation
System £12.95.
Zerostat Components Ltd., Buffet Rd.. Industrial Estate, St Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs PE174LE.
All prices shown are inclueveol VAT
eMesignateregistered trade mark, of Cisce.asher Inc., USA.
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Introduction

TSony

HE TEST PROGRAMME for this review of
PS- X75 and JVC GL-Y5F record
decks raised the subject of warps, arm mass and
all the sonic horrors that result from them when
they come together in large quantities. When
you then toss in the subject of 'bionic' ( Sony call
their arm ' Biotracer—after the ' Bionic Woman',
we were informed by the designer!) servo- driven
tonearms, the subject becomes large and open
to some debate.
Sony use asmall linear motor, consisting of a
bar magnet inside acoil, shown in fig. 1, to drive
their arm in the vertical direction. Passing a
current through the coil drives the magnet in one
direction or another, according to the direction
of current flow. A speed sensor to detect the
velocity of arm movement is identical in construction and is an inherent part of the servofeedback system, and both sensor and motor are
situated within the rectangular section arm tube
on the Sony PS- X75. Asimilar system is used to
drive the arm laterally, but it is situated beneath
the deck and is coupled to the arm through a
vertical shaft within the arm pillar.
JVC use linear motors of pancake construction ( fig. 2) to drive their arm in both horizontal
and vertical directions, and due to their shape,
the vertical motor has to sit at the side of the arm
pillar, controlling the arm through ashort drive
shaft, which is an extension of the bearing
spindle. JVC also place their lateral drive motor
beneath the base plate, transmitting drive
through avertical shaft within the arm pillar.
There are some purely practical advantages
that arise from these motor systems. They can be
used for cueing ( JVC only), replacing oildamped cue platforms and their mechanical or
electrical couplings to afront panel switch or
control. And they are used for lateral drive to
take the arm across to adisc from its rest, and
to return it at the end of adisc. This gets rid of
the mechanical linkages, with their attendant
wear, which usually perform such functions.
Furthermore, the motor behaviour is dependent
upon the electrical control signals fed to them,
so the arm can be slowed down or speeded
up quite accurately, since these control signals

lemt.evnecox
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can be precisely defined.
The benefits here are seen in very smooth
lateral arm movement, with the am, slowing
down as it reaches its rest, and two- speed lateral
scanning when track searching.
The benefits don't end here, though. Both
JVC and Sony also use asteady ( DC) current
through the vertical drive motors to apply tracking force, and a steady current through the
lateral motor to apply sidethrust compensation.
Obviously, motorising an arm in such a
fashion produces quite a few purely practical
benefits for amanufacturer and allows all sorts
of mechanical systems to be dispensed with.
This will at least recoup some of the cost of
motorisation. Both JVC and Sony also point out
that stylus force can be adjusted whilst playing a
disc, and on the JVC deck damping can also be
adjusted in this manner.
The precise manner in which the servo systems are designed to work is abit of amystery in
certain areas. And the claims made for them are
also somewhat obscure in places. One claim
that has been positively made, and which has
been substantiated in this review, is that the
motors can be used to damp the arm at its
fundamental resonances, so unwanted oscillations in both planes can be minimised. It is the
achievement of this that prompts Sony to make
four separate claims for their arm regarding
improvement of sound quality. They are: improved clarity, improved imagery, enlarged dynamic range and areduced sense of distortion.
These claims arise, in part, Ibelieve from the
findings of the Danish instrumentation company Bruel & Kjaer, who published a booklet
showing the relationship between the fundamental resonance of atonearm and intermodulation distortion, wow and flutter, and tracking
force variations ( see HFNIRR April, May '79).
Sony also say that the PS- X75 is immune to
disturbances, such as knocks, and that dropping
the arm onto adisc is controlled by servo- action
to prevent undue bouncing and damage.

These latter claims are partially true. When the
arm is dropped onto adisc, it does virtually stop
dead, instead of bouncing back up. This is the
direct result of damping. It is important to
remember, however, that unlike a mechanical
damping system, these servo-systems cannot,
and must not, have any effect above 20 Hz, and
tests showed that they had no effect upon
feedback from music in consequence of this.
This is where matters get confused because
JVC make arash of claims for their arm, many of
which seem somewhat dubious. They do for
instance say that 'sudden physical shock ( floor
howling) or attacks of high level sound waves
(acoustic howling).., are no longer a threat'.
And ' neither are the excessive lateral arm excursions caused by off- centred records or heavily
modulated record grooves'.
Neither JVC's nor Sony's servo- systems can
deal with such outside influences. It is theoretically impossible and my tests prove this to be so.
Ido, however, suspect that JVC have been
ingenious in their wording and are saying one
thing, whilst hoping to suggest another.
For example, you cannot get rid of excessive
lateral arm excursions caused by off- centred
records, nor can you get rid of the wow that is
caused. As Iread it, JVC imply that their arm can
do these things, but on closer inspection it may
be that they really mean only that resonant arm
oscillations due to these influences are eliminated, which of course is possible.

Lab report: tonearms

To check whether the Sony or JVC arms do
perform any better over warps than conventional designs, Itested them against ahigh mass
passive arm, the Lustre GST801, and alow mass
passive arm, the SME 3009 Ill.
On a seriously off- centred disc, wow will
occur at 0.55 Hz and is proportional to the ratio
of the stylus distance from the edge of the disc
to the degree of eccentricity. In consequence, as
the arm tracks inward and the stylus-to- disc
centre distance decreases, wow will increase.
Arm resonance doesn't enter the problem, and
since the excursion occurs at 0.55Hz it is
unlikely to excite the arm resonance which
should be above 5Hz.
Performance of the JVC and Sony arms with
an off-centre disc can be seen in fig. 3.
Performance of the GST801 and 3009/111 on the
same 'swinger' are also shown. As expected, the
results are virtually identical, with the slight
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exception that JVC's arm was marginally worse
in this respect than theothers, possible due to LF
overshoot in the servo system. There's justice for
you!
Over a fairly typical 1.2 Hz warp, the sort of
thing that is commonly found on modern, thin,
dished records, the high mass GST801 produced 0.18% warp wow ( fig. 4a). This was abit
higher than the Sony 0.14% warp wow ( fig.
4c). Now look at the warp wow suffered by the
3009111 ( fig. 4b) and you can see that low mass
wins the day. Warp wow was less than that of
the others at 0.05%. These results show that
high mass arms do suffer significantly from warp
wow, and that the difference servo- drive makes
depends entirely upon the servo system itself.
JVC's ( fig. 4d) is obviously better than Sony's in
this respect.
Finally, we come to the sensitivity of these
arms to higher frequency disturbances of low

problem. Consequently, Idon't feel that the
lateral disturbance test is of great significance,
nor that, for example, if an arm performed badly
in this test it would have much bearing upon
sound quality. Obviously, it is the vertical performance which will be of primary interest.
Fig. 5shows performance of the four arms on
lateral and vertical signals. The passive, high
mass GST801 was significantly worse on lateral
disturbances, but on vertical modulation differences were not so great, especially above
10 Hz and below 5Hz. At and around 6Hz on
vertical modulation wow & flutter averages
0.06% for the GST801, but 0.025% for the JVC
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CiLY-5F, which is, 1believe, a base level determined by the disc. The JVC and Sony perform
almost equally well on the vertical test, but the
spikiness on the Sony trace is due to that arm's
inability to track an LF warp on the test disc.
Both arms performed better on the lateral test
than conventional arms, with the JVC displaying aslight advantage. Obviously, the high mass
passive arm is more sensitive to vertical disturbances in this region, but not excessively so.
This pattern was repeated with the low mass
SM E3009 Ill arm where it proved to be sensitive
to lateral disturbance, but insensitive to vertical
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amplitude, taken from the JVC servo-tonearm
test disc which shows the effect of subsonic
disturbance signals between 3 and 16 Hz on a
steady tone. Although this is an interesting test
to apply to a tonearm, it is worth considering
whether it is representative of true life conditions. An arm is likely to suffer vertical disturbances from warps of various kinds, but it isn't
likely to suffer serious lateral disturbances other
than from an eccentric disc. This produces alow
0-55 Hz disturbance signal which is sufficiently
below arm/cartridge resonance to not be a

LUSTRE GST 801/
GLANZ MFG 51E
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disturbance. However, results with the SME
were somewhat more dramatic. It is very sensitive to lateral disturbance unless damped, and
more sensitive to vertical disturbance than the
GST801 above 10 Hz, although less so below
10 Hz. Again, applying viscous damping modifies this picture and the SME then beats the
performance put up by both of the servo- driven
arms, as well as the high mass passive arm.
In summary, it is obvious that servo- drive
does render both Sony and JVC arms less
sensitive to low frequency lateral disturbances,
which are only likely to occur as a result of
external vibration and disturbance. The servodrive has no effect upon performance with offcentre discs, nor can it with conventionally
pivoted tonearms.
The picture with vertical warp disturbances is
more complex. JVC's system does improve
performance over low frequency warps that lie
below arm/cartridge resonance; Sony's is much
less effective. However, neither Sony nor JVC
make any firm claims about this aspect of
behaviour.
On higher frequency warps, as represented by
the limited amplitude test cut from the JVC disc,
neither of the servo- driven arms can improve
upon the performance of the low mass SME
3009 III when it is damped. SM E's philosophy
of low mass pays off in this area. But perhaps
more surprisingly, the passive high mass
GST801 behaves reasonably well on this test
too.
The JVC system works well enough to make
the OL-Y5F arm agood high mass platform for
any cartridge, but low compliance moving- coils
may particularly benefit. The Sony system is not
so effective, and since its arm is even heavier it
is best used with low compliance cartridges
only. It causes mistracking over warps with
compliant moving- magnet cartridges, so the
arm offers no advantages in this direction.
Finally, Ifeel Iought to put this investigation
of servo- drive into context by saying that behaviour over warps doesn't necessarily, in my
opinion at least, have agreat bearing on sound
quality. This does depend to some extent upon
whether a disc is seriously warped or not. But
there are a host of other factors, some of which
we cannot yet quantify, which affect sound
quality. A few of the most obvious are arm
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rigidity, mass, geometry, firmness of location
and structural damping.
As Ifinish this look at servo- drive another
revolutionary deck has just arrived far review. It
doesn't use servo- drive, or direct- drive or any
other modem wonder. It does have something
like avillage pump attached to it, hand cranked
of course. But it tackles warps— and other
problems—so effectively that gadgets such as
tonearm servo- drive look like very minor benefits in comparison. The less patient reader may
jump to p. 95, but for now back to this complete
turntable review proper.
Surely only the Japanese have the technical
audacity—and knowhow—to motorise completely the functions of apickup arm. In Europe
it has long been the approach both to simplify
and to lighten pickup arms, so they don't load
down a delicate cartridge—especially when
riding over warps..
In direct contrast to this, both Sony and JVC
have opted to use ahigh mass pickup arm that is
driven by on- board servo motors. The general
idea is that instead of the cartridge carrying an
inert arm across the face of adisc, and up and
down over warps, servo motors do the job
instead.
There are dau nting technical problems behind
all this, since servo- feedback systems are not
the easiest things to design and a pickup ami
isn't the easiest application for them. Not surprisingly, in spite of some superficial similarities
between the Sony and JVC arms, tests showed
that their actual behaviour in use is quite
different.
Ithink, frankly, that Iwas abit baffled at what
both JVC and Sony thought they might by
trying to achieve with these devices, and now I
suspect they're not sure either! After spending
weeks testing and using both JVC's QL-Y5F
and Sony's PS- X75 Iam still abit nonplussed by
their complexity and their behaviour. Ihave
shown that neither deck fully matches its
manufacturer's claims or can achieve anything
that any well designed simple pickup arm can't
also achieve.
Before going any further, Iought to explain
that there are many integrated record decks
available with 'servo- assisted' pickup arms
where the servo motor is used solely for arm
positioning over adisc and doesn't have any
effect on actual arm performance. Such products usually have their servo motor hidden
beneath the deck and can be distinguished by
their conventional looking arm.
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The turntables
Externally, both the Sony and JVC record
decks look very similar to most other substantially built high quality record decks from Japan,
except for their bulky looking arm assemblies.
Not surprisingly, since these are expensive products, their plinths are heavy and very solid
non- resonant constructions, mounted on
rubber feet for isolation. The PS- X75 weighs
13 kg and the QL-Y5F 10.5 kg, so both would
need to sit on areasonably strong shelf. Sony
have chosen agloss black surface finish for the
top of their plinth, contrasting effectively with
satin finish metalwork on the controls, pickup
arm and platter edge. JVC use asmooth, high
gloss artificial- looking wood finish on the QLY5F plinth, with adark, almost brown- grey hue
satin finish on exposed metalwork.
Although both decks were impeccably built
and finished, everyone who saw them preferred
the Sony in appearance and found the JVC fake
gloss wood finish quite distasteful. I, too, found
the Sony deck most attractive. It looks good, it
feels good and it is also very nice to use, since
the control system is clearly marked and easy to
operate.

Sony place controls for manual operation to
the left of asmall speed display panel at the front
of the plinth, and simple 'start', 'stop' buttons for
fully automatic operation to the right of the
display. A 'motor on/off' button usefully starts
the platter without activating the arm, allowing
records to be cleaned before playing. This
facility is part of the manual control system and
is accompanied by automatic arm scanning
buttons, one for movement left and one for
movement right, plus acueing lift/lower button.
The left/right scan buttons have two speeds:
initially the arm moves slowly and can be inched
along, but after asecond or so it starts to move at
a faster rate. JVC fit a similar facility to their
deck.
Being brought up, man and boy, on independent tonearms, Ihave learnt to hand-cue,
finding it accurate and more reliable than that
provided by auto- systems. Consequently, the
Sony and JVC scanning systems Ifound superfluous in practice, even though I'm sure that
they are attractive to apurchaser. The Sony deck
cued its arm down too quickly in my view, so I
chose to avoid its use.
JVC also fit both manual and automatic
control buttons to the QL-Y5F, but the platter
starts as the pickup arm is moved over to a
record in manual mode—it cannot be started
independently. Furthermore, disc size—as well
as speed—must first be selected on the JVC
deck, whilst the Sony determines disc size
automatically with a photo- electric sensing
system.
Both decks use quartz- locked direct- drive for
their platters and have 33 and 45 rpm speeds
which are not adjustable. The motors are, as
usual, solidly mounted to the plinth and so both
decks rely primarily on the sheer mass of their
plinths for acoustic isolation, since the rubber
feet fitted are too stiff to be very effective in this
respect and there is no other means of isolation.
As aresult, both decks are best placed on afirm
surface such as a strong shelf attached to a
structural brick wall, rather than a flimsy partition wall.
Unpacking and setting up the decks was
slightly more complicated than usual, especially
with the PS- X75. This has an arm adjustment
area placed immediately to the left of the arm
rest. It is convenient to swing the arm rest out of
the way first before balancing out the arm, as
instructed by Sony. Tracking force and side
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so tracking force can be adjusted whilst the deck
is playing.
JVC fit atracking force knob beside the arm
pillar, but they also include a ' Ct Damping' knob
alongside it. This, to put it simply, affects the
amount of control the linear motors provide over
arm movement—something Iwill expand upon
later. Thus the JVC deck is more flexible in the
control it allows over operating behaviour, but
more complex technically too.
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thrust ( bias) compensation are then applied by a
small front panel dial. To balance out the JVC
arm, power is switched off and the arm can then
be adjusted at any point, rather than over a
limited area of lateral movement.
Ifound in practice that tracking force errors of
up to 0.2 gm could occur, especially with the
Sony deck, because resolution of the dials used
to apply tracking force was poor. Checking
tracking force on the JVC QL-Y5F was made
difficult by the fact that the platter started
directly the arm was moved out of its rest.
Consequently, any stylus pressure gauge used
must be positioned on the plinth, not on the
platter as usual, and asupport stand has to be
found to make up the height difference.
Both arms possess the usual bayonet fitting,
plug-in headshell, so integrated cartridges can
be used, or alternative headshell assemblies.
There are reservations here, though, which Iwill
92

cover later. In line, Isuspect, with the type of
customer these manufacturers perceive as using
their products, Sony have provided a tracking
force control knob alone, positioned on the front
of the plinth with the other more usual controls.
All these controls are outside the dust cover and
-20

Setting up the JVC arm was relatively
straightforward. The cartridge is aligned in the
headshell for minimum tracking error by setting
astylus-to-c011ar distance of 48 mm, the arm is
balanced out and tracking force set on the dial.
Arm height and cartridge verticality can also be
adjusted, allowing the unit to be finely tuned.
Tests showed that cartridges weighing between
3and 14 gm can be used, assuming amaximum
tracking force of 2gm is to be applied. However,
the JVC headshell is heavy at 11 gm and changing, for example, to an ADC LMG-1 weighing
8gm ( with screws), raises the minimum cartridge weight to 6gm.
However, since both decks have to limit
servo- control action to signals below the audici
band, the upper limit being 10 Hz on the QLY5F, arm/cartridge resonance must be kept
below this figure and therefore use of a lightweight headshell is not recommended. So
whilst both decks will accept integrated cartridges, and other headshells, it is with the
reservation which Ireferred to earlier that lowmass types are not employed. This specifically
excludes units like the Ortofon Concorde cartridges, which will not balance out.
Sony provide a large headshell weighing
12 gm with the PS- X75. This is deliberate, as it is
with the JVC, in order to keep arm/cartridge
resonance within the area where it may be
compensated for by the servo- system. In fact,
with these large headshells, and the large arm
assemblies supporting them, effective mass of
both arms proved to be very high—the JVC
measuring 24 gm and the Sony 27 gm. Since
high mass arms generally measure between 15
and 20gm, both arms are pretty massive by
current standards.
Setting up the Sony arm was similar in
principle to that of the JVC, except cartridge
verticality cannot be adjusted. Furthermore,
Sony provide a cartridge alignment protractor
on the reverse face of the platter mat which
places the arm inner tracking zero at 51 mm
radius. This leads to unnecessarily high tracking
distortion on inner grooves and should be
brought up to 58 mm radius to correct for this
effect. A protractor should be used to set up this
deck, although a stylus to headshell collar
distance of 50mm gives good results. A similar
situation existed with the JVC arm. Its geometry
was poor too and, like the Sony, amaximum of
1% tracking error distortion resulted. Again, the
deck is better set up with an accurate alignment
protractor ( see figs. 8 & 9).
Measurements showed that the turntable
platter revolved steadily on both decks, produc-
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ing a speed variation figure of 0.03% DIN
weighted wow & flutter on the JVC and 0.04%
on the Sony, close to the measuring limits set by
the disc. Audible rumble proved to be nonexistent, even when using an ultra- quiet acetate
test disc. Furthermore, the hum field of both
decks was sufficiently low to allow the use of
hum sensitive cartridges such as those from
Glanz and Grado, the Sony deck being marginally quieter in this respect.
It is, of course, the arms that are of most
interest on these turntables. Both manufacturers
make many claims for them and JVC have gone
to the length of issuing aspecial test record to
demonstrate the properties of their design.
Ifound that although both arms are servodriven, their behaviour is quite different. Sony's
arm remains damped all the time, even with zero
tracking force applied, and it has a very strong
lateral servo action that tends to power the arm
right out of your hand when manually cueing!
JVC's arm did not feel any different from a
conventional unit when manually cueing and
the degree of damping applied depends upon
that set by the user alone.
Their effectiveness in damping low frequency
arm/cartridge resonance can be seen in figs. 6a
& b, showing performance with a Stanton
680EE of low compliance. Behaviour of the JVC
at resonance, undamped, is seen in fig. 6b, a
+6 dB twin peak occurring at 6-8 Hz. Applying
the specified amount of damping on the QL-Y5F
reduces the peak by 3dB to produce a result
most clearly seen on the right channel response.
The resonant peak has been reduced with improved separation below 20 Hz.
Results with the PS- X75 are seen in fig. 6a,
the same reduction in subsonic output being
achieved, whilst crosstalk was better suppressed at resonance, but proved slightly worse
at 20 Hz. The effect of applying full damping on
the QL-Y5F can also be seen in fig. 6b, subsonic
output dropping rapidly below 10 Hz. Icould
not detect any change in damping on the PSX75 when changing tracking force by + 0-5 gm
with the 680EE in use, so the amount appears
fixed.
To summarise, both arms do damp low
frequency resonance and reduce subsonic
output. They also reduce crosstalk in this region,
which is usually the case when damping is
applied. Effective fluid damping, such as that
used by SME, can achieve precisely the same
result, however.
Between 20 Hz-500 Hz on figs. 6a & b, the
crosstalk traces reveal that structural resonances
occured within both arms. These are seen at
100 Hz and 500 Hz with the Sony, and at 200 Hz
and 400 Hz with the JVC. Such resonances can
add coloration, but Idon't consider those detected on these arms to be too serious in this
respect.
Feedback tests showed that both decks were
reasonably isolated ( fig. 7) but, since their
servo- systems don't work at audio frequencies,
they provide no advantage in this area of performance. Neither should be subjected to very
strong soundfields.

Summary
To summarise on the facts presented so far:
both decks do damp the fundamental tonearm
resonance in both planes, reducing subsonic
output and crosstalk. The Sony will not track
typical warps, the JVC will. But a lightweight
arm out- tracks both of them. Neither deck can
compensate for off-centre discs, in spite of
JVC's claims.
So far Ihave been critical about these decks,
and the performance claims made for them.
They do, however, display some interesting
properties. By moving arm/cartridge resonance
down to very low frequencies, high mass arms
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automatically improve separation at low audio
frequencies because, by mass impedance alone,
the tendency of the arm to residual vibration at
such frequencies is reduced. This means better
low frequency definition, in addition to better
measured separation. The ideal pickup arm in
some respects should have infinite mass, and
very high mass is no problem whilst records are
flat. Since records are not flat, compromises
have to be made—but they are compromises
and low mass arms are not in themselves desi reable for fidelity.
The notion of taking ahigh mass arm, such as
those tested in this report, and then powering
them with servo motors is an attractive one. The
fact that the claims of Sony and JVC appear
either spurious, or are not met, might be irrelevant, subjectively speaking, and Ifeel that both
arms should be innately capable of very good
reproduction, even if, in practice, difficulties
arise.
In use, then, Iwas perhaps abit less surprised
than you might imagine to find that both decks
did sound fairly good, and did in fact largely
possess the subjective benefits catalogued by
Sony, being improved image definition, improved sense of depth and a strong sense of
dynamics. In certain areas there were great
similarities between the two products, particularly with the solidity and clarity of images
across the sound- stage and astrong perspective
in relation to the positioning of instruments and
vocalists. There was no doubt, however, that the
JVC displayed better bass definition and was
more controlled in this region than the Sony. It
also became apparent in use that the QL-Y5F
was providing better tracking in use than, for
example, high- mass Lustre GST801 with which
Icompared it. The Lustre is an excellent highmass design that I favour, particularly with
moving- coil cartridges. Whilst in general the
QL-Y5F wasn't significantly better, high level
vocals for instance remained steady and well
composed, whilst they began to get edgy with
the Lustre—a sign of the onset of mistracking.
The Sony has a distinct problem in this area,
since its huge mass isn't effectively controlled
on low frequency warps and there were times
when the result was mistracking.
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Conclusion
Although the Sony PS- X75 is an extremely
attractive looking piece of hi-fi equipment, fully
reflecting the attention to detail and solid engineering that Sony consistently achieve, there
are some shortcomings in its performance—as
the tests reveal—that Iconsider significant. It
can provide good results and displays solid
imaging and fairly well established depth of
field, but the servo- system doesn't adequately
compensate for the arm's huge mass; as a
result it is better paired with incompliant
moving- coil cartridges than highly compliant
designs.
The JVC QL-Y5F is technically superior, even
though it is less attractive visually and operationally. However, this deck does successfully
provide the benefits of high arm mass, without
the drawbacks, and it is certainly worth listening
to. It should be an attractive product for those
who want a fully automatic turntable that is
capable of returning good sound quality •
[Note: We understand from Sony that both the
PS- X75 and the less expensive PS- X65 will be
replaced be one new model, the PS- X600, in the
Autumn. This in many respects is identical to the
model reviewed, so the majority of comments
will still apply.—Dep. Ed]
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Radio« Audio Consultants,
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

SURREY

/SIMPLY THE BEST
81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSH 0 LME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061-225 4448 061-248 6206
9 »

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

IRELAND
/

REAL HI- Fl
IN IRELAND

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

1ZelY's
THE
HI- Fl & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI, TECHNICS, J.V.C,
AR., K.E.F., MORDAUNT SHORT, MARANTZ, SONY,
QUAD, AKAI, ROTEL, TANNOY, TOSHIBA, TEAC,
NAT- PAN,
TDK,
TRIO,
MONITOR
AUDIO,
AUDIOMASTER,
SENNHEISER,
FISHER,
AUR EX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL: 22317

HAMPSHIRE
For the decerning listener we stock selected
products from the following manufacturers:
Grace,
Supex, Thorens,
Luxman,
Logic,
QED,
Nakamichi, Diesis, Audio Technica, IAS, IMF, Michell,
STD, ADC, Castle Acoustics.
2 Listening Studios.
Ample free parking.
Open till 8 pm. Mon- Fri.

248-256 STATION ROAD. ADDLESTONE. SURREY
Probably the large« range of Audio, TV 13 Video in the
Home Counties. Demo
ions anytime lint pop flit
MOST BRACOS STOCKED INCIUDING:
AR, AIL, KEF, LUXMAN, MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTOSISCA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY, TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

LINNSONDEK
A&R A60
SUPEX
JR

ARC

REGA

NAKAMICHI
HARBETH
ELITE

NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

SPENDOR

DENYO

QED

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT

HEYBROOK

DISCWASHER

WEYBRIDGE 54522 (
5 lines)

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

ENTRE

SATIN

GALE & MISSION

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
please phone

NOEL CLONEY
AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmine,
Dublin 6

Superbly
craftedincredible improvement in
sound,castor

t,black satin finish. Fully

adjustable for speakers from TA" x 11 1
/
2"
(or 10" sq.) to 12" x 16". Cheque/PO
Access or Barclay Card £ 12.95 plus £ 1.75

Tel: 961316

p&p. Allow 14 days delivery. Music by
Mail, 10 Tadorne Rd.,Tadworth, Surrey.

EAST MIDLANDS

DENMEAD HIFI CENTRE
HAMBLEDOR1 ROAD
DENMEAD
NR. PORTSMOUTH
HAMPSHIRE
TEL: 07014-50312
• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents: ADC, Aiwa, AKG, AR, A & R, Ariston, BW,
Beyer, Celef, Celestion, Dumpa, Decca, Dual, Denon, Electro
Companiet, Elite, Eumig, Entre, FR, Gale, Grado, Harbeth,
IMF, KEF, Linn-Sondek, Lentek, Meridian, Maxell, Michell,
Mission, Monitor Audio, Nakamichi, Nightingale, Ortofon,
QED, QUAD, RAM, Revox, Rogers, Radford, Sansui,
Sennheiser, SME, Spendor, STD, Stanton, Stag, Sugden,
Supex, Tangent, TDK, Technics, Trio, TSR, Yamaha and
others

empsliire audio In

NICK DAKIN

WEST SUSSEX

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN, NIGHTINGALE, MERIDIAN,
QUAD, BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL, LENTEK, HEYBROOK,
NAKAMICHI, TEAC, REVOX
and many other leading makes at
competitive prices

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE

45 RADFORD ROAD NOTTINGHAM 783862
jh

(BOWERS

WUKINS)

WORTHING
LEICESTERSHIRE

Littlehampton Road • TeLINoi thing 64141

8 & 12 'Hursley Road Chandlers Ford Tel: 2877 or 65232
-AUDIO HI- F1 CENTRE
(NEW MILTON) LTD.
SPECIALISTS IN SOUND!
Bang and Olufsen, Tandberg, Quad, Sony, KEF,
IMF, etc.
Receivers, Amplifiers, Cassette and Reel Decks
Accessories and High Quality Music Centres
All plus our enviable after sales service
Hi -Fi and Acoustic Engineers for 40 years

51/53 Old Milton Road, New Milton, Hants.
Tel: 611290
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WE NOW HAVE FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES IN OUR NEW
FACTORY AND WELCOME ANYONE INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
ONE OF OUR EXCEPTIONAL AMPLIFIERS TO CONTACT US FOR A
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT.
OUR ADVICE IS FREE AND A SELECTED RANGE OF COMPATIBLE
EQUIPMENT IS STOCKED SO THAT WE CAN SUPPLY COMPLETE
SYSTEMS MINIMISING THE CHANCE OF ANY MISMATCH.
AGENCYS INCLUDE:
CABLE
DALLISON
DHELIUS ° ROGERS
DELEKRACABLE
OMISSION oCEOL DBADGER oSWALLOW DCLEARWATER
DSUPEX DGRACE DLOGIC DZEN DLEMAT oGALE DARISTON
ETC.
WE ALSO SPECIALISE IN ACTIVE & DIY SYSTEMS
9 CI AYMILL ROAD, LEICESTER 105331 761920

rirnsoliqudig

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents for: Yamaha, JVC, KEF, Sansui,
Spendior, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rag., Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, NAD,
Mission, Thom«.
136 PORTLAND ROAD,
HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

EQUIPMENT REVIEW)
Two Japanese
turntables
K

NOWING THAT PIONEER seem to be able
to make a very good job . of their hi-fi
engineering. Ihave wanted to take aclose look
at their version of aparallel tracking record deck,
the PL- 1000, since its introduction last year.
Many of the parallel trackers that have so far
passed through my hands have been encumbered by unhelpful logic systems and other
accoutrements that are as useful in achieving
fidelity as the lump of dust on the end of your
stylus. The PL- 1000, it appeared, reading
Pioneer's literature on the deck, seemed amore
committed design exercise in terms of fidelity
and less committed in terms of gadgets. Ialso
hoped it would help resolve the question, "does
parallel tracking sound better or at least any
different?".
Dedicated hi-fi buffs should realise immediately that this is a silly question, since a
parallel- tracking liquorice stick is obviously
going to sound worse than a decent conventional arm. The presence of parallel tracking in
itself cannot guarantee good sound quality from
a deck. It is fair to ask, however, whether this
technique has any aural benefits at all—or any
drawbacks—all other things being equal ( which
they never are, of course). In my cynicism, I
suspect that parallel- tracking decks have become popular with Japanese manufacturers
simply on the basis of their strong visual appeal.
A very expensive conventional deck looks very
similar to a budget design, but a paralleltracking arm sets the two firmly apart. It looks
sophisticated, and indeed it is, even though the
things are flooding out of Japan like Rice
Kcispies at present.
Aimed more specifically at improved fidelity
are the latest vacuum decks from Lux of Japan.
Sucking a disc hard onto a platter by use of a
vacuum may seem to be a singularly obscure
technical exercise, but the idea is theoretically
well founded and I, for one, was eager to see
whether theory was matched by practice in a
product that ordinary mortals could ( or at least
might) be able to afford. Unfortunately for
Japanese manufacturers—and perhaps for us
indirectly—there's no visual mileage to be had in
creating avacuum deck as it looks very similar to
any other high quality turntable. I, for one, am
therefore very pleased that Lux decided to
develop this product in face of the sea of parallel
trackers that superficially outshine it. It was a
short step to decide that a comparison of the

by Noel keYw°°d
more, according to the flatness and flexibility of
the disc. The only point to watch is that the
Pioneer PL- 1000 against the Lux PD- 300
platter should be kept scrupulously clean, any
would make the basis of an interesting article.
grit on the surface being inexorably pressed into
the underside of the record.
Happily, there is much more to the Lux than
Lux
just its vacuum system. Its huge 3.5 kg platter
sits in a substantial main bearing sleeve and
The principle behind the Lux vacuum is
rotates on alarge thrust ball bearing, not using a
simple, but no less cogent in effect because of
point contact system which Ifeel is liable to
this. The vinyl record acts as asounding board
wear. The ball is housed in an oil bath.
and vibrates in sympathy with, but as areaction
Furthermore, Lux have opted to use belt- drive
to, movement of the cartridge stylus. Now
for this massive unit and the motor is itself avery
cartridges are notoriously inefficient translarge, slow- turning DC type with aservo feedducers of mechanical into electrical energy,
back system fitted for speed stability. This also
virtually all the groove energy being dissipated,
allows speed adjustment to be incorporated
either acoustically into the disc, the cartridge
with independent control of each speed ( 33 and
body and tonearm, or by heating up the gener45 rpm) by edge potentiometers placed beneath
ator damping/compliance system. If any of this
the front of the plinth. A mains on/off switch is
energy finds it way back to the stylus and results
also concealed here. Lux have fitted a clear
in stylus motion, then as well as coloration being
stroboscope to facilitate speed adjustment.
introduced, detail will be lost, transients will be
The platter and arm sit on a massive cast
dulled, and there will be an overall reduction in
aluminium floating subchassis in order to
dynamic range. This loss of energy must thereachieve shock isolation. Use of afloating subfore be arranged so that it is uniform and
chassis is nothing unusual to deck manufacmaximal at all frequencies.
turers outside of Japan, since it is widely felt to
Consider the acoustic signal being dissipated
be the most effective—and elegant—method of
from the record, the ' needletalk'. The fact that
isolating the platter and arm both from motor
you can hear it at all means that the record is
vibrations and from outside disturbances.
vibrating at its various preferred resonant
However, the huge Lux subchassis contains
frequencies and therefore introducing colormore inertial mass than that of other decks,
ation at these frequencies. If some means could
which commonly use pressed steel plate. Allied
be found of preventing it from vibrating so that
to the massive platter, the total mass of the suball the excess mechanical energy is dissipated as
system is far higher than that normally enheat, then the signal from the cartridge would be
countered in afloating subchassis design, and
significantly cleaner and less coloured. The
consequently a disturbing force needs to be
most obvious way to do this would be to
equivalently greater to produce the same degree
support the irregular undersurface of the thin
of disturbance.
and often misshapen disc so that it has afirm
The subchassis is suspended on three isobacking that absorbs the vibrations and prelating springs attached to the wooden plinth, in
vents it acting as asounding board. This is the
much the same fashion as other floating subrationale behind the numerous specialised disc
chassis designs. However. Lux have incormats now on the market.
porated arubber washer holding silicone grease
The solution Lux have adopted to the problem
to damp movement and in consequence the
is more striking, however. Suck the disc onto a
spring assembly does not allow free oscillation
huge steel platter so it virtually becomes apart of
of the subchassis. After deflection it rapidly
the platter—and then see if it can vibrate!
returns to position with very little spurious
Disregarding interface reflection/transmission
movement. The large suspension adjusters are
problems between the record and the platter,
accessible beneath the cabinet, without any
which will depend on the density of and the
need to remove the plinth's bottom plate. Lux
speed of sound in the two materials, the ' record'
also fit isolating feet to the plinth—devices every
has been made so heavy that the resonant
Japanese deck possesses—and as a result say
contribution is minimal. To achieve this, there is
the deck is 'double isolated'. These legs allow
no mat but two concentric rubber seals have
height adjustment, but Idoubt whether they are
been fitted around the edge of the platter and
very useful in shock isolation.
around the disc label. A vacuum is produced by
The arm base is athick aluminium plate fixed
asimple single-action pump that is actuated by
direct onto the subchassis casting with six bolts.
throwing alever on the front of the plinth. There
It has adiameter of 13 cm ( approx.) and acentre
is no separate pump unit, nor is there any pump
16 cm ( approx.) from the turntable centre. This
noise. Once the air has been evacuated the disc
is large enough to accommodate most arms, in
is clamped strongly to the platter and may
terms of their effective length and their base
remain so for quite long periods of an hour or
cutout dimensions. Unfortunately, the new

PD300

DOUBLE INSULATION SYSTEM

Cabinet
Arm- Base
Platter

Main Chassis
Main'
Insulator
Sub Insulator
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12 in. SME 3012-R will not fit this deck.
One problem for many potential owners lies in
obtaining abase plate for a preferred commercial arm. Lux supply a whole range of drilled
plates, but mostly for Japanese arms. Included
in the list are ADC, SME, Audio Technica and
Lustre arm plates. This means that specialist
arms such as the Linn Wok cannot easily be
fitted. Otherwise, a piece of thick aluminium
(4 mm or more) must be lovingly drilled and filed
into shape. There is alarge well beneath the arm
plate, open at the bottom so that any arm may be
fitted without having to remove the bottom
cover of the plinth. Ifitted a Lustre GST801 to
the deck, held by an ADC base with stabilising
weight. The suspension coped with this heavy
assembly without problems.
The large vacuum lever sited on the front of
the plinth is swung clockwise by 90° to prime
the pump. A disc is placed on the platter and
has to be held down against the rubber seals

with aspecial handheld plastic pressure
plate, otherwise warps
will prevent avacuum being
achieved. Although this might sound atedious
procedure, in practice it becomes aquick reflex
action taking acouple of seconds. The vacuum
lever is then nudged and it springs back as the
pump operates under spring pressure. The disc
is sucked down hard onto the platter and if it is
tapped with ahard object, instead of producing
the usual dull plastic thud, it behaves and
sounds like apiece of metal, due to the intimate
contact between it and the metal platter. A small
indicator turns from orange to blue green when
adequate vacuum is achieved. Igenerally found
the system easy to use and the vacuum usually
lasted long enough to play adisc. On one or two
records, mainly older types of stiffer plastic that
also possessed a warp, the vacuum was lost
after 10-15 minutes.

Pioneer PL- 1000
The aim of parallel tracking is to emulate
exactly the motion of the stylus that cuts a
master disc during the manufacturing process.
By making the replay process identical to that
used during manufacture, asignificant source of
distortion in disc replay, the lateral tracking error
inherent in all pivoted designs, is entirely eliminated. The need for bias
compensation is
also
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eliminated, so there are two benefits. Unfortunately, parallel- tracking decks use sophisticated motor drive and servo feedback systems
in order to move and position the arm carriage
accurately— the groove moving the stylus rather
than the stylus cutting the groove—and this
makes them expensive and difficult to engineer.
The straight arm has conventional horizontal
and vertical pivots but is mounted on amoving
carriage. A sensing system at the rear of the arm
detects angular error as
the arm tracks the

inward moving groove and sends correction
signals to the carriage drive so that it moves
inward in unison. With this system tracking error
and the distortion that arises from it should be
eliminated. In practice, tracking error is kept
below 0.3° which results in negligible distortion. This contrasts with amaximum distortion
value of around 0.8% on a well designed and
set-up conventional arm, when playing a loud
musical passage. On program peaks, the level
will rise well above this figure.
The PL- 1000 uses aquartz- lock direct- drive
motor to achieve stable and accurate platter
speed and has two speeds, 33 rpm and 45 rpm.
There is apush-button selector for disc size and
this will chose 7, 10 and 12 in. records. After
setting speed and disc size, pressing astart/stop
button sets the carriage in motion and it dutifully
glides inwards, stops, and lowers the stylus into
the run-in groove. Pioneer use alinear motor to
drive the carriage, instead of the more common
wire and pulley or worm- screw arrangement,
used in conjunction with aremote servo- motor.
This will not suffer wear and possible loss of
positional resolution that wire systems may
display after a few year's use, but the carriage
will slide freely when there is no power, so it
must be clamped. This, however, is not a
drawback.
Pioneer's arm uses a conventional plug-in
headshell and so will accept integrated cartridges. No less than three counterweights are
supplied with the deck to make it compatible
with both the heaviest and lightest designs.
Using the Pioneer headshell ( 10-5 gm), the PL1000 will accept cartridges weighing from
0-22 gm. The arm also accepted the light
Ortofon Concord integrated cartridges and the
heavy Sony units, so there should be no problem
with cartridge compatibility in this respect.
In addition to fully automatic play and return,
Pioneer have equipped the deck with a
smoothly rotating carriage- positioning wheel
that allows accurate manual control of the arm.
In conjunction with an arm cue button on the
front panel, this allows more direct manual
control to be achieved. However, you can if you
wish operate the arm manually in the usual
manner, using the finger lift, although the process is slowed somewhat by limited carriage
speed.
Pioneer, like Lux, have chosen to use aform of
floating chassis for shock isolation in the PL1000. However, the motor, platter and arm are
mounted on a plastic undertray that is suspended on springs beneath the upper solid
plinth face, which itself sits on four solid heightadjustable legs which do not provide any further
isolation.
Although the arm in itself is anicely made unit
I wasn't over- impressed by location of the
moving arm carriage, which seemed poor, nor
by the resonant plastic undertray that carried all
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the important moving parts. The suspension
system was obviously underdamped, with the
frequency somewhat on the high side. In spite of
these grouses, the deck was pleasant to use and
simple to operate. Ifound it easier to control
than the Aiwa LP- 3000 or Mitsubishi LT- 5V for
example, to name just two parallel trackers.

3%

f

2%

CARTRIDGE
POSITION:

The most surprising result of this test is the
inaccuracy of set-up techniques for a pivoted
arm and the improbability of achieving optimum
results Whilst the Pioneer always produced the
same result, the Lustre—or any other arm—
might produce three times as much distortion, or
more. Ifound also that third harmonic distortion'
increased slightly too, when significant tracking
error occurred. Obviously then, the PL- 1000
conclusively does produce less distortion than a
conventional pivoted arm—and on inner
grooves where conditions are most critical, it
might give athird of the distortion produced by a
pivoted arm, or less.
Obviously, Pioneer's parallel tracking system
produces quantifiable benefits, but does the Lux
vacuum system? A simple, dramatic, but somewhat crude test is to use a repeatable 45°
impulse against adisc sitting on the platter and

38mm

39mm

1,0mm

41mm

L3mm

PIONEER PL1000
(MANUFACTURER'S RFC
POSITION)

3%
2'4

Lab report

1%

The Pioneer pickup arm has excellent pivots
that allow free movement and have very low
friction values, whilst exhibiting negligible free
play. Not unexpectedly, because the arm is
short, its effective mass proved to be moderately
low at 13 gm ( when using the headshell supplied). Substituting this with an ADC LMG-1
magnesium headshell brings the effective mass
figure down to just 10 gm—quite alow value.
As a result, the PL- 1000 arm is compatible
with delicate high compliance cartridges, particularly modern low- mass types. Arm rigidity
was fairly good, but because the arm is shorter
than normal its main structural resonant mode is
of higher frequency than usual and can be seen
as apeak in the crosstalk trace at 400 Hz in fig.
1. Although this doesn't look too good at
around — 30dB, experience tells me that it is
unlikely to have too serious an effect upon
reproduction.
The PL- 1000 carriage is bi-directional and
will move outwards if necessary to compensate
for a seriously eccentric disc. Measurement
showed that the servo- system kept tracking
error below 0.5° and in fact Pioneer claim
±0.25° maximum error. Positioning acartridge
in the headshell with the gauge supplied, in
order that it follows apath that passes through
the turntable centre, showed that second harmonic distortion from tracking error was consistently as low as it was possible to achieve.
Fig. 2 illustrates this by comparing second
harmonic produced by the PL- 1000 arm with

FOG. 3 Effect of 45 impulse, Lux PD-300 vacuum off
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CARTRIDGE
POSITION:

1.0.5mm

1.2mm

FIG.2
LEVEL OF 2ND HARMONIC DISTORTION ON 92s INNER GROOVE DURATION
(ORTOFON F15E, LUSTRE GST801 VARIOUS OVERHANGS)
that of Lustre GST801 arm fitted to the Lux
turntable, when tracking a13 mm wide band of
inner grooves giving aplaying time of 1minute
32 seconds. Distortion doesn't approach zero in
any one instance because there are residual
distortions present that are not caused by tracking error. Ifitted and re- fitted an Ortofon FF15E
cartridge four times in the Pioneer headshell,
aligning it for zero overhang and parallelism
with the headshell edges each time, in the way
an owner would, and consistently achieved the
distortion plot shown. Level rises from 1% to
2-3% across the band, the latter figure occurring
on inner grooves.
Aligning the Ortofon cartridge in the Lustre
arm produced the result shown in the first trace
fig. 2. With distortion staying level at over 3%,
the degree of misalignment was obviously
gross, which even surprised me. The cartridge
had to be moved by 2-5mm before the best
possible result was achieved, shown in the fifth
trace. As expected, because the ideal setting on
a pivoted arm is a compromise, the lowest
distortion level only equalled that of the PL1000, whilst as the inner- most grooves were
reached level rose to 2.6%, higher than that of
the Pioneer by around 0-3%.

record the signal transmitted through the disc to
an arm and cartridge. The oscillograms, figs. 3 &
4show the results of this test on the Lux PD300
with vacuum off and on respectively. With
vacuum off ( fig. 3) the initial impulse and
subsequent resonances ( well into mid- range
frequencies) occur for about 30ms duration.
With vacuum on, the initial impulse has no effect
(fig. 4), due to the mass of the planer with which
the disc is coupled, and there is asmall subsequent vibration—just visible—at 266 Hz with
aduration of about 35 ms. In comparison, the
Pioneer, which has a flat rubber platter mat,
does not attenuate the impulse very well ( fig. 5),
although subsequent disturbance is minimal, a
small resonance at 571 Hz with a duration of
15 ms being just visible.
I
did however develop amore cogent test than
this which clearly demonstrated the direct aural
effect of applying vacuum.
Since a poorly supported disc acts as a
sounding board, needletalk was recorded on
cassette, using amicrophone placed close to the
stylus. This is asimple test anybody can carry
out to check for vihrational losses, and it has

FIG. 4 Effect

FIG. 5 Effect

of 45° impulse, Lux PD-300 vacuum on

See also page 23—Ed

of 45° impulse, Pioneer PL- 1000
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¡be Concert
Room
Ambisonics is acomprehensive technology
for surround sound recording,broadcasting
and reproduction. Sponsored by the
National Research Development Corporation
and developed by international
collaboration between scientists,
mathematicians and engineers, Ambisonics
frees reproduced sound from the
restrictions of stereo. Equipment featuring
the Ambisonic symbol is designed in
accordance with this technology to give
greater realism and listening pleasure.
The UHJ symbol shows that programme
material conforms to optimal specifications

HEAR
THE
SMALL
LOUDSPEAKER

FORGET ALL ABOUT HI- Fl— LISTEN TO THE MUSIC.
PHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT
WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU.

studio\

81 Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage, London NIftf.6 Tel:01-624 8855
OPENING HOURS 10am — 7pm daily. Thursday 10am — 1pm.

for playback as stereo, mono or with
Ambisonic decoding. Ambisonic surround
sound decoders also provide enhanced
results from conventional stereo, but the
highest fidelity of directional sound is
obtained from recordings and broadcasts
conforming to UHJ.

For further information regarding
Ambisonics, together with details of record
and equipment manufacturers, apply to the
NRDC AMBISONIC ADVISORY SERVICE
PO Box 98, High Wycombe, Bucks,
HP11 1PJ
Telephone: High Wycombe ( 0494) 445951

COMPONENTS AND DESIGN FOR THE
HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER BUILDER
Our range runs from transmission lines to asystem
similar in all essential respects to the LS3/5A.
Audiogram ( USA) recommend our Webb kit alongside the KEF R105 and the Linn lsobarik ( issues
12/78, 12/79 and 6/80 refer).
All our systems are comparable in performance with
the best similar commercial types and usually
better—we do not confuse things by handling
radio/TV., group, disco, PA or junk designs or
components. Full catalogue £ 1.00 ( export $ 7.00 air
mail). Stockists of Crimson Elektrik amplifier
modules.
We recognise the importance of the source by
offering callers a comprehensive arm/deck/cartridge service. For example our modification and
set-up on Thorens decks is manufacturer approved
to release the full potential of the deck.

BADGER SOUND
SERVICES LIMITED
46 Wood Street
Lytham St. Annes, FY810.G
Lancashire, England
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WITH
VACUUM

'STICKS TO HIS GUNS'

'MAKES ALINE IN THE NEWS .

NO VACUUM
(note extra
MF,
10:

FIG.6 LUX PD300 ACOUSTIC 'NEEDLE TALK' OUTPUT ( DIRE STRAITS
\‘
'COMMUNIQUE: SIDE 1, TRACK 2
dramatic results. Using the well known Dire
Straits Communique LP, needletalk from the
last 46 sof 'News' ( track 2, side 1) was recorded
with vacuum on, then off, ensuring the microphone was not moved. With vacuum on, the
needletalk signal consisted almost entirely of
cymbals, sounding very distorted. This shows
that only energy at high frequencies was being
transmitted by the vinyl. Atrace of this recording
is shown at the top of fig. 6. Releasing the
vacuum added virtually the whole of the rest of
the audio band to this needletalk signal, bringing in clearly vocals, guitar and higher drum
harmonics. The difference was enormous and
dramatic. Unfortunately, it is difficult to translate
the differences into a visual form for publication, but the lower trace of fig. 6clearly shows
the extra LF and MF energy in the acoustic
signal, especially on vocals where the line 'sticks
to his guns' plainly comes through in needletalk
without vacuum, but is largely transmitted
successfully into the cartridge without exciting
the vinyl resonances when vacuum is applied.
Whilst differences are discernable in the recorded needletalk signal, vacuum on and off
(although using selective bandpass filtering and
asuitable pen writing speed to average out the

ances fairly well. Performance of the Lux, however, was exceptional, especially when its 4mm
thick, heavy acrylic lid was closed. Although it
blocks out audio band energy and random
disturbances extremely well, with asuspension
resonance at 10 Hz I
wouldn't expect the deck to
be too happy on a bouncy wooden floor,
compared with, say, aLinn or Thorens. It needs
wall mounting, on asolid shelf.
I
wasn't surprised to find that Pioneer's directdrive turntable was speed- stable, but they have
managed to ensure also that the moving arm
carriage does not contribute to rumble.
Measured rumble figures were low and rumble
inaudible, using an ultra- silent disc. The pickup
arm signal leads have acapacitance of 190 pF,
which is just abit higher than usual but should
not upset most cartridges.
In spite of using belt- drive, the PD- 300 was
speed accurate and stable. It produced atrace
more flutter than is common at 0.08%, due to the
two radial air channels machined into the platter
face. The disc is sucked down so tightly that
these produce a slight ridge in the playing
surface and cause just the faintest audible soft
click. The level of this disturbance is so low that
it can just be heard between tracks, when close
to the speakers and using high volume. Under
normal listening conditions it isn't audible.
Overall, total wow and flutter measured 0.08%,
DIN weighted, due mainly to the flutter component. The noise did not affect rumble values
and in fact measured 'rumble' ( disc surface
noise in fact) was unusually low at - 73 dB. The
deck appears to quieten somewhat the residual
surface noise of adisc. Obviously, belt- drive can
work extremely well, as Lux demonstrate on this
deck, and as Thorens have shown, both in the
past and at present, with their belt- drive
designs.

Subjective report
overall energy level) yisuakesolution is still poor
when compared with the audible differences.
This underlines the inadequacy of graphical
results to match the discrimination achieved by
the human ear. It is obvious, though, that more
energy is lost in disc vibration/needletalk at
some frequencies than at others, and this is a
fertile area for improvement in disc reproduction, and measurement techniques. There's
no shadow of a doubt that the Lux vacuum
system effectively suppresses disc vibration at
all except the highest frequencies, and enables
more information to be retrieved by the
cartridge with greater accuracy.
Plots of suspension behaviour of the two
decks ( fig. 7) show that both have a system
resonance at 10 Hz. This frequency is too high. It
should be 5Hz or less, but factors such as total
mass and damping also affect isolation effectiveness. Pioneer haven't used sufficient damping and as aresult their subchassis can bounce
badly. After deflection it oscillated for 2
seconds, compared with 0.4 seconds for the
heavily damped Lux system. As aresult, the lack
of isolation with the Pioneer ( fig. 8) was significant below 100Hz, with the lid open or
closed, but it did cope with random disturbHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Both of these decks manage agood subjective performance, but it was a struggle to
compare them. The Pioneer arm does have a
great advantage in its lack of tracking error
distortion, lack of relative phase error between
channels and its well designed short, stiff arm. It
took alot of adjustment and experiment to get
the Glanz MFG- 71L cartridge used in the
listening tests sufficiently well aligned in the
Lustre arm in order to approach the degree of
clarity and cleanliness of images achieved by the

PL- 1000. This underlined the advantages of
parallel tracking in a well designed—if not
perfect—deck like the Pioneer. It recovers alot
of information, sets up clean stable images and
maintains a sense of cleanliness and stability
even on musical peaks, but most noticeably on
high level vocals. Until tracking error had been
minimised, the Lustre sounded slightly vague,
hazy and grey in its presentation, and
approached roughness on strong vocals.
However, the merits of vacuum hold-down are
startling, and once the arm had been sorted out I
felt free to distinguish confidently between the
decks. In fact Ihad used both decks—the Lux in
particular—for long periods before carrying out
any measurements and the main subjective
advantages provided by the Lux PD300 remained much the same both in casual use and in
the carefully controlled comparative listening
tests carried out before writing this review.
Considering the way in which needletalk altered
with vacuum applied, as explained earlier, it
seems surprising that one of the most pronounced improvements in sound quality made
by the Lux was in amarked cleaning up of treble,
in the form of audibly reduced distortion, elimination of sharpness and sibilance and ageneral
smoothing out of treble character. In fact, the
Glanz cartridge sounded somewhat peaky and
sharp in the PL- 1000, even though it has a
nearly flat response to 20 kHz, but it became
smooth, poised and confident in the Lustre/Lux
combination. There is, in fact, an initial feeling of
loss of treble, but this is due to the reduction in
sharpness and edginess that occurs.
As one might expect, the Lux reduces overhang by eliminating disc resonance and as a
result the sounds of instruments stop properly
instead of decaying and blurring into each other.
This makes for atighter sound through better
inter- transient silence and altogether improves
definition. Drums, for example, sounded strong,
tight and powerful. Imagery, by the same process, takes on a high degree of clarity and
stability, but without suffering the treble emphasis and sharpness that often characterises
such an apparent improvement. Vocals improve
in their dynamic range, but it is the removal of
sibilance and distortion that makes the greatest
contribution to improving the sound in this
respect, adding anaturalness and clarity rarely
encontered on vocals in disc reproduction. The
smoothing out and cleaning up of high frequencies is most dramatic and yet most unexpected. Ifeel, on the Lux PD- 300. Ihad
expected the vacuum holddown to improve the
bass quality and have some effect on the midband, but in the end the most enduring overall
subjective improvement lies in the total alteration of treble quality.
In spite of liking the Pioneer deck and acknowledging the benefits of zero tracking error
in its pickup arm, I
feel that the Lux PD- 300 deck
is exceptional by any standards and offers the
most significant improvement in the quality of
disc reproduction that has been seen for along
time •
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UIPMENT REVIEW Jby A'vin Gold
Two tiny loudspeakers
O unproblematical. But whilst it may appear to be simple to decide that
one speaker sounds more natural than another, it's quite another thing to
N PAPER AT least, the task of evaluating aloudspeaker may seem

apply this judgement when other factors are involved.
There are just such 'other factors' involved in the case of the two models
reviewed here. Size, or rather the lack of it, is traditionally one of the more
obvious enemies of good loudspeaker performance. The subjects of this
review—the Linn Kan and The Small Loudspeaker from RCL—are both
recent introductions ( under 12 months as I
write), and are both very small
but exactingly engineered loudspeakers intended to compete with the top
end of the 'mini' market. The established competition is led by the almost
legendary LS3/5a monitor, and Iused apair of the Audiomaster version
to provide aknown point of reference.
The job of evaluating these two loudspeakers was carried out in two
parts. The major part was, of course, apurely musical assessment, carried
out in a2000 Cu ft. room with asystem which included aLinn/lttok/Asak
player and Lentek amplifier. For some of the time, the Asak was replaced
by a Sony ' Esprit' XL- 88D cartridge—an expensive (£ 550) m- cwith a
laser- cut one-piece diamond cantilever and stylus. Recent type Mission
770s and the aforementioned Audiomaster LS3/5as were brought into the
listening at various times, and in addition, both pairs of review speakers
were tried in different systems at different locations in an attempt to get an
all-round appraisal of their virtues—and problems.
The second part of the test was the technical assessment conducted by
James Moir. This covered amplitude/frequency response by swept
sinewave and by rd octave pink noise excitation on the outdoor mast. In
addition, second and third harmonic distortion plots were taken. These
measurements were done with the measuring mike at adistance of 1m on
the forward axis, pointing just below the tweeter in each case.
Before proceeding to the substance of the reviews, it's worth mentioning
afew of the factors taken into consideration in my judgements of these
two unusual designs. The first is summed up by the well known expression
'horses for courses'. Both models are specialised products which are not
really comparable with conventionally sized speakers in their respective
price ranges. They are primarily for people who need ( or want) very small
loudspeakers, and certain trade-offs have been made in each case by
virtue of their size. This is not to say that they are both necessarily inferior
to the more conventional competition, except in certain very specific
ways. The interesting point about the review models, and especially the
Linn Kans, is that the trade-offs that have been made are not necessarily the
ones you might expect—of which more later.
The second one concerns the LS3/5as. Although Irefer to them
extensively in the reviews, I
do feel that they are aimed at arather different
market than either the RCLs or the Kans. The LS3/5a is primarily amonitor
loudspeaker, in that the major emphasis is on tonal accuracy and
(especially) repeatability from sample to sample. This emphasis makes
them a known quantity in a way that's appropriate for monitoring
purposes. While consistency is also important for domestic use, it comes
lower down on the list of priorities, and most users ( and myself!) would
probably be happy if the product were to be 'continuously improved'—to
quote the immortal phrase.
Below RCL-The Small Loudspeaker
and right: Linn Kan

100

All listening on the Linn/Lentek system was done with the speakers on
460 mm high stands. Only one pair of speakers were kept in the room at
any one time to eliminate any possibility of interaction between the pair
being listened to and others nearby. That such interactions occur and—
more to the point—that they have an important influence on the
auditioning of loudspeakers has been convincingly demonstrated by
Studio 99 in London—and reported widely in the hi-fi press.

RCL-The Small Loudspeaker
Manufacturer's specifications: Model: The Small Loudspeaker Type: 2- way reflex
loaded loudspeaker. Drive units: 11 cm bass/midrange unit, 19 mm tweeter. Both made by
SEAS. Impedance: 8ohms. Power handling: 50 watts. Sensitivity: 84 dB for 1watt at
1 metre Internal volume: 3.4 litres. Size: 31 cm high x15.5 cm wide.16.5 deep.
Weight 5kg. Manufacturer: RCL, Unit E2, Hunton Bridge Works, Bridge Road, Hunton
Bridge, Watford, Hertfordshire Tel: Kings Langley 68399. Price: £122 per pair inc. VAT.

The modestly named 'The Small Loudspeaker' from RCL had its genesis
as adesign exercise by the manufacturer of the drive units, SEAS, to show
what their 19 mm treble and 11 cm bass/midrange could do. As such, the
bass unit and the cabinet were designed together—it wasn't just acase of
fitting adriver into abox. As aresult, the version of the bass unit used here
is quite different in its magnetic circuit and cone profile from the version
used by ( for example) Heybrook as amidrange unit in the HB3.
The cabinet construction is in fact quite extraordinary regarding the
lengths that have been gone to in order to achieve areally solid box. It's
made of 12mm chipboard lined internally with another 12mm of
blockboard on all surfaces. The use of different types of particle board for
the two walls, each with its own resonant behavior, results in astructure
that's difficult to excite mechanically.
Another equally surprising feature of the RCL is the reflex loading used.
It takes the form of along narrow tube that runs from the back of the bass
unit, venting above the tweeter. Idecided not to examine the RCL
internally, partly because it was not possible to examine the inside of the
Linn speaker and Ifelt it desirable to maintain the test procedure as nearly
as possible identical for the two models. Details given by the manufacturer
then, but unconfirmed for this reason, are that the crossover uses six
elements of high power capability and that internal wiring is done with 42
strand cable—the inside being foam lined.
The outside of 'The Small Loudspeaker' is well finished in awalnut
veneer on top, bottom and sides, the front and rear being painted black. It's
agood looking enclosure whose proportions are tall and narrow when
compared to the LS3/5a. Of comparable overall size, it has alower internal
volume because of the wall thickness. The only slightly jarring note is
struck by the featureless brown reticulated grille: although thinned down in
front of the drivers, it's abit of alet- down cosmetically and sits somewhat
uncomfortably on the front baffle, attaching rather less than securely via
six Velcro type pads. As is often the case, the grille has a small but
noticeable effect on output, especially off- axis. Itherefore used the
speakers without them—they were also measured this way.
Amplifier connections are via two terminal posts, colour coded and
designed to accept 4mm plugs or bare wires. Although these posts are
substantial enough to accept thick cables such as QED 79- strand or
Monster cable, the cut-out that surrounds them has been reduced in size
on the latest version, making bare cable entry near impossible. Other
changes, though, are for the better, and include amuch reduced overhang
where the sides meet the front baffle. Earlier versions had sides that stood
well proud of the baffle with deleterious effects on treble performance.
To complete the description: the 11 crri bass unit is a doped paper
design with avery heavy magnet and the 19 mm tweeter is asoft dome
type, mounted in such away as to provide adegree of horn loading. A
ferrofluid version of the same tweeter is available, but was not used,
according to the manufacturer, because the ordinary version gave better
results in this application.
RCL do not lay down too many rules about positioning: by experiment, I
found that they sounded best on tall open stands, but with their backs
against arear wall, angled slightly inwards and with conventional spacing.
They sound abit bass light if used well away from the rear wall, but not
desperately so, and this method of use could work in some rooms
satisfactorily. Shelf mounting is also apossibility which may pay off: I
didn't try it for lack of suitable shelves.
However, there can be no compromises about the equipment needed to
drive the RCLs, which are extremely inefficient—afeature they share with
the LS3/5a. Unlike the latter, though, they can take agreat deal of power
without obvious compression or any other indications of overdrive, and a
fairly powerful amplifier is clearly called for. It seems pointless specifying a
number of watts: there are too many variables, not least the ability of
nominally similarly powered amplifiers to give quite different maximum
HI-FI NEWS Cfc RECORD REVIEW
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RCL 'SMALL LOUDSPEAKER'
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Linn Products— Kan
Manufacturer's specification: Type: 2- way infinite baffle loudspeaker. Drive units:
KEF B110 bass/midrange, ( modified) Scanspeak tweeter. Impedance: not given. Power
handling: 50 watts music. Size: 30.5 cm high n18.9cm wide x16.5 cm deep plus
projecting parts—author's measurements. Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd, 235
Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow G459SZ. Tel: Glasgow ( 041) 634 0371 Price:
f170 plus VAT.
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On-axis response at 1m % octave ana ysis of pink noise
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sound like, they come as no surprise either, explaining some of the
findings. The response is broadly even but with abroad, if shallow ( under
2dB max), dip between about 1.5 and 5.5 kHz. At the bass end, the free
field response is — 3dB at 150 Hz, but wall positioning maintains bass
output well at the listening position, albeit without the depth and power of
the better larger models at the price.
Even with their backs to the wall this way, the RCLs produce afirm, solid
stereo image, with good central stability, but without the sharpness that
some small open stand mounting speakers have. Off- axis, the RCLs
continue to image quite well, especially if they're used without their grilles.
They never failed to surprise visitors with the ' largeness' and general
conviction of their sound, even those who were accustomed to competitive designs of the type. And because they resolve so much musical detail
and organise it so well, the RCLs are unusually easy to listen to music on
without fatigue, notwithstanding the slightly prominent top end.
However, for the reasons given, they cannot be successfully employed in
less than first class systems without a severe sound quality penalty.
Recommended then, and remarkable value at their price •
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volumes in practice with the same speaker and in the same environment.
The Lentek amplifier frequently ran into clipping before the speakers did in
my moderately sized listening room, but the volume was very high,
approaching 100dB on a hand held sound pressure level meter at the
listening position. But at least the RCLs do present the amplifier with a
reasonably well behaved load—the measurements showing a smooth
impedance response which does not drop below 6.5 ohms at any
frequency.
The sound of 'The Small Loudspeaker' totally belies its description, and
gives little indication of sounding small. It doesn't have the bass extension
of larger speakers, of course, but the apparent shortfall is not that large
when compared to an average medium size ' bookshelf' speaker. More
important, though, is the quality of the bass, and it is here that the RCL
impresses most of all. It's subjectively even with limited but reasonable
extension. Importantly, there's no indication of boom or overhang which
improves the overall definition and separation between instruments, and
makes them sound that much more solid and believable. By comparison,
the LS3/5a sounds alittle 'flabby' in this region, highlighting the tautness
of the RCL design.
The midrange and treble areas are very much in the same overall class.
The midrange, in particular, is detailed, clear and open, though the treble is
alittle assertive, even slightly spikey. The effect on music is that it sounds a
little harder than on the LS3/5as, but also more focused and detailed—
perhaps also alittle more exciting. The balance is slightly forward, but only
mildly so and less than the Linn Kans. Tonal colours—hardly a fixed
feature in real life—are generally convincing and a little drier than the
euphonic sweetness of the LS3/5a.
These characteristics make certain demands on the equipment to be
used with them. They not only need afairly powerful amplifier, they also
need to be fed with a well behaved and clean signal because of their
emphasis of such things as the ragged top end of acartridge or a harsh
sounding amplifier.
The other main area where the RCLs do well is in their portrayal of the
dynamics. This applies equally to the two main accepted meanings of the
term: they successfully resolve low-level information in the presence of
louder foreground instruments or singers; and they don't audibly compress high level inputs too much, avery common weakness in other small
loudspeakers, especially where very complex, power robbing crossovers
are used to flatten an intrinsically unflat response.
Although the frequency response traces cannot show what the RCLs
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Where the RCL shows some advance in the state of the art for small
loudspeakers in the areas of dynamics and general solidity of sound, the
wonderfully named Linn Kan does so too, and to an even greater degree.
But it's at the expense of aflat frequency response. And the Linn turns out
to be a quite extraordinary loudspeaker with some very considerable
virtues—and some equally distinctive vices!
Without going into aboring description of the ' roots' of the design ( Linn
themselves seem to be quite fond of telling people it was designed one wet
Thursday afternoon), it's worth knowing that the cabinet bears much
resemblance to that of the LS3/5a and the bass unit is the same KEF B110
model also used by that model. Linn carry out some ( unspecified)
modifications to the B110, though, and as the crossover is totally different,
the Kan is effectively adifferent speaker in the bass as well as in the rest of
the audible spectrum. The tweeter is aversion of the Scanspeak, used by
Linn in their larger models. The box these units are bolted into has
dimensions within a couple of millimetres of that of the Audiomaster
LS3/5as used for comparisons, but is made of adifferent type of wood to
the LS3/5a ( and to early samples of the Kan). Access is not provided to the
inside of the speaker, and the neat plain black grille cloth is glued
permanently in place—to provide a rattle free fixing, according to Linn
Products.
All visible parts of the speaker with the exception of the grille and the
back—which is painted black—are finished in a good standard of teak
veneer. The speaker terminals are similar to the ones used on the RCL,
accepting 4mm plugs or ( preferably) bare wires, including the commonly
used thick types mentioned earlier, but access to the terminals is
unimpeded for bare wire connections in the case of the Kan.
Not having access to the inside, Iknow little about the nuts and bolts of
the Kan, but Linn told me that it is packed with long fibre wool. They also
went into afew generalities about the crossover used. Based on the one
used in the Sara, the design is said to be straightforward. It doesn't include
any response shaping as Linn feel that flattening out the amplitude
response of a drive unit by electrical means within the crossover has
certain undesirable consequences on the dynamic behaviour of the
speaker in its response to music signals, and should be avoided if possible.
No instructions or specifications were supplied with the Kans, other
than a printed figure on a plate on the back of the speaker for power
handling capacity-50 watts music. Impedance as measured by James
Moir showed that it remains between 6 and 8 ohms over most of the
frequency range, but there is adrop to 4.7 ohms around 3.7 kHz. This is at
a high enough frequency to be reasonably unproblematical for most
competent amplifiers, and an overall 6 ohm rating is probably fair.
Nevertheless, amplifiers such as the Quad 405 may not give full power into
the Kans, being designed primarily for 8 ohm speakers.
In much the same way as the RCLs, but to agreater degree, bass linearity
is maintained by wall positioning: Iused the same open 460 mm stands for
both models but taller would have been better still. The B110 mounted in
its cabinet shows aresponse trend in its pass band which rises at about
1.5 dB/octave up to around 1kHz.
On audition, the Linn Kan has avery strong presence: it's going to be
loved or hated, few listeners are going merely to accept it. Your view of it
must depend on which features of a musical experience are most
important to you. The Kan is very efficient and can go very loud on medium
power amplifiers. It is also very dynamic, in both senses of the word
discussed earlier, in that it goes convincingly loud, but without compression. The Kans can give an impression of 'shouting' in some circumstances
101
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and on some program material, but they always sound firm, open and
clear. This makes them particularly easy to listen to because there is little or
no mental effort necessary to 'follow the action' as it were.
So, the Kan's dynamic integrity is unmistakable, all of quite anumber of
visitors over the review period commenting on this in one way or another.
But, as already pointed out, there is a price to be paid. The Kan has a
distinctly forward balance—not without atrace of hardness too. Against
this, the treble quality is quite superb, though quite un hi fi like in being

TAPE Douglas Brown
MATTERS
Testablished event, now in its fourth year. It
he AngloSonic Recording Contest is awell-

is organised by a small team of dedicated
enthusiasts with outstanding efficiency. It provides a unique opportunity for those who are
interested in serious amateur recording activity
to meet socially in attractive surroundings for a
country- house- style weekend. Its programme
includes aspecially- staged concert of music in a
village hall which can be enjoyed for its own
sake or used as an opportunity to try one's hand
at music recording, benefiting from a comparison of techniques employed and results
achieved. It caters also for those who are more
interested in interviewing on tape, soundeffects and general documentary- style recording; such enthusiasts may attend the weekend
event and take part in acompetitive recording
exercise, or they may submit tapes by post. In
addition to all the foregoing, the Contest is a
genuinely international event, which has attracted entries from several European countries and
it is well supported by the tape industry.
Now what more could the tape enthusiast ask
for? The AngloSonic team would, Iknow, be
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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sufficiently good to resolve the differences between massed instruments
of similar types without ever becoming assertive or prominent in any way.
The frequency response curve shows asteady fall in response at high
frequencies and this is audible as aslightly dull feel to the music—but not
as much as the curve implies.
The tonal quality of the Linn speakers is clearly wrong because the
upper mid- band is emphasised at the expense of the frequency extremes,
even when the bass is lifted by wall mounting. The way it affects the
sounds of instruments tends to be somewhat unpredictable, and where
strings could sound quite aggressive on one recording, the effect would
be unnoticeable on the next. Of the people who listened to the Kans while
they were in my possession, although one or two remarked strongly about
the incorrect tonal balance, most accepted it without comment.
The reason for this, Ifeel, is that the Kans do provide sufficient audible
'clues' to an instrument's identity, and the design's other merits—some of
which Ihave mentioned above—tend to make the weaknesses seem less
important.
So, what kind of speaker is the Linn as awhole? Well, firstly, it's a
speaker that's extraordinarily clear and open in its presentation of music.
This clarity places certain strains on the matching equipment, in some
ways different ones to those demanded by the RCLs. Amplifier maximum
power output will probably not be amajor limiting factor, but the Kan
ruthlessly exposes a ' bad' turntable or amplifier because it's so transparent
to what they're doing. On the other hand, they will tolerate acertain degree
of brightness or harshness in the cartridge, for example, and the audible
effects of mistracking are not exaggerated.
The tonal quality aspects I've already covered, and although it's not
possible to say how different listeners will react to their slightly strange
balance, for myself and for a majority of listeners I involved, the
extraordinarily ' real' way the Linn handled the dynamics of music was of
overwhelming importance. Ican only suggest that anyone interested
should listen for himself.
Iquestioned Linn Products about the falling top end response of the
Scanspeak tweeter. They told me that they had two options with this
particular tweeter: to use one version which has aflat response to 20 kHz,
but then 'dies' abruptly; or to use the one they decided on, which starts
falling after about 12 kHz, but drops smoothly and slowly, giving a
significant output well beyond 20 kHz. Their assertion is that the latter is
musically better and perhaps it is: the treble of the Kans has few peers.
In summary, Iregard the Linn Kan as avery significant small loudspeaker
which has characteristics quite different to its natural competitors. In some
ways, it's the finest of its type for domestic purposes, but it has some real
problems too: note the apparent poor integration of the two drivers shown
on the amplitude response curve—it covers far too wide afrequency band
to be ameasurement effect due to microphone position, for example. Still,
of all small loudspeakers, the Kan is the one I
think I'd live with if Iwanted a
small model. But Ihave to say that Ican well understand others taking a
different view of the good and bad points of this unusual speaker.
However, the Kan is not an obstructive transducer and always remains
musical. Like the RCL it belies its compact dimensions totally—an
impressive product •

quite ready to concede that they have modelled
their weekend on similar programmes arranged
in several other countries, including, to my
knowledge,
Belgium,
Holland,
Germany,
France and Switzerland, and these are consistently successful.
Iam writing this column immediately after my
return from the 1981 AngloSonic weekend at
lver Heath, Buckinghamshire. Ican report that
there was a full turn- out of four adjudicators;
further, that five Belgian tape amateurs travelled
over to participate, and that one enthusiast in
Germany submitted atape in the postal section.
Now guess how many members of British tape
recording clubs, hospital radio networks, talking
newspaper groups and recording technique
evening classes ( not to mention individual enthusiasts) turned up? The answer is not one.
Iappreciate that there is room for debate
about how strong, numerically and in terms of
activity, the amateur recording movement really
is; but, taking the most pessimistic view, there
must be several thousand owners of Revox,
Teac, Tandberg, Ferrograph, Sony and other
similar open- reel machines who have thrown
away substantial sums of money unless they are
doing some creative recording. What are they
doing with their equipment? Why do they exhibit such remarkable withdrawal symptoms
whenever they are invited to participate actively
in anything?

It cost only £ 45, contest fee included, to
attend the AngloSonic weekend, Friday evening
to Tuesday morning. None of the holiday brochures offers a better bargain, and the tourist
business is doing well enough; so cost cannot
be the explanation. How can one resist, then,
the conclusion that this massive indifference is
one more aspect of the national malaise which
leaves so many folk passively accepting rather
than actively participating?
So what can be done about it, in the tape
recording sphere? We can shrug our shoulders
and give it up as abad job, which means we
shall succumb to the disease which threatens
our society. Or we can try alittle harder.
Ihave one specific suggestion, admittedly not
new, for it is something Idid over twenty years
ago when we were building up the British
Amateur Tape Recording Contest. Ihave already mentioned the recorders favoured by
serious enthusiasts. Would it not be quite as
much in the long-term interests of their manufacturers as of the organisers of tape recording
contests if they extended their marketing procedures to an investigation of how their machines are used after purchase? A card included
with each machine at the time of sale could give
information about clubs and contests and invite
purchaser- response about the ways in which
the equipment is put to use.
How about it, manufacturers?
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LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE

If you find that any item you intend

buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price elsewhere - let us know and .. .

WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT. .. on all
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
AKAI
AMUOI 2x20

52.94

ALBA
3035 2x30

59.90

AMSTRAD
EX 330 2x 30

24.90

MARANTZ
1070 2x35
PIONEER
SA4102 x20
SA 5102 x30
SA 6102 x45
SA 7102 x65
SA 7(1002 x65
SA 9800 2x100
DT500 Digital timer

59.90
59.90
94.90
129.90
149.90
129.90
194.94
44.90

ROTEL
RA 4002 x25
RA 500 2x 37
RE 500 seven band graphic equaliser
RA 550 2x5fl with MC head amp

59.90
69.90
69.90
89.90

SANSUI
A40 2x 25
A60 2x45 DC coupled
A80 2x65 DC coupled

54.94
79.94
99.64

SONY
TA 242 2x22
TA 343 2x 30
TAF 352 x40 plus moving coil input
TAF 452 x50 D.C. amp. plus
moving coil input
TAF 55 2x65 D.C. amp., motor
drive, volume control plus moving
coil input
TAF 602 x75 with moving coil input

AKAI
AT KO2L

73.50
84.50
109.90

159.90
194.90

79.90
19.90

MARANTZ
2060 ML, LW/MW/FM

44.90

ROTEL
RT 400 LW/MW/FM (for use only
with RA400 amp)
RT 500 LW/MW/FM
SONY
ST 242L LW/MW/FM with 5FM
pre-sets
STA 35L LW/MW/FM servo lock
cal. tone switch

64.90
129.90
99.94
149.90

49.10
74.90

7150
99,90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
399.90

ROTEL
RX 400 2x25 LW/MW/FM
RX 500 SL 2x30 LW/MW/SW/FM

89.90
109.90

SANSUI
R50 2x45
R702 x65

99.94
119.94

PIONEER
CS 343
CS 545
CS 646

109.90

ROTEL
RL 400

SONY
STR 242L 2x22 LW/MW/FM, 5FM
pre-sets
STRV 45L 2x35 LW/MW/FM D.C
amp., digital frequency readout,
8pre-sets (AM/FM)
STRV 55 2x50 MW/FM D.C. amp ,
digital frequency readout, 8pre-sets
(AM/FM) plus moving coil input .

224.90

244.90

Tuner/Amplifier/Cassette
combinations
FERGUSON
3925B 3waveband inc. stereo cassette
3926 2x20 watts RMS 4waveband
with Dolby cassette
LLOYTRON
R744 AM/FM inc. stereo cassette

79.90
139.90
49.94

TURNTABLES
AIWA
LP3000 linear tracking autoprogramming and auto-repeat ....
GARRAFtD
GT250 belt-drive with Ortofon
FF I
5E mag. cartridge
DD400direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
DD450 direct-drive with Ortofon
FFI5E mag. cartridge
PIONEER
PL512 belt-drive
PLIOOX belt drive inc. mag. cartridge
PL200X Direct drive inc. mag.
cartridge
PL300X Quartz locked direct drive
auto return inc. cartridge
PL400X Quartz locked direct drive
fully auto inc. cartridge
ROTEL
RP400 belt drive, inc. cartridge
RPS00 belt drive semi auto inc. mag.
cartridge
RP550 direct drive inc. Audio
Technica AT3OE moving coil
cartridge
SONY
PSX 55 direct-drive, Xtal lock,
straight low-mass tone arm
PSX 65 direct-drive, Xtal lock,
electronically controlled tone arm

AMSTRAD
EX222 2x25
PIONEER
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc.
5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc.
7pre-sets
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89.90
34,90

99.90
139.00

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30
Quartet Q40
Quartet Q60
Quartet Q80
Mini 2

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT
32.90
42.90
69.90
89.90
49.90
54.90
99.90
129.90
44.90

47.94
54.94
64.94
42.94
64.90
89.90
109.90
129.90
49.90
59.90

99.90

54.90
79.90

AMSTRAD
AC40
Micro 101

27.90
42.90

ALBA
H 10

6.90

AMSTRAD
HPS 6A-

11.90

KOSS
K125
PRO-4AA

11.90
19.94

PLAYTRON
Self-build headphone kit

4.90

SONY
SSE 34
SSE 44
SSE 50
SSE 70
SSGI Mk. II

SOLA VOX
300

5.90

56.00
79.90
99.90
159.90
199.90

WHARFEDALE
1D2

WHARFEDALE
'New' Denton
'New' Linton
Glendale XP2
'New' Glendale
Teesdale SP2
Laser 60
Laser 80
Laser 100
E20 High power
E30 High power
E50 High power
E70 High power

49.90
69.90
79.90
99.90
119.90
79.90
99.90
129.90
159.90
199.90
349.90
419.90

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 70
AT 71
AT3OE Moving coil inc. AT630
transformer and direct-cut test
record
GOLDRING
G800
G800E
G900E
900 IGC

5.75
6.90

44.90
6.25
8.90
16.
90
54.90

ORTOFON
FFI5E Mk. H
VMS 20E Mk. II
MCIO Moving coil
STM72 Transformer for SL20E
and MCIO
M20FL

13.50
27.90

SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

10.90
13.90
17.90

10,90
25.90
25.90

176.50

AKAI
SRH 30
SRH 50

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

42.90
62.90
79.90
139.90

124.90

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

HEADPHONES

SOLA VOX
PR25 Mk. II 2way
PR35 Mk. II 3way
PR45 Mk. II 3way
HS70

229.90

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
AIWA
AX7700 2x40 LW/MW/FM

Speakers - continued

SXD5000 2x80 AM/FM inc.
6pre-sets

134.90

AMSTRAD
EX 303 MW/LW/FM

PIONEER
TX 410 LW/MW/FM
TX 710 LW/MW/FM inc. 7presets and search tuning
TX 7800 MW/FM
TX 9800 MW/FM

Tuner/Amphfiers - continued

brand new current merchandise in stock.

AUDIO TECHNICA
ATSI1E (for ATI 1E)

4.54

GOLDRING
DI 10 Stylus (G800)
110E Stylus (G800E)
DIIOSE Stylus (G800 Super E)

3.50
5.90
8.90

ORTOFON
NFI 5E Mk. II for FFI 5E Mk. Il
D2OE Mk. II for VMS 20E Mk. II
SHURE
N75/6 Stylus
N75EJ Stylus
N75ED Stylus

7.50
14.90
5.90
8.90
10.90

26.90

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
AIWA
ADM250 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
ADL300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
AKAI
CSMOI A with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CSF IIlogic control, LED
bar-graph meter, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR
CSM4OR, Auto reverse, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

87.90
117.90

78.94

109.90
169.90

ALBA
3300 with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

79.90

MARANTZ
1015/10 re with metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

69.90

PIONEER
CT200, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT300, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CT400, metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
CTF1250 with variable Dolby
NR, 3head, metal tape, variable bias/
equalisstion, fluorescent meters
ROTEL
RD 400 Metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
RD 500 with metal tape
facility, ,adjustable bias
and Dolby NR
RD550 metal tape facility,
LED metering and
Dolby NR
SHARP
RTIOE, metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
RT2OH metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, built-in clock alarm

89.90
114.90
I39.90

444.90

69.90

89.90

114.90

59.90
89.90

SONY
TCK 33 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
94.90
TCK 44 metal tape facility and Dolby
NR, LED meters with peak hold 109.90
TCK 61 metal tape facility,
Dolby NR, feather-touch operation
154.50
TCK 81 3head, dual capstan, metal
tape facility and Dolby NR
279.90

Ipromise you 12 months service. including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
c
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. fvt ck.-e'

Ht-Ft Cassette Tupe Recorders continued

Comet
l' rice
Inc. VAT

AKAI
PRO 635 auto reverse in
RMH 400 rack

449.90

PIONEER
KT 707 Auto reverse

399.90

BLANK TAPES
BASF LH
C60
C60 3pack
C90
C90 3pack
020

0.50
1.45
0.69
1.99
1.15

BASF SUPER LHI
C60
090
CI20

0.99
1.25
1.70

BASF CHROMDIOXID
C60
C90
C90 Twin pack
CI20

0.99
1.63
2.26
2.15

LASER SP. PACK
C90 5pack with rack
C90 high bias 4pack with rack

1.54
1.94

MAXELL
UL C60
UL C90
UL C120
UD C60
UD C90
AD* C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90

0.74
0.94
1.44
0.90
1.15
2.00
1.18
1.45
1.27
1.60
1.57
2.10
1.67
2.25

MAXELL METAL
MX C60
MX C90

2.89
3.60
4.50
11.90

MEMOREX NORMAL BIAS
C60
C90

0.69
0.89

MEMOREX MRX3
C60
C90
C120

0.89
1.10
1.45

MEMOREX HIGH BIAS
C60
C90

1.10
1.39

SONY
CHF 60
CHF 90
CHF 120
AFH 60
AFH 90
CDA 60
CDA 90
Metallic C60
Metallic C90

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

OPEN REEL TAPE
RECORDERS

MAXELL OPEN REEL
UD 35 90 (
r 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10Y," 3600')

Blank Tapes - continued

0.55
0.79
0.99
0.89
1.10
1.15
1.55
3.35
430

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D60
D90
DI20

0.75
0.99
1.35

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD CI20

1.05
1.49
1.99

Buy any two Sony cassettes and get an
AHF 46 for only 25p- while stocks last.

1.35
1.90
1.70
2.40

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90

1.80
2.70
2.80
3.90

MICROPHONES

AKAI
ADM20

19.90

7.90

AMSTRAD
DM70 Istereo mie, pack
(pair)
PIONEER
DM2I mic

13.90
9.90

HI-FI FURNITURE
IDEAL
L30 Hi-fi rack
L20 Hi-fi cabinet

17.50
27.90

PIONEER
CB3
CB7
CB9

49.50
69.50
89.50

ROTEL
RK400
RK500

49.90
49.90

MICRO SYSTEMS
CASSETTE BASED
AIWA
25 2x 16 Micro amp. digital tuner,
Dolby NR cassette deck with
metal facility and loudspeakers ....

219.94

MICRO SYSTEM
,WITH TURNTABLE
PIONEER
3000 2x40. Mini amp., tuner,
Dolby NR cassette, turntable
and metal rack. Speakers extra
Recommended L/S Pioneer
CS545
SONY
GO I5F 2x38. Amp., pre-amp tuner,
Dolby NR cassette deck, turntable and speakers

299.94
99.90

589.90

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
AMSTRAD
TS30 2x8. Complete with
cassette, turntable and speakers ...
TS40 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with
cassette turntable and speakers
TS41 Mk. II 2x12. Complete with
cassette with LED meters,
turntable and speakers plus
LCD dock timer
SANYO
UMC 9003 2xIS. Complete with
tuner amp. Dolby NR
cassette, belt-drive turntable
and speakers

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS
1.25
1.80

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA.C90
SAX C60
SAX C90

AIWA
CM307 Dual point stereo

HiFi Systems - continued

149.90
189.90

225.90

249.90

AKAI
PRO 50IA 2x20. AMUOI amp,
ATKO2 tuner, CSMOI A
Dolby NR cassette, APB20C
belt-drive turntable inc.
mag. cartridge, SRH30
speakers and rack
PRO 502 2x26. AMUO2 amp.,
ATKO2 tuner, CSMO2 Dolby NR
cassette, AP-D30C direct-drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
SRH30 speakers and rack
PRO 503 2x37. AMUO3 amp.,
ATKO3 tuner, CSMO2 Dolby NR
cassette, AP-D40C direct-drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
SRH40 speakers and rack
ROTEL
SYSTEM I 2x25. RA400 amp,
RT400 tuner, RD400 cassette, RP400
turntable, inc., mag. cartridge,
RL400 speakers and RK400 rack.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
SYSTEM 2 2x25
RX400 receiver, RD400 cassette,
RP400 turntable inc. mag cartridge
RL400 speakers and RK400 rack.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
RK500 2x37. RA500 amp.,
RT500 tuner, RP500 turntable,
RD500 cassette, RK500 rack.
Speakers extra
Recommended L/S ' NEW'
Wharfedale Linton
RK550 2x50. RA550 amp.,
RT500 tuner, RP550 turntable
inc. moving mil cartridge,
RD550 cassette, RK500 rack.
Speakers extra
Recommended L/S Wharfedale
'New' Glendale
PIONEER
X300 2x20. SA4I0 amp.,
TX410L tuner, CT200
Dolby NR cassette, PL 100
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
CB3 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended L/S Pioneer
CS343
X5002 x35. SA5I0 amp.,
Tx4 lot tuner, PL200 turntable, CT300 cassette,
CB7 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended L/S Pioneer
CS545
X700 2x45. SA6I0 amp.,
TX710L tuner, PL300 turntable, CT300 cassette,
CB7 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended L/S Pioneer
CS545
X900 2x65. SA7I0 amp.,
TX710L tuner, PL400
turntable, CT400 cassette
CB7 rack. Speakers extra.
COMET SYSTEM PRICE
if bought individually
TOTAL COMET PACKAGE
PRICE
Recommended L/S Pioneer
CS646
Also available (
alternative to CB7 rack)
CB9 Tall Rack for above Pioneer
Systems - £20 extra.

Hi-fi Systems - continued

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

PIONEER
DT500 TIMER. Electronic timer
for auto-switch on and off for
use with X500/X700/X900

279.54

369.54

429.54

324.40
314.90

304.50
299.90

344.50
69.90

429.50
99.90

329.10
312.50
54.90

434.10
412.50
99.90

44.90

SHARP
System Ten 2x20. SE 10E
Tuner amp., AM/FM, RPIOE beltdrive turntable inc. cartridge, RT1OE
cassette deck with metal facility
Dolby NR, plus speakers
and rack
259.90
System 2x25 SC700X Tuner amp
AM/FM with twin cassette decks
with metal facility and Dolby NR.
Belt-drive turntable, rack and
speakers

AKAI
VS9700EK 8day timer
VS9800 fast/slow replay, freeze-frame,
remote control
FERGUSON
3V25 9day timer with built-in
tuner/charger
3V20 colour camera with 6xpower
zone and built-in mie.
3V24 portable VHS recorder
3V23 14 day programmable timer,
multi-function remote control,
Dolby NR

399.90

489 90
509.90

179.90
499.90
529.90

689.90

GRUNDIG
V2 x4up to 8hours rec./playback,
programmable timer

449.90

SANYO
VTC 9300P Betacord up to 31
4 hours
/
record, remote, pause

385.80

SHARP
VC 7300 24 hour timer, front
loading
VC 7700, Auto programme locate
device, infra-red remote control,
still frame, frame- by-frame,
Y, speed and double speed
replay, micro process control, auto
front loading
SONY
AC 345 Power Pack for
SL 300OUB
HVC 2000P Camera with 6X
power zoom
HVS 2000P special effects
generator
HVT 2100 Titler
SLC 5video recorder
SLC Dvideo recorder
SL 3000 UB portable Beta
recorder
'IT 3000 UB TV Tuner, with
7day timer
VCR 4Tele-Cine convertor

448.50

659.90

49.90
589.90
69.90
25.90
449.90
649.90
599.90
249.90
119.90

VIDEO TAPES

554.10
526.50
99.90

619.10
588.50
129.90

SONY
BETA L500 (2hrs. 10 mina.)
BETA L750 ( 3hrs. 15 mins.)

6.25
8.75

GRUNDIG/BASF
VCC 240 (2x2hrs.)
VCC 360(2 x3hrs.)
VCC 480 (2x4hrs.)

10.90
15.90
21.90

VHS
E120 (2hrs.)
E180 (VK250 3hrs.)

7.25
8.90

VIP
Book binder for VHS (pack of I0)

11.90

METRO SOUND/CAMBRA
Video 20 tape cabinet

19.90

ALLSOP "
3VHS video head cleaner

13.90

Aileen subject to availability.
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AMSTRAD EX.330 AMPLIFIER

.

... ..... ... ......

AMSTRAD EX.303 TUNER
AMSTRAD EX 222 RECEIVER

EX 330 EXECUTIVE STEREO AMPLIFIER
At adiscount price of only £29.90 this has just got to be one of the
best amplifier bargains in the history of Hi Fi! The impressive EX.330
punches out a hefty 30 watts RMS per channel — and it bristles
with a host of facilities. These include: input for magnetic
cartridge, tape in and out, tuner input, loudness control, rumble
filter, scratch filter, mono/stereo, bass, treble, middle and balance
controls, tape monitor facility, large power meters and outputs for
2 pairs of loudspeakers. This is an amp that even the enthusiast
can take seriously. Only the price is ridiculous.

£29.90

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT
EX 303 EXECUTIVE STEREO TUNER
For just £ 19.90 you can get the perfect complement to the EX.330...
this high quality stereo tuner designed to give pin-sharp reception
of FM, FM stereo, medium wave and long wave transmissions.
The specification includes phase-locked- loop (PLL) stereo MPX
decoder, FM tuning meter, signal strength meter, AFC, mute
control,LED beacons for AM/FM/FM stereo and variable output
control. A FET-equipped FM section with additional IF pre.
amplification for greater sensitivity is yet another Hi Fi feature of
this outstanding value- for-money buy from Comet.

COMET PRICE £ 19.90
inc. VAT
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EX 222 FM/MW/LW STEREO RECEIVER
Amstrad have really put it all together with this combined tuner/
amplifier — just as Comet have taken the price apart by offering
the EX.222 at only £34.90! The amp delivers a healthy 25 watts
RMS per channel, and has afull range of filters including scratch,
rumble and loudness control, together with bass and treble tone
controls. The FM/MW/LW radio section has an in-built FM stereo
decoder which automatically operates a LED beacon when a
stereo station is received. A whole range of input and output
facilities completes a receiver that's a bargain buy — even by
Comet standards! Call in now ... while stocks last.

£34.90

COMET PRICE
inc. VAT
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

There's abranch
near you

All branches are open daily to the public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked)
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIFFIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST. HELENS
SUNDERLAND
'
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
Uddingston 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
0224 29434
§AYR
0292 262284
§DUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 35136
EDINBURGH
031-346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
§KIRKCALDY
0592 68405/6
§PERTH
0738 36316
SHAWFIELD (Nr. Rutherglern . 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051-647 5555
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051-928 6688
MANCHESTER
061-682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 29896
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
STOCKPORT
061477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYRE
061-308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW.IN.FURNESS ... 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRADFORD
0274 35353
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214

LONDON

WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01.595 5111
HACKBRIDGE (le. Croydon)
01669 4321
HAYES (Middlesex)
01.573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01.301 1881
BROMLEY
01464 0430
CATFORD
01-690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01.352 4846
FINCHLEY
01.444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 or 5023
01-549 8799
KINGSTON
01.785 9891
PUTNEY
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED

0273 692421/6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

McONOMY
•CARDIFF

0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

- ACOMETDISCOUT

COMPANY
0222 394016

MAIL ORDER

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD
include your card number and mark your order " ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/
COMET CARD"
Securicor Delivery All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland U.K.
only). Please add £4.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

See your local Telephone Directory
on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND
ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0424 436462
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
0272 559841
CLEVEDON
0272 876041
NEWPORT
0633 50431
PLYMOUTH
0752 29501
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
0225 64302/3
BRISTOL
0272 293395/6
CARDIFF
0222 566138/9
CHELTENHAM
0242 25786
EXETER
0392 76435
GLOUCESTER
0452 411233
HEREFORD
0432 59259
SWANSEA
0792 41094
TAUNTON
0823 86116/7
TOROUAY
0803 211581/2
WREXHAM
0978 57115

SOUTH

MIDLANDS

WAREHOUSES
021-4Z2 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021.706 0684
BIRMINGHAM
0533 530236/7/8/9
LEICESTER
0603 411831
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
W1LLENHALL
0902 60411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON-TRENT
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9

NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS

BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HASTINGS
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . 0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
•PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0377 43277
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0484 40261
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051-708 7170
0625 610030
061.834 1861
061.998 1183
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 69615/6
0704 31813
0744 35118
0783 59993
0924 71499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

COMM'

Postage

and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 60p. Styli 50p. Headphones £ 1.25.
Microphones £ 1.

CREDIT CARD

You may apply at any Comet branch to
open a Budget Account, or send your
requirements to the Mail Order
Department marked " CREDIT MAIL ORDER" and wewill
send you an application form entirely without obligation.
Just decide how much you wish to repayeach month (
any
amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have credit of
up to 20 times your monthly repayment.
For example, a monthly repayment of £10 will give you
0 56

A CUSTOMER

Blank tapes -per order,
Video tapes 50p.

irrespective of quantity.

Spool tapes75p, Cassettes50p.

MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF

Qty.

Manufacturer

Model

Description

Comet
Discount Price

credit of £ 200.
Interest

of

21/
4%

of

the

balance

out-

standing will be charged to your account

AAccess

Securicor Delivery
P+ P"

each month

A.P.R.

—

30.6%

(Bankers Order repayment)
A.P.R. payment

for

alternative

methods

of

is 34.49% ( Interest may vary

from time to time).

Ienclose my cheaue/oostal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my
ACCESS•D / BARCLAYCARD . fl /COMET CREDIT CARD E]
rtick appropriate box) CARD No.

0 der by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD. or sImply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

Name
Address

Comet is a Credit Broker for this Service.

Signature
All prices

quoted in Comet sAdvertisements are correct at time of going to press.
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The Sound
Approach
to HiFi
...mmifflignowngs.
AMPLIFIERS

TURNTABLES

Black Beauty from BRYSTON
Canada's world-renowned
amplifiers are
available from KJ.

Dual CS505

stage and sharp, solid images with great
depth. The amp excelled in the
formation of tangible images, enabling
one to really get involved with the
performance and to visualise exactly
what was taking place. Idid feel there
was ahint of upper mid emphasis but
this aided the illusion of presence.
In all important areas the Bryston 2B
performed impeccably with powerful,
tight and extended bass, low coloration
and smooth but nicely detailed top!
Do we need to say more? Come and
audition aBryston amplifier and take
advantage of our free pre-amplifier offer.

Last year in HiFi for Pleasure David
Wren summarised his review with these
words;
'Sonically the 28 was dynamic,
clean and detailed, providing agreat
amount of information accurately.
Coloration was extremely low
throughout the range and this, together
with the excellent transient capabilities
and control that the amp exerted over
the speakers, provided an open sound

7

Ilyston 3B
(all models can be
bridged for mono)

13k h
1;t351

•
2B

an inexpensive turntable with excellent
performance then this is for you. Now
This superb belt drive turntable
the Sansui SR222 is discontinued this
features automatic arm lift and has
superb unit has little competition and
been almost universally acclaimed by
we offer it with afree Ortofon FF15E
the technical press. If you're looking for Mk 2or Grado FTE + 1cartridge.

50 watts per channel power amp

3B 100 watts per channel power amp
48 200 watts per channel power amp

£299
£399
£599

FREE PRE-AMP
with eveyBryston
power-amp bought
before end of August
—don't miss iti

Our range includes the new high
performance Image turntable, the
fabulous Linn Sondek (Harrow and
Wigmore St. only), the excellent
and now improved Systemdek, the
new Aristons, the Oracle (Wigmore St.
only) and the Thorens TD160 series,

both Standard and Super. To achieve
the best performance, all these
turntables need careful assembly
with arm and cartridge of your choice.
We don't just 'sell' them — we also
offer asetting-up service to ensure
that the best result is obtained.

SPEAKERS
We always have on demonstration aselection
from the following high performance brands:—
ARC, AUDIOMASTER, B & W,
HARBETH, HEYBROOK, KEF,
LENTEK, LINN, MERIDIAN,
MISSION, PROFILE, SPENDOR
We are never knowingly undersold on
any of these products. If you're offered a
better price elsewhere tell us — we
prefer to meet or beat any genuine
advertised price

Luxman LX33 Valve Amp
30 Wafts pure Class A
At long last an integrated valve amplifier
at aprice you can afford. Aperformance
that's silky smooth, warm yet open — if
you can't get on with transistor amps
and you like the smoothness of valves
then audition this one. It's amodern
'state of the art' valve design with
inexpensive valve replacement.

Vital Statistics—
Size: 17 3/
4"w x 6
4 "h x 12 3
/
1
/
4"d
Weight: 42Ibs approx. (heavy)
Price: £31301 ( by mail
carriage free)

oune
a
The Sound Approach to HiFi
Quoted prices correct at time of going to press
but may be subject to variation.
Credit card orders accepted by telephone —
ring your nearest branch to order.

I
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New QUAD electrostatics
now on dem. at VVigmore St.

This amplifier is available
exclusively from KJ, so visit your most
convenient branch for ademonstration.

Boy d 'oath Access

Audiomaster
MLS4

Brands stocked by KJ Leisuresound include:
A&R • AIWA • AKAI • ARC • ARISTON • AUDIOMASTER AUDIO-PRO • B&W • BRYSTON CRIMSON
DUAL • DCM ELECTROCOMPANIET • EAR • ELITE FISHER • GENESIS GLANZ • GRADO HAFLER
HARBETH • HEYBROOK • HITACHI • IMF • JVC KEESONIC KEF • KOETSU LENTEK • LINN • LUX
MAYWARE • MERIDIAN • METRONOME MISSION • MITSUBISHI • NAD • NAIM • NYTECH • ONKYO
ORTOFON • PHILIPS • PIONEER PROFILE • OUAD - QUANTUM REVOX- SANSUI SONY • SPENDOR
SUGDEN SUPEX SYRINX SYSTEMDEK TAWBERG TEAC TECHNICS • THORENS. TOSHIBA

CROYDON

LONDON EC4

UXBRIDGE

89 London Rd.
Tel 01-686 1343

53 Fleet St.
Tel: 01-353 7935

278 High St.
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

HARROW

LONDON W1

WATFORD

340 Station Rd.
Tel: 01-8638690

48 Wigmore St.
Tel: 01-486 8263

101 St. Albans Rd.
Tel: Watford 45250

Open: Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30. Late Night Thursday (Wigrnore St.) until 7pm.

Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 20p per word ( private), minimum f400. Box Nos. £ 1.50 extra.
Trade rates 24p per word, minimum £ 4.80. Copy and remittance for advertisements in SEPTEMBER issue must reach
these offices by 27th July addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall-Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or
( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

The attention of advertisers is drawn to " The
Business

Advertisements ( Disclosure)

Order

1977", which requires that, from 1st January 1978,
all advertisements by persons who seek to sell
goods in the course of business must make that
fact clear.

From

the

above

date,

consumers

therefore should know whether an advertisement
relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

FOR SALE-private
QUAD FM3 £50; AM2 Tuner with Power Supply £45. Telephone
Peter Williams Horsham (0403) 51926 (office).
G.
LS3/5as Rogers. Mint. Demonstrated. Delivered Somerset.
£115. Nether Stowey 732379.
G.
Linn Isobarik DMS Speakers (teak) with stands. Listed at over
£1200. Demonstrations possible £850. Linn Ittok tonearm and
Asak cartridge mounted on Linn annboard. Fine condition £280.
Serious enquiries only please. 01 359 5366.
G.
Tannoy Arden MK1 Loudspeakers. 85 watts, slight scratch on
cabinet. Bargain at £275. Telephone 01 646 4419 after 6.30 p.m.
G.
Revox A77 STD 2track with Dolby v.g.c. recently serviced £375.
A77 fibre carrying case £22. Quad 33 pre-amp v.g.c. recently
serviced by Quad £76. Ingatestone 3659 Essex.
G.
Quad Stacked Electrostatics ( 2 pairs) £650. Crimson Electric,
Active System, Three Power Amps, Active Crossover, Well made
active Loudspeakers, £600. Lentec Head Amp, £30. Supex 900
super £70. ono. 0274 817265.
G.
s C51/A51 Pre-power amp excellent condition £ 145.
OrteMCA76 Headamp £35. Bristol 0272 34505 evenings.
H.
Quad Electostatics. Serviced Quad 1979. Perfect condition and
nursed. Upgrading to ESL63. £350. Derrik Redfern. Stamford.
(0780) 720314. evenings and weekends.
G.
Lowther 115 speakers as new £230. pair of Lowther PM6 Units
new £60 Teac A/2300 5x reel to reel Hardly used £265. Ring
0386/6756.
G.
Linn Soodek & Grace G707 Arm & Supex Sdx 1000 Cartridge.
Immaculate. Upgrade to ocacle forces sale £420. Phone 0224 20620
evenings.
G.
Nad 7020 £140. ono. Dual CS505 with Grado F.T.E. £60. ono.
Mission 700's £ 105. ono. Technics RSM250 £ 140. ono. All as new
with less than 3 hours playing time. Selling due to personal
problems. Telephone Medway 41741 ext 61. Ma hours or 01 310
1658 evenings and weekends.
G.

Quad 33/303 Imp. FM3. (recent Quad Check) Koss Phones,
Control box. Immaculate £ 185. Will separate. Phone Eccleston
(Chorley) 451638
G.
Quad 22 control unit and 2x IIpower amps.-£95. Complete
Service May 1981 by manufacturer Tel. Camberley (0276) 28635.
G.
Hitachi Minim pre/power amplifiers HMA/HCA 6500, 50 wpc,
also matching fm am tuner FT4000L. Boxed, excellent. £200.
Basingstoke 792128 evenings.
G.
Spender BC15 teak with stands unused, boxed, full guarantee
available. £280. ono. Hadlow Down 583 (E. Sussex).
G.
Quad valve amplifier, Tuner, 28 watts, £ 120. Electrostatics, £200.
Lentek Head amplifier, £30. Sonus Blue, New Diamond, £20.
Telephone Tunbridge Wells 31609.
G.
IMF TLS50MK I speakers Teak £300. Technics SL120 D/D
Turntable SME MkIll Shure VI5111 £ 175. Griffiths, Cuillins, Clive
Shrewsbury, Shropshire. Tel. Clive 389.
G.
Quad 211 11 value amps £90. Lentek Head Amp £35. Motion
Electronics UHF TV Tuner £35. Shackman E.L.S. Chassis
speakers £ 100. Dalesford 050/200 Base units, £ 18 pair, Monitor
Audio Cables £ 10. Nuneaton 381126.
G.
Wife forces sale of AXAI GX-220 reel to reel tape recorder. Akai
GXC-40 cassette recorder, Sansui SR-2I2 Turntable with Shure
Cartridge and Celestion Speakers. All immaculate. Any reasonable
offers. 01 560 5151 ext 1467 (Day) Farnham Common 3897
(Evenings)
G.
Michell Hydraulic Reference Turntable complete with SME 3009
series 2 fixed arm and Shure V15/ I
V cartridge. £ 180. ono. Will
deliver in England/Wales. Lincoln 692901.
G.
Pair Tannoy Lancaster IF M/Gold, boxed, excellent. Exchange
smaller, Quality speakers, or offers. Aleo Thorens 124. Tel. Main.
0502-84101.
G.
AKG P8ES Cartridge still in box £20. Jaybeam six element F. M.
Aerial £ 12. evenings. ( Bristol) 0272 771951.
G.

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!
- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack Cabinet kits.
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available.

LIM lE

The firm for Speakers
35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

Yamaha M2 pro power amp 240w/ch £249. Yamaha C2a preamp £ 199. Yamaha T2 FM Tuner £ 179. Technics SP- 15-X
turntable with SH-15B1 plinth (new) £349. Stanton 88IS (new) £30.
Shure V15/3, ADC ZLM offers. Tel. 01 892 4856.
G.
IMF Reindict Standard professional monitors Mk. IVs 18
months old. Immaculate. Genuine reason for sale. £500. ono. Tel.
061 761 1519.
G.
Revox A77 4track 2years old unused 40 pre-recorded 10 blank
tapes Mike Headphone Eraser Manual £350. Ponteland 23606.
G.
Amcron DC300A Housed in Amcron oiled walnut cabinet £450.
ono. Also Amcron IC 150A pre-amp £200, ono. For details ring
Bob Gray on 01 660 1112 working hours 01 651 2716 evenings.
G.
&W DM-70 traditional walnut B & W DM-70 continental
Teak Quad AM Ill European Model. ( L.M.S) No reasonable offers
refused, emigrating. Manchester (061) 437 6779.
G.
Quad Electrostatics, "stacked". Two pairs, black grilles, complete with special wooden stands, £720. Superb sound, can
demonstrate. Also separate pair, black, £325. All immaculate
Ipswich 54528.
G.

SUPERB SOUND QUALITY

REAL-TIME CASSETTES
Expanding range available by post NOW from
WHITETOWER-Specialists Real-Time supplier
LRS108 George Malcolm Piano Trio

LIMA

REALSOUND

Beethoven Trios Op. 1 Nos 1 & 3,16.42
LRS109 Gerald Gifford-18th Century
Organ Music from Hexham Abbey £5.95

LRS104 Ken Morrish at the Bath Wurlitzer organ
£5.95
LRS111 Shortwaveband-Superb acoustic folk £ 5.95
ENS101 English Saxophone Quartet
Colin Cowles original music £ 5.00
ENS103 London Bassoon Quartet
Delightful classical and Pop £4.00
PULSE
002C White Noise 3-Dave Vorhauà £3.95
Electronic
003C EAST+WEST-Richard Pinhas £ 3.45
BINAURAL Try this new dimension-2 compilation
albums at 3.75 ea. Spectacular Battle Royal £ 2.95
Post Free this month from WHITETOWER
2 Roche Gardens Milton Keynes MK3 61IR
Ring ( 0908) .73969 or write for comprehensive details

Cartridges, as new boxed, Perfect. Ortofon MC-201I, £49. Signet
MC-MkIIIE £45. Standon 8815, £35. Ipswich 54528.
G.
Sugden C511 pre-amp, R5I Tuner, lborens TOI 50, Linsley Hood
75w amp. Custom Teak cabinet, Excellent condition. Worth over
£700. £475. ono. Also Decca Gold/International Arm. £75. Tel.
0203 711421.
G.
Red/Red Recorder. Sony TC377 three speeds IL * and 71 i.p.s.
Four tracks, two channels. £90. Also 44 tapes for same £22. Also an
Armstrong 624 F. M. tuner £60. Ring Castle Cary (Somerset)
50619.
G.

Garrard 401, Transcriptors Fluid arm, Shure M75ED, all on
massive plinth, £75. or offer. Tel. Maidenhead 71797 evenings or
weekends.
G.

Pair Voight Domestic horms fitted with Lowther PM4 drivers.
First offer over £500 for the lot secures. Buyer collects or delivery at
cost. Davies-Lingfield 832559.

STD 305m Turntable as new gladly demonstrate. £90 ono.
Basingstoke 66776 evenings.
G.

Revox A77 Tape Deck 4track, 31/71 ips. as new condition. £300.
Tel. Brighton 0273 37100.
G.

Complete System:- Linn LPI 2, Mission 774 Entre 1cartridge,
Lentek Head-amp, Quad 33 Quad 405, IMF TLS80 speakers. Will
consider splitting. Sensible offers around £ 1000. Phone Wigan
491135.
G.

Saunai QRX 6500 Quadraphonic Tuner Amplifier, FM/AM 4
channels 80 watts per channel £250. Telephone Langport 252200.
G.

Amerce 5x822 professional tape recorder half stereo. 600 OHM
balanced inputs outputs, phono unbalanced. NAB adaptors; little
used, £700. Barnsley ( 0226) 290193 evenings.
G.

Rotel RX1603 receiver, 180 w.p.c. Excellent facilities. £250.
Hitachi D980 cassette Deck with remote control. £ 150. Both in
mint condition. Phone 061 483 0338 ( Manchester).
G.
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Lipsky Hood Power Mosfet Audio Amplifiers Professionally Built
and individually adjusted for optimum performance. Also the new
'current-Transfer' Moving-Coil Head Amp. S.A.E. for details.
Robins ( Electronics), Greenway, W. Monkton, Taunton
TA2 8NQ.
G.

FOR SALE—private

WANTED

E .C .C .
STILL DON'T KNOW ABOUT E.C.C.'s ENORMOUS
RANGES of Record/Hi-fi Cabinets, Video Cabinets
and Bookshelves in various woods? Units in "teak" or
white melamine? And the new Swan and Cygnet
Book/Record shelves? Then write for a Brochure to
E.C.C., 4 BRUNSWICK DRIVE, HARROGATE, quoting ' LN', and enclosing two 114-p stamps.

Has anybody got Dave Grusin—'Discovered Again', Sheffield
Lab-5, good condition. Will pay good price. Phone Northwood
(Middx) 26518 (evenings).
G.
Wanted dbx 122, must be perfect. Bishop's Caundle 482.

Wanted KEF. 105 ( I) offers around £350, considered. Cash
waiting. Write or phone A. Sarpaki, 77 Neill Road, Sheffield
(0742) 681945.
G.

NAIM NAC12S preamp with NAC160 amplifier, £295; LINN
Isobaric DMS speakers, £745, GRACE G707 arm with SUPEX
SD-900 m-ccartridge, £ 145. Tel: FAREHAM (0329) 231773. G.

n.

Revox 736, 15
2 track, NAB's, Tapes, remote control
excellent condition, £ 136, ono. Wharfedale W15/Cs £ 15. Lowther
PM6 £20. 3, Quad mono pre-amps, mono tuner, Decca pro arm
heads £20. Phone North Thoresby 587 Weekdays 5-7.
H.

SERVICING
Armstrong HI-FI Service Centre. Service and repairs to
Armstrong Products and all brands of HI-FI, PA. Professional and
Music Audio. Armstrong Amplifiers Ltd, 32a Blackhorse Lane,
London E17.6HJ. 01 523 0051.
H.
Audio repairs by electronic engineer. 30 years' experience.
Extensive facilities, enabling equipment restoration, etc Quality
valved equipment included. Personal service. Location: Woodford,
Essex. Tel. 01-504 5467.
X.

FOR SALE—trade
American HI-FI at USA prices finest quality new and used
Equipment available for fast Worldwide Delivery. Bob Heenan
P.O. Box 782, Brookline Village, MA 02147 USA. 617 969 2727.
H.J.
FUJI FX1I C60's £ 1.05 each plus 50p p & p. per order. Cheques,
p.o.'s, to JPC Import, 55 Edith Road, London S.E.25. Orders
Despatched within 7days.
G.

PERSONAL

84
52
28
28
16
20

Badger Sound . . .
Boothroyd Stuart . .
Brady & Son, W. A. .

98
26
14

Cavendish Sales
Cloney, Noel .
Comet Hi Fi. .
Conifer Records
Cosmic Hi Fi .
Critics Choice, The. .
D. J. Electronics . .
Donnington Audio . .
Estoric Audio Research
Estuary Audio. . .
Eulipion Audio . .
Exhibition & Conference

.
8
104. 105, 106, 107
64
28

•.
••
••
••

2,8
52
14
64
16
86

Fotronix . . . .
Francis of Streatham .

22
8

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Hardman Radio/Laskys
Herts Hi Fi . . .
Hi Fi Connections . .
Holburn Hi Fi. . .
Holden Hi Fi . . .

12
6, 7
10
14
32
12

Jordan Ltd, E. J.

82

K. .1. Leisuresound . . . .

108

Linn Products . . . . .
Lowther Manufacturing . . . .
Maxell ( UK) Ltd .
Mayware Ltd . .
Memorex Ltd
Monitor Sound Hi Fi
The Music Room .

40
IBC

. . . 50, 51, OBC
. . . . .
9
38 39
Studio . .
82
. . . . .
32

Published by Link House

Nairn Music Shop . . . .
Nalty Graham. . .
NRDC Ambisonic Advisory Service
Nusound . . . . . . . .

12
32
98
5

O'Brien M. . . . . . .
Odyssey Engineering . .

34
16

Peter Russells Hi Fi. . . .
Pioneer Hi Fi (Car Audio Div)
Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd

14

R.C.A. Records
Readers Union
Robert Richie .
Rogers & Green
Ross Electronics
Russ Andrews.

56
68

FALCON ACOUSTICS LTD.
NETWORKS & COMPONENTS
These have established themselves as to be of the
highest quality and consistency hence are used by
many of the well-known speaker manufacturers
worldwide.
Your guarantee is the Falcon name and/or label on your
networks. These and all other speaker builder requirements are available through selected retail outlets and
our own retail mad order outlet below.
We stock most units by: KEF, SonAudax, Peerless,
Coles, Celestion, Dalesford, etc. Send large S.A.E.
(15e stamp) for new price list PL1 3. ( Overseas $2
bill).
Mail Orders and callers.
Tabor House, Mulbarton, Norfolk. NR14 8J P
Telephone: 0508-78272

Warren
Recordings ( members
A.P.R.S.).
Tape-disc,
demos/discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile. 59 Hendale
Avenue, London NW441.P. Tel. 01-203 0306.
X.

NOW ON DEMONSTRATION

9

S.M.E. Ltd . . . .
Sansui ..
Shure Electronics Ltd.
Sim Hi Fi 81 . . .
Sonimag 19 . . .
.
.
.
.

••
••
•.
•.
••
••

54

IFC

as
52
82
62
46
12
12
98

Tape Recorder Centre . . .
Taylor W. J. ( Music) Ltd . . .
TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd.
Technics ( National Panasonic) .
Thomas Heinitz . . . . .

.
.
.
.
.

32
16
66
60
4

Wicks D. T.. .
Wiley, Eric . .
Wilmslow Audio .

••
••
..

9
4
78

Zerostat

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters, studio
mobile, Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. 1Broomfield Close,
Rydes Hill, Guildford. Tel. 0483 61684.
X.

..
32
. . 42,43
. . 58, 59

Quality Electronic Design . .

Sony ( UK) Limited.
Soundsense Hi Fi .
Stuart Spares . .
Studio 99 . . .

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings, Cassettes. Mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio, I
3a Hamilton Way,
London N3 Tel. 01-346 0033.
X.

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE Stereo and monomasters
and lacquer discs from your tapes on our Scully lathes. London
Road, Binsfield, Bracknell. Berkshire. Tel. Bracknell 54953.
X.

Personal Introductions/dances, parties, talks, social events. Meet
interesting attractive people. All areas. Tel. 01 278 0203, 051 931
2844.
X.

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
Acoustical Manufacturing .
Astra Aerials . . . .
Audio Aids . . . .
Audio Products . . .
Audio System Components Ltd
Azat ( London) Ltd . . . .

G.

STUDIO FACILITIES

88

AT

Radford HiFi Limited
43 King Edward Court, Windsor
Tel. ( 07535) 58931

Magazines ( Croydon) Ltd on behalf of the proprietors Link House Publications Limited, Robert Rogers House, New Orchard, Poole, Dorset BH 15 1LU.
Printed by John Wright & Sons Limited, at The Stonebridge Press, Bath Road, Bristol, England.

incomparable

Lowther
U.K. LOWTHER
STOCKISTS TO DATE

Made for the educated ear
LOWTHER leadship exists in exclusive design principles used by no other loudspeaker
manufacturer in the world. These are based on the use of internal folded horns coupled with
remarkable drive units of our own exclusive design and manufacture. Each model is
developed to ideal mathematically precise specifications best suited to the performance
standard required of the five models in our range. Where so many other loudspeakers need
considerable power in order to be heard, Lowther can give satisfaction from as little as five
watts, at the same time being compatible with almost any amplifier up to 100 watts output
per channel. Outstanding among the current range in the Classic 400, a two unit model
uncanny in its realistic response over the entire audio spectrum. For the educated ear,
Lowther is for life.
Lowther distribute through approved stockists of the highest integrity. The list grows
continuously. We shall be pleased to send literature if requested.

Classic 400
One of the most beautiful loudspeakers ever to be made in the world.
Employs rear facing unit and horn for corner reflection and a forward
facing unit for ambience matching. In classically proportional cabinet
size 32" x 14 1
/
4 " x 10" ( 81
x 36 x 25cm).

£589.95

per pair
inc. VAT

LOWTHER LOUDSPEAKER COMPANY, P.O. BOX 28, BROMLEY, KENT, ENGLAND, Telephone 01-460 5225

BECKENHAM
Hi Fi Connections, 19 Beckenham Rd.
01-658 3450
BIRMINGHAM
Five Ways Hi- Fidelity, 12 Islington
Road, Edgbaston
(021) 455 0667
BLACKPOOL
Benfell, 78 Eastfield Rd.
102531 49625
BRADFORD, YORKS.
Erickson of Bradford, Fotosonic House,
Rawson Square
(0272) 22972
BRIDLINGTON
Turner Electronics, Kings Street
(0262) 74775
BRISTOL
Audio Bristol, Park Street
(0272) 291931
CANTERBURY
Canterbury Hi Fi, 21 The Burgate
(0227) 65315
CARDIFF
Houlden Hi Fi, Morgan Arcade
(0222) 44011
CIRENCESTER
TV Er Hi Fi Centre, 35 Castle St.
(0285) 4756
COLCHESTER
K. A. Cheesman Ltd Shelwell Rd.
(0206) 73792
CROYDON
The Audio Centre, 409 South End
(01) 681 1964
EASTBOURNE
Complete Audio Systems, 32 Grove Rd.
(0323) 27362
FLEET, HANTS.
Ken Rose Audio, 283 Fleet Rd.
(02514) 5053
GRIMSBY
G Et F Manders, 2-3 Edward St.
(0472) 5139
GUERNSEY C.I.
Alpina, St. Peter's Port, 24 Smith St.
(0481) 21311
LINCOLN
The Critics Choice, 64A High St.
(0522) 38718
LONDON N.3
Hampstead Hi Fi, 63 Hampstead High St.
(01) 435 0999
LONDON N.13
Subjective Audio, 59 Groveland Rd.
(01) 886 7289
MANCHESTER
Eulipion Audio, 81 Wilmslow Rd., Rusholme
(061) 225 4448
NEWCASTLE
J Et G Windows, 1-7 Central Arcade
(0632) 21356
NOTTINGHAM
Nick Dakin Ltd., 45 Radford Rd.
(0602) 783862
PORT TALBOT
Electronic f
fi- Fi Ltd., 10 Forge Rd.
(063960) 2068
RAYLEIGH, ESSEX
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High St.
10268) 779762
SHEFFIELD
Sound Centre, 101 Eccleshall Rd.
(0742) 23365
SOMERTON, SOMERSET ( n, Taunton)
Watts Radio, 1 West St.
(0458) 72440
TONBRIDGE
Standens of Tonbridge, 92A High St.
(0732) 353540
WOLVERHAMPTON
Midland Hi Fi Studio, 1 Old Hall St.
(0902) 771774

OVERSEAS
in Denmark, France, Holland,
Japan, Sweden, Switzerland,
West Germany and other
countries. Details on
application.

The
our
tape makes
the following 5,330"
sound perfect
Right from the start you'll notice something different about a Maxell
cassette. Our leader tape.
Unlike others, its not spliced on as an after-thought. It has avery important job to do.
Without damaging your tape heads, it takes off all the gunk that other
tapes leave on.
Ingenious? Not really.
So simple in fact, were amazed so few other people thought of it.
But then not many other cassette leaders tell you what side of the tape
you're playing (A or B). Or which direction it's travelling.
And they certainly don't give you afive second cueing mark.
If you think this sounds pretty impressive, wait 'till you hear what
follows it:
The recording tape itself.
For acassette, the quality is outstanding.
And you don't have to have equipment full of knobs, dials and blink
ing lights to appreciate it either.
As we see it, there's only one snag to our cassettes:
Because of the 10 inches of head cleaner at the finish,
we make other cassettes sound better than they are.

maxell

Maxell ( UK) Ltd., 1 Tyburn Lane, Harrow, Middlesex HAI 3AF Tel: 01-423 0688.

